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I

PREFACE.

Tins book represents the labour of many years It

was undertaken with the intention of compilini^ a brief

account of recent discoveries as to the origin of the

Alphabet, and its subsequent developments. Knowing

how extensive was the literature of the subject, I did

not suppose that there would be need or place for

original research in connection with such a well-worn

theme. It soon became manifest, however, not only

that the History of the Alphabet had never been

written, but that to some extent it had not even been

discovered. Although many departments of the sub-

ject had been exhaustively discussed, I found that the

origin of several important Alphabets would have to

be investigated anew, while with regard to some of the

best known scripts various collateral problems still

awaited a solution. Such questions, arising one by

one, necessitated unforseen and tedious investigation,

the accumulation of many books, and the study of

manuscripts and inscriptions in distant Libraries an4

Museums. Hence the delays in the appearance of

a work, a considerable portion of which had been
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written when it was originally announced for publica-

tion in 1876.

In dealing with a subject so extensive, and with

materials so copious, it has proved no easy task to

keep the book within any reasonable limits. Mere

technical details have been as far as possible sup-

pressed, or relegated to the notes, while opinions which

are stated in a sentence, or data which are epitomized

in a single column of a Table, frequently represent the

results of prolonged research. The vast accumulations

of epigraphic material which are now at command have

been carefully sifted, so as to make the account of

inscriptions and manuscripts selective, rather than

exhaustive. It seemed better to attempt a somewhat

full description of a few great cardinal monuments,

rather than to give mere barren references to many of

only secondary importance. Inopem me copia fecit is

the excuse I have to plead for numberless deliberate

but unavoidable omissions. If the book was to be

complete, it was impossible that it should also be com-

prehensive.

The difficulty of compressing essential details into

small compass has been chiefly met by presenting the

fundamental facts in tabular form. The numerous

Tables of Alphabets, which will doubtless only be

glanced at by the general reader, will be found by the

real student to be of primary importance.

It will probably be a matter of surprise that the

ground taken up in this book should not already have
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been occupied. An explanation, however, is not far to

seek. It is only within the last few years that ex-

tensive discoveries of fresh epigraphic material, the

reproduction in trustworthy photographic facsimile of

important records, the gradual recognition of those

fundamental principles of Palaeographic Science which

are set forth in the concluding chapter of this book,

together with the publication of valuable monographs

dealing with small departments of the subject, have

made possible a History of the Alphabet. It cannot,

however, be affirmed that its history has hitherto been

written. Existing treatises on the subject are either

books belonging to the pre-scientific era, such as the

works of Astle and Humphreys, or are wholly popular

and uncritical, like Faulmann's Geschichte der Schrift,

or mere outline sketches by competent writers, such as

the essays of Maspero and Peile, or uncompleted frag-

ments, like the brilliant chapters of the vast work

which Lenormant, in despair, has abandoned in the

middle of a sentence.

But, although no general History of the Alphabet

exists, limited departments of the subject have been

diligently investigated by a host of specialists. One

obscure point after another has been cleared up by

the labours of scholars who have devoted themselves

to the exhaustive treatment of special branches of

epigraphy or numismatics. It may suffice to specify

the labours of Blau on the coins of the Achsemenian

satraps, of Levy on the Sinaitic inscriptions, or of
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Burnell on the ancient Dravidian Alphabets. Many

pages would be occupied by a mere enumeration of

similar monographs. Some of the most valuable of

these treatises are practically inaccessible or unknown,

being scattered through the volumes of scientific

periodicals and the Transactions of learned Societies.

Such researches, while they have made possible the

task of the present writer, have at the same time

rendered it a more formidable enterprise. In these

days of excessive specialization, to venture on a wide

field, small portions of which have occupied the exclu-

sive attention of eminent scholars, requires no little

courage, and none the less, because, while making

constant use of their labours, it has been needful to

exercise an independent judgment as to their conclu-

sions. To take shelter beneath the authority of great

names is doubtless the readiest way of escaping blame,

but this is not the method by which knowledge can be

advanced. If I have ventured occasionally to differ

from scholars of such eminence as Benfey, Ritschl,

Bockh, Lepsius, Lagarde, Lenormant, Mommsen,

Kirchhoff, or Wattenbach, it has been with the utmost

diffidence, and because I have found it impossible to

reconcile their opinions with the logic of indisputable

facts.

While endeavouring honestly to recognize the claims

of all fellow-workers in the field, and to take credit for

no discovery which I did not believe to be my own, I

have avoided parade of authorities for the facts on
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which opinions have been founded, or any needless

multiplication of references to standard works which

go over portions of my own ground. Among the arts

of bookmaking no process is more facile or more

useless than the compilation of bulky foot-notes,

crammed with references, which give a book a cheap

but deceptive appearance of erudition. Thus to have

burdened the present volumes would have easily

doubled their size, and for the sake of a very dubious

advantage. The ordinary reader has no occasion for

such notes, while to the specialist they are superfluous,

as he necessarily has at hand works of reference in

which this need is amply provided for. Thus, in order

to trace the epigraphic material on which the account

of the Phoenician Alphabets is based, it will usually

suffice for the student to turn to Schroder's Pkonizische

Sprache, or to Lenormant's Alphabet Phinicien. Simi-

larly, for the Hellenic Alphabets, the great Corpora

Inscriptionum, Greek, Attic, Latin, and Italic, with the

hand-books of Kirchhoff, Fabretti, Hicks, Wattenbach,

and Gardthausen, will, as a rule, supply the needful

references.

Where no such systematic manuals are available the

chief sources of information have been indicated in

general bibliographical notes, which it is believed will

enable any student of ordinary diligence to discover for

himself the authorities for all essential facts. These

notes, it is hoped, may also prove useful to those who

may desire to enter upon the study of any special
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department of Palaeography, or to use this book as a

general introduction to the subject.

With regard to the spelling of foreign, and espe-

cially of Oriental names, I have endeavoured to keep

to accepted usages, and to avoid all appearance of

pedantry. It seems inexpedient to write Narbada,

Mirath, Dihli and Kalighat, instead of the familiar

forms Nerbudda, Meerut, Delhi and Calcutta. Such

innovations teach nothing to the learned, and only

perplex the simple. Again, in the case of a single lan-

guage, precise transliteration presents no formidable

difficulties : in dealing with many languages it is

otherwise. Any system of diacritical marks which aims

at being universal must necessarily be either cumbrous,

incomplete, or Inconsistent. If the same symbol be

used invariably to denote the same precise sound,

it would be needful to make use of an artificial

alphabet containing upwards of seventy vowel signs,

while the nasal, 71, would require twelve separate

symbols, and the liquid, r, no fewer than twenty-

three ;—an expedient which would drive writers,

readers, and printers, to despair.

A perfect system being practically unattainable,

transliteration becomes only a question of degree.

Where ought the line to be drawn .^ If, as is cus-

tomary, we write Asoka, Pali, Devanagari and Nepal,

we ought also, to be consistent, write Tamil, Sanskrit,

Drrivldlan, Bangfil, Brahman, Prakrit and MahrathT, as

well as Islam, Afghan and Hindustan. But even
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the most rigorous purists are occasionally content in

these and similar instances to follow ordinary usages.

Nor have I thought it needful to adopt the some-

what pedantic spelling of Greek names which is now

in vogue, but have adhered to the system followed by

such scholars as Professors Jowett, Jebb, and Ellis, who

are still content to spell as Bentley and Porson spelt.

To write Homeros and Thoukudides, Ktesias and

Kuklops, is an affectation which cannot be justified

even on the ground of accuracy, since the very forms

of the letters which confront us on the page testify

that Greek names transliterated into a Latin alphabet

are subject to the laws of Latin phonology. Names

which have established themselves in English may

retain their familiar dress, names commonly used by

Latin authors may be spelt, in our Latin alphabet,

according to the Latin system of transliteration, while

Greek names known only from an inscription or a coin

may perhaps be conformed to Greek orthography.

Lastly, I have to acknowledge the generous aid of

many eminent specialists who have placed at my dis-

posal their stores of knowledge or of books. To M.

Lenormant, Mr. A. J. Ellis, Professors Friedrich Muller,

Jagic, and Robertson Smith my obligations have been

partially acknowledged in the notes. Dr. Euting has

most kindly allowed me to discuss with him many

obscure points, and has revised my account of the

Aramean and Iranian alphabets. Professor Jebb, Mr.

Morfill, Dr. Burnell, Mr. Gust, and Mr. Stallebrass
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have supplied valuable suggestions in connection with

the Greek, the Slavonic, the Indian, and the Mongolian

alphabets, and have read and annotated many of the

proofs. To Professor Percy Gardner and Mr. Barclay

Head I have never applied in vain for information re-

specting coins, by which alone the history of several

obscure local alphabets can be traced. The difficulty,

in a remote Yorkshire village, of obtaining access to

costly or unpurchasable books has been greatly lessened

by the kindness of Dr. Rost and Mr. Vaux. But my
thanks are more especially due to my friend Professor

Sayce, who, during the long course of years that the

book has been in progress, has given me constant

encouragement in my task, taking the trouble to read

nearly all the proofs, and most generously allowing me

to make use of his own unpublished discoveries in con-

nection with several of the most difficult scripts with

which I have had to deal, such, for instance, as the

Hittite and Cuneiform syllabaries, and the Asianic

alphabets.

The typographic difficulties involved in the pro-

duction of these pages have been so formidable, that a

word of acknowledgment is due to the skill and pains

with which they have been overcome by my printers,

Messrs. Gilbert and Rivington, who have placed at

my disposal their collection of Oriental types, unrivalled

probably by any private office, and excelled only by

the Government establishments at Paris and Vienna.

I. T.
Seh KINGTON, Man/i, 1883.
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CHAPTER I.

THE INVENTORS OF WRITING.

§ I. Alphabetic and non~Alphabetic Writing. § 2. Ideograms

and Phonograms. \ 3. Classification of the Primitive

Systems of Writing. \ 4. The Picture-writing of Savage

Tribes. § 5. The Chinese Characters. \ 6. The Japayiese

Syllabaries. \ 7. The Cuneiform Writing. § 8. The

Egyptian Hieroglyphics.

§ I. ALPHABETIC AND NON-ALPIIABETIC WRITING.

To US nothing seems more natural or more easy

than to express on paper the sounds of our spoken

words by means of those twenty-six simple signs

which we call the letters of the Alphabet. The

phrase "as easy as A. B.C." has actually become a

proverbial expression.

And yet, if we set aside the still more wonderful

invention of speech, the discovery of the Alphabet

may fairly be accounted the most difficult as well

as the most fruitful of all the past achievements of

'^
B
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the human intellect. It has been at once the triumph,

the instrument, and the register of the progress of

our race.

But, long before the Alphabet had been invented,

men had contrived other systems of graphic repre-

sentation by means of which words could be recorded.

The discovery of some rude form of the art of writing

was, we may believe, the first permanent step that

was taken in the progress towards civilization. Till

men could leave behind them a record of acquired

knowledge the sum of their acquisitions must have

remained almost stationary. Thus only could suc-

cessive generations be enabled to profit by the labours

of those who had gone before, and begin their onward

progress from the most advanced point which their

predecessors had attained.

It is true that at a time when writing was unknown

it would be possible for civilization to advance in

certain defined directions. There would, for example,

be nothing to prevent a considerable development of

artistic skill ; the metallurgic, the ceramic, and the

textile arts might flourish, and certain forms of poetry

—lyric, epic, and dramatic—would not altogether be

impossible. All this might easily be the case, but,

on the other hand, law would be mainly custom,

science could be little more than vague tradition,

history would be uncertain legend, while religion must

have consisted mainly of rhythmic adorations, and of

formulas of magical incantation. The Vedic hymns,
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the Arval chants, the rhapsodies of the Kalevala, the

metrical maledictions of Accadlan priests, the tale of

Troy, the legend of Romulus, the traditional folk lore

of the Maories, may give us a measure of the extreme

limits which are attainable by the religion, the lite-

rature, the history, and the science of unlettered

nations. It is more than a mere epigram to affirm

that unlettered races must of necessity be illiterate.

But not only may a people have a literature without

letters, but they may possess the Art of Writing without

the knowledge of an Alphabet. Every system of non-

alphabetic writing will, however, either be so limited

in its power of expression as to be of small practical

value, or, on the other hand, it will be so difficult and

complicated as to be unsuited for general use. It is

only by means of the potent simplicity of the alphabet

that the art of writing can be brought within general

reach. The familiar instances of Egypt, Assyria, and

China are sufficient to prove that without the alphabet

any complete system for the graphic representation of

speech is an acquirement so arduous as to demand the

labour of a lifetime. Under such conditions, science

and religion necessarily tend to remain the exclusive

property of a sacerdotal caste ; any diffiised and

extended national culture becomes impossible, religion

degenerates into magic, the chasm which separates

the rulers and the ruled grows greater and more

impassable, and the very art of writing, instead of

being the most effective of all the means of progress,

B 2
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becomes one of the most powerful of the instruments

by which the masses of mankind can be held

enslaved.

Hence it must be admitted that the really important

Aictor in human progress is not so much the discovery

of a method by which words can be recorded, as the

invention of some facile graphic device, such as the

alphabet, by means of which the art of writing can be

so far simplified as to become attainable before the

years of adolescence have been passed.

But though alphabetic writing, when once in-

vented, becomes an art easy to acquire, it has proved

itself to be a discovery most difficult to effect. To
invent and to bring to perfection the score or so of

handy symbols for the expression of spoken sounds

which we call our Alphabet, has proved to be the

most arduous enterprise on which the human intellect

has ever been engaged. Its achievement tasked the

genius of the three most gifted races of the ancient

world. It was begun by the Egyptians, continued by

the Semites, and finally perfected by the Greeks. To
show that from certain Egyptian hieroglyphic pictures,

which were in use long before the Pyramids were

erected, it is possible to deduce the actual outlines of

almost every letter of our modern English Alphabet

;

to recount the history and to investigate the trans-

formations of these ancient phonograms through the

period of 6000 years during which they have been in

use ; to trace also the unity and the historical connec-
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tion which subsists between all the various existing

alphabets of the world
; these are the tasks to which

the following pages will be devoted.

§ 2. IDEOGRAMS AND PHONOGRAMS.

The Egyptian hieroglyphic writing, although it is

the source of all existing alphabets, is far from being

the only graphic system which has been invented, or

even the only one which attained the alphabetic stage

of development. Again and again, at different epochs,

men of various races have independently succeeded

in inventing methods of Writing, which may be defined

as " the art of recording events and sending mes-

sages." In all such cases the starting point and the

general direction of development have been the same.

Every system of writing has begun with rude pic-

tures of objects ; these pictures, more or less conven-

tionalized, were gradually assumed as the represen-

tatives of words, and afterwards became the symbols

of more or less elementary sounds.

To use the convenient technical phraseology which

is now generally adopted, we may say that Writing

began with Ideograms, which afterwards developed

into Phonograms.

Ideograms may be defined to be pictures intended

to represent either things or thoughts. There are

two kinds of Ideograms
;

(i) Pictures, or actual repre-

sentations of objects
; (2) Pictorial symbols, which

are used to suggest abstract ideas.
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Phonograms may be defined as the graphic symbols

of sounds. They have usually arisen out of conven-

tionalized Ideograms, which have been taken to repre-

sent sounds instead of things. Phonograms are of

three kinds; (i) Verbal signs, which stand for entire

words
; (2) Syllabic signs, which stand for the articu-

lations of which words are composed ; (3) Alphabetic

signs, or letters, which represent the elementary sounds

into which the syllable can be resolved.

The development of alphabetic writing proceeds

regularly through these five successive stages.

Although our own writing has reached the alpha-

betic stage, yet we still continue to employ a con-

siderable number of phonographic and ideographic

signs. According to Grotefend, several of the Roman

numerals are ancient ideograms. That the digits

I., II., III., may be regarded as pictures of fingers

is implied by their very name, and on the whole it

is most probable that V was at first a picture of the

fork of the hand, with the fingers collected and the

thumb apart, so that VV or X represents the two

hands, while IV and VI would be a picture of the

hand with the subtraction or addition of a finger.^

' Ritschl, Zur Geschichte des lateinischen Alphabets {Rhcinisches

Museum fiir Philologie^ 1869), has undertaken to explain the origin

of the Roman numerals from unused letters of the Greek alphabet.

His explanation may be accepted so far as concerns the origin of

M and D from 0, of C from O, and of L from 4* , but with regard

to the numerals V and X, relying on the opinion of Mommsen i^Die
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The zodiacal and planetary signs used by astro-

nomers are also ideograms. The symbol 5 is the

caduceus of Mercury entwined by two serpents ; ? is

the mirror of Venus, with its handle ; and S is the

shield and spear of Mars. The symbol %, which

denotes Jupiter, resolves itself into an arm grasping a

thunderbolt ; while b , which stands for Saturn, is a

mower's scythe. On the celebrated zodiac of Den-

dera, the date of which is believed to be about 700 B.C.,

the signs of the zodiac are exhibited in a primitive

pictorial form, which leaves no doubt as to their signi-

fication. Thus we see that in nr, the modern sign for

Aries, nothing is left but the curved horns of the

Ram ; in « we may recognize the head and horns of

Taurus ; in -^ we have the arrow and a portion of the

bow of Sagittarius, while the curious symbol Vf is

found actually to preserve the whole outline of the

tmteritalischen Dialekte^ pp. 33, 34), I venture to differ even from a

scholar so great as Ritschl. Not only does his explanation seem to

be unsupported by evidence, but it is difficult to reconcile it with

such evidence as exists. The Etruscan and Roman numerals cannot

be dissociated. The famous Etruscan gem of the ** Calculator," now

at Paris (Fabretti, No. 2578 ter)^ seems to me to be fatal to Ritschl's

theory. The two numerals, ® and X, which Ritschl would identify

as successive forms of the same sign, appear side by side on the

calculating board, evidently denoting different numbers, doubdess

100 and 10. It is also most improbable that the two forms of

theta, and O, should have the entirely different values of 10 and

TOO. The Etruscan 5 is A, apparently an ideogram of the hand like

the Roman V ; while I and >, which stand for i and \^ seem to

represent respectively the forefinger, and the forefinger partly doubled

down.
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primitive picture of Caprlcornus, the small circle being

the head of the Goat, with the forelegs below, the

body and tail extending to the left.

Among other ideograms which we employ may be

enumerated the crown and the broad arrow, sundry

trade marks and armorial bearings,* together with

several printers' signs, such as t^ , ! , and = . To

these we may add certain shop signs, such as the

barbers pole with its spiral bandages, which is a

significant ideogram of the bloodletter, or the three

golden balls of our pawnbrokers, a curious survival

of the boluses which denoted the ancestral callinsf of

the Florentine family of the Medici.

Such symbols as /^. s. d., though alphabetic in their

origin, are now used simply as convenient phonograms,

standing for the words ''pounds" "shillings" and

"pence." To the same class belong the signs &c., i*.

$, lbs., cwt. ; most of the Arabic numerals are degraded

forms of Semitic letters ; while the successive forms

£r^y^fC?•^ox^^-^• show that the alge-

braical sign + is a contraction of the Latin word e^, as

— is of minus.

The letters of the alphabet, on the other hand, are

phonograms which by the process of long continued

detrition have reached an extreme stage of simplicity

both as regards form and value. If the history of

any one of our alphabetic symbols be traced backwards,

it will be found to resolve itself ultimately into the

' " Canting arms " such as those of Ash-ton, a tree growing in a

tun, are phonograms rather than ideograms.
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conventionalized picture of some object. In spite of

long continued usage during so many centuries, the

modern letter retains in almost every instance manifest

features derived from the primitive picture from which

it has descended.

As an illustration we may examine the history of

the letter m, which is known to be the conventionalized

picture of an owl. In the old Egyptian language the

name of the owl was mulak. The picture of the owl

must have been primarily used as an ideogram to

denote the bird itself, secondly as a phonogram stand-

ing for the name of the bird ; it then became a syllabic

sign used to express the sound mu, the first syllable of

the name, until ultimately it came to be employed

simply to denote in, the initial sound of that syllable.

During the progress of these changes in the value of

the symbol the monumental representation remained

so far unchanged that it can be recognized at once as

being consciously intended for the picture of an owl.

.But when the Hieroglyphics were written on papyrus

instead of stone the old Hieroglyphic picture, ^v
,

assumed a cursive form which could be more rapidly

and easily written, and we have the character ^
standing for m. In the Hieratic writing the picture

was so entirely conventionalized that there seems to be

no remaining consciousness of the significance of the

original picture, the back and legs are omitted, and

we obtain the forms % and ^. In the Demotic

writing, which is still more cursive, we find further

simplifications, first b> and then o. It will presently
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be shown that the Semitic letters must have been

derived from the Hieratic forms of the Egyptian

characters. The earhest known specimen of Semitic

writing is the inscription on the Moabite stone. In

this inscription the letter w appears as ^, a form

which can without difficulty be connected with the

Hieratic prototype >. From the Moabite letter the

transition is easy to the early Greek form "^ , whence

are derived the later Greek forms M, M and fi. From

the Greek colonies in Italy came the Roman capital

M, from which we obtain the minuscule m, and, finally,

our modern script form ;?/.

It will be noticed that our English letter has pre-

served, throughout its long history of 6000 years,

certain features by which it may be recognized as the

conventionalized picture of an owl. In the capital

letter M the two peaks, which are the lineal descendants

of the two ears of the owl, still retain between them a

not inapt representation of the beak, while the first of

the vertical strokes represents the breast. In the

script form m, the central hanger stands for the beak,

on either side of which are seen the two curves which

represent the ears.

But this is only a small portion of the long and

varied history of this letter. The same essential

features may be traced with more or less distinctness

throughout all the marvellous transformations which the

form of this letter has undergone in other alphabets,

some of the more typical of which are given in the

subjoined table.
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In these varied symbols of this sound, as well as in

many other forms which might easily have been added,

it is possible, without any very great difficulty, to

detect surviving elements of the primitive Hierogly-

phic picture, and to make out either the ears, the beak,

or the breast of the owl. Almost any other letter

might have been taken as an illustration of the way in

which modern Alphabetic signs may be traced back to

their primitive picture forms. Thus the letter F is

derived from *t.>^, the Hieroglyphic picture of the

cerastes, or horned Egyptian asp. The two bars of

our F are the survivals of the two horns, while the

vertical stroke represents the body. In the letter Y,

which comes from the same Hieroglyphic picture, the

two horns and the body of the asp are retained ; but

in the derivatives V and U the body has entirely

disappeared, while the reduplicated character W is

constructed of four strokes, which stand simply for

four horns. In the Hebrew 1, the Samaritan ?, the

Armenian \], and the Runic \^ , the horns and the

body may easily be discerned ; in the Syriac q, the

Arabic •, and the Sanskrit ^, the two horns have

coalesced into a loop, while in the Burmese O the body

has disappeared, and the loop alone is left as a repre-

sentative of the horns. In like manner it might be

shown that the letter A was originally the picture of

an eagle, R of the mouth, D of the hand, and so on

with the rest.

The origin ^nd developments of the several letters
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of the alphabet will be investigated in detail in sub-

sequent chapters ; the foregoing instances being here

brought forward only as illustrations of the proposi-

tion as to the pictorial origin of our letters, and also

with the object of giving some general notion of the

way in which all existing alphabets are linked together

by the tie of a common parentage. But before enter-

ing upon the task of investigating systematically the

origin and connection of the many hundred alpha-

betic signs which are in use in different parts of the

world, it will be necessary to give an account of ideo-

graphic and syllabic signs, out of which alphabetic

characters have arisen. The remainder of this pre-

liminary chapter will therefore be devoted to a rapid

sketch of the various systems of non-alphabetic writing,

with the special object of investigating the processes

by which primitive picture ideograms have passed

through the successive stages of phonograms and

syllabic signs till they finally developed into letters.

§ 3. CLASSIFICATION OF THE PRIMITIVE SYSTEMS OF

WRITING.

There are no less than five great systems of picture

writing which have independently been invented.

These, together with their principal developments in

the direction of phonetic writing, may be enumerated

as follows.

We have

—
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I. The Egyptian.

1. The Monumental Hieroglyphic.

2. The Cursive Hieratic.

3. The Semitic Alphabet.

4. The Cursive Demotic.

5. The Coptic Alphabet (In part).

H. The Cuneiform.

1. The Linear Babylonian Hieroglyphs.

2. The Archaic Babylonian Cuneiform.

3. The Hieratic Babylonian.

4. The Susian Syllabary.

5. The Assyrian Cuneiform.

6. The Armenian Cuneiform, or Alarodian.

7. The later Babylonian (3rd Achaemenlan).

8. The Protomedic Syllabary (2nd Achaemenlan).

9. The Persian Cuneiform Alphabet (ist Achse-

menian).

HI. The Chinese.

1. The Ku-wen picture ideograms.

2. The square Kyai-shu, or "model " character.

3. The Japanese Katakana Syllabary.

4. The cursive Tsau-shu, or '* grass " character.

5. The Japanese Hirakana Syllabary.

IV. The Mexican.

1. The Aztec picture ideograms.

2. The Maya Alphabet of Yucatan.
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V. The Hittite.

1. The Carchemish Hieroglyphs.

2. The Asia Minor Syllabary.

3. The Lycian Alphabet (in part).

4. The Cypriote Syllabary.

In addition to these systems we have the indepen-

dently invented picture writing of various semi-savage

tribes, such as the North American Indians, the Picts,

the Laplanders and the Eskimos.

§ 4. THE PICTURE-WRITING OF SAVAGE TRIBES.

The great historic systems of writing are of such

immense antiquity that their history has to be ex-

plained to a great extent by the aid of conjecture and

analogy. Hence the rudimentary forms of picture

writing, which we find among the less cultured races^

are of considerable interest and value, inasmuch as

they throw light on the earlier stages of the develop-

ment of graphic symbols.

The earliest attempts at the graphic art of which we

have any knowledge reach back to a more primaeval

period than even the piles of potsherds which mark

so many of the sites of pre-historic habitation. In the

rock shelters of Southern France the palaeolithic men,

who followed the retreating ice of the last glacial

epoch, and who were contemporaries of the woolly

rhinoceros, the hyena, the cave bear, and the mam-
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moth, have left behind them numerous records of their

pursuits, rudely scratched by means of flint flakes on

the bones, horns, and tusks of the extinct beasts with

whom they struggled for existence.

Probably the very earliest record which we possess

of any actual event is the scene depicted on a frag-

ment of an antler, which was found in the rock shelter

at Laugerie Basse, in Auvergne. A primaeval hunter,

naked save for the long hair which protects his body

from the cold, has crept up to a gigantic Urus, feeding

in the grass, and is seen in the very act of casting a

spear at his unsuspecting prey.

On another piece of antler from the same locality

we have pourtrayed in the most spirited manner the

charge of an elephant, who comes on with mouth wide

open and elevated trunk.' From caves of the same

palcEolithic age we have also representations of the

mammoth, the reindeer, the seal, the whale, and the

cave bear, and on one curious fragment the chase of

the wild horse is cleverly represented.

' See Boyd Dawkins, Early Man in Britain^ pp. 213— 215.
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These graphic efforts of the palaeolithic men are

remarkable, not only for a very high degree of artistic

excellence, but also for their immense antiquity. The
" Cave Men" who have left behind them these records

of their pursuits were of Pleistocene age—an antiquity

not as yet measurable to us by any computation of

years, or even of centuries. But the evidence enables

us to assign these early attempts at a graphic record

of events to a period more remote than the invention

of pottery or of spinning—prior even to the taming of

any domestic animal, or the cultivation of cereals

;

earlier, so far as we know, than the construction of

any kind of human habitation.

Coming down to more recent times, we find similar

attempts among many savage races. The grave of a

chief is indicated by his totem scratched upon a slab

:

tribal boundaries are marked by stones engraved with

the totem of the tribe. The very curious records on

the Pictish Stones of Scotland, the pictures on the

magic drums of the Laplanders, the drawings found

on rocks in Australia, Siberia, Peru and Arabia, not

only show how keenly men of different races have

striven to record their thoughts, and to leave behind

them some lasting memorial of their deeds, but are

also of value as proving the essential similarity of the

means which they have adopted to give effect to their

desires.

Of a somewhat different nature are mnemonic

records, used as an aid to the memory of a messenger

c
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or narrator. To this category belong the wampum
belts which constitute the tribal records of the North

American Indians. Wampum is the name given to

strings of perforated shells, usually the great clam, the

pearl oyster, or the Venus shell, which are woven into

belts of various patterns, into which dates, treaties,

and national events are " talked ." The belts are com-

mitted to the care of special custodians, and are handed

down from generation to generation as the archives of

the various tribes. A belt of wampum made of fresh-

water univalves constituted the great charter of the

Iroquois league ; and the treaty which the Delaware

or Leni Lenape Indians made with Penn in 1682 is

commemorated by a belt of white and purple wampum,

which is still preserved at Philadelphia.^

To the same class of records belong the quippus,

or knotted cords, by which the Incas of Peru transmit-

ted orders to the outlying provinces of their empire

;

and which were also made to serve as biographical

memoirs of the events in the lives of distinguished

persons, and were frequently buried with them in their

graves.

Wampum and quippus are mnemonic records of the

most elementary kind. Of a more elaborate character

are the curious birch bark pictures which are employed

by the North American Indians to suggest to the

mind the order of the successive verses of the songs

* Dawson, Fossil Men^ pp. 143, 144.
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of love or war which are chanted over the camp fires.

The attempt to interpret such memorials is usually

hopeless unless the clue is known. More easy to ex-

plain are the warnings of danger, or the records of

hunting exploits which were scratched on rocks or

scored on the blazed trunks of trees, in which certain

conventional signs are usually employed. Intelligible

memorials of certain important events have occasionally

been preserved by means of pictorial records of this

nature. A good example is supplied by a rude draw-

ing which was cut more than a century ago on the

bark of a tree in Ohio. This drawing, a facsimile of

which is given below, commemorates the achieve-

ments of Wingemund, a chief of the Leni Lenape

tribe, who attacked the English settlements in the

years 1762 and 1763.

At the bottom of the picture we see twenty-three

warriors, who are bending forward to show that they

are proceeding on the war-path. The sun has made

ten pathways, the arrangement of which in two groups

c 2
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indicates two expeditions, one of six days in duration,

the other of four. We have in the centre the repre-

sentation of the three EngHsh forts which were

attacked. The lowest is Fort Pitt, at the confluence of

two rivers, the Alleghany and the Monogehala. The

square bastioned fort enclosing two buildings represents

the trading station at Detroit, and the third is a smallei

fort, situated on an island in Lake Erie. To the

left are seen ten vanquished enemies. The four who

retain their heads were taken prisoners, the other six

represent the slain. In the corner is seen the figure of

a tortoise. This is an ideogram which is found at the

end of other similar records, and may probably denote

" return to land," or perhaps *' safety." The introduc-

tion of this ideogram marks the furthest stage reached

by the Red Men in the graphic art. In the other

portions of the design we have only representations

of concrete objects. The figure of the tortoise is an

immense step in advance : it marks the beginning of

symbolism. The tortoise is a pure ideogram, the

picture of an object being taken as the conventional

symbol of an abstract thought.

It is manifest that the introduction of symbolic ideo-

grams renders possible a greatly extended develop-

ment of the art of graphic representation. Schoolcraft,

in his account of the Indian tribes, gives a considerable

number of these conventional symbols. Thus a pipe

stands for "peace," a vine for "friendship," a fowl with

outstretched wings denotes "haste," a fire means a
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"family circle," and concentric circles or suns represent

"time." By the aid of the French missionaries this

system of pictorial symbolism has been developed

among the Mikmaks of Nova Scotia and New Bruns-

wick to so great an extent that whole sentences can

be ideographically expressed. A few years ago a

religious work was printed at Vienna in the Mikmak

language, in which no less than 5701 ideographic

symbols are employed.

A further extension of the system of picture writing

became possible when it was discovered that complex

ideas could be conveyed by combinations of simple

ideograms. Thus in the primitive Chinese writing

we find a " wife " is denoted by the combination of the

conventional pictures of a " woman " and a " broom,"

and the verb " to love " is expressed by the pictures of

a "woman" and a '*son." In the early Cuneiform

writing precisely the same procedure was employed.

The symbol for "prison" is a combination of the

symbols for " house " and " darkness," while a " tear
"

is denoted by the signs for "eye" and "water." This

device is familiar to the philologist, such a compound

noun as ''eye-water" being admissible in numerous

languages.

It is plain that pure picture writing is absolutely

independent of language. Such a record as that of the

Leni Lenape chief could have been interpreted as well

by a Huron as a Cree, by a French trapper from

Canada, or by an English settler from Virginia. This,
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however, ceases to be the case in the next stage of the

development of writing, in which ideograms give birth

to phonograms. From pictures which represent things

or thoughts were derived pictures which represent

sounds.

The form of conundrum called the rebus affords a

familiar instance of the simplest kind of phonogram.

In the rebus the picture of an object is taken to denote

any word or part of a word which has the same sound

as the name of the thing pictured.^ If, for instance,

like the ancient Egyptians, we were to adopt a circle

with a central dot as our ordinary written symbol for

the sun, this would be a pure ideogram. But if we

were to go on, and, after the Egyptian or Chinese

method, were to use the same symbol to express also

the word '' son," we should have a phonogram of that

primitive type which has repeatedly served to bridge

over the gap between picture ideograms and phonetic

characters.

It is probable that the adoption of the important

step by which the advance was made from ideograms

to phonograms arose out of the necessity of expressing

proper names. This is indicated by the Mexican

picture writing, which at the time of the arrival of the

Spaniards was just reaching the stage of the phono-

' As in the well known rebus in which the sentence " I saw a boy

swallow a gooseberry " is represented by pictures of an eye, a saw, a

boy, a swallow, a goose, and a berry.
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graphic expression of the names of persons and places.

Thus the name of the fourth Mexican monarch was Itz-

coatl, or '* Knife-Snake." In the Le TelHer Codex the

name of this king is represented by obsidian ^fuu

knives, //£//, surrounding a serpent, coa//. ^f^^^^
This is mere picture writing, Hke the^^/ ^<=^

Accadian '' eye-water," or the Chinese "broom-woman."

But in the Vergara Codex the name of the same king is

represented phonographically by a redtts. The

first syllable 2^2 is denoted ideographically'"^^

as before by means of a weapon armed with

blades of obsidian, i^z/i, but the remainder of the word

is expressed, not by a snake, coa^/, but by two phono-

grams, an earthen pot, co{mt^/) and the sign of water

a(tl)} This example proves that the Aztecs, at the

time of the Spanish conquest, had taken the first step

on the road to the invention of a system of phonographic

writing. The necessity of being able to express proper

names had brought them to the crucial point which sepa-

rates ideograms from phonograms. Under the tuition

of Spanish missionaries the Mexican ideograms were

subsequently developed so as to be capable of express-

ing the sounds of a foreign idiom, as is shown by a

Latin Pater-Noster wholly transcribed by means of

pictorial phonograms.

^ See Tylor, Early History of Mankind, p. 93 ; Houghton, in

Trans. Soc. Biblical Archceology, vi. p. 456 : Lenormant, fJAlphabet

Phenicien, p. 25 ; De Rosny, Ecriturcs Fi,^ratives, p. 17.
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But without such foreign assistance another nation of

Central America had advanced still further on the path

which leads to Alphabetic writing. At Palenque, the

ruined capital of the Mayas of Yucatan, several inscrip-

tions have been found written with phonetic signs,

which are believed to have been derived from the

Mexican Hieroglyphics; and three MSS.,' written in

the same character, have fortunately been preserved.

From the writings of Diego de Landa we obtain the

key to this curious Maya writing. It appears that, in

addition to a certain number of syllabic signs and a

few ideograms, the Mayas employed twenty-seven cha-

racters which must be admitted to be alphabetic. The

high state of civilization attained by this people Is thus

attested, not only by the ruins of their magnificent build-

ings, but by the invention of a system of writing actually

superior in simplicity and convenience to that employed

at the present day by the Chinese, or even by the

great Assyrian nation at the epoch of its greatest

power and glory. The systems of picture writing,

which were invented and developed by the tribes of

Central America, are however so obscure, and so little

is really known about their history, that they must be

regarded rather as literary curiosities than as affording

suitable materials for enabling us to arrive at any

* The " Dresden Codex," the " Manuscript Troano," and the

" Second Mexican MS.," in the National Library at Paris. Sayce,

Science of Language, ii., p. 220.
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general conclusions as to the nature of the early stages

of the development of the graphic art.

§ 5. THE CHINESE CHARACTERS.

It is in the case of the Chinese characters that we

find the most notable instance of a graphic system which

has never succeeded in advancing beyond the most

rudimentary stage of conventionalized picture writing.

The early processes in the development of picture

writing may therefore be studied to the best advantage

in connexion with Chinese.

The complicated characters which fill the columns of

a Chinese book seem to the uninitiated to present a

mere hopeless maze of unintelligible puzzles. Recent

investigations into the history of these characters

throw unexpected light upon their origin and meaning.

We possess a chronological series of authentic dated

inscriptions which extend back to the time of the Shang

Dynasty, and there are other inscriptions which are

considerably older, but of less certain date. When, by

the aid of the more ancient monuments, the modern

Chinese characters are traced back to their earlier

types, it becomes evident, as has been shown by de

Rosny and Dr. Edkins,^ that they are conventionalized

forms, descended from rude pictures to which they now

bear little or no resemblance. For example, taking one

' De Rosny, J^critures Figuratives, Paris, 1870; Edkins, Introduc'

tion to the Study of the Chinese Characters^ London, 1876.
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or two of the more simple characters, we find that the

word k^meti, a "dog," is denoted by the character ^,
and imL '* wood " by^_. These two characters present

a much closer resemblance to each other than either of

them possesses to the object whose name it bears. But

when these characters are traced back to their earlier

forms the difficulty disappears. The character for mu^

"wood," was originally written
/f(

or )JC, a form in

which the representation of a tree, with its branches,

trunk, and roots, can be plainly recognized. In the

other case w^ find the character for kHuen, a "dog,"

takes the forms
j^

, "f\^,
and )tv, in which it is not diffi-

cult to perceive a rude outline intended for the picture

of a dog. The earlier forms of the ideogram make it

easy to recognize in the modern character the par-

ticular strokes which correspond to the body, legs, tail,

head, and ears in the primitive picture. Even in the

contracted form ^, which is used in compound cha-

racters, it is not impossible to detect the original sig-

nification of the several strokes.

The foregoing are comparatively simple cases.

Many characters which have a more complicated

appearance can also be referred with equal certainty to

their primitive picture forms. The modern square or

model character ,P|, ma , signifies a "horse." Every

stroke of this character can be recocrnized in the a.nciento

form -^ , which belongs to the Lieu-wen style of

writing, the date of which is about 800 B.C. Even at

this remote date the resemblance to the horse is by no
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means conspicuous ; but if we go back to the still more

ancient Ku-wen writing, the original pictorial signifi-

cance of each of the several strokes becomes

manifest, and the primitive pictures V/
, ^j and

enable us to discover in the modern character the

particular strokes by which the head, mane, legs and

tail of the animal were originally represented.

The next step is to resolve the compound characters

into the combinations of pictures of which they are

composed. Thus a " hermit " is denoted by the two

characters
jijj,

which in their ancient forms fA^ are

easily seen to be pictures intended to represent a

"man" on a "mountain."

A further extension of the system of graphic re-

presentation w^as effected by the aid of the principle of

^symbolism. The pictures of things were employed as

the symbols of abstract ideas. Thus "safe" is expressed

by the picture of a " hand " stretching down to help

a "woman," and "danger" by a "man" on a "cliff."

The " sun " seen under a " tree " means " dark," while

the "sun" over a "tree," or the "sun'' and "moon"

side by side, mean "light." To "assist" a person

demands deeds as well as words, and is expressed by

pictures of a " mouth " and a " hand." Two hands

joined together stand for a "friend," and a picture of

a knife, which signifies to "divide," in conjunction

with the symbol for money, signifies "poor." In this

way most of the signs for the 40,000 words which arc
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said to be contained in the Chinese Dictionaries may

ultimately be resolved into conventionalized pictures.

It would perhaps be more correct to call them symbols

rather than pictures, as in their modern forms very few

of them manifest any appreciable resemblance to the

original pictures from which they have descended.

In examining such a system of writing we are as

much amazed at Its excessive cumbrousness as at its

extreme Ingenuity. It Is quite as remarkable that the

Chinese should have succeeded In elaborating a vast

system of picture writing of such immense difficulty,

as that they should altogether have failed in discover-

ing any simpler syllabic or alphabetic device.

In fact, It Is owing to the unique character of the

language that the Invention of the Chinese writing

became possible. The Chinese language is a language

of roots ; It has bq_ terminations to denote number, case ,

tense, mood , or pers-on; the same word, without change

of form, may be used as a noun, a verb, an adjective,

an adverb, or a particle;' grammatical relations are

denoted only by position ; and no word consists of

more than one syllable.. The number of the distinct

monosyllabic combinations of consonant and vowel

amount in the Chinese language to 4.SQ. By means

of the four *' tones," or variations of accent, It becomes

possible to utter as many as j20j distinguishable

' Thus the syllable ta, according to its position in the sentence,

may mean either great, greatness, to increase, much, or very.
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monosyllabic words . But it is manifest that the needs

of a people so advanced in civilization as the Chinese

cannot be satisfied by means of so limited a vocabu-

lary. Hence there are necessarily in Chinese a large

number of homophnne?^ ; that is, the same articulation

has to do duty for several wholly different words.

Most of the Chinese monosyllables have therefore

mo^e than one meaning.^ In the five spoken dialects

(all of which differ considerably from the conventional

language which is employed in books) confusion is

avoided by the use of gesture and "lonej" in the

written speech the necessity for the adoption of some

corresponding expedient is manifest. When such

cases of homophony occur in our own language the

difficulty is frequently solved for us by the fortunate

accident of the anomalies of our historical spelling,

which, whatever its demerits, is not without compen-

sating advantages. For instance, we have in English

the four homophones rite, write, right, and wright.

By the aid of the variant spelling a child readily learns

that these homophones are really four different words

which happen to be pronounced alike. The advantages

of a variant spelling are perhaps more clearly seen in

the case of a foreign language, such as French, in

which the reader welcomes the aid of the variant

* For instance, the sound yit may mean either me, agree, rejoice,

measure, stupid, or black ox ; and lu may be either forge, vehicle,

precious stone, dew, way, or turn aside.
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Spelling of such homophones ^.sjan o; cent, sans, and sen .

There would be a very appreciable inconvenience if

English and French Avere either written ideographi-

cally like Chinese, or phonetically according to the

schemes of certain spelling reformers, instead of by

means of an elastic alphabet. Much more considerable

would be the ambiguities in Chinese, where nearly

every phonetic symbol has to represent a considerable

number of homophonic words. To meet this difficulty

a device has been adopted, which is worthy of note as

being almost exactly the same as the expedient by

which the same difficulty, which must be encountered

in every ideographic system of writing, was solved in

the Egyptian Hieroglyphics and in the Assyrian

Cuneiform.

To denote graphically any Chinese word two symbols

are employed in combination. One of these is a

phonogram , which conveys the sound of the word^the

other is an ideogram determining which of all the

words having this sound is the one intended to be ex-

pressed. These explanatory ideograms, which in

Egyptian and Cuneiform are called *' determlnatiyjss,"

in Chinese go by the name of ** keys," '' radkals," or

"primitives"—terms which are somewhat misleading,

as the Chinese name, wen, means rather "classes."

An example will make more clear the way in which

these explanatory ideograms are employed. The

sound /^^ for instance, has in Chinese eight distinct

significations, that is there are eight different words
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which are thus pronounced. One of the phonograms

which expresses the sound pavs, £, the original form

of which, ^, is apparently the picture of the ** tail " of

some animal. In conjunction with the key of "plants"

the phonogram denotes a " banana tree," with the key

of " iron " it signifies a " war-chariot," with the key of

"sickness" it means a "scar," with the key of "mouth"

it stands for a " cry," and so on with the four other

meanings which the sound may have.

To return to the case of the four English homo-

phonic words already cited, the Chinese plan is much

as if we were to take the picture of a pen as a phono-

gram to denote the sound write. Together with the

picture of a church as a key or determinative this

picture of a pen might stand for " rite," with the key of

a book it might signify " write," while with the keys of

a straight line and a hammer it would denote "right"

and " wright."

Compared with the ease and simplicity of alphabetic

writing the complexity and difficulty of the Chinese

method is obvious. It seems moreover to be unavoid-

able. In the Egyptian and Cuneiform systems it was

also found necessary, in order to overcome the diffi-

culty of expressing homophones without confusion, to

adopt the very same expedient ; the phonetic signs were

explained and interpreted by means of determinatives.

The Egyptians employed between 300 and 400

phonetic signs, which were interpreted by about 94

generic determinatives, while for the Assyrian Cunei-
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form 522 phonetics and 27 determinatives are cata-

logued in Prof. Sayce's Grammar. Both classes of

signs are more numerous In Chinese. The phonetic

characters have been reckoned by Dr. Marshman at

3867, and the Ideographic signs are supposed to amount

to nearly 2000. Many of these however are rare, or

fallen out of use, and it may be said that only 1 144

phonetic signs and 214 ideographic "keys " are practi-

cally required. By means of these 1358 conventional-

ized pictures, taken in groups, two and two together,

any one of the forty thousand words in the Chinese

language can be written down without ambiguity.

It is plain that to acquire an exhaustive knowledge

of such a cumbrous system of writing would be a very

formidable task. But even to obtain such an acquaint-

ance with it as to be able to write a common business

letter, or lar^ad an„Qrdinary book, it is necessary for

a Chinese student to commit to memory ^om£_6QQQ or

700Q of these groups of characters. This by itself

constitutes a serious tax upon the memory , and the tax

on the faculties of attention and accuracy is even greater,

for many of the characters being necessarily very much

alike. It is most difficult to distinguish them without

mistake, as will be seen by the inspection of the

columns of any Chinese book. The result is that at

the age of twenty-five a diligent Chinese student has

barely acquired the same amount of facility in reading

and writing which is usually attained by a child in an

English village school at the age of ten. It may fairly
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be said that with the Chinese method it takes twenty

yearsJnstead of five to learn to read and write. About

6000 words are found in the authorized version of the

English Bible, in an ordinary English Dictionary there

are about 43,000, while a Dictionary which includes

scientific terms may probably contain no less than

100,000 words. By learning how to form twenty-six

very simple characters an English child acquires the

power of writingdown any ordinary English words. But

in China it would be necessary for him to learn to deli-

neate from memory the difficult forms of more than a

thousand distinct characters, and also to remember the

arbitrary meanings of something like 6000 groups of

signs. It is evident that there would be a considerable

number of persons who would not possess the needful

accuracy of hand and brain, not to speak of the leisure

and patience, necessary for learning to read and write

on such a system. Hence in countries which have not

had the good fortune to be in possession of an alphabet,

the art of writing, demanding so many years for its

acquirement, has necessarily become a rare accomplish-

ment, confined to a learned caste. Among the Egyp-

tians and Assyrians, as well as among the Chinese, to

be a *' scribe" has constituted a profession by itself

§ 6. THE JAPANESE SYLLABARIES.

Syllabism, the next stage in the progress of writing,

finds its best illustration in the development of the

Japanese writing out of the Chinese.

D
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The monosyllabic nature of the language of the

Chinese enabled them to elaborate the rebus into a

graphic system so complete as to make it possible to

dispense with any advance towards an alphabetic

method. In a monosyllabic language the interval

which ordinarily separates the rebus from syllabic

writing does not exist. Hence it was possible for the

Chinese system of verbal phonograms to remain

essentially unchanged for a period which their tradition

fixes at upwards of 4000 years. But in Japan the

conditions of the problem were wholly different.

About the ^d centuxyLAJ)., at the time of the great

Eastern extension of the Buddhist faith, the Japanese

came into contact with the civilization of China, and

obtained a knowledge of the characters in which

the Chinese literature was written. The Japanese

language being polysyllabic, the Chinese characters,

which are verbal phonograms, could only be used for

the expression of the polysyllabic Japanese words by

being treated as syllabic signs. The advance to

syllabism was thus inevitable. A number of characters

sufficient to constitute a syllabary having been selected

from the numerous Chinese phonograms, it was found

that the whole apparatus of " keys " might be rejected,

being no longer indispensable to the reader. By these

two changes an almost incredible simplification of the

Chinese writing was effected. But though syllabism

is a great advance on a system of verbal phonograms,

yet it is necessarily somewhat cumbrous, owing to the
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considerable number of characters which are required.

In Amharic, for instance, which is printed syllabically,

there are 2>3 consonantal sounds, each of which may

combine with any of the seven vowels. Hence, to

print a page of an Amharic book 7x33 or 231 different

types are required, instead of the 40 types which would

suffice on an alphabetic method. In Japanese this

difficulty is less formidable than in many other lan-

guages, owing to the simplicity of the phonetic system,

which possesses only five vowel sounds and the fifteen

consonantal sounds, r, / d, /, n, t, d, ts, w, k, g, y, s,

s, m. There are therefore only 75 possible syllabic

combinations of a consonant followed by a vowel.

Several of these potential combinations do not actually

occur in the language, and hence it is possible, with

somewhat less thanjfifty distinct syllabic signs, to wTite

down any Japanese word.

The Japanese have two syllabaries, both of which

were independently derived from the Chinese at some

time before the end of the Qth century a.d. The

tlkakans syllabary was derived from a cursive form

of the Chinese writing called the Tsau or ^' grass
"

character. In the Hirakana syllabary there are about

300 signSy a large number of which are either Yadants

or b<^"i<^phr>np^ The Kaiakana syllabary is more

simple. It was obtained from the Kyai or " model

"

type of the Chinese character, and comprises only a

single sign, written more or less cursively, for each of the

forty-seven syllabic sounds in the Japanese language.

D 2
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The Japanese word kata means ".side," one side or

part of the Chinese character being usually taken to

represent the whole. In this way, the outline of the

character being in most cases considerably simplified,

and all determinatives, variants and homophones being

omitted, the Japanese have provided themselves w^ith

one of the best syllabaries which has ever been

constructed.

Here, however, the development has stopped

short. The fact that during more than a thousand

years It should never have occurred to a people so

ingenious and inventive as the Japanese to develop®

their syllabary Into an alphabet, may suffice to show

that the discovery of the alphabetic principle of writing

is not such an easy or obvious a matter as might be

supposed. It is true that most of the Independent

systems of writing, as the Mexican, the cuneiform and

the Egyptian, ultimately reached the alphabetic stage,

and it has frequently been asserted that the Chinese

forms no exception to the rule, the alphabet of Corea

being, it is alleged, only a development of the Japanese

Katakana. The forms however, and more especially

the order of the letters of the Corean alphabet, prove

that it must be classed, with the Pali or Buddhist

alphabets, as one of the outlying members of the

Indian family of alphabets. The development of

the Chinese and Japanese writing must therefore be

held to have stopped short at the syllabic stage. Now,

however, that Japan has been brought into contact with
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Western civilization, the convenience and simplicity

of the Roman alphabet is being gradually recognized,

and a movement is on foot to substitute it for the

native syllabary. If this attempt succeeds, as may not

improbably be the case, we shall have under our own

eyes an illustration of the process by which the

Egyptian hieroglyphics and the Babylonian cuneiform

were replaced, some two thousand years ago, by

characters ultimately derived from the great Semitic

alphabet.'

A few examples of the way in which the Japanese

syllabaries were constructed may here be given.

In the Hirakana syllabary the sign for the syllable

tsi is -j:^ , and in the Katakana it is =^ , which is cur-

sively written t . These symbols were derived from

the Chinese character •? si, a **son," the ancient

form being obviously intended for the picture

of a new-born child.

We have already seen that the Chinese character

/fc represents a "tree," with its trunk, roots, and

branches. This character, by the addition of a bar to

indicate the topmost bough of the tree, becomes ^,

and then stands for the Chinese word mo. which

* This process is now going on in Annum, where a modification

of the Roman alphabet is used by the French missionaries to replace

the local Annamese syllabary, whose history is similar to that of

Japan, having been derived from the Chinese writing by the selection

and adaptation of a certain number of characters which are used

phonetically.

if
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means the ''end" of a thing. In Japanese this sign

becomes X in the Hirakana, and v in the Katakana,

with the syllabic value of ma.

As another illustration, we may take the syllable ro,

which in the Hirakana is represented by )^, and in

the Katakana by p . A Japanese r answers to a

Chinese /, and hence the origin of the Japanese signs

is to be referred to the Chinese character B ///,

" vertebrce," which is shown by the ancient form O
to be intended for a picture of two joints of the spine.^

In this manner it would be possible to go through

the signs of the two Japanese syllabaries, and trace

back the whole of the symbols to the original picture

ideograms of the ancient Chinese writing. We might,

for example, investigate the successive steps by which

the Japanese character y no is derived from a picture

of a woman's breasts -(2ZP, while -J^ se resolves itself

into an ideographic symbol for " age." We might

show that -^ mo was once a representation of "hair,"

while ^ nu originally denoted a "slave," literally a

*' handmaiden," being composed. In Its primitive form,

of the pictures of a "woman" and a "hand." These

transformations are not only curious in themselves, but

will be found useful as illustrations^ the parallel

processes by which the picture writing of the primitive

populations of Babylonia gave birth to the various

cuneiform syllabaries, and by which our own alphabet

was itself developed out of the hieroglyphic pictures

of ancient Egypt.
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§ 7. THE CUNEIFORM.

In the creation of the Japanese and Annamese

syllabaries out of the Chinese ideograms we have

instances of a very general law which governs the

development of graphic systems. During a period of

four thousand years the Chinese, left to themselves,

were unable to advance beyond ideographic writing.

But this important step was, as we have seen, readily

accomplished when the Chinese writing had to be

adapted to a language of another type. As a rule it

is found that the advance from one stage in the

development of writing to the next is only attained by

the transmission of a graphic system from one nation

to another. The transmission of the Aztec Hiero-

glyphs to the Mayas of Yucatan, of the Egyptian

Hieroglyphs to the Semites, and the thrice repeated

transmission of the Semitic alphabet to Aryan nations

—to the Greeks, to the Persians, and to the Indians

—

are instances in point. Each of these transmissions

was accompanied by irnportant developments in the

art of writing. But the action of this general law is

perhaps best exhibited in the case of the repeated

transmissions of the cuneiform writing. It was

invented by the Accadians, a Turanian people ; from

them it was transmitted to the Semitic Assyrians and

Babylonians ; while out of the Semitic cuneiform

arose on the one hand the Turanian Proto-Medic
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syllabary, and on the other the cuneiform alphabet

of the Aryan Persians. The history of the cuneiform

writing also illustrates with great completeness the

successive stages through which writing tends to pass;

the primitive picture ideograms developing themselves,

through verbal phonograms, into syllabic signs, until

finally the alphabetic stage is reached.

The most primitive monuments of the cuneiform

writing consist of Inscribed bricks from the ruins of

the cities of Mugheir, Warka, and Senkereh, in Lower

Babylonia. This writing, which goes by the name of

the " Linear Babylonian," consists of picture ideo-

grams in which it is not difficult to detect the outlines

of the objects which are meant to be represented.

The material used being tablets of the soft clay which

was abundant in Babylonia, at a very early period

these outline pictures came to be replaced, as a matter

of graphic convenience, by groups of wedge-shaped

strokes, which are the forms most easily imprinted by

a style upon unbaked clay. In these conventional

ideograms, which go by the name of the "Archaic

Babylonian Cuneiform," the pictorial significance,

though not so entirely lost as in the later Assyrian

and Babylonian forms, is more difficult to recognize

than is the case with other kinds of ideographic

writing, such as the Mexican or the Egyptian, where

a different material was used. But by aid of the

primitive outline pictures of the linear Babylonian

the original significance of many of the cuneiform
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groups can be detected with a fair approach to

certainty.

A few instances may be given of the way in which

the cuneiform characters may be thus traced back,

by means of the older forms, to the original picture

ideograms.^ We may begin with the Assyrian cha-

racter JzYi^, alpiiy which means an " ox." The Assy-

rian form was derived from the Hieratic Babylonian

^^, which in the linear Babylonian is ~\y - If

this picture be partly turned round it is at once recog-

nized as the profile of the head and horns of an ox,

looked at from the front, N-y . It may be noted that

this primitive picture does not differ very materially

from the character K , in which the Phoenicians recog-

nized the likeness of the head of the *' ox," aleph (the

same word as alpti), which has given us the name of

our alpha-bet.

The ideogram of the "fish" is as easy to trace as

that of the ''ox." In the Assyrian cuneiform we find

the character
][][<

{kha), a ''fish." The resemblance

to the object has almost entirely disappeared, but it

can be recognized when we go back to the archaic

Babylonian, in which the form of the character is L^X
A still older form is <C^ >

while in the linear

Babylonian we have the form ^^!$< , a figure in

^ These instances are chiefly taken from Mr. Houghton's paper

in the Transactions of the Society of Biblical Archceology, vol. vi.,

pp. 454—483.
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which the head, body, tail, and fins of the fish are

unmistakeably pourtrayed.

It is often possible to detect the mode in which

compound, or, as we may call them, agglutinated cha-

racters, arose from the combination of simpler forms.

The ideogram used to denote the city of Nineveh was

5^2SJ . The archaic form of this character is >—^f5<t
which proves that it was compounded of the ^

ideographic picture of a "house," enclosing the ideogram

of the "fish." We have here a curious fragment of

primaeval history, showing us that imperial Nineveh

was at first, as its name implies,^ merely a collection

of huts of fishermen.

The graphic system which was thus invented by

the primitive Turanian inhabitants of Babylonia was

adopted by their Semitic conquerors, who took it with

them to Assyria, where it underwent considerable

modifications. Even among the Accadians the primi-

tive ideograms had come to be used as phonograms, a

device which was greatly extended by the Semites,

who created a huge syllabary out of the Accadian

characters.

In the cuneiform the transition from ideograms

to phonograms had to be effected in a way some-

what different from that which was possible in

China. The Chinese being a monosyllabic language,

' The first syllable is identical with nuuy "fish," the name of the

fourteenth letter of the Semitic alphabet.
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the primitive phonograms were necessarily syllabic

signs, and the limited number of possible monosyllabic

articulations could be expressed by about 1 200 phonetic

symbols. But the languages spoken by the inventors

of the cuneiform writing being polysyllabic, a new de-

vice became necessary, as otherwise the number of

separate phonograms must have been nearly equal to

the actual number of words, so that many thousands

of distinct characters would have had to be invented

and remembered. The obvious remedy for this

difficulty was Syllabism. But a polysyllabic language

did not lend itself so readily as the Chinese to this

solution. According to Halevy the difficulty was over-

come by the adoption of the powerful principle of Aero-

logy. He contends that a primitive ideographic picture

having been taken as a phonogram to denote the

name of an object, the symbol was used " acrologically,"

to express simply the initial syllable of the word.

It is generally supposed, however, that certain dissyl-

labic Accadian words were simply worn down by

phonetic decay into monosyllables, which became

the phonetic values of the characters. Thus the

common character >->-y, which denotes *' the sky," is a

simplified form of ^, which was the ideographic

picture of a **star." The foundation of the Proto-

Babylonian religion being planetary worship, the

character was employed as a symbolic ideogram to

denote " God." The primitive Accadian word was

ana, which was afterwards contracted into an. Hence
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the character was used as an ideogram to signify the

sky, also as the determinative prefix to denote deity,

and was ultimately employed as a phonogram to

express simply the articulation an.

The invention of the syllabic method, however it

may have been brought about, was an almost necessary

step in the progress towards alphabetic writing. It

solved the problem of expressing the words of a poly-

syllabic language by means of phonetic signs, and

thus, as we shall presently see, it served in Egypt,

as well as in Babylonia, as the means by which the

most formidable difficulties of phonetic writing were

overcome.

A syllabary having been thus constructed out of the

primitive phonograms, the next step was to combine

the syllabic characters, as in Mexico and Japan, so as

to express polysyllabic words. Thus the syllabic sign

^jil nap, "light," was combined with the sign for sat,

** mountain," to give the compound phonogram ^JiyV

.

nap-sat, " soul."

In the Assyrian cuneiform the Proto- Babylonian

characters were not only employed phonographically

to denote the sound of the original Accadian word, but

also ideographically, to express any of the Semitic

words by which the Accadian word might be translated.

It is evident that a very high degree of complexity

would be thus produced.

As an illustration, we may take the cuneiform

character ^y»- , which was originally an ideographic
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picture of an " ear," as is seen when it is traced back

to the primitive form ^- . An ''ear" in Accadian is

pi. But the sound// denoted in Accadian a *' drop of

water " as well as an " ear," and hence the cuneiform

symbol was used both as a phonogram to signify a

" drop," and as an ideogram to denote an " ear."

When the Accadian syllabary was taken over by the

Semites, the character retained its phonetic value of//,

and was also used as the equivalent of the two Semitic

words U2nu an ''ear," and giltanti, a " drop of water."

In like manner the Accadian character
J

sti, " foot,"

was originally the picture of a leg, as is indicated by

the older forms \ and J^ . The character was then

used as a phonogram to express the sound sit, which

in Accadian meant "overthrow" as well as ''foot." In

the Semitic cuneiform the character not only possesses

the old syllabic value su, but is also used as the equi-

valent of the Semitic words sepu, a " foot," and sakhpti,

" overthrow." In some instances the confusion is far

greater. Thus the character -'^y , which was originally

an ideographic picture of the " sun," has nine phonetic

values, and may also represent ideographically fourteen

separate Semitic words. When therefore the character

occurs in an Assyrian inscription there are no less

than twenty-three different ways in which it may be

rendered.

From these instances it will be seen how great an

element of ambiguity was introduced by the polyphony

which arose from the adaptation of a Turanian sylla-
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bary to a Semitic language. Hence, as in China, the

employment of determinative ideograms side by side

with the syllabic phonograms became indispensable, in

order to aid the reader in ascertaining the particular

value to be assigned to each of the polyphonic

characters.

A further complication arose when the Assyrian

characters were adapted to a third language of an

entirely different structure. About the ninth century

B.C. the Assyrian cuneiform became known to the

Alarodian tribes who dwelt in the neighbourhood of

Lake Van. This Vannic or Armenian cuneiform has

hitherto been only imperfectly deciphered. A certain

number of characters seem to have been taken over

from the Assyrian syllabary, some of which were used

as syllables and others as the symbols of Alarodian

words of similar signification, but of totally different

sound. The device must have been much the same

as that which we employ when we use alphabetic

symbols derived from foreign languages as the graphic

equivalents of English words, reading such signs

as lbs., e.g., s.v.p,, as if they stood for such

English expressions as *' pounds," " for instance," " if

you please."

The transmissions of the cuneiform writing which

have been hitherto considered, resulted only in in-

creased complexity. The primitive Accadian writing

was comparatively easy and simple, the obscurity of

the Assyrian cuneiform, with its cumbrous apparatus
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of variants, homophones, polyphones, ideograms, and

determinatives, being mainly attributable to the poly-

phony arising from the clumsy adaption of Turanian

writing to the needs of Semitic speech. The Alarodian

adaptation still further increased the difficulty.

Other transmissions of the cuneiform writing exhibit

a directly opposite result. When in the 8th century b.c.

the Proto-Medic tribes, who spoke an agglutinative

language of the Ural-Altaic class, borrowed from their

Semitic neighbours the elements of a graphic system,

they were able to effect a simplification somewhat of

the same nature as that which took place when the

Japanese syllabary was constructed out of the Chinese

ideograms. By discarding numerous phonograms and

ideograms, and by assigning a single syllabic value to

the characters which were retained, the Scythic tribes

of Media were able to dispense with more than 400 of

the symbols used in the Assyrian cuneiform, so as

to reduce it to a comparatively simple and certain

syllabary of 96 characters. In this manner the am-

biguities of the Assyrian writing were so far removed

that it became possible to do away with the whole

apparatus of determinative ideograms, with the ex-

ception of about half a dozen signs, which were em-

ployed, not altogether without advantage, to distinguish

generically certain classes of words which frequently

recur, such as king, god, month, man, road, watery

anwiaL This amounts to little more than the device

which we ourselves find convenient, when we use
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initial capitals to distinguish proper names, when we

print words from foreign languages in italics, or mark

quotations by means of inverted commas.

The relative simplicity of the Proto-Medic syllabary,

as compared with the Assyrian cuneiform from which

it was derived, may be exhibited by means of one or

two examples. Thus the Proto- Babylonian ideo-

graphic picture of an ear, which has already been

cited, had acquired in the Assyrian cuneiform no less

than seven phonetic and ideographic values. But in

the Proto-Medic syllabary it appears in a simplified

form, retaining the single primitive syllabic value

of pi. In Hke manner the ancient ideographic

picture of the sun ^^^ , which in Assyrian could be

rendered in no less than twenty-three different ways,

retains in the Proto-Medic syllabary one only of its

values, Mt, with the form ^y. So also the Accadian

character jjfi pa, which signified the " royal sceptre,"

and was originally the picture of the branch of a tree,

became y^ in Proto-Medic, with the single value pa

instead of the eight values which it might have in

the Assyrian cuneiform.

At a still earlier period the Elamites, who, like the

Proto- Medes, spoke an agglutinative language, com-

piled for themselves a simple syllabary out of existing

materials. We possess very scanty remains of the

Elamitc cuneiform, but it would seem that a limited

number of syllabic signs were selected from the
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Babylonian cuneiform, ideograms and determinatives

being almost entirely rejected.

Whether the Cypriote syllabary was derived, ac-

cording to the hypothesis of Dr. Deecke, from the

Assyrian cuneiform, or, as Professor Sayce supposes,

from the Hittite Hieroglyphics, must still be regarded

as an unsettled question. The account of the Cypriote

syllabary, from which several letters in the Lycian

alphabet were derived, must be reserved till the time

comes for describing the alphabets of Asia Minor.

But the Cypriote syllabary is ofgreat interest, inasmuch

as it shows that if the Greeks had not obtained their

alphabet from the Phoenicians they would before long

have succeeded in developing from a wholly different

source an alphabet of nearly equal excellence, which

would in all probability have ultimately become the

parent of the modern alphabets of Western Europe.

The radical nature of the vowel sounds, together

with the delicate inflexional machinery of the Aryan

languages, must be reckoned among the chief reasons

why the final stages of alphabetic development should

in so many cases have been effected by Aryan

nations. So it was that while the Ionian Greeks were

bringing to perfection the Phoenician alphabet, the

Dorians of Cyprus were in process of creating an

alphabet out of the ancient syllabary of Asia Minor.

At a later time the Zend alphabet, with its fifteen

vowel signs, was evolved by the Persians out of the

vowelless North Semitic alphabet, while the South

E
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Semitic, passing into the possession of the Aryan races

of Northern India, became the parent of the most

perfect scientific alphabet which has ever been in-

vented.

Hence it can be no matter of surprise to find that

the nearest approach to a real alphabet which was

attained by the cuneiform writing was effected when,

in the time of Darius, it passed from the Semitic and

Turanian nations of Western Asia into the hands of

the Aryan Persians.

It must, however, be acknowledged that the idea of

alphabetism may not improbably have been suggested

to the Persians by their acquaintance with the Phoeni-

cian alphabet, which, as early as the 8th century B.C., was

used in the valley of the Euphrates concurrently with

the cuneiform writing. The somewhat artificial plan on

which the Persian cuneiform alphabet was constructed

favours this belief. According to the very probable

explanation given by Oppert, a certain number of

cuneiform characters were taken from the Proto- Medic

syllabary, their forms were regularized and simplified,

and their ideographic meanings having been translated

into Persian, the first letter of the Persian word thus

obtained was assumed, on the acrologic principle, as

the new alphabetic value to be assigned to the

modified cuneiform character.

The Persian cuneiform, though essentially alpha-

betic in its principle, yet just stops short of being a

pure alphabet. It retains vestiges—survivals we may
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call them—of the syllabic writing out of which it sprang.

Some of the symbols, such as those for /, b, or f,

represent pure consonants, and can be employed in-

differently in conjunction with any one of the three

Persian vowel signs ; but in the case of some of the

consonantal sounds, such as k or m, the character

appears to have possessed a sort of inherent vowel

sound, since the symbol which is employed varies in

accordance with the nature of the vowel which is to

follow. These curious survivals from a prior syllabic

stage needlessly multiply the Persian alphabetic sym-

bols : eleven of them might have been discarded

without disadvantage. If, after a brief existence of

about a century, the Persian cuneiform had not been

superseded by the Semitic alphabet, it is probable that

the thirty-six symbols would have been ultimately

reduced to a pure alphabet of twenty-five characters.

In addition to these vestiges of a prior syllabism, a

few ideographic characters are retained, as in the Proto-

Medic syllabary, to designate certain frequently recur-

ring words, such as king, country, son, name, and

Persian.

An example or two will show better than any

explanation the ingenious manner in which the Persian

alphabet was constructed out of existing materials.

The origin of the characters used for vi (a) and 771 (i)

will serve as convenient illustrations. In the archaic

Babylonian we find the compound ideogram fflf?. ^£1

standing for the two words 7iun and zil, which mean

E 2
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" lord " or " master." The character seems originally

to have formed a representation of a sceptre, the first

portion being the picture of the branch of a tree, and

the second of a hand, the vertical wedge denoting the

wrist, and the horizontal strokes the thumb and fingers.

In the Assyrian cuneiform only the first part of the

symbol is retained, and we have the character hfw

standing for the Semitic word rubii, "prince," or

" master," allied to ^^abu, " great," which we recognize

in the Assyrian name Rabshakeh and the Hebrew

Rabbi. The Persian equivalent is mathista, an Indo-

European word which is familiar to us under the forms

/x,eytcrro9, magister, and master. Hence we see the

reason why the Persian character »-YyY came to be

selected acrologically for the initial sound of mathista,

and stands in the alphabet for m when followed by a.

When, however, m is followed by /, the Persian

character is Y^^. This seems to have been obtained

acrologically from the Persian mizda, an Aryan word

cognate with the Greek /u.tcr^ds and the English meedy

and which is equivalent to the Proto- Babylonian (VSr

diy a ** reward " or " recompense." The primitive mean-

ing of di seems to have been ''ending" or "rest,"

and the symbol may be traced back to the linear Baby-

lonian form <^, which is an ideographic picture of the

setting sun. The first part of the Persian letter m (z)

is therefore seen to be the outline of the sun, while the

two horizontal wedges represent parallel bars of cloud

near the horizon.
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Two more instances may be added. In the linear

Babylonian the ideogram <^, which forms a portion

of the last symbol, is a picture intended to represent

the *' sun." In the archaic Babylonian, which was

written with wedges instead of lines, the symbol

becomes ^%, and is used as a phonogram for the

Turanian word ut^ ''sun." In the Assyrian Cuneiform,

as we have already seen, the character is written

-^y, with the wedges rearranged for greater con-

venience in writing, and is used phonographically

to denote the syllable ut^ and also as an ideogram for

the Semitic word samsu, the " sun," which appears in

the name of Samson. In the Proto-Medic syllabary

the symbol becomes ^Y with the sole syllabic value tit.

The Persian word kuru is the translation of the

Turanian and Semitic words. Hence in the Persian

alphabet the character ^J
stands for the letter k

when followed by u.

Another curious instance is afforded by the Persian

^^, g{M), the initial sound of the word guzaka,

which is the Persian equivalent of <^^, which stands

for the Assyrian sepu and the Accadian ne7% a "foot."

The Assyrian character may be connected by

means of a series of intermediate forms >v FN^_
with the linear Babylonian ideogram ^^

which shows that the Persian letter is the picture of

a foot, the double wedge to the left standing for the

ancle, the two small horizontal wedges being the
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sandals, while the two longer horizontal wedges

represent respectively the instep and the sole.

These instances are given not only as examples of

the curious remoteness of the primitive ideas out of

which the characters of the Persian alphabet were acro-

logically evolved, but because they help to establish a

general law of great importance. The chi^f lesson

to be learned is the universal prevalence of the

law of Evolution. In dealing with the history of

writing we are met by the same phenomenon which is

so conspicuous in the history of language, namely, the

fact that there is no such thing as arbitrary inven-

tion. The written symbols of speech are subject to

the laws of evolution as absolutely as plants or animals,

or the spoken words of speech. Thus the processes

by which the Persian alphabetic signs were evolved

from existing characters, themselves the remote de-

scendants of primitive pictures, may help us to under-

stand the no less wonderful series of evolutions by

which the letters of our own alphabet have descended

from the primitive hieroglyphic pictures of the Egyp-

tian monuments.

The great trilingual Behistun inscription exhibits in

a very striking manner the three chief stages of

the development of the cuneiform writing, in its

gradual progress from ideograms and phonograms,

through syllabism, to an alphabetic system. The

three columns of this inscription contain three versions

of the famous historical edict of Darius ; in one the
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language Is Aryan, in another Turanian, in the third

it is Semitic. The third column contains a version

written in the cumbrous Semitic cuneiform, with its

500 symbols— ideograms, phonograms, and homo-

phones. Side by side with this, there appears in the

second column the Proto- Medic translation, written

in a syllabary of ninety-six pure syllabic signs, ac-

companied by seven surviving ideograms, while the

Persian version in the first column exhibits a graphic

system limited to thirty-six alphabetic signs, four only

of the primitive ideograms being retained.

§ 8. THE EGYPTIAN HIEROGLYPHICS.

One other primitive system of writing, more ancient

and more important than any of the rest, still remains

to be described.

The Proto-Babylonian cuneiform can be carried

back at least as far as the 27th century B.C.,* while

Chinese legend doubtfully claims an almost equal

antiquity for the first rude beginnings of the Chinese

picture ideograms; there are, however, still in existence

not a few Egyptian records to which must be assigned

a date more ancient by some fifteen or even twenty

centuries.

' This is the usual computation of the date to be assigned to the

texts of Lig-bagas, King of Ur. Prof. Sayce considers that the

oldest Accadian inscriptions may be as early as 3000 b.c.— Science

of Language^ ii. p. 321.
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It is indeed difficult fully to realize the immense

antiquity and the unchanging stability of the Egyptian

Hieroglyphic writing. It is exhibited in its supreme

perfection on the great monuments of the eighteenth

and nineteenth dynasties, which are themselves older

than the Hebrew Exodus. But even at that

remote period, some thirty-five centuries ago, the

Hieroglyphic writing was already a venerable system

of vast antiquity. We rnay go back beyond the

Exodus for a further period of six-and- twenty centuries,

and even then, on the monuments of the great pyramid

builders of the fourth dynasty we find Hieroglyphic

records inscribed in a character identical in all essential

respects with that used in the inscriptions written in

the reigns of Thothmes and Rameses. It is even

possible to go back for another 500 years, when we

come at last to the very earliest extant inscription in

the world. This venerable record is a tablet now in

the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford, which was erected

by Sent, a king of the second dynasty, to the memory

of Shera, who appears to have been his grandson.

According to the chronological scheme of M. Mariette.

King Sent must have have lived about the year

4700 B.c.^ But, as will presently be shown, this very

inscription, the oldest written record in existence,

affords conclusive proof that even at that distant date

of some 60 or 70 centuries, the Hieroglyphic writing

' According to Briigsch, about 4000 n.c.
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was already an extremely ancient graphic system,

with long ages of previous development stretching

out behind it into a distant past of almost incon-

ceivable remoteness.

The immense antiquity of the time at which the

Egyptian Hieroglyphic writing is found to have

already assumed a definite and conventional form

renders it highly improbable that any monuments will

ever be recovered which may actually exhibit it to us

in the primitive stages of its formation. But during

the long period of four or five thousand years over

which the Hieroglyphic records extend—from the

time of King Sent down to the reign of Domitian, or

even of Trajan—the Hieroglyphic writing continues to

exhibit such abundant survivals from the earlier and

ruder forms of graphic expression, that by aid of the

analogies derived from the history of the Cuneiform

and Chinese writing, it becomes possible to determine

with considerable certainty the way in which it ori-

ginated, and the methods by which it must have been

developed.

It is plain that the Egyptian Hieroglyphics, like

every other primitive mode of writing, commenced

with picture ideograms, many of which continued

to be used to the very last. Thus the common

symbol is manifestly a pictorial ideogram used to

denote the " sun." Abstract ideas, which could not be

thus directly represented, were expressed, as in China,

by means of symbolical pictures. The idea of '* thirst

"
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^^Vc was represented by the picture of a calf running

^^ towards water, " power " <;—^ , by a brandished

whip, and " battle " Q^^ , by two arms, one holding a

shield and the other a javelin.

The next stage of the development must have been

the same as that which has been traced in the case of

the cuneiform writing. The primitive ideographic

signs must have given birth to verbal phonograms,

and then, by the introduction of the principle of Aero-

logy, these verbal phonograms came to be used as

syllabic signs.

An example will illustrate the way in which syllabic

phonograms were developed out of the primitive

picture ideograms. The picture of a 'Mute" was used

symbolically by the Egyptian scribes to denote *' excel-

lence." It then came to stand as a phonogram

to express the word nefer, "good." But in the

Egyptian language this sound represented two homo-

phonic words, nefer ''good," and 7iefer "as far as."

Hence we find that the character may be used as a

pictorial ideogram to represent a lute, and as a sym-

bolic ideogram to mean excellence ; then as a phono-

gram for the preposition nefer, and lastly as a syllabic

sign to denote ne, the first syllable of the word nefer.

The problem of phonetic denotation having thus

been solved, these syllabic signs were combined so as

to form compound phonograms on the principle of the

rebii^s. In an inscription of Ptolemy XV., at Edfu, we

find an amusing instance of a compound phonogram,
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in which It seems not Impossible to detect a faint

flavour of ancient Egyptian humour. The name of

lapis lazuli was khesteb. Now the word khesf meant

to "stop," and the syllable teb denoted a "pig."

Hence the r^^/zi* '* stop-pig " was invented to express

graphically the name of lapis lazuli, which is
j^

figured by the picture of a man stopping a pig ^IK"j\

by pulling at its tall.

But it would almost necessarily happen in Egyptian,

as in the cuneiform, that many symbols would be poly-

phonic. Thus " giving " is represented by the picture

of an outstretched arm with a loaf as a symbolic ideo-

gram. Now there are two Egyptian words, /// and

ma, both of which signify "gift." Hence the pictorial

representation of "gift" came to bear both of these

phonetic values, even in words which have no con-

nection with giving.

The ambiguities arising from the use of this mixed

system of ideographic and phonographic signs, many

of which were polyphonous, made necessary, as in

Babylonia and China, the simultaneous employment

of explanatory determinatives, which were placed after

words phonetically expressed in order to serve as an

aid to the reader In determining the meaning.

These determinatives are of two kinds, Special

Determinatives, whose use is confined to one word or

one idea ; and Generic Determinatives, which, like the

Chinese " keys," refer to whole classes of words. The

special determinatives are very numerous, and seem to
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have been added by the scribe almost at his discretion.

Thus in the group ^^ "t^. , ser, a " giraffe," the first

two symbols, which are phonograms expressing the

sound ser, are followed by the picture of the animal as

a special determinative for this particular word. On
the other hand, the generic determinatives, which are

only about one hundred in number, were fixed con-

ventional signs, employed with considerable strictness.

For instance, the picture of a man squatting down

is used as the generic determinative for the proper

names of persons, for pronouns, and participles ; three

hills are used as the determinative for the names of

countries and nations ; an eye for words relating to

seeing and knowing ; a man with his hand pointing to

the mouth for words relating to eating, speaking,

or thinking ; two legs for words connected with

locomotion ; and a hand with a club for actions

implying the use of force. A dry branch is the

determinative for objects made of wood, three rings

for articles of metal, while a piece of skin is used

for quadrupeds, a duck for birds, and for all words

implying smallness, inferiority, vileness, or wickedness,

the determinative is the picture of a sparrow.

Up to this point the history of Egyptian writing, as

a system of phonograms developed out of primitive

picture ideograms and interpreted by means of deter-

minative signs, offers a remarkable parallel to the

development of other primitive methods of writing,

such as the cuneiform or the Chinese. But we are
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now confronted with a phenomenon of supreme im-

portance, as to which the Egyptian writing differs

from all other primitive graphic systems. Associated

with the numerous ideographic and syllabic signs we

find certain other characters, limited in number, which

must be pronounced to be Alphabetic in their nature.

These alphabetic symbols are the actual germs out of

which our own alphabet has grown. They are not

confined to inscriptions of late date, but make their

appearance on the most ancient monuments. In the

inscription of King Sent, which is the oldest written

record in existence, three of these alphabetic characters

are employed / ^..^wv n'N to spell the monarch's name,

which reads \^^^_L>1 . Two of our English letters,

n and d^ are derived, in strict historical filiation, from two

of the alphabetic signs, ^^^^-^ and ^=^>, by means of which

the name of King Sent is expressed. As another

instance, we may take the cartouche of Khefu (Cheops),

the first king of the fourth dynasty, who was the builder

of the great pyramid. Here also we find alpha-

betic symbols which have descended to ourselves.

The first character © kh, is the parent of our H, a

letter which still retains one of the transverse bars of

the Egyptian character. The second character is the

cerastes j^.^, from which the letters F, Y, V, U, W
have been derived.

The immensely early date at which symbols of an

alphabetic nature are found on the Egyptian monu-

ments is a fact of great interest and importance. It is
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of great Interest, inasmuch as It constitutes the start-

ing point In the history of the Alphabet, estabHshlng

the Hteral truth of the assertion that the letters of the

alphabet are older than the pyramids—older probably

than any other existing monument of human civiliza-

tion, with the possible exception of the signs of the

zodiac.

Of considerable importance also, as bearing on the

history of civilization, is the fact that at the date of the

very oldest Hieroglyphic records the Egyptians had

already advanced to the great conception of alphabetic

writing. That this conception is no such easy matter

as it may seem is shown by the fact that neither the

Babylonians, the Assyrians, the Medes, or the Japanese

succeeded in passing beyond the stage of syllabism.

Symbols for vowel sounds are found in the syllabaries

of these nations, but the more difficult conception of a

consonant was not attained or even approached. Easy

as It seems to ourselves, who are familiar with it, the

notion of a con-sonant, a sound that cannot be sounded

except in conjunction with some other sound, different

from itself, is by no means so simple as it may appear.

It involves the decomposition of the syllable into its

ultimate phonetic elements—the mental Isolation, for

instance, of the unpronounceable sound /, which is

common to the articulations tea, tie, toe, and two, and

yet is not identical with any of them. That so many

cultivated races should have failed In attaining to this

pregnant generalization may, by itself, be accepted as
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a sufficient proof of Its inherent difficulty, while certain

peculiarities which attach to the Hieroglyphic letters

clearly indicate that the Egyptian alphabet was not, so

to speak, an invention, but was obtained by gradual

evolution out of a prior syllabary. That the Egyptian

consonantal signs must be regarded as alphabetic

rather than syllabic, is shown by the fact that most of

them can unite with any of the vowels. Yet that they

have been developed out of a syllabary is indicated by

the existence of certain survivals from the syllabic

stage. These survivals are somewhat of the same

nature as those which in the case of the Persian

cuneiform alphabet point so unmistakably to a

syllabic origin. Now Egyptologists have noted that

each of the Egyptian consonants has its ** comple-

mentary vowel," which in reading must often be treated

as a mere expletive. The consonants also show a

preference for certain vowels, and an aversion for others.

This latent syllablsm, which underlies the alphabetism

of the Hieroglyphic writing, indicates with sufficient

clearness the origin of the Egyptian alphabet. This

conclusion has an important bearing on any estimate

of the date to be assigned to the beginning of the

Egyptian writing, and consequently of the Egyptian

civilization. The alphabetic characters must have

slowly grown out of syllabic signs, and these in turn

must have been developed out of verbal phonograms.

The verbal phonograms must have arisen from ideo-

grams, which again could only have originated in
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mere picture writing. I'he analogy of other graphic

systems, more especially the cuneiform and the

Chinese, leads to the belief that it must have taken

many generations to effect each of these five stages of

development, and it would not be unreasonable to

suppose that the whole series of evolutions by which

alphabetic symbols were ultimately produced could not

have been effected in a period of less than a thousand

years. King Sent, in whose reign the alphabetic

characters were already in use, may be taken to have

lived between 4000 and 4700 B.C. Startling as the

result of such calculations may appear, it must be

affirmed to be probable that the beginnings of the

graphic art in the valley of the Nile must be relegated

to a date of seven or eight thousand years from the

present time.

The success of the Egyptians in passing the difficult

barrier which divides syllabic from alphabetic writing

was no doubt facilitated by the nature of their lan-

guage. The Egyptian vowels seem to have been of

a more indeterminate character than the vowels in

many other languages, partaking probably of the nature

of that urvocal or fundamental vowel sound into which

our English vowels tend to lapse, as in the words

about, assort, b^'rd, ^ven, b//t, d<?//ble. Egyptian words

are constantly written without the vowel signs, the

complementary vowels of each consonant being espe-

cially liable to omission. We may suppose that the

vowel was in a sort of way regarded as inherent in the
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preceding consonant, very much as in the case of

Sanskrit and Ethlopic, in which languages every con-

sonant is regarded as containing the short a as an

inherent vowel, unless some other vowel is expressly

indicated. In this way it seems to have been assumed

that each of the Egyptian letters was followed by its

complementary vowel, only initial and final vowels,

and medial vowels when emphatic, being necessarily

written down. Thus the alphabetic symbol —«— (s) was

originally the picture of a " bolt," ses, and its primitive

syllabic value must have been se. In conjunction

with w (i) the group ~^ is read sz, the vowel sound

of e being elided, so that the symbol —«— has the power

of a pure consonant. It may be regarded as probable

that it was in some such manner that the difficult con-

ception of a consonant grew up, slowly and almost

unconsciously.

The next stage in the formation of the Egyptian

alphabet seems to have been the gradual selection of

preferential symbols for alphabetic use. Almost any

one of the 400 Egyptian phonograms could be em-

ployed acrologlcally to denote the initial sound of the

word, but we find that in practice this wide liberty

was greatly abridged. A useful convention gradually

restricted the arbitrary use of these phonograms, and

it became customary for the scribes to confine their

choice of the symbols that might be used to denote

any particular sound to two or three of the more

easily written hieroglyphs.
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The number of characters which at various times

were thus used alphabetically may be reckoned at

forty-five. Several of these characters, however, are

either of comparatively rare occurrence, or were con-

fined to some particular period, or are used only in

writing certain words. Thus the sound of / can be

represented either by the " shutter " i , or by the

*• flying bird " /^ . The first of these characters Is

used universally at every period, while the second is

rare, especially on the earlier monuments. For the

sound n three symbols may be employed. The
*' water line " a^aaaa was the sign In general use. The

representation of the "red crown" of Lower Egypt

>/ , Is only found on monuments of comparatively late

date, while the ** vase " o Is rare, Its use being con-

fined to certain words. It will be observed that for

each of these two consonants, / and n, we have a

normal sign, used at every period, and not limited to

any particular words, together with one or two

variants, whose use is more or less exceptional. In

this way the forty-five alphabetic symbols may practi-

cally be reduced to twenty-five. This result agrees

with the tradition handed down by Plutarch, that the

Egyptians possessed an alphabet of twenty-five letters.

These letters are as follows, the conventional values

being expressed In the symbols of the Standard

Alphabet.^

* See Transactions of Congress of Orientalists (1874), p. 441

;

de Roug^, Memoire, pp. 17—20; Lepsius, Standard Alphabet, p. 193.
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Values. Name.
Normal

Charactei-8. Variants.

1 a eagle ^
2 a reed

(|

3 a arm n

4 i parallels W

6 I double reed \{

G It chick \ ^ n
7 k bowl ^^ u
8 k throne o
9 Q angle n
10 X sieve m I

-
11 h maiander ra f-
12 ^ knotted cord 1 1

13 t semicircle c^
]

14 t hand c--.

15 t' snake ^
i fef

16 e tongs S=5

p 1
17 s chairback H

18 6-
inundated
garden T.TtT Lusa

19 P shutter § K
20 h leg

J ^
21 f cerastes K^
22 r mouth <=>

23 I lioness 9*^

24 m owl k ^y
25 n water-line AAAAAA

- y
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Thus we see that from the times of the earliest

known monuments the hieroglyphic writers possessed

a sufficient number of true letters to enable them to

write alphabetically. They seem, however, not to have

dared to trust themselves with their own great inven-

tion, by confining themselves, as they might have done,

to the magnificent simplicity of the alphabet which

they had potentially discovered. They thought it

needful to interpret the meaning of their alphabetic

symbols by perplexing additions of ideographic and

syllabic signs. We find a word spelt out alphabeti-

cally, a needless syllabic sign is then added, and this

is followed by an unnecessary ideogram. The plan is

so cumbrous as to seem to us almost inconceivable.

We have letters, syllabics, and ideograms piled up

one on another in a perplexing confusion. So many

crutches were thought necessary, that walking became

an art of the utmost difficulty.

But all the same, in the tangled wilderness of the

hieroglyphic writing the letters of the alphabet lay

concealed. All that remained to be done was to take

one simple step—boldly to discard all the non-

alphabetic elements, at once to sweep away the

superfluous lumber, rejecting all the ideograms, the

homophones, the polyphones, the syllabics, and the

symbolic signs to which the Egyptian scribes so fondly

clung, and so to leave revealed, in its grand simplicity,

the nearly perfect alphabet of which, without knowing

it, the Egyptians had been virtually in possession for

almost countless ages. .
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But this great achievement, simple and easy as it

seems, was beyond the power of Egyptian conser-

vatism to effect. The step was so easy as almost to

be impossible. It was left to another people to take

up the unsolved problem, and to effect the grand

discovery—a discovery at once so fertile in its results,

so weighty in the history of the progress of human

culture. The triumph of this great conception was

reserved for the gifted Semitic race. To the sons of

Shem we owe the two most precious possessions of

mankind. The first of them is the Alphabet : the

second is the Book, and the Religion of the Book.

The story of the transition from Hieroglyphs to

Letters must be reserved for another chapter.



CHAPTER II.

THE ORIGIN OF THE ALPHABET.

§ I. The Genealogy of the English Alphabet. % 2. The Alpha-

betic Tradition. § 3. The History of de Rougfs Discovery,

\ 4. The Papyrus Prisse. \ 5. Identification of the Egyp-

tian Prototypes of the Semitic letters. \ 6. Objections to

de Rouge's Hypothesis. § 7. The Chronological Conditions,

§ 8. The Geographical Probabilities.

§ I. THE GENEALOGY OF THE ENGLISH ALPHABET.

In the preceding chapter the ultimate derivation of

our own alphabet from the Egyptian hieroglyphics

has been assumed as an admitted conclusion of science.

In the present chapter the arguments by which scholars

have been led to accept this opinion will be stated in

detail.

The immediate parentage of our English alphabet

is not difficult to determine. By a series of easy steps

the forms of the very letters which the reader has

before him on this printed page may be traced back

for some five-and-twenty centuries. These " Roman
types," as they are appropriately called, have not varied

appreciably in their forms from the types used at Su-

biaco, Rome, and Venice by the Italian printers of the
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15th century. The forms of these types were imitated

from the letters of the beautiful minuscule manuscripts

of the loth and nth centuries. These minuscule

letters are cursive forms of the earlier uncials, which

were themselves derived from the Roman letters of

the Augustan age, which are very nearly the same as

the capital letters which are now used by printers.

These Roman capitals are practically identical with the

letters employed at Rome in the 3rd century B.C., such,

for instance, as are seen in the well-known inscriptions

on the tombs of the Scipios, now among the treasures

of the Vatican. These again do not differ very

materially from forms used in the earliest existing

specimens of Latin writing, which may probably be

referred to the end of the 5th century B.C.

Thus it appears that our English alphabet is a mem-

ber of that great Latin family of alphabets, whose

geographical extension was originally conterminous,

or nearly so, with the limits of the Western Empire,

and afterwards with the ancient obedience to the Roman
See.

There is therefore no difficulty in tracing back our

alphabet for some twenty-three centuries to its early

home in central Italy. Going backward another step

in search of the source of the primitive alphabet of

Rome, we find that it was derived from a local form of

the Greek alphabet, which prevailed in Bceotia and

Eubcea about the 6th century B.C. This Eubcean

alphabet seems to have been introduced into Italy by
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means of colonies from Chalcis, which were established

in Sicily, and also in central Italy at Cumae and Nea-

polis. The Chalcidian alphabet was a variety of the

archaic alphabet of Greece, our knowledge of which is

derived from numerous inscriptions, the earliest of

which may probably belong to the eighth or even to

the ninth century before Christ.^

If, pursuing the investigation one step further, we

inquire into the source from which the primitive Greek

alphabet was derived, we find that classical writers

agree in attributing the invention of letters to the

Phoenicians, from whose trading posts in the ^gean

they were obtained by the Greeks. Our earliest

authority is Herodotus. He says, *' the Phoenicians

introduced into Greece the knowledge of letters, of

which, as it seems to me, the Greeks had heretofore

been ignorant." The testimony of Diodorus Siculus is

much to the same effect, and Pliny affirms that "to the

Phoenicians belongs the glory of the invention of the

alphabet." ^ Lucan, Clemens Alexandrinus, and Pom-

ponius Mela repeat the same widely spread tradition.

But the universal belief of the ancient world, weighty

as it is, cannot be deemed so conclusive as the internal

evidence which is afforded by an examination of the

* These changes are roughly exhibited in the Table on the opposite

page. Being only a * type table,' it has no pretensions to absolute

palseographic accuracy.

' Herodotus, v. 58 ; Diodorus Siculus, v. 74 ; Pliny, N.H. v. 12, 13.
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alphabet itself. The names, the number, the order,

and the forms of the letters of the primitive Greek

alphabet attest the Semitic origin, not only of the indi-

vidual letters, but of the alphabet as a whole.

In default of further evidence, the very word Alpha-

bet ^ might suffice to disclose the secret of its origin.

It is obviously derived from the names of the two

letters alpha and beta, which stand at the head of the

Greek alphabet, and which are plainly identical with

the names aleph and beth borne by the corresponding

Semitic characters. These names, which are meaning-

less in Greek, are significant Semitic words, aleph

denoting an " ox," and beth a '' house."

Not only do the names of the Greek letters thus

testify to a Semitic origin, but the arrangement of the

characters proves that they were handed over in the

form of a complete alphabet by the Semites to the

Greeks.

The following Table exhibits this essential identity

of the two alphabets. The Hebrew has been selected

as the type of a Semitic alphabet, as being more

familiar than any other. Certain Greek letters of

secondary origin, such as <^, ;(, i//, are omitted, while

* Although the actual word alphabetum does not happen to be

used by any writer earlier than Tertullian, its existence may be

inferred from the use of the compound avaXtpajdrp-oq, which dates

from the time of Philyllius, a writer of the middle Comedy. The

Roman usage appears from the often quoted line

—

" Hoc discunt omnes ante ^^//^et^^/apuellai."—Juvenal, xiv. 209.
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two obsolete letters, vau and koppa, are inserted, as

they kept their places as numerals, although they fell

into disuse as phonetic signs. The numerical values

of the characters are also given, as they serve to

establish the identity of the arrangement of the letters

in the two alphabets.

It will be observed that the correspondence between

the Greek and the Semitic names does not extend to

the sibilants, a circumstance of which an explanation

will hereafter be attempted.

Striking as is the agreement of the names and the

arrangement of the letters in the Greek and Hebrew

alphabets, no less conspicuous is the absence of the

similarity which we might expect to discover in the

forms of the corresponding characters. Thus the first

Hebrew letter, aleph ^^, exhibits scarcely any ap-

preciable resemblance to a, the Greek letter with

which it is identified both by its name, alpha, and by

its position at the head of the alphabet. Nor do we

find in the forms of the second and the third letters,

2 betJi^ and :i gimel, any closer approximation to their

Greek equivalents, y8 beta, and y gamma. In spite,

however, of this nearly absolute dissemblance of form,

the correspondence between the names, the values,

and the order of the letters is sufficient to establish the

common parentage of the two alphabets.

We are here taught, by an elementary example, a

lesson of frequent application in the History of

Alphabets ; namely, the extreme variability, under
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certain conditions, of the forms assumed by the cha-

racters. We shall hereafter discover that a com-

parison between either the names or the order of the

letters frequently makes it possible to establish the

close connection of alphabets in which the characters

themselves exhibit little or no resemblance.

In the case of the Greek and Hebrew alphabets the

dissimilarity between the forms of the characters can

easily be explained. The cursive Greek and the

square Hebrew are both of comparatively recent

origin, and they can be traced backwards to their

common source by means of a complete series of

intermediate forms. Hence, for the present purpose, the

modern characters may be set aside, and the ancient

Greek and the ancient Semitic letters may be compared

in the forms which are presented in early inscriptions.

The following Table exhibits the manner in which

the forms of the Greek and Latin letters were derived

from those of the early Semitic alphabet. In column l

the modern square Hebrew letters are given for the

purpose of identification and convenient reference.

Column II. contains the same letters in their oldest

known forms, as they appear on the Moabite stone, and

other monuments of the 9th and 8th centuries B.C.

Column III. shows the forms of the letters found in the

earliest Greek inscriptions, which are written from right

to left, according to the Semitic practice. The letters

consequently face in the same direction as their Semitic

prototypes, with which they are practically identical.
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A comparison of the forms of the corresponding

characters in these two columns shows not only a re-

semblance amply sufficient to establish the connection

of the two alphabets, but a similarity so close that it

may almost be called an identity of form. This fact

should be noted, as it has an important bearing on the

vexed question of the date at which the Phoenician

alphabet was transmitted to the Greeks.

Somewhat later is the Greek alphabet of the second

epoch, which is given in column iv. It is taken from

inscriptions written in the direction from left to right

which subsequently prevailed in Greece. The letters

consequently face to the right instead of the left, but

in other respects they have undergone no important

changes.

The two next columns (v. and vi.) represent the

third or transition epoch of the Greek alphabet, which

lasted to about the end of the 5th century B.C. It will

be observed that two definite types have now arisen.

The first, which may be called the Eastern type, was

used in Ionia ; while the second, or Western type, is

chiefly found on the mainland of Hellas. These diver-

gent types became the parents of the two great alpha-

bets of Christendom ; the Eastern, or Ionian alphabet,

developing during the 4th century into the standard

Greek alphabet of the classical period, given in

column viL ; while the Western, or Hellenic alphabet,

became the source of the alphabet of Italy, shown in

column viiL, from which the modern alphabets of
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Western Europe have been derived. The table there-

fore not only completes the internal evidence by which

the ancient tradition as to the Semitic origin of the

Greek alphabet is established, but also conveniently

exhibits the chief stages of the process by which our

English capitals are connected with the most ancient

known forms of the Semitic alphabet.

It is surprising to find how little change has been

effected during the twenty-seven centuries which divide

the oldest Semitic inscriptions from the present day.

The essential features in the outline of each of our

own letters may be detected without difficulty in the

characters used by the king of Moab.

Few alphabets have conserved the primitive forms

so tenaciously as our own, and in no case have we so

complete a series of intermediate links. It will not

prove, however, to be a much more difficult task to

trace back to the Moabite stone the forms of the cha-

racters in many other alphabets, such as the Samaritan,

the Syriac, the square Hebrew, or the Russian. In

the case of certain Eastern alphabets, such as the

Armenian, the Pehlevi, or the Pali, the process may

not be so easy or so certain, but in spite of all difficulties,

which arise chiefly from the loss of occasional links in

the chain of monumental evidence, this cardinal fact

may be assumed to be capable of proof—that the

primitive Semitic alphabet was the source from which

all existing alphabets have been derived. Thus it may

be affirmed that the Moabite stone exhibits the embryo
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forms of all the let-ters, two or three thousand in number,

in every one of the alphabets which are now in use

throughout the world.

For purposes of reference it may be convenient to

give in this place a genealogical table of the affiliation

of the principal members of the great Semitic family of

alphabets, the precise relationships of which will have

hereafter to be established.

In this table the vertical arrangement is roughly geo-

graphical, while the lateral arrangement is chronological.

§ 2. THE ALPHABETIC TRADITION.

Before commencing the task of examining the evi-

dence which goes to establish the genealogy of existing

alphabets, it will be necessary to investigate the origin

of the Semitic alphabet itself—the great mother alpha-

bet, which has become the fruitful parent of so numerous

a progeny.

The tradition of the ancient world, which assigned

to Phoenicia the glory of the invention of letters, de-

clared also, though in more doubtful tones, that it was

from Egypt that the Phoenicians originally derived the

knowledge of the art of writing, which they afterwards

carried into Greece. Eusebius has preserved a passage

from the alleged writings of the so-called Tyrian his-

torian Sanchuniathon, from which we gather that the

Phoenicians did not claim to be themselves the inven-

tors of the art of writing, but admitted that it was
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obtained by them from Egypt. Plato, Diodorus Sicu- .

lus, Plutarch, Aulus Gelllus, and Tacitus, all repeat the*,

same statement, thereby proving how widely current
\

throughout the ancient world was the opinion that the

ultimate origin of letters must be sought in Egypt.

It may suffice to quote the words of Tacitus, who says,

" Primi per figuras animalium i^gyptii sensus mentis

effingebant
;

(ea antiquissima monimenta memoriae

humanse inpressa saxis cernuntur) et litterarum semet

inventores perhibent. Inde Phoenicas, quia mari prae-

pollebant, intulisse Grseciae, gloriamque adeptos, tan-

quam repererint quae acceperant." ^

It may be a question whether this account is to be

regarded in the light of a genuine tradition, or whether

it may be merely the statement of a plausible hypo-

thesis.

When, however, the value of this ancient belief,

itself antecedently so probable, comes to be tested by

the aid of the resources of modern scientific investiga-

tion, it is at once apparent that there is no such easy

and certain transition from the Phoenician to the

Egyptian writing, as from the alphabet of Greece

to the primitive alphabet of the Semitic nations.

The difficulties which have caused many scholars

to hesitate in accepting the ancient belief as to the

Egyptian origin of the Semitic alphabet are, in truth,

of a formidable nature.

Tacitus, Ann. xi. 14.

G 2

;
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It has been shown in the preceding chapter that the

Egyptian hieroglyphic writing was alphabetic only in

a restricted sense. On the Egyptian monuments we

find a limited number of alphabetic characters used in

conjunction with a much larger number of ideographic

and syllabic signs. Putting these aside, and taking

into account the alphabetic symbols alone, we do not

find, as in the parallel case of the Greek and Semitic

alphabets, any appreciable correspondence In the num-

ber, the order, the names, or the forms of those cha-

racters which possess like values In the two systems of

writing. If the reader will compare the letters of the

ancient Semitic alphabet, as given on page 78, with

the characters of the so-called hieroglyphic alphabet,

on page 67, he will not only see that the general ap-

pearance of the two alphabets Is wholly dissimilar, the

one being geometrical and the other pictorial, but he

will find It difficult to discover, among the twenty-two

Semitic letters, a single Instance of a character which

bears any very noticeable resemblance to a character

of corresponding value among the forty-five alphabetic

signs of the hieroglyphic alphabet.

Such dissimilarity of form would not, however, be a

fatal difficulty if certain other tests of alphabetic deri-

vation held. good. We have just seen that the names

of the Greek letters furnish by themselves a convincing

argument for the Semitic origin of the Greek alphabet.

In the case of the Egyptian letters this test fails. The

names of the Egyptian letters, so far as they are known,
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do not agree with the names of the corresponding

Semitic letters save In one or two instances, in which

the resemblance of the names may well be accidental.

And it is beyond dispute that the names of the Semitic

letters must have originated among a Semitic people,

since they are, with hardly an exception, significant

Semitic words. These very names are, moreover, of

a character which leads us to suppose that the Semites

must have recognized In the forms of their letters re-

presentations of the familiar objects which were desig-

nated by the names they used.

The Semitic word aleph, for instance, denotes an

" ox," and It Is not difficult to recognize In the shape of

the Phoenician letter a resemblance to the outline of

the head and horns of an ox. But the objects which

may be supposed to be pictured by the Semitic letters

are In no case the same objects as those which are

represented by the Egyptian hieroglyphic pictures

which express the corresponding sounds. In no way

do the Semitic and Egyptian names Imply a common

descent from the same system of primitive Ideograms

—

neither were the Semitic letter names borrowed bodily

from the Egyptians, nor are they even translations of

the Egyptian names Into Semitic speech.

Neither do we find that the order of the letters In

the Egyptian alphabet was the same as the Semitic

order. The arrangement of the Semitic alphabet

Is of considerable antiquity, as Is proved by the

evidence afforded by the alphabetic Psalms, as well as
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by the fact of the transmission of the Semitic arrange-

ment to the Greeks. But this ancient order was not C

the same as the order of the Egyptian letters, which is

known to us in great part from certain curious frag-

ments of alphabetic litanies discovered by M. Mariette,^

from which it appears that the letters of the Egyptian

alphabet were arranged somewhat as follows : /, s, a,

u(/, b)y a, p, m, n, ^(/^), n, s(s), t\ v{b). Although the

place of other letters, as i, k, q, g, r{l), has not been

discovered, yet it is manifest from the fragmentary

arrangement which we possess that the Semitic order

could not have been based on that of the Egyptians.

It appears therefore that not one of those considera-

tions which sufficed to establish the derivation of the

Greek from the Semitic alphabet is available for any

attempt to derive the Semitic letters from the hiero-

glyphic alphabet. The two alphabets agree neither as

to the number, the order, the names, or the forms of

the respective letters.

Till a very recent period these difficulties have led

scholars of repute to the conclusion that classical tradi-

tion was at fault in asserting that the Phoenician letters

were originally obtained from Egypt.

This was the opinion of Gesenius, who may be taken /

to represent the highest attainments of Semitic scholar-

1

ship in the last generation. In his great work on

' Revue archeologique^ N.S., vol. xv., 1867.
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Semitic Palceography^ he concludes that the Phoenician

letters originated in an independent system of Semitic

picture writing. For example, he considers that the

letter aleph was originally the picture of the head of an

ox, beth of a house or tent, gimel of a camel's hump,

daleth of a door, and so on with the rest.

The state of opinion only a few years ago may be

conveniently gathered from the now curiously anti-

quated article on the " Alphabet " which appears in the

eighth edition of the Encyclopcedia Britannica, which

was published so recently as 1853. The writer sums

up his antediluvial conclusions as to the origin of the

alphabet in the following words :
—

" The Egyptian

hieroglyphics, the Chinese characters, and the sup-

posed syllabic alphabets, have been examined, and they

do not afford, as is commonly asserted, any clue to lead

us to the invention of the alphabet. Since we are

unable, either In history, or even in imagination, to

trace the origin of the alphabet, we must ascribe It,

with the Rabbins, who are prepared with authenticated

copies of the characters they used, and of those of Seth,

Enoch, and Noah, to the first man, Adam ; or we must

say, with Pliny, * ex quo apparet seternus literarum

usus ;' or we must admit that It was not a human, but

a divine invention."

Such opinions are hardly a matter of surprise when

' Gesenius, Scripture Linguceque Phxnicics Monumental Lii>siae,

1837.
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we find that two years later, in 1855, Ernest Renan, /

one of the most eminent of h'ving Semitic scholars, thus /

expresses himself :
—

" L'origine de I'^criture, chez les

Semites, comme chez tous les peuples, se cache dans

une profonde nuit."^ '

Nearly twenty years later Prof. Whitney takes

almost the same view, and speaks of the " venerable

Phoenician " as the ultimate source of almost all known

modes of written speech.^

In a subsequent volume he only goes so far as to

say, "It is at least exceedingly probable, though far

from admitting of demonstration, that the Phenicians

learned to write of the Egyptians. Either of the

Egyptian, or of some other analogous history of

alphabetic development, the Phenicians inherited the

results."^

§ 3. THE HISTORY OF DE ROUGfi's DISCOVERY OF THE

ORIGIN OF THE ALPHABET.

From the foregoing citations it will be seen that

down to a very recent time the classical tradition was

very generally discarded, and the origin of the alphabet

was deemed by the highest authorities to be an un-

solved, If not an insoluble problem.

* Renan, Histoire des Langues Semitiques^ p. 113.

'Whitney, Oriental afid Lingntstk Studies, 1st series, 1874. See

Max Miiller, Chipsfrom a German Workshops iv. p. 486.

3 Oriental and Linguistic Studies, 2nd Scries, 1875.
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But, as in so many similar cases, the result of the

latest investigations has been to rehabilitate the dis-

credited tradition of antiquity. It may now be affirmed

that scholars are pretty generally agreed, not only as

to the source from which the Semitic alphabet was

obtained, but also as to the special place, mode, and

period in which it must have originated.

The entire glory of this great discovery is due to

the genius of a French Egyptologist, Emanuel de

Rouge. The first account of his investigations was

given in a paper read before the Acad^^nie des Inscrip^

tions in the year 1859. A meagre summary of his

results was published at the time in the Comptes rendus,

but by some mischance the MS. itself was lost, and has

never been recovered. M. de Rouge's intention of

rewriting the whole essay was unfortunately never

carried out. After his death the rough draft of the

original memoir was found among his papers, and, at

last, after a delay of fifteen years, was edited, com-

pleted, and given to the world by the filial piety of M.

Jacques de Rouge, the worthy son of a worthy father.

This epoch-making work,^—the first attempt to treat

the problem in the modern scientific method—may be

said to have made possible, at last, a History of the

Alphabet.

In such a case any absolute demonstration is perhaps

* Memoire sur Vorigine Egyptieitne de Valphabet Phcnicien. Paris,

1874.
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unattainable, owing to the paucity of the available

materials. It may, however, be affirmed that M.

de Rouge's theory offers not only a possible, but the

probable solution of the problem ; while, on the other

hand, no rival hypothesis has as yet been propounded

which demands even serious discussion. Under these

circumstances, M. de Rough's theory may be placed

before the reader as a conclusion which has met with

general acceptance among scholars.

The secret of M. de Rouge s success in solving the

problem which had baffled so many of his predecessors

must be attributed to his clear perception of the fact,

itself antecedently probable, that the immediate proto-

types of the Semitic letters must be sought, not, as

had hitherto been vainly attempted, among the hiero-

glyphic pictures of the Egyptian monuments, but

among the cursive characters which the Egyptians

had developed out of their hieroglyphs, and which

were employed for literary and secular purposes, the

hieroglyphic writing being reserved for monumental

and sacred uses.

Of these cursive characters there are several types.

That which bears the least resemblance to the hiero-

glyphics is the Demotic writing, a highly cursive form,

which originated about the time of the twenty-second

dynasty, a period when the Semitic alphabet was

already in use. The Demotic writing was itself deve-

loped out of the Hieratic of the new Empire, which

is represented by numerous MSS. of the nineteenth
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dynasty. Till of late years these were the only known

forms of cursive Egyptian writing. Rejecting both of

these types, not only because they present no adequate

resemblance to the Semitic letters, but also as being

of a date too recent to satisfy the conditions of the

problem, M. de Rouge had recourse to an immensely

older form of Hieratic writing, exemplars of which

have quite recently been brought to light. This

earlier Hieratic arose during the early empire, and

was in use at the time of the Semitic conquest of lower

Egypt, the great event which is usually known as the

invasion of the Hyksos. Thus M. de Rouge, with

great reason, refers the origination of the Semitic

alphabet to the period of five or six centuries during

which a race of Semitic kings ruled in the Delta.

But, as has been well said, he first discovers who

proves. M. de Rough's suggestion of the probable

source of the Semitic alphabet must have continued to

be nothing more than a brilliant guess if it had not

been for the skill and patience with which he followed

up the clue which he had discovered, and for the rigor-

ously scientific mode in which he applied the stores of

his great learning to working out the problem in its

minutest details.

M. de Rouge begins by determining the oldest

known forms of the Semitic letters. For comparison

with these he selects such of the Hieratic characters as

were used alphabetically, confining himself to the forms

which were in use prior to the expulsion of the Hyksos.
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He then proceeds to investigate the exact sounds

which were represented by the several symbols, exa-

mining with minute care the question as to the phonetic

equivalence of each of the Egyptian and Semitic cha-

racters. In this laborious task he makes all possible

use of the Semitic transcriptions of Egyptian words

which occur in the Bible, but he relies chiefly on the

Egyptian transliterations of the Semitic names of

Syrian towns which are found in the records of the

Asiatic conquests of the kings of the new Empire,

and in the curious road book of Syrian travel contained

in the Papyrus Anastasi.

In this way all the possible Hieratic prototypes of

each of the Semitic letters are ascertained. It is then

found that the primitive form of almost every Semitic

letter can be easily and naturally deduced from the

form of its normal Hieratic prototype. Last, but not

least, a reasonable explanation can be given of the

anomalous cases.

Such is a brief outline of the method pursued by M.

de Rougd in establishing his thesis, a method so pre-

cise and scientific that it may serve as a model for any

similar investigation.

§ 4. THE PAPYRUS PRISSE.

A brief account must now be given of the epigraphic

materials which are available for working out the pro-

blem of the origin of the alphabet.
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The cardinal example of the oldest epoch of Semitic

palaeography is the inscription of Mesha, king of Moab.

Mesha was a contemporary of Ahab and Jehoram.*

Ahab's reign extended over the two last decades of the

loth century B.C., and consequently the inscription of

Mesha must have been engraved at the beginning of

the 9th century. The alphabet of the Moabite stone

may therefore be regarded as representing the Semitic

alphabet of the loth century.

The Moabite stone was only discovered in 1868, and

certain other inscriptions^ which belong to the same

primitive epoch were likewise unavailable in 1859, when

M. de Rouge first put forward his hypothesis. He
was consequently obliged to obtain the forms of his

Semitic characters from the inscription on the sarco-

phagus of Eshmunazar, king of Sidon, which represents

a decidedly later type of the Semitic alphabet. In

several important respects the subsequent discovery of

earlier monuments goes to confirm the results which

were obtained by M. de Rouge from the imperfect

materials which alone were available at the time when

his investigation was undertaken.

The materials for reconstructing the Hieratic alphabet

of the early Empire are as scanty as the primitive

monuments of Semitic epigraphy. Hieratic Papyri are

numerous, but they belong almost exclusively to the

' 2 Kings iii. 4.

' As the Siloam inscription, and the inscriptions on the bronze

vessels from Cyi)rus.
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second type of the Hieratic writing, which prevailed

during the new Empire.

The new Empire, which begins with the eighteenth

dynasty, was preceded by a long period of Semitic

domination during which three dynasties of Shepherd

Kings bore rule in Egypt. As to this period, the

Egyptian records are almost silent. We possess no

single fragment of Hieratic writing which can be cer-

tainly assigned to the actual period of the Shepherd

Kings, and there are in existence only three MSS.

which are prior to the Semitic conquest.^ It is owing

solely to the accidental preservation of these three

frail fragments of papyrus that the solution of the

great problem of the origin of the alphabet has become

possible.

These three MSS. are by no means of the same

age or value, as will be seen from the following

description.

1. In the Museum at Berlin there are some frag-

ments of a Hieratic papyrus containing cartouches of

the kings Amenemhat and Usurtasen, who belonged

to the twelfth dynasty, which preceded the invasion

of the Hyksos.

2. There is a MS. in the possession of Prof. Lepsius

in which the writing is still more primitive in type,

and in which mention is made of Khefu and other

kings of the earlier dynasties of Memphis.

* The "Papyrus Ebers" belongs only to the middle of the i6th

century B.C. The age of the "Geometrical Papyrus" is still unsettled.
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3. The most perfect specimen of the Hieratic writing

of the early period is the celebrated papyrus which

was procured at Thebes by M. Prisse d'Avennes, and

given by him to the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris.

This MS. is usually called, from the name of the

donor, the "Papyrus Prisse." It was published in

facsimile by M. Prisse in 1847, and consists of eighteen

pages of a magnificent Hieratic writing, unequalled for

size and beauty, the characters being unusually large,

full, and firm. The first two pages are only a fragment,

beginning in the middle of a sentence, and are separated

from the remainder by a space where the writing has

been effaced. The last sixteen pages form another

and complete work. A statement at the end of the

papyrus shows that it is only a copy of the original

work, which purports to have been composed by Prince

Ptah-Hotep, who lived during the reign of Assa, a

king of the fifth dynasty. The date of the copy can-

not positively be determined, but as the MS. was

found in a tomb of the eleventh dynasty, the copy

must be anterior to the Hyksos invasion, and therefore

older by many centuries than the time of Moses,

—

older probably than the date usually assigned to Abra-

ham—while the work itself, if it was really composed as

it purports to be, about the time of the fifth dynasty,

must be regarded as the most ancient of all existing

books.

By the curious irony of chance this primaeval trea-

tise—this stray waif which has thus floated down to us
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from the days oi^ the very childhood of the world—has

for its subject the moralizing of an aged sage, who

deplores the deterioration of his age, and laments the

good old times which had passed away. He describes

pathetically the infirmities of old age, he gives precepts

for younger men founded on his own experience ; and

declares that study of the words of ancient v/isdom,

which should be the food alike of children and ofgrown

men, is the one thing from which solid satisfaction can

be derived. Humility and obedience, these are the

foundation of all virtue. Sons should be obedient

:

God loves the obedient, and hates the disobedient.

He goes on thus to commend humility :
—

*' If thou art

become great, if after being in poverty thou hast

amassed riches, and art become the first in thy city,

if thou art known for thy wealth and art become a

great lord, let not thy heart become proud, for it is God

who is the author of them for thee." ^

This priceless MS., the most ancient of all books,

supplies the best type of the Hieratic character which

was in ordinary use for literary and commercial pur-

poses at the time of the Semitic conquest. The evi-

dence which it affords is supplemented and strength-

ened by the two other existing fragments of the cur-

* The best account of this most interesting MS. has been given

by Chabas, Le plus ancien livre du monde. Etude sur lepapyrus Frisse,

in the Revue archcologique for 1858. See also Mahaffy, Prolegomena to

Ancient History^ pp. 277—289 ; Birch, Egypt, p. 49 ; Brugsch-Bey,

History of Egypt under the F/iaroahs, vol. i. pp. 92, 93 ; De Rougd,

Menwire sur Porigine J^gyptienne de Valphabet Phenicien, p. 25.
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slve writing of the early period. The three papyri

agree essentially with each other as to the general

style of the writing and as to the forms of the indi-

vidual characters. They also agree in exhibiting a

type of writing quite distinct from the Hieratic writing

of the new Empire. The characteristics of the two

styles are unmistakeable. The later Hieratic is more

square, the strokes are fine and delicate, and the cha-

racters differ so little from the hieroglyphs from which

they are derived that it might be said that the scribe

seems never to lose the remembrance of the hiero-

glyphic forms, which he translates, as it were, by con-

ventional abbreviations. The Hieratic writing of the

new Empire is in fact hardly more than the Egyp-

tian picture writing somewhat conventionalized. The

earlier Hieratic, on the other hand, is in no sense a

conventionalized picture writing : it is, as is shown

by the subjoined facsimile,^ a true cursive character,

black, rounded, and ^
bold—recalling to ^^ *

much lesser extent

the forms of the hiero-

glyphic prototypes,

so much so, indeed, that to all appearance it may have

been written by scribes wholly ignorant of the ancient

monumental forms from which it was derived.

' This facsimile, which represents portions of two lines of the

Papyrus Prisse, has been engraved from a tracing of the original, and
gives a good notion of the size and character of the writing.

II
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It is from this cursive writing of the early Empire,

so peculiar, so unmistakeably distinct from every other

form of Egyptian writing, that M. de Rouge obtains

the characters which he brings forward as the proto-

types of the letters of the Semitic alphabet.

§ 5. THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE EGYPTIAN PROTOTYPES

OF THE SEMITIC LETTERS.

Before entering on the exposition of the details of

de Rouge s discovery it will be convenient to set forth

for reference, in tabular form, a summary of the results

at which he arrives.

Column IV. of the table contains the Semitic

characters as they appear on the Moabite stone and

other early monuments. The Hieratic forms from

which de Roug6 derives them are given in column iii.

The monumental Hieroglyphics, of which the Hieratic

characters are cursive forms, together with the con-

ventional names by which they are usually designated

by Egyptologists, will be found in columns 11. and i.

The three last columns, v., vi. and vii., contain the

corresponding letters in later alphabets. The Hieratic

characters in column in. are taken, with two or three

exceptions, from the Papyrus Prisse. The exact

forms have been traced from the original papyrus in

Paris, and reproduced from the tracings by a photo-

graphic process, in order to secure the greatest possible

accuracy.
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Values.

EGYPTIAN. SEMITIC. 1 LATER
EQUIVALEXTS.

HieroKlyphic. Hieratic. Phoenician.
M s

o rS »

a eagle ^ Z^ K A A K 1

b crane ^ ^ 5 B B 2 2

^(9) throne O "^ ^ 7 A r 2 3

t{d) hand '=^ -^ -^ A ^ A D 1 4

h mteander ^ra roe ^ E E n 5

f cerastes K^ ^ Y 1 Y F 1 6

z^ duck ^ t 31 I Z r 7

xm sieve © ^ & /=^ k H H n 8

d(th) tongs c=^^ y^ © e ... tD

i parallels W V =1
1 1

^ 10

Jc bowl ^ n1 y K K J 11

I lioness 9^ ^€.^^ C I A L b 12

m owl k ^ V M M n 13

n water A/^AAA a.^ fc^ 1 N N 2 U

s chairback -^ .^ *^ # H X a 15

a .... o O P V 16

P shutter i ^ ^ 7 n P D 17

t'{fs) snake ^ f y^ ... -^ 18

7 angle n ^ 9 Q P
19

r mouth <=> ^ 1 p R 1 20

^sh) inundated
garden jJM ^ w X S 12? 21

t lasso
] %l K + T T n 22

r. II. 1 III.
1 IV. V. VI. VII.
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In comparing the Semitic and Hieratic columns it

must be remembered that the whole history of alpha-

betic development teaches us that considerable differ-

ences of form must have arisen during the ten or

twelve centuries which separate the Papyrus Prisse

from the Moabite stone. When we come to consider

the conditions of the problem, the real matter for

surprise is not that the resemblance should be so little,

but that it should be so great. In fact, the forms of

the Hieratic characters approach almost as closely to

the Semitic letters as they do to the hieroglyphs, of

which they are merely the cursive equivalents. It

must, however, be remembered that the dissemblance

of the hieroglyphic and Hieratic characters appears

greater than it really is, because In many cases they

face in opposite directions, the Papyrus Prisse being

written, in the Semitic fashion, In horizontal lines from

right to left, whereas in the hieroglyphic writing no

such rule prevails, the characters being frequently

arranged in vertical columns, or in horizontal lines

running from left to right.

M. de Roug6 sets forth with great minuteness the

considerations which have led him to adopt each of

his identifications. The student must be referred to

his book for the details ; but his exposition, though

too lengthy and too technical to be adequately repro-

duced in this place, cannot be passed over altogether.

Therefore the present section, which can be omitted

by readers who are concerned only with results, will
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be devoted to a brief summary of the grounds on

which each of the Semitic letters has been assigned to

its Hieratic prototype.

Instead of taking the letters in the order in which

they appear in the Semitic alphabet, it will be more

convenient to group them according to the usual

physiological classification, as labials, palatals, dentals,

liquids, sibilants, breaths, and semivowels.

The Hieratic characters may for convenience be

designated and represented by their better known

hieroglyphic prototypes, and the Semitic letters by

means of the familiar square Hebrew types.

The Labials,

£) (/). The Egyptians had two homophonic signs

for/, the 'shutter' i, and the 'flying bird' f^. The

latter is rare in the more ancient texts, being employed

only for a few special words, while the * shutter ' is one

of the commonest of the hieroglyphic symbols. It

constantly transliterates the Semitic £3 in the names

of towns, and its cursive equivalent ^ is the ordinary

character used for / in the Papyrus Prisse. In the

Semitic letter the three strokes at the top of the

Hieratic character have disappeared. But in the Berlin

Papyrus, which is somewhat later than ths Papyrus

Prisse, these three lines are already evanescent, ap-

pearing only as three dots. M. de Roug^ acutely

remarks that the form of the Semitic letter y does not
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explain the adoption of the Semitic name pe, ' mouth/

whereas in the Egyptian character ^ we have what

may be regarded as a representation of the teeth. At

the time when the Semitic letters received their names

some vestiges probably survived of the vertical bars

of the window-shutter, which would account for the

Semitic name, the explanation of which is otherwise

so difficult.

1 (d).—The Egyptians had two signs for d, the

' l^g»*
J»

which is the normal sign, and the 'crane ' ^^ .

In this case the less usual symbol must be regarded as

the prototype of the Semitic letter. The reason may be

that the sound of the first symbol seems to have been

nearer to v than to d ; the ' crane ' being used as the

equivalent of def/i in the transliteration of several

Semitic names, such as Berytus (Beyrout) and

Khirba.^ The Hieratic trace of the 'leg' would

moreover be easily confused with that of some other

letters, such as the ' chick,' and the * arm,' and would

therefore be inconvenient for adoption.

The Semitic character ^ differs from its Hieratic

prototype ^ in having acquired a closed loop. The

closed form is so much easier to write, that the change

presents no difficulty. But there is a curious bit of

indirect evidence which seems to show that the Semitic

' M. Marietta's alphabetic liturgies, already cited, also indicate

that there were two Egyptian d sounds, one of which could be

represented only by the 'crane.'
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letter in its earlier form was open, something in the

shape of an ^. The Greek alphabet used at Corinth,

one of the earliest Phoenician colonies in Hellas, must

have been derived from a type of the Semitic alphabet

more archaic than that which appears on the Moabite

stone. Now, in the old Corinthian alphabet the letter

beta is not closed, but open ./», its form being almost

identical with the Hieratic prototype.

The Palatals.

The prototypes of the three Semitic palatals, gimel,

kaph, and qoph^ ought to be found among the four

Egyptian palatals, namely, S, commonly called the

* throne,' which seems to be a picture of an apron ; the

* angle' ZI, which is probably a picture of a knee;

the * bowl ' ^z^ , and its homophone, the uplifted

'arms' U. The last of these symbols may be set

aside, being comparatively rare on the Egyptian

monuments, and bearing no resemblance to any of

the Semitic palatals.

In writing Egyptian words the three remaining

symbols are to some extent used interchangeably, but

in the transliteration of Semitic names a distinct ten-

dency may be detected to appropriate one of the three

Egyptian signs as the special equivalent of each of the

three Semitic palatals.

D (k).—The letter kapk is, with hardly an exception,

transliterated by the * bowl,' as in the words ka/r
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* village,' and melek, ' king;' as well as in proper names,

such as Cush, Acre, and Taanach. The only exception

that has been noted is Carchemish. The resemblance

of the Semitic form ^ to the Hieratic \ is suffi-

ciently close, and presents no difficulty.

p {q),—The Semitic qopk is usually transliterated

by the 'angle' or 'knee,' as in the case of Karta, 'city,'

and of proper names, such as Ascalon, or Shishak.

The Hieratic ^L and the Semitic 9 ^""^ t)oth cha-

racterized by a loop and a tail.

:i {g).—Apparently the Egyptians had no sound in

their language which was exactly equivalent to g.

Accordingly we find the Semitic gimel transliterated

by any of the four Egyptian palatals, but most fre-

quently by the ' throne' S, as in the names Eglon and

Migdol. The decided preference shown for this trans-

literation seems to indicate an approximation in the

sounds.

The forms of the Hieratic and Semitic letters differ

considerably, the lower appendage of the Hieratic """^

having disappeared. The principle of ' least effort

'

would suffice to account for this change, and it will be

shown in the next chapter that there are reasons for

supposing that the primitive Semitic form may have

agreed with that of the H ieratic letter.

The Dentals.

The problem is here almost the same as in the case

of the palatals. The Egyptians possessed four nearly
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homophonous dental signs, which were used almost

interchangeably.^ For the needs of Semitic speech,

however, three distinct dental signs were required.

Of the four Egyptian characters, the semicircle ^ may

be put aside, as its extremely small size makes it diffi-

cult to connect it with any of the Semitic letters.

Three Egyptian signs are therefore left from which to

select the prototypes of the three Semitic dentals.

1 (d),—The 'hand' d^^ seems to represent the weak-

est of the dental sounds, and is the character which is

most commonly used to transliterate the Semitic daleth,

as in the names of Jordan, Judah, Edom, and Migdol.

The derivation of daleth from the * hand,' which is thus

suggested by the phonetic probabilities, derives strong

support from the resemblance of the Semitic character

A, to the form -^ , which is found in the Papyrus

Prisse. In both we have a triangle with a short tail,

the chief difference being that the one is rounded and

the other angular, a change which would necessarily

be caused by the difference in the writing material

—papyrus in the one case, and stone in the other.

^ {tt, t).—The letter U^/i is rare, and does not occur

on the Moabite stone. On the whole, M. de Rouge

' According to Hincks, Lepsius, and de Rouge, there was, in

Egyptian, really only one dental sound, coiresponding to f, or to

some sound between / and f^. Brugsch, however, thinks it possible

to make a distinction in the usage, and he believes that the Egyptians,

like the Semites, had three distinct dentals.
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inclines, from a comparison of the early forms, to

affiliate it to the * tongs ' c=s. Brugsch believes that

the Egyptian letter was pronounced IMpmgly, which

would lend probability to this identification.

n (/, ^/i).—The sign ll which resembles a 'noose' or

'lasso,' but which was probably intended as a picture of

the ' tongue,' would be left as the prototype of the let-

ter ^atc. Too much importance must not be attached

to de Rouges comparison of the Hieratic ^ and the

Sidonian j^ , neither of these being exactly the normal

forms.

T/ie Liquids.

The affiliation of the liquids presents less difficulty

than that of the dentals or the palatals. The identifi-

cations both of the sounds and of the forms are for the

most part free from ambiguity.

{lit).—This sound is represented in the Egyptian

alphabet by three symbols. The ' owl ' ^^, which is

the normal character, was in constant and universal use

from the earliest times ; the 'cave' / is less common,

while the ' sickle ' 5^ is little more than a syllabic

sign (iitd) of limited application. A comparison of the

forms leaves no doubt that the normal Egyptian

character was the prototype of the Semitic letter, the

Phoenician ^ differing from the Hieratic ^ chiefly

in the angularity consequent on the change from

papyrus to stone.
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J (n).— In this case again there can be no uncertainty.

The Egyptians had three homophonic signs for n
;

the 'water-Hne' /www^ which is normal and universal, the

* red crown of lower Egypt ' %/ , which does not make

its appearance before the time of the new Empire,

and the 'vase' 0, which is a sign of limited use. These

considerations restrict our choice to the ' water-line.'

In the Semitic letter, as in the Hieratic prototype, the

undulations of the Hieroglyphic character have nearly

disappeared. Contrary, however, to the usual rule, the

Semitic letter exhibits a form not quite so simple as

that found in the Papyrus Prisse. In other cases, such

as pe and gimel, unnecessary strokes have disappeared

;

but here an additional stroke seems to have been added,

in contravention of the * law of least effort.' This ex-

ceptional development ought to be capable of explana-

tion. It is possible that the Semitic letter may have

been derived from an Egyptian form s=^, which re-

tained some vestige of the initial undulation of the

* water-line.' More probably, however, the additional

stroke was added in order to distinguish the letter

mm J from giinel 7- This conjecture is confirmed by

the name, nun, a ' fish,' which the letter bears. The

Hieratic character oc^ay jg certainly more like a fish

than the Moabite *!
. This suggests the conjecture

that the Semitic name was given to the letter before

it acquired the additional stroke. Here then, as in the

case oipe, the Papyrus Prisse offers an explanation of

the Semitic name which is not supplied by any Semitic
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form which we happen to possess. An incidental

argument of unexpected cogency is thus supplied in

favour of de Rouge s hypothesis.

1 (r).—In Egyptian, as In some other languages, no

clear distinction existed between r and /. The actual

sound probably hovered between the two. This sound,

whatever It was, is represented on the monuments by

two symbols, apparently strict homophones, the 'mouth'

<=:>, and the 'lioness' _^:^. They are used, almost

indifferently, as the equivalents of either resh or lamed

in Semitic words. The Semitic sounds being distinct,

separate symbols were required to represent them. In

adapting an Egyptian alphabet to Semitic use this

might be done either by specialization or by differen-

tiation. De Rouge considers that the two Egyptian

homophones were specialized, the * lioness * being ap-

propriated as the symbol for /, and the * mouth ' for r.

The Hieratic equivalent of the * mouth' Is <^, which is

obviously the prototype of resh ^ , the change from

the rounded outline of the Papyrus Prisse to the angu-

lar form of the Moabite stone being due, as in other

instances, to the difference In the materials used for

writing.

b (/).—The origin o{ lamed is not so easy to determine.

The * lioness,' which de Roug^.regards as the prototype

of this letter, was decidedly rare before the time of

the eighteenth dynasty, and the resemblance of the

earlier forms to the Semitic letter is not conspicuous.

Awaiting the discovery of further epigraphic materials,
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vhich may possibly supply transitional forms, it hc-

:omes necessary to fall back on analogies derived

Vom the later Hieratic writing. The Moabite letter (^

s not much like the figure -^rC' which we find in the

Papyrus Prisse. A later form of the character is ./.

We have //in the Hieratic of the nineteenth dynasty,

and this becomes / in the Demotic. Thus the picture

of the ' lioness ' was gradually reduced to a represen-

tation of the chest and the fore-legs ; the tail and the

hind-quarters being denoted by a stroke and a dot, and

finally by a dot only. In the absence of more direct

evidence, it seems legitimate to assume that the Semitic

letter may have had an analogous history, and that

it gradually lost those elements which tended to dis-

appear in the Egyptian character, retaining those

which tended to remain.

It must be owned that de Rough's explanation of

the origin of lamed rests more upon conjecture and less

on epigraphic evidence than Is the case with other

letters. There is, however, an alternative hypothesis

which appears to have escaped his notice. It seems not

improbable that both of the Semitic letters, r and /,

were obtained by differentiations of the normal Hieratic/

character, the rare homophone of the * lioness ' being

passed over altogether. It is plain that the Hieratic

cy-, which Is commonly used to denote both r and /,

would require little more than a change of position in

order to give rise to the two forms 9 and fe, which may

be taken as the early types of the letters resh and lamed.
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This solution of the difficulty Is supported by certain

considerations, presently to be adduced, which tend to

show that the primitive Semitic alphabet may have

originally possessed only a single sign to denote the

sounds of r and /.

The Sibilants.

The difficulty with regard to the affiliation of the

liquids Is due to the fact that the Egyptians had only

three sounds, while the Semites possessed four. It is

the same with the sibilants. Signs for the four Semitic

sibilants, s, sh, z, ts, had to be obtained from Hieratic

characters which represented only three distinct sounds.

^ (sk).—The 'inundated garden,' T^T^T , a picture of

papyrus or lotus plants growing out of water. Is

invariably used to transliterate the Semitic letter shin,

as in the case of the proper names Carchemish and

Bethshan. The ' tank,' czszi , being only a late homo-

phone, need not be taken into account. The Phoenician

W may be easily Identified with the Hieratic ^ If we

suppose that, as in the case oi gimel, the Semitic letter

has been simplified by the omission of a troublesome

and unnecessary appendage, v/hich seems to be little

more than a mere flourish, and may perhaps be some-

what exaggerated by the scribe who wrote the Papyrus

Prisse.

D {s).—This sound is represented by two hiero-

glyphic homophones, the ' chair-back * —h-
, and the
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'crotchet' p. The Hieratic forms limit the choice^ for

the prototype of samekh to the ' chair-back,'

^ (ts),—The Egyptians denoted their dental sibilant

/'by three homophones, the 'snake' *^ , the * flame '
|^,

and the * duck ' 5^ . Among these the prototypes of

the Semitic letters tsade and zayin must be sought. Of

the Egyptian characters, the snake Is the most common,

and Is constantly used to transliterate the Semitic

tsade. The resemblance of the Hieratic character ^
to the Phoenician letter p* Is so close as to leave /

no doubt as to the identification.

t (z).—For zayin we have to choose between the

* flame ' and the ' duck.' ^ The transliterations give us

little aid, owing to zayin being among the rarest of the

Semitic letters, the only proper name which can be ad-

duced being Gaza, In which the z Is represented by the

* flame.' De Rouge, relying on the later Eshmunazar

form, with which alone he was acquainted, considers

the ' duck ' as the most probable prototype. So far as

the evidence of form goes, It may perhaps be held that

the evidence of the Moabite stone is in favour of the

* The Semitic letter "^ o bears a very striking resemblance to the

hieroglyph of the * plant ' \ . This, however, is rather a syllabic

{su)j than a strictly alphabetic character, and the resemblance of the

forms disappears to a considerable extent in the Hieratic trace.

' Lepsius is certainly wrong in excluding the 'flame' from the

Egyptian alphabet, and considering it only as an ideogram; but, on

the other hand, the 'duck' is almost as much a syllabic as an

alphabetic character.
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* flame.' The Baal Lebanon inscription, on the other

hand, is rather for the * duck.' Future discoveries of

epigraphic materials will doubtless set at rest this,

as well as some other doubtful points.

The Semivowels,

The Semites had two semivowels, vau and yod.

1 {v).—In the Hieroglyphic alphabet the horned asp,

or 'cerastes,' j^^=^ , had the value oif, and also of v and u.

It would therefore serve as the prototype of vau. The
striking resemblance between the Moabite V and the

Hieratic^ leaves little doubt as to the correctness of

the identification.

^ (jf)-—The letter jK^^ must be referred to the hiero-

glyph called the ' parallels ' w , which has the value of i

and y. This character is a strict homophone, and

probably only a variant of the * double reed '(][], which

is used to transliterate j^'^^ in the name of Joppa. The

bar or kick at the bottom of the Semitic letter ^ may

be explained as a development which arose in order to

prevent confusion with kaph. The germ of this bar

may be detected in a slight thickening or knob which

occasionally appears in the Hieratic trace, ^ . If any

doubt existed as to the affiliation, it would be removed

by the correspondence in the size of the Egyptian and

Semitic characters. In Semitic inscriptions the ex-

tremely small size of yod is very noticeable. On the

Eshmunazar sarcophagus Its height is only one-fourth

J
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of that of some Other letters. This characteristic was
transmitted to the Greek and Hebrew alphabets.

Hence among the 'jottings' of the philologist's note-

book is the curious way in which the proverbial minute-

ness of this letter has given us an English verb and its

derivatives.^ The persistency with which the relative

sizes of letters are preserved is very remarkable. The
smallness of our English letter i is a peculiarity which
has been transmitted for 6000 years from its remote

Egyptian prototype, and is as noticeable on an Egyptian

obelisk as in an English book.

The breaths.

The Egyptians had three breaths, to denote which

seven signs at least could be employed. The three

sounds were

—

1. The soft breath, or indefinite vowel sound, of

which the homophonous symbols were the 'reed,' l|,the

* eagle,' '^K^ , and the ' arm,' c

.

2. The aspirate, or hard breathing (}i), expressed

either by the ' maeander,'
f[] , or by the * knotted

cord;
I

.

3. The guttural aspirate {kh^^ of which the signs are

either the ' sickle ' T , or a hieroglyph usually called

the * sieve,' © , which was probably the symbol of * dark-

ness,' denoted by a picture of the dark moon.

• See Matthew v. 18.
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The Semites, on the other hand, had four breaths,

expressed by the letters aleph, he, cheth, and ''ayin.

An examination of the transliterations of Semitic

names gives the following results :

—

aleph is normally transliterated by the 'reed,' and less

usually by the ' eagle.'

he corresponds most frequently to the 'maeander,*

but sometimes to the ' knotted cord.'

cheth is usually rendered by the ' sieve,' or the

* sickle,' but occasionally by the * knotted cord.'

''ayin does not correspond strictly to any Egyptian

sound, but seems to be nearest to the ' arm.'

Guided by these correspondences, the probable proto-

types of the four Semitic letters have to be selected

from among the seven Egyptian characters. The

choice has to be determined chiefly by the approxima-

tion of the forms.

n (cJi).—In the case of the letter cheth there is no

ground for hesitation. The Hieratic representation of

the * sieve ' ^> , if written, as in other cases, in an

angular instead of a rounded form, gives the outline

of the Semitic letter ^

.

n (h),—The letter he corresponds to the * mseander
*

and the ' knotted cord.' The Hieratic forms show that

the former must be taken as the prototype. In the

Papyrus Prisse there are two types of this character

;

one, which is comparatively rare, is open at the bot-

tom, Pn , and corresponds to the Moabite ^ . It is

much more usual, however, to find the character
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completely closed. The name of the Semitic letter,

which is generally supposed to mean a ' window,' would

indicate that the primitive form of the letter agreed

with the more usual Hieratic trace. This conjecture is

curiously confirmed by the evidence afforded by the

early inscriptions of Corinth, which, as we have seen in

the case of beta, occasionally preserve alphabetic forms

of a more archaic type than those found on the Moabite

stone itself. Now in the primitive alphabet of Corinth

we find, instead of the usual form of epsilon, a closed

character ^, which is nearly identical with the form

of the * maeander ' which is most usual in the Papyrus

Prisse.

>^ {a)

.

— For the prototype of a/ep/i we have to choose

between the * eagle ' '^^ , and the * reed ' (1 . Although

the second of these is the most usual equivalent of the

Semitic letter, a comparison of the forms seems to

justify de Rouge in his selection of the ' eagle ' as the

probable prototype.

j; (a)—The Egyptians did not possess the peculiar

guttural breathing denoted by the letter 'ayin, which is

found only in Semitic languages. The ' arm ' was used

as the nearest Egyptian equivalent, but there is no

appreciable resemblance between the Semitic and

Hieratic forms. De Rouge asserts confidently that it

is as certain that the prototype of the Semitic character

is not to be discovered in the Egyptian alphabet as

that the sound itself did not exist in their language.

M. Lenormant has suggested that this letter may be
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regarded as an ideographic picture invented by the

Semites, the symbol o being regarded, as the name

^ayiii suggests, as the picture of an * eye.' It is worthy

of note that the only instance in which de Rouge has

failed to find an Egyptian prototype for a Semitic

letter is the very case in which on phonetic grounds

such a failure might have been expected.

The foregoing condensed outline of de Rouges

argument may now make it possible to form an estimate

of the value of his results.

It will probably be admitted that with respect to

sixteen of the Semitic letters his identifications with

the suggested Hieratic prototypes are reasonably

satisfactory. In the remaining cases his conclusions

may be deemed open to correction on the discovery of

additional epigraphic materials.

Considering how imperfect are the available data,

and how vast is the interval of time which separates

the Moabite stone from the Papyrus Prisse, it would

be strange indeed if no such uncertain cases should

occur, but the doubtful identifications can hardly be

said to form such a considerable proportion of the

entire number as to throw any serious doubt upon the

theory as a whole.

§ 6. OBJECTIONS TO DE ROUGfi's HYPOTHESIS.

De Rough's hypothesis having now been placed

before the reader, the objections which have been

brought against it remain to be considered.
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It would be unreasonable to expect that so notable

an achievement should, without cavil or hesitation, be

universally acclaimed. Such fortune has hitherto be-

fallen no discoverer. Although de Rouge's theory

has been accepted by the great majority of experts,

including names of such authority as those of Max

Muller, Sayce, Lenormant, Maspero, Ebers, Euting,

Fabretti, Peile, and Mahaffy, nevertheless full weight

must be given to the hesitations and objections which

have been expressed in certain quarters.

The most formidable antagonist who has entered the

lists is Professor Lagarde, who has expressed in no

measured terms ^ his dissatisfaction with the arguments

of de Rouen's book. Professor Robertson Smith

owns to certain hesitations,^ while Mr. R. S. Poole has

stated in a succinct and accessible form the objections

which de Rouge s followers have to meet.^

Professor Lagarde, as the strongest and fiercest of

de Rouge s assailants, may be allowed the first hearing.

His chief argument is that certain Semitic letters, such

as teth, tsade, qoph^ and ''ayin, denote sounds which,

being peculiar to the Semitic languages, could not

therefore have been represented in the Egyptian

* He goes so far as to say, " Ich bin selten so enttauscht wie

(lurch dieses Buch, das seine These in mindesten nicht bevviesen

hat."—Lagarde, Symtnicta, p. 113. (Gottingen, 1877.)

' Encyclopedia Britannica, Art. Hebrew.

^ Ibid. Art. Hieroglyphics.
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alphabet. Hence, he alleges, the Semitic letters

representing these peculiar sounds cannot have been

obtained from Egypt, but must have been invented by

the Semites themselves. A wider acquaintance with

the general history of alphabets would have shown

Professor Lagarde the fallacy of this argument.

When alphabets are transmitted from one nation to

another the adopted characters are constantly used to

denote approximate rather than identical sounds.

Thus very different sounds are represented by the

same Roman letters in Spanish, Italian, and Wallachian

;

or in Welsh, Polish, and Hungarian. If Professor

Lagarde's argument were valid it would actually prove

that the Greek alphabet could not have been obtained

from the Phoenician. The Semitic sounds represented

by teth and "'ayin^ for example, do not exist in any

Aryan language, yet there can be no doubt whatever

that the Semitic symbols for these peculiar sounds are

to be identified with the Greek letters theta and omicron.

The argument which Professor Lagarde produces with

so much confidence falls therefore to the ground.

Professor Lagarde lays hardly less stress on a

second objection, which Mr. Poole considers to have

''great weight." We have already seen (p. 85) that

the names of the Semitic letters do not refer to the

objects represented by their hieroglyphic prototypes.

How is it, for instance, that the name bdh should mean
* house,' if the character was obtained from the Egyp-

tian picture of a crane? It is difficult, Mr. Poole
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thinks, to Imagine such a renaming. Here again we

must be guided by analogies drawn from other

alphabets. The theoretic difficulty of imagining a

renaming disappears in face of the fact that in the case

of other alphabetic transmissions the letters are con-

stantly thus renamed. The Russian letters, which

were borrowed in the 9th century from the Greek

alphabet, have lost the familiar Greek appellations, and

bear new names significant in Slavonic speech. Thus

the letter b is not called beta but buki, which means a

'beech,' while d has lost the old name of delta^ and has

acquired that of dobro, an 'oak.' The Scandinavian

Runes, which were derived at an earlier period from

the Greek alphabet, have also been systematically re-

named. So again the Roman uncials, which constitute

the Irish Bethlulsnion alphabet, received Keltic tree

names, while In another Irish alphabet, which Is called

the Bobeloth, the names are taken from the Bible

history. Thus the analogy of other alphabets proves

that the invention of new names, at once significant

and acrologic, is actually more probable than the trans-,

mission of the old appellations. The picture alphabets

of our nurseries,^ which are found to make it easy for

children to learn their letters, sufficiently explain the

object and mode of such renamings.

' Such as the famihar rhymed alphabet which begins—

A was an Archer, who shot at a frog

;

B was a Butcher, who had a great dog.
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It may be admitted that the objection urged by

Professor Lagarde and Mr. Poole might have some

weight if the Semitic alphabet had been derived

immediately from the Egyptian Hieroglyphics, in

which the pictorial intention is unmistakeable. But

in the Hieratic writing the resemblance to the primi-

tive pictures has disappeared, and the Egyptian names,

being meaningless to Semitic scribes, would be difficult

to remember, and translations of them would no longer

be acrologlc. Hence new acrologic names, significant

in Semitic speech, would naturally be invented, as in

other borrowed alphabets, with the object of making

it easy to connect the forms and values of the several

characters. This objection, which has been deemed

so serious, may therefore be dismissed, as destitute

of any real validity.

In the next place, Professor Lagarde believes that

the Semites, if they had obtained their letters from

Egypt, would have borrowed them from the Hiero-

glyphic rather than from the Hieratic characters.

Although such conjectures are vain in the face of

actual facts, it may be held that the antecedent pro-

babilities are wholly the other way. The Semitic

alphabet must have originated among a colony of

Semitic aliens established in lower Egypt, either as

slaves, traders, frontier guards, or conquerors. In

anv case the Semitic intruders would be strangers to

the religion and the language of the Egyptians. It

would therefore be more likely that they should make
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use of the cursive and easy Hieratic, which was

ordinarily employed in Egypt for secular and com-

mercial purposes, than that they should adopt the

difficult sacred script which was reserved by the

Egyptian priesthood for monumental and religious

uses. This supposition is confirmed by the singular

absence of any Hieroglyphic monuments which can be

assigned to the three dynasties of Semitic kings.

Another objection, brought forward by Mr. Poole, is

geographical. Since the oldest specimens of Semitic

writing belong to Asia, the presumption, it is urged, is

in favour of its Asiatic origin. Putting aside the

difficulty that there is no indigenous Asiatic system of

writing from which the Semitic alphabet can plausibly

be derived, it must be remembered that only a very

few years ago the earliest known monuments of the

Semitic alphabet appertained not to Assyria and

Moab, but to Malta and Sardinia
;
yet who would on

that account propound a European origin ? In fact

any mere negative argument from the absence of docu-

ments is not conclusive. Their preservation is very

much a matter of accident, and the absence of early

Semitic records in Egypt may any day be supplied by

the discovery of a papyrus or a tomb.

The next argument to be met is that the range of

choice among the Egyptian symbols is so wide—there

are so many alternative forms from among which to

select prototypes for the Semitic letters—that any

result is necessarily vague and unsatisfactory.
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This objection is hardly a fair comment on de

Rouge's method. The process which he adopts is

rigorous and strict. If, Hke some of his predecessors,

from among the four hundred Egyptian phonograms

he had arbitrarily selected twenty-two forms for com-

parison with the twenty-two Semitic letters, the facility

of the process would have accorded with the futility of

the results. De Rouge's method is wholly different.

He puts aside, absolutely, the whole chaos of the

miscellaneous Egyptian symbols, and confines himself

to the so-called ' Egyptian Alphabet,' which, according

to the tradition preserved by Plutarch, consisted of

only twenty-five letters. It is from the standard

Egyptian alphabet of twenty-five symbols, as now

accepted by Egyptologists, that de Rougd attempts to

derive the twenty- two Semitic letters. He first sets

aside four of the Egyptian breaths and vowels, vowels

being absent from the Semitic alphabet. Of the

remaining twenty-one characters he identifies no less

than eighteen with the eighteen Semitic letters which

corresponded to them most closely in sound. In three

cases only, beth^ zaym^ and aleph, does he pass over

the normal symbols, and resort to a homophone, while

the one Semitic letter for which he fails to find an

Egyptian prototype is the symbol of a Semitic sound

which the Egyptians did not possess. There can

therefore be no ground for the imputation that de

Rough's scheme is fanciful or arbitrary, as in eighteen

cases out of twenty-two the prototypes of the Semitic
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letters are found to be exactly those Egyptian cha-

racters from which on theoretical grounds we might

expect them to descend.

Mr. Poole also objects that "the Hieratic forms

vary, like all cursive forms of writing, with the hand

of each scribe. Consequently the writer who desires

to establish their identity with Phoenician can scarcely

avoid straining the evidence."

In reply to this it may be said that the same

objection applies in a far greater degree to all other

attempts to affiliate cursive scripts. To de Rouge's

attempt it is singularly inapplicable, as he is compelled

to rely almost exclusively on a single MS., the Papyrus

Prisse, written in a hand remarkably bold, uniform,

and characteristic. But to obviate any allegation that

de Rouge may unconsciously have strained the

evidence, I have set aside his facsimiles, and have

traced from the Papyrus Prisse itself a whole series of

the forms of the Hieratic characters. Where any

variations can be detected I have given engravings of

the chief types in the Table (p. 99). The reader will

therefore be able to judge for himself how far this

objection can be justified.

One only of Professor Lagarde's objections remains

to be considered, namely, the want of adequate resem-

blance between the Semitic letters and their alleged

prototypes. This objection, if it can be sustained,

must be considered fatal to de Rough's hypothesis,

and demands therefore the fullest consideration.
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Looking at the Hieratic and Phoenician alphabets

which are put side by side in the Table on p. 99, or

if the facsimile from the Papyrus Prisse on p. 97 be

compared with the writing on the Moabite stone, of

which a reduced facsimile is given on page 208, it

must be admitted that there is a conspicuous dis-

similarity in the appearance of the two scripts. An
attentive examination will however show that these

differences, great as they seem, are superficial rather

than real.

It is a rule of very general application that a

national script is liable to assume a special type of its

own. It tends, for example, to become either upright

or inclined, minute or bold, regular or irregular, simple

or complicated. It is apt to acquire or to lose loops,

hooks, and tails ; to eschew forms either curved or

angular, to prefer either straight lines, triangles and

squares, or else curves, ovals and circles ; in short, to

become either geometrical or cursive. By a glance at

a printed page, and without examining a single word,

It Is easy to recognize by their general characteristics

either Greek or Latin ; Hebrew or German ; Sanskrit

or Pali ; Tamil, Ethiopic, Armenian, or Javanese.

Hereafter we shall meet frequently with instances of

this general tendency of writing to acquire a special

national type. Hence the considerable change in

superficial aspect which we note in passing from the

Hieratic to the Semitic writing is no strange phe-

nomenon, but a circumstance entirely in accordance
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with the ordinary law which governs such trans-

missions. It would be altogether exceptional if the

Hieratic and Semitic writing did not, each of them,

exhibit a distinct specific character.

Now looking broadly at the two scripts, Hieratic

and Moabite, it is not difficult to specify their dis-

tinctive characteristics. In the first place we see that

the Semitic writing is distinguished by greater sym-

metry and greater simplicity. Like soldiers on parade,

the characters in the alphabetic line have been

* dressed.' The letters have become more regular and

uniform ; they have become more angular, more firm,

and more erect ; the differences in relative size have

diminished ; slanting characters such as van, kaph, and

tsade, are nearly vertical, and horizontal characters such

as he and samekh are more upright. Not only is there

a more general symmetry, but a greater simplicity of

outline, the complicated and difficult characters espe-

cially being straightened or curtailed.

A considerable number of these distinctive pecu-

liarities are due merely to the nature of the writing

material. The early Hieratic writing seems to have

been traced with thick glutinous ink on papyrus, an

abundant and cheap material, by means of a pen, or

rather a brush made of the soft stump of a reed. The

characters are consequently thick, bold, free, and

rounded. The Semitic letters, on the other hand, were

laboriously carved with a chisel upon stone, a costly

and difficult material—the words were "graven with

an iron pen upon the rock for ever."
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The result of this change from a cursive to a

lapidary type is that the characters are more regular

and more delicate. The rounded and flowing Hieratic

forms become stiff and angular. The curved sweeping

tails which are so characteristic of the Papyrus Prisse

reappear on the Moabite stone as nearly straight and

rigid lines, as in the case of vau, tsade, daleth, qopJi,

and resh ; the closed ovals become eitlier triangles, as

with daleth and resh, or squares, as with cheth, or

open angles, as with kaph. Curved lines have been

straightened, as in the case of otm^ zaym, mem, and

shin. Forms characterized by bold curves, so easy to

write but so difficult to engrave, have been simplified

by the avoidance of needless undulations, as in the case

of aleph and zayiti. Some of the more complicated

characters have been simplified by the omission of a

portion of the letter, sundry troublesome appendages,

unnecessary survivals from the Hieroglyphic pictures,

having dropped off. In this way, by a sort of natural

atrophy, the final portions of gimel, lamed^ and shin

have disappeared.

The foregoing changes are all in the direction of

least effort. On the other hand, as has been shown in

the last section,^ three letters have been differentiated,

in order to distinguish them from other letters to

which they bore an inconveniently close resemblance.

The thickened tail of yod developed into a sort of

' See pp. 103, 107, 112, supra.
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kick, ^, so as to distinguish it from kaph, ^ , An
additional stroke was acquired by nun, *], apparently to

distinguish it from gimel, 7 • This involved a change

by correlation in bethy the head of which became a

closed loop, ^ , instead of ^ , to distinguish it from

7iun. The uncompleted loop in the Corinthian beta^ s,

serves to mark this change as one of comparatively

late introduction.

Hence it appears that the alleged dissemblances,

both general and specific, between the Hieratic and

Semitic characters can be accounted for, and are not

greater than might be reasonably expected. Indeed

the real matter for surprise is not that the resemblance

should be so small, but that it should be so great.

The interval of more than a thousand years which

separates the Moabite stone from the Papyrus Prisse

supplies ample time for the development of even

greater changes in the forms of the letters than those

that have taken place. The differences are not so

great as those which have grown up in a much shorter

time between the Roman minuscules a, b, d, e, g, r, or

the Greek minuscules a, y, 8, J, f, o-, and the capitals

out of which they were developed. Or if the Hieratic

of the nineteenth dynasty be compared with the

Demotic of the twenty-second, which grew out of it,

the changes of form will be found to be greater than in

the case of the early Hieratic and the Semitic, though

the interval which separated them is not so great by

several centuries. If de Rouges theory were al-
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together baseless we might expect to find not more

than two or three colourable resemblances between the

Semitic letters and their Hieratic homophones. But

the correspondencies of form which exist are too close,

too numerous, and too systematic to be accounted for

on any hypothesis of merely accidental resemblance.

With hardly an exception de Rouge is able reasonably

to deduce the forms of each of the Semitic letters from

an Egyptian prototype, selected, not arbitrarily/but in

strict accordance with the laws of transliteration which

are found to exist between the two languages. More

than this can hardly be demanded.

The objections which have been urged against de

Rouge s theory have now been very fully examined.

It would appear that there is no difficulty which can

be considered fatal to his argument—no objection to

which a reasonable answer may not be made.

The only real difficulty is the fact that the available

evidence is not so copious as might be desired. So

far as It goes It Is entirely In de Rough's favour, but it

must freely be acknowledged that the epigraphic

materials are neither continuous nor complete. This

can be no matter for surprise, knowing as we do the

chances on which the preservation of documents

depend. We know, for instance, that the Hyksos, a

Semitic race, ruled In Egypt for 500 years, yet they

left behind them hardly a trace of their existence. We
know also that at the beginning of the new empire the

Phoenicians had established a great trading settlement
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in the Delta, of which however not a single monu-

ment survives. It is by the merest accident that the

Papyrus Prisse has been preserved—and without this

frail fragment what would really be known of the early

Hieratic writing?—yet the Papyrus Prisse must be the

surviving representative of an extensive Hieratic

literature.

The missing links in the chain of evidence may any

day be supplied by the discovery of more complete

materials—a single Papyrus belonging to the Hyksos

period, or a Semitic inscription earlier by a century or

two than the Moabite stone, would probably set at rest

many doubtful points. A generation ago no ap-

proximate solution of the problem of the origin of the

alphabet would ha^^e been possible, since neither the

Papyrus Prisse nor the Moabite stone had been

discovered. It is not unreasonable to conjecture that

a generation hence the great gulf of twelve centuries

which still separates these records may be still further

narrowed by fresh discoveries.

In the foregoing pages I have endeavoured fairly to

state de Rough's argument, and to give full weight to

every objection which can be urged against it. The

reader must now form his own estimate of the force of

the argument on either side. He will, I believe, arrive

at the conclusion now so generally accepted, that the

thesis as to the Egyptian origin of the Semitic

alphabet may at all events be provisionally adopted.

Not only is it on a priori grounds the probable

K
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solution, not only does it agree with the ancient

tradition, not only does it supply a possible and

reasonable explanation of the facts, not only is it con-

firmed by all sorts of curious coincidences, but no

objection has been urged against it to which a sufficient

answer cannot be found.

In estimating the probabilities of the case a final

consideration of great weight has to be taken into

account. If we reject de Rouge's explanation of the

origin of the alphabet there is practically no rival

theory on which to fall back. There are only three

other possible sources, none of which can at present be

regarded in any higher light than as a mere guess. If

the Semitic letters were not derived from Egypt they

must have been invented by the Phoenicians, or they

must have been developed either out of the Hittite

hieroglyphics, or out of one of the cuneiform sylla-

baries.

The first alternative is the now exploded opinion of

Gesenius and his school, that the Semitic alphabet

arose out of an independent system of Semitic picture

writing. This hypothesis will hardly be revived in

face of our present knowledge of the immense slowness

of the processes by which graphic systems are de-

veloped. Of such processes there are no traces. In

the Semitic alphabet there are no vestiges of a prior

syllabism, as in the Persian cuneiform alphabet. There

are no survivals of the earlier ideograms, as in the

Proto-Mcdic syllabary. In the Semitic lands there
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are not, as in China, any ancient monuments which

bear traces of earlier pictorial forms. If the Semitic

alphabet originated among the Semites, there is none

of the evidence which analogy would lead us to expect.

Another possible solution has found an able advocate

in Dr. Deecke, who has attempted to derive the

Semitic alphabet from the Assyrian cuneiform.^ It is

however the general opinion of scholars that this

attempt has failed as conspicuously as that of de Rouge

has succeeded. Not to speak of fatal difficulties of

detail, which need not here be recapitulated, since they

have been elsewhere urged,^ and are still unanswered,

we might reasonably expect, if the Semitic alphabet

had been developed out of the Semitic cuneiform, to

find transitional forms among the vast literary stores

accumulated in the Assyrian libraries ; and it would

be strange that the convenient Semitic alphabet, if

it was developed out of the Semitic cuneiform, should

not also have replaced it.

A third hypothesis remains. No doubt it is within

the bounds of possibility that Hittite monuments may

yet be discovered and deciphered which may supply a

pedigree for the Semitic alphabet. Here again we

* Deecke, Der Ursprung des altsemitischen Alphabets aus der

neuassyrischen Keilschrifi^ in the Z D. M, G. vol. xxxi. pp. 102—
116(1877).

' See the articles by Prof. Sayce and myself, and Dr. Deecke's

reply, in the Academy for June 23rd, July 28th, and August 4th, 1877.

K 2
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are encountered by the same absence of evidence and

the same absence of transitional forms. If, indeed, as

will probably be found to be the case, the syllabary

of Cyprus and Asia Minor prove to be the syllabic

development of the Hittite hieroglyphics, then the

immediate prototypes of the Semitic letters ought to

be found among the Cypriote syllables, a solution which

presents such obvious difficulties that no one has yet

ventured to propound it.

Hence it appears that there is at present an entire

lack of evidence in favour of any of the three possible

alternative sources of the Semitic alphabet : the

theories of Deecke and Gesenius must be rejected
;

while the Hittite hypothesis has not yet found an

advocate.

At present therefore we have before us no rival

theory whatever if we refuse to accept the possible

and sufficient explanation which de Roug6 has stated

with so much learning and ingenuity. Till further

evidence is put forward, it must therefore be held that

de Rouge remains master of the field.

§ 7. THE CHRONOLOGICAL CONDITIONS.

From the nature of the case, only approximate con-

clusions can be formed as to the date at which the

Semitic alphabet originated. The available evidence

is partly external and partly internal.

The external evidence starts from the oldest
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monument of Semitic epigraphy to which a definite

date can be assigned. This is the Moabite stone,

which affords a firm and unassailable standing ground.

It proves, beyond controversy, that the Semitic

alphabet was fully developed and established as early

as the beginning of the 9th century, while to the

practised eye of the palaeographer it also indicates that

alphabetic writing must have been in familiar use for

a very considerable precedent period. M. Lenormant

ably states the conclusions which may be drawn from

the character of the Moabite writing. He says, "d6ja

I'dcriture s'y presente avec un aspect comme fatigue

et use dans la forme de certains caracteres, qui

r^vele plusieurs siecles d'usage anterieur de ce type

graphique."^

From the wide diffusion of the Semitic alphabet at

this early period a similar inference may be drawn.

The lion weights from Nineveh, which bear the names

of Assyrian kings who reigned during the second

half of the 8th century, an engraved scarab found

beneath the foundation of the palace of Sargon at

Khorsabad, and the bronze vessel dedicated to the

temple of Baal-Lebanon, which bears the name of

Hiram, king of the Sidonians, are epigraphically of the

same age, or nearly so, as the inscription of Mesha,

while there are Greek inscriptions which must be

assigned to a period not less ancient. If then, in the

' Lenormant Valphabet Phetiicien, i., p. 130.
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8th century, the Semitic alphabet, already exhibiting

signs of long continued usage, was customarily em-

ployed in localities so far remote from one another as

Moab, Nineveh, Lebanon, Thera, and Corinth, we are

compelled to assign its origin to a time prior by

several centuries to the year 900 B.C.

This conclusion, based on epigraphical considera-

tions, does not lack confirmation from historic sources.

By necessity such evidence must be obtained mainly

from the records of the Hebrew people. Without

making any assumptions as to the authorship of the

Pentateuch, and avoiding disputed questions as to the

date and composition of the Hebrew Scriptures, topics

the discussion of which would be foreign to the design

of this book, it may yet be possible to arrive at results

which may be admitted without controversy by critics

of all schools. It may suffice to give here a condensed

summary of the evidence, since it has been exhaus-

tively set forth by Ewald.^

It would seem that as early as the commence-

ment of the Hebrew monarchy alphabetic writing was

known to the Hebrews, and was also a common pos-

session of the neighbouring Semitic peoples. In

proof of this proposition the following facts may be

adduced.

More than a century before the date of the Moabite

' Ewald, Geschichte des Volkes Israel. The references are to the

third edition of the English translation.
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Stone we read that Hiram, king of Tyre, wrote to

Solomon, and that David " wrote a letter to Joab." ^

At this time the Syrian nations possessed State

annals.^ This appears from numerous quotations

given by Josephus^ from the works of Dius, and

Menander of Ephesus, writers who translated for

Greek readers the works of Tyrian historians which

had been compiled from the tabularia preserved in

the temples of the Phoenician cities.

Edom also must have possessed similar records, for

after its subjugation in the reign of David the

Hebrews appear to have come into possession of

Edomite annals reaching back to a remote antiquity.

The long lists of the kings and dukes of Edom, who
" reigned before there reigned any king over the

children of Israel," are documents which bear no

marks of oral tradition, but have the unmistakeable

air of having been extracted from the State archives

of Edom."*

The very ancient narrative in Genesis of the

Kudurid invasion of Palestine, in which " Abram the

Hebrew" is spoken of almost as an alien, just as a

Canaanite historian might have described him, bears

' 2 Samuel xi. 14.

= See Professor Sayce, in Nature, foi Feb. 26, 1880, p. 404;

Ewald, Hist. Israel, i. p. 52.

3josephus, Afitiq.j viii. 5, 3; vili. 13, 2; ix. 14, 2; C. Apion. i.

17 seq.

* Ewald, Hist. Israel^ i,, p. 52, See Genesis xxxvi. and i Chron. i.
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all the marks of having been derived from some very

, ancient non-Israelitish source.^ The incorporated

note in the book of Numbers,^ as to the contempo-

^

raneous foundation of the cities of Hebron in Canaan

\ and Zoan (Tanis), in Egypt, seems also to be a

fragment derived from some foreign historical work.

\ That the Canaanites, as well as the Edomites and

Hebrews, possessed historical or sacred books is

implied by the fact that at the time of the Hebrew

\ conquest the city of Debir, near Hebron, bore the

name of Kirjath Sepher, the "city of Scriptures."

^

MM. Lenormant and de Rouge attach considerable

importance to the fact narrated in the poem of

Pentaour, that the Khita-sira, the king of the Hittites,

was accompanied by his historiographer at the great

battle of Kadesh, and that the treaty with Rameses H.,

by which the campaign was brought to an end, was

inscribed on a tablet of silver by the scribes of the

Hittite king.^ This fact supplies, it is true, positive

evidence that the art of writing was known in Syria

before the time of the Hebrew Exodus, but the recent

discoveries of Hittite hieroglyphs at Carchemish dis-

poses of the inference that these records were neces-

sarily drawn up in the Semitic alphabet.

* Genesis xiv. 13 ; Cf. Ewald, H/sf. Israel^ i., p. 52.

=" Numbers xiii. 22.

' Joshua XV. 15. Cf. Duncker, History of Antiquity^ i., p. 352.

* See Brugsch, History of Egypt^ ii., p. 69.
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There is abundant evidence that the Hebrews shared

the knowledge of writing with the neighbouring

Semitic tribes. Assuming no more than what will

be generally admitted, that the first text of the Pen-

tateuch is as old as the first decade of the reign

of David, it cannot be denied that it incorporates

fragments which reach back to a very much earlier

period.

On linguistic grounds alone a very high antiquity

must be claimed for the speech of Joshua,^ which bears

all the marks of having been derived from a nearly

contemporaneous written source. As Ewald expresses

it, ''the prose is as rough and hard as a stone."^

Certain songs of praise and victory^ rnay, it is true,

have been handed down by oral tradition for a

considerable period, but as written memorials they

must be regarded as very ancient, certainly pre-

Davidic.^ Ewald also pronounces from internal

evidence that Jacob's blessing^ cannot belong to a

period later than that of the Judges. But we have

documents for which an even higher antiquity may

be claimed. Thus the census of the congregation,®

' Joshua xvii. 14— 18.

^ Ewald, Hist. Israel^ i., p. 66, 67.

3 See Numbers xxi. 14, 17, 27; Joshua x. 14; Genesis xlviii.

20— 22.

* See Ewald, lb. ; Duncker, Hist, of Antiquity, i., p. 383.

5 Genesis xlix. Ewald, Hist. Israel, i., p. 69.

* Numbers i., ii., iii., iv. and xxvi.
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and the list of the stations in the desert, which is

expressly ascribed to Moses/ are plainly very ancient

documents, which have been incorporated into the

narrative. No suspicion as to their genuineness can

be entertained, and no hypothesis of transmission by

oral tradition will account for their preservation.

The first text of the Pentateuch, which cannot be

later than the time of David, represents the names of

the tribes as engraved on the stones in the breast-

plate of the High Priest, while his head-band was

adorned with a plate of gold, inscribed, " Holy to

Jehovah."^ At the time when the Pentateuchal text

was written these ornaments were evidently regarded

as very ancient heirlooms, which were believed to

have descended from the Aaronic period, and there

are no reasonable grounds why such a claim should be

disallowed. Still greater importance is to be attached

to what the Hebrews certainly considered to be the

oldest and most sacred memorial of their national

existence. The account of the discovery, in the

reign of Solomon, of the two tables of stone in

the " ark of the covenant," taken in conjunction

with the many scattered notices of the traditional

awe with which this venerable relic of the wander-

ings was regarded,^ have convinced some of the

most sceptical inquirers that the two tables of the law

' Numbers xxxiii. 2. Cf. Ewald, Hist. Israel^ i., p. 64.

" Exodus XXV. 7 ; xxviii. 9—38.

' I Kings viii. 9. Cf. Joshua iii. ; i Sam. iv.— vii. ; 2 Sam. vL
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must be actually assigned, as written documents, to the

Mosaic age.^

We possess therefore a catena of evidence reaching

back continuously from the date of the Moabite stone

to that of the stone tables of the law, which tends to

prove that a knowledge of writing was the common

possession of the Hebrews and other Semitic races as

early as the period of the Exodus.^

On the other hand, there is no trace of the use of

writing in the Patriarchal times ; all the indications

point to the conclusion that it was unknown, the most

important compacts and covenants being ratified by

other methods.^

The external evidence therefore connects in an un-

mistakeable manner the date of the origin of the

alphabet with the period of the sojourn of Israel in

Egypt.

The internal evidence, which is in its way no less

* "The two stone tables of the law are, according to all evidences

and arguments, to be ascribed to Moses, but as the art of writing

certainly cannot have commenced with the hardest writing materials,

nor its use been restricted to a few words on one single occasion, the

unquestionable historical existence of these tables necessarily implies

a diffusion of the knowledge of writing among the more cultivated

portion of the people."—Ewald, Hist. Israel, i., p. 48.

' "To whatever Semitic people we owe the alphabet, so much is

incontrovertible, that it appears in history long before the time of

Moses, and we need not scruple to assume that Israel knew and

used it in Egypt before Moses."—Ewald, Hist. Israel, i., p. 51.

3 For the evidence, see Ewald, Hist. Israel, i., p. 47.
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definite and convincing, carries back the origin of the

alphabet to precisely the same period.

Assuming that de Rouge has proved his case,

certain chronological consequences are involved. We
have seen that there were two distinct Hieratic scripts,

differing from each other in essential particulars :

—

the Hieratic of the new empire, represented by

numerous Papyri of the eighteenth and nineteenth

dynasties, and the Hieratic of the early empire,

represented by the Papyrus Prisse and two other frag-

ments. It is an essential feature of de Rouofe's

hypothesis that to the earlier Hieratic alone can the

Semitic alphabet be af^liated.

Thus the tails which are possessed by several of the

Semitic letters, such as daleth, mm, pe, qoph, and resk,

can only be explain.ed as having been obtained from

the characteristic tailed forms of the early Hieratic,

these tails being either absent or inconspicuous in the

Hieratic of the new empire.

In addition to these tailed forms there are other

peculiarities which are equally decisive. A good

instance is supplied by the hieroglyph of the shutter i,

which takes the cursive form ^ in the Papyrus

Prisse, and affords an obvious prototype of the Semitic

letter fie,
"1

. But when the new empire arose the

early Hieratic form had gone out of use, and we find

in the later Hieratic an entirely new cursive type 111,

which plainly cannot have descended from the old

Hieratic form, but must have been an independent
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derivative from the monumental tlieroglyph. It is

manifest that only the earlier Hieratic could have

furnished the prototype of the Semitic letter. Other

letters, as shiit^ chcth, he^ yod, and qoph^ would supply

materials for a similar argument.^

On such grounds de Rouge maintains that the

prototypes of the Semitic letters can only be found in

the cursive writing of the early Egyptian empire.

This conclusion, based solely on palaeographic

evidence, refers the origin of the Semitic alphabet

precisely to theit period of Egyptian history at which a

Semitic adaptation of the Egyptian writing was not

only possible but extremely probable. These historical

considerations are of too great importance to be dis-

missed with a mere passing allusion.

The researches of recent years have brought

about a complete revolution in our knowledge of

Egyptian history. The '' ancient Egyptians " can no

longer be regarded as men of one race and of one

religion, possessing a continuous culture and a con-

tinuous political existence. It is easy to assign due

importance to conquests and revolutions which come

within the modern historic epochs. We do not fail to

comprehend how wholly different is the Egypt of the

Khedive from the Egypt of the Ptolemies. We fully

understand that in the time of Cyril, Alexandria was a

* The Hieratic forms of both epochs are given in de Rougt^'s

McfHoirey and in his Chrcstomathie Egyptienne.
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Greek city, the seat of a great Christian Patriarchate.

We know also that in less than three centuries the

Cairo of the Khalifs had become the head-quarters of

Islam, the focus of the culture, the science, and the

literature, of the Arabian Semites. We realize the fact

that within the space of the last two thousand years the

civilization of Egypt, the meeting place of three

continents, has been in turn African, European, and

Asiatic ; that the language spoken in its capital has

been alternately Hamitic, Aryan, and Semitic ; that its

religion has been successively Polytheistic, Christian,

and Mahomedan.

The significance of these vast revolutions is com-

paratively easy to appreciate, but it is by no means so

easy for the historical imagination to grasp a conclusion

no less certain, namely, that at the time of the Hebrew

Exodus Egypt had already undergone a whole series

of sweeping revolutions ; that a succession of great

empires, of diverse civilizations, and of hostile religions

had by turns followed one another ; that Khefu, and

Apepi, and Rameses were representatives of races,

and of modes of thought and action, as radically dis-

tinct as those represented by Esarhaddon, Cambyses,

Alexander, Anthony, Athanasius, and Omar. The

Egyptian revolutions which took place during the two

milleniums which preceded the Persian conquest were

in truth not less sweeping and subversive than those

which have occurred since that event.

The explorations of M. Mariette have now revealed
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to US a glimpse of the primitive Egyptian race—an

unwarlike people, short in stature, regular in features,

with neither the thick Nubian lips of the Ramesides,

or the sharp Semitic profile of the Hyksos, but almost

European in physical type. We find this primaeval

nation enjoying the inheritance of a peaceful civilization

of untold antiquity ; living under the protection of

mild laws, and the sanctions of a religion of astonish-

ing purity and beneficence. We find them in full

possession of their marvellous hieroglyphic writing,

and excelling all the succeeding races in their skill in

many of the arts. This early empire, whose seat was

at Memphis, has left us the pyramids as the imperish-

able monuments of its magnificence. With brief

intervals of domestic disorder, and possibly of foreign

invasion, this peaceful civilization had endured for more

than 2000 years, when it was suddenly shattered by

the inruption of a horde of fierce conquerors from the

eastward deserts. Of alien blood, of harsh and un-

known speech, with customs abhorrent to the conquered

race, worshipping strange deities, which were regarded

by the native Egyptians as impersonlfications of the

powers of evil, the Hyksos chieftains established at

Avaris, in the eastern Delta, the seat of an empire

which lasted for five or six centuries, actually as long

as the duration of the western empire of Rome.

Unlike the other Egyptian empires, the successive

dynasties of Semitic kings have left behind them no

vast buildings, no temples, no pyramids, no painted
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tombs, no colossal statues/ no hieroglyphic records.

For the centuries during which their dominion lasted

Egyptian history is a blank, the one monument of

their empire which has endured—itself more imperish-

able than tablets of brass, or than pyramids of stone

—

is the Alphabet, the veritable spoils of the Egyptians,

which they must have held in possession when they

were driven back into the deserts from which they

came.

The dominion of the Hyksos was succeeded by the

great "new empire," ruled by the imperial Nubian race

of the Ramesides, who, as sub-kings, had slowly built

up their power at Thebes, while the Shepherd Kings

were ruling in the Delta. These warlike despots

blotted out the dominion of the Shepherds, just as the

Shepherds had effaced the peaceful empire which had

preceded them ; and the conquering arms of the new

empire swept rapidly from the cataracts of Nubia to

the banks of the Euphrates and the Orontes, and

onward to the Cilician gates.

Bearing in mind these great landmarks of early

Egyptian history, we perceive that the Semitic con-

quest of Egypt must have made the development of a

Semitic script out of the Egyptian writing not only

probable, but almost inevitable. The account which

has been given in the preceding chapter of the

' At Boolak, and elsewhere, there are a few sculptures from Tanis

which are attributed to the Hyksos period.
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constantly repeated developments of the cuneiform

writing, as it was transmitted from nation to nation of

Western Asia, affords a strong presumption that the

Semitic invaders, possessing no graphic system of their

own, and ruling over Egypt for several centuries,

would have been compelled to adopt, and to adapt to

tha needs of their own language, the most available

form of the Egyptian writing. Analogy shows that

there is a strong antecedent probability that what was

done by Babylonians, Assyrians, Medes, Elamites,

Alarodians, and Persians, was also done by the Shasu.

Then, when the Semitic races were at last driven out

of Egypt, they would infallibly retain the convenient

script which they had adopted and developed.

The argument of the preceding pages may now be

restated categorically as follows :—The Semitic occu-

pation of Egypt lasted for several centuries. The

origin of the Semitic alphabet is connected with this

occupation by three distinct lines of evidence. The

first is external. The sojourn of Israel in Egypt is

nearly synchronous with the Hyksos period. Before

the Hebrews went down into Egypt the art of writing

was unknown to them : when they came out of Egypt

they possessed it. The inference seems clear—it must

have been acquired from the kindred races who oc-

cupied the Delta. The internal evidence points to

the same conclusion. The forms of the Semitic letters

were not derived from the monumental hieroglyphics,

but from the cursive Hieratic. The Theban Hieratic,

L
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which was developed out of the hieroglyphics after the

expulsion of the Semites, does not explain the Semitic

letters. Their prototypes can however be readily dis-

covered in the Hieratic which was in use at the time

of the Semitic conquest. To these arguments may be

added another of an a pinori nature. The analogies

of other graphic systems show that under the circum-

stances the development of a special Semitic script

was an almost inevitable event.

Every available line of argument points therefore to

the conclusion that the Semitic alphabet originated

during the period of the domination of the Semitic

races in Egypt, and that it was simply an adaptation to

the purposes of Semitic speech of the ordinary cursive

writing of the Egyptians.

The possible date of the origin of the alphabet is

therefore brought within definite limits. Its formation

must have occupied a considerable period. It cannot

have arisen before the arrival of the Semitic invaders

in Egypt, that is, it cannot be earlier than the 23rd or

22nd century B.C. On the other hand, it cannot have

originated after the second type of the Hieratic writing

came into use at the time of the eighteenth dynasty,

that is, it cannot be later than the 17th century. The

possible limits lie therefore between the 23rd and 17th

centuries, and there seems to be no reason why we

should not provisionally accept the approximate date

which has been proposed by de Roug6, and place it in

or about the 19th century B.C., a date which would
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allow the ample period of ten centuries for the con-

siderable developments which are exhibited when we

first meet with it in the Moabite inscription.

§ 8. THE GEOGRAPHICAL PROBABILITIES.

The foregoing argument leaves but little to add

concerning the locality in which the alphabet originated,

or the channel by which it was transmitted to the

regions where it first makes its appearance.

That it was ultimately derived from Egypt cannot

be doubted, but how far it took its actual form in

Phoenicia or in Syria is another question. The pro-

bability, however, seems to be that its development, as

an alphabet, was effected in Egypt.

The seat of the Semitic power was in the Eastern

Delta. Here, in the pastoral borderland between the

Bubastic branch of the Nile and the desert, we might

reasonably suppose that it originated.

The names which are borne by the Semitic letters

tend to confirm this conclusion. These names, as we

have seen, bore no relation to the Egyptian names,

having been bestowed by the Semites, on the acrologic

principle, from real or fancied resemblances between

the forms of the letters and the objects from which the

names were taken. From these names we may there-

fore derive a certain amount of information as to the

mode of life and the social condition of those who gave

them.

L 2
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From alepJi, the * ox,' and lanied^ the * ox-goad,' we

learn that the people who gave names to the letters

were not strangers to agriculture, while the triangular

shape of daleth, the ' door,' suggests the curtained

screen of the tent rather than the rectangular door of

the house. A wholly nomad life is, however, excluded

by the names beth, a 'house,' and he, a 'window';

while chethy a ' fence/ and samekh, a * post,' point to the

same conclusion. On the other hand, tsade, a 'javelin,*

indicates a knowledge of the chase. The name of

gimel, the ' camel,' is of still greater significance. The

camel does not appear to have been employed by the

native Egyptians, either of the early or the new empire,

and it is a very remarkable circumstance that not a

single representation of it has been found among the

large number of animals portrayed in the Egyptian

paintings. It has been supposed that the camel was

held in detestation by the Egyptians, as being the

peculiar possession of the Shepherd tribes. We know,

however, that it was used in the transport trade

between Egypt and Syria,^ and it must have been

familiar to the Semitic population of the desert border-

land of Egypt. Taken in conjunction with the name

of the camel, the names mem, ' waters,' and mtn, ' fish,'

are important, since they prove that the givers of the

names were not mere pastoral desert tribes, like the

Edomites or Moabites, but were dwellers in a region

Genesis xxxvii. 25. Cf. xxiv. 11.
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of pools and streams such as the Egyptian Delta. On
the other hand, there is not a single name which would

imply any knowledge of navigation, or that would

suggest the commerce and manufactures of the highly

civilized communities which would be found in the

great cities of Phoenicia.

It will be observed that the names of the Semitic

letters are without exception consistent with the

suggested origin of the alphabet in the Delta, among a

people in a condition intermediate between the purely

pastoral and the purely agricultural stages of civiliza-

tion. The city life of a great commercial and industrial

nation, and the desert life of mere nomad shepherds,

seem equally to be excluded by the character of the

names ; while they agree entirely with what we must

suppose to have been the condition of the Hyksos

settlers.

Assuming then, as all the available evidence

Indicates, that the Semitic alphabet originated in th^

Delta during the dominion of the Hyksos, the further

question arises as to the channel by which it was

conveyed from Egypt to Western Asia.

The Semitic population of Egypt was far from

being homogeneous. The Hyksos conquest gave

opportunity for the establishment in lower Egypt of

other settlers, kindred In race and language, but

different in their habits and mode of life. There is

reason to believe that during the five centuries of the

Hyksos dominion the Phoenicians on the one side, and
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the Hebrews on the other, established themselves on

the soil of Egypt, and remained there after the Hyksos

conquerors had been expelled. Brugsch has shown^

that among the foreign population of the Delta were

a numerous people called the Charu or Chalu, a term

used to designate the coast tribes of Syria, and more

especially the Phoenicians. We learn from the Egyp-

tian monuments that the men of Char carried on a

great trade in Egypt and were much esteemed. The

land of the Charu is also called on the monuments

Kefa or Keft, and part of the Delta of Egypt was

hence called Caphtor,^ a name which according to

Ebers meant the * greater Keft,' or, as w^e might render

it, Great Phoenicia. About the year 1700 B.C. the

Charu are described as beginning at Aupa in the north

of Palestine and extending as far as the city of Zar

(Tanis Rameses) in Egypt, their settlements pene-

trating into the heart of the Tanitic nome.

The Charu, who clearly spoke a Semitic language,

constituted the kernel of the fixed, industrial, sea-

faring, and commercial population of the north-eastern

corner of Egypt. Brugsch maintains that their

descendants can still be recognized in the race of

sailors and fishermen who inhabit the shores of Lake

* Brugsch, History of Egypt, i., pp. 221—225.

' It was formerly supposed that Caphtor was Crete, or possibly

Cyprus. (See Ewald, Hist. Israel, i., p. 246.) This opinion is now

generally given up.
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Menzaleh, and whose manners, customs, and traditions,

as well as their physical type, clearly show that they

are not of Egyptian race.

When the Hyksos were driven out of Egypt the

Charu remained, and though regarded as a foreign

people, were evidently on terms of friendly intercourse

with their new rulers. Thus the first monarch of the

eighteenth dynasty, Aahmes, the king who expelled

the Hyksos, speaks in one of his inscriptions^ of

" stones drawn by oxen which were brought hither,

and given over to the foreign people of the Fenekh

(Phoenicians.)"

Hence it is plain that in lower Egypt there were, in

addition to the Hebrews, two distinct populations of

Semitic race—the Charu or Fenekh, and the Hyksos or

Shasu, who were as different from one another as were

the Sidonians and the Edomites, to whom they were

respectively akin.

Both of these races, the Sidonians and the Edomites,

are found at an early period in possession of the

Alphabet. Did it pass from Sidon to Edom, or from

Edom to Sidon, or was it from the first a common
possession of both peoples ?

Assuming that the alphabet was invented in lower

Egypt, it is almost equally easy to suppose that the

Hyksos took it with them on their expulsion, or that it

was conveyed to Sidon by means of the Phoenician

' Brugsch, History ofEgypt̂ i., p. 258.
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settlement in the Delta. The first of these views finds

favour with Ewald and de Roug4 the second is that

advocated by Lenormant and Sayce.

In favour of the first view it has been alleged that

the earliest alphabetic monument in existence is the

Moabite stone. On our first discovery of the alphabet we

find it, in a very perfect form and bearing signs of long

continued use, in the possession of one of those semi-

nomad desert tribes who were so closely allied with

the Semitic Shepherd Kings. The Edomites also, a

kindred and adjacent people, who were reckoned by

the Egyptians among the detested " Shepherds," ^ were

at a still earlier time in possession of the alphabet, as

is shown by the long period covered by their pre-

Davidic annals.

It is therefore quite allowable to suppose that the

channel of transmission of the Alphabet was through

the Shepherd tribes of the Syrian desert, who ranged

eastward as far as the Euphrates, and on the north

beyond Damascus, and that through them it may have

been communicated on the one hand to Phoenicia, and

to Nineveh on the other.

Plausible as this view may be, there is much to be

said in favour of the opinion advocated by Lenormant

' In a report made to Mcnephtah, the Pharaoh of the Exodus,

son of Rameses II., on the foreign immigrants into Egypt, mention

is made of the "Shasu belonging to the land of Aduma (Edom)."

—Brugsch, History of Egypt, i., p. 216.
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and Sayce, that it was by means of the Phoenician

colony in the Delta that the alphabet was propagated

over Western Asia. From the Phoenicians it might

have passed to the Hebrews, and from them to Moab

and Edom. On many grounds this seems an easier

supposition than that it was imparted by mere desert

nomads to the civilized inhabitants of the cities of

Phoenicia and Assyria. The great difficulty of Lenor-

mant's theory is, that it does not take into account a

fact which it is difficult to controvert,—the possession

of the art of writing by the Hebrews at the time of the

Exodus.

But, in truth, it is not needful to restrict ourselves to

either of these two hypotheses. It is reasonable to

suppose that during the Hyksos period the Semitic

alphabet was the common possession of all the Semitic

populations of Egypt—Hyksos, Hebrews, and Phoeni-

cians. Hence, probably, it was not by one channel

alone that the knowledge of the precious inheritance

was diffused through Western Asia.

Indeed the early and great divergence of the northern

and southern types of the Semitic alphabet, taken in

connection with the unexplained problems exhibited

by the Libyan alphabet,^ suggests the conjecture that

' The Libyan inscriptions, from Thugga and elsewhere, if cor-

rectly deciphered by Haldvy, may possibly be found to have sprung

from a Hieratic type of somewhat later date than that which gave

rise to the Semitic alphabet. In many respects the Libyan agrees

curiously with the south Semitic alphabets. See, however, p. 228,

note 2.
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the bifurcation of the two types may have begun in

Egypt itself ; the Syrian or northern type having been

transmitted through the Phoenician colony of Caphtor,

and the Arabian or southern type through the Hyksos

of Tanis and Avaris.

However this may be, there can be no doubt that

the commercial position of the Phoenicians, as the

merchants and carriers of the ancient world, gave them

special facilities for aiding in the subsequent diffusion

of the alphabet. Through them alone could it have

passed to the Carian coasts, and to the Isles of

Greece.

M. Lenormant states with considerable force the

qualifications which would have enabled the Phoe-

nicians to become, as he claims, the inventors and

transmitters of the Alphabet.

They were in geographical contact with the Egyp-

tians, and their trading settlements in Egypt would

enable them to acquire a knowledge of the Hieratic

writing as used by the Egyptians for secular purposes

;

while the dissimilarity of customs, language, and reli-

gion, would emancipate them from the bondage of

Egyptian traditions. The Phoenicians, a practical,

commercial people, employing the art of writing for

business purposes, in which speed, certainty, and sim-

plicity are so important, would feel the inconveniences

and ambiguity of the Egyptian homophones and ideo-

grams. Free from the influence of the conservative

traditions which trammelled the scribes and priests of
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Egypt, the difference of language would greatly facili-

tate and stimulate the change, as is evident from the

parallel cases of the Japanese and Cuneiform writing. An
almost identical argument has been urged by Ewald^

in favour of the rival claims of the Hyksos to the

invention of the alphabet, and it must be admitted that

the requirements of commerce do not. demand the art

of writing more imperatively than the official needs of

government.

But to whatever nation the glory of the inven-

tion of the alphabet may be due, this at least is clear

•—it must be to some Semitic people that the world

owes this priceless possession. As the greatest of

contemporary Semites has remarked, *' The Semites

are unquestionably a great race, for among the

few things in this world which appear to be certain,

' " The idea of moulding the Egyptian hieroglyphic writing to a

simple fixed phonetic system would most naturally arise when a

nation of non-Egyptian language wished to adapt it to its own wants.

Whereas a most imperfect mode of writing may go on essentially

unchanged and unimproved among one people and for one language

for thousands of years by mere force of custom, it may yet receive

great simplification and improvement so soon as it is transferred to

a perfectly foreign language, for which it was not calculated, to which

it is nevertheless to be applied, because then reflection becomes

necessary as to what is really essential, and a new spirit is breathed

into the old materials. Just as the Chinese writing has led among

the Japanese to syllabaries .... so the Egyptian must have received

from the Hyksos that momentous simplification and new adaptation

which passed over to the other so styled Semitic nations."— Ewald,

Hist. Israel^ ii., p. 7.
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nothing is more sure than that they invented our

Alphabet." 1

The importance of the revolution effected by the

inventors of the alphabet lay not in the mere choice

and simplification of the phonetic symbols, but rather

in the courage which enabled them absolutely to discard

all the non-alphabetic elements of the Egyptian

writing. The cursive Hieratic, or even the still more

cursive Demotic, is as far from being an alphabetic

system as the monumental Hieroglyphic. As early as

the second dynasty the Egyptians had solved the

hardest problem of all, the conception of a pure con-

sonant, which involves the essential principles of

alphabetic writing, but down to the very last—down to

the time of the Ptolemies and even of the Caesars

—

they were unable to get free from the enslaving tram-

mels of their traditions—they did not dare to take

down the scaffolding which had enabled them to erect

the edifice.

It was reserved for the genius of an alien race

finally to reject every vestige of homophones and poly-

phones, of ideograms and syllables, and boldly to rely

on one single sign for the notation of each consonantal

sound.

This the Semites did, and hence the Semitic

Alphabet was the first true alphabet. It was a true

alphabet, but it was far from being a perfect alphabet.

* Lord Beaconsfield, Emfymiun^ vol. ii., chap. iv.
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Only after the lapse of many centuries, and by means

of clumsy and troublesome expedients, did the Semitic

peoples succeed in devising a notation to express the

vowels. This, the final stage in the development of

the alphabet, had been effected already, and after a

better method, by various Indo-European races into

whose possession the Semitic alphabet had passed.

The ancient Aryan alphabets, whether Greek, Sanskrit,

or Persian, are distinguished by the possession of

distinct letters to denote the vowels ; and hence,

though the Semites may claim the glory of the inven-

tion of the Alphabet, to the Aryans belongs the distinc-

tion of having brought it to perfection.



CHAPTER III.

THE PRIMITIVE LETTERS.

§ I. Characteristics of the Semitic Alphabets. §2. The names

of the Letters. § 3. Their Phonetic powers. § 4. The

Alphabetic Order.

§ 1 . THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SEMITIC ALPHABETS.

The twenty-two phonetic symbols whose origin has

now been investigated are the fruitful germs from

which all existing alphabetic forms have sprung. It

remains to describe the characteristics of this arche-

typal alphabet, whose features have been transmitted

in various degrees to its descendants.

The Semitic and the Aryan Alphabets present funda-

mental points of contrast. Owing to the peculiarities

which distinguish the Semitic idioms from other forms

of speech, there exists a family resemblance, singularly

close, between the Semitic alphabets of the northern

stock, whether Phoenician, Moabite, Israelite, Punic,

Aramean, Hebrew, Syriac, or Arabic. All these

alphabets, dissimilar as are the forms assumed by the

individual letters, must be regarded from the scientific

point of view merely as successive developments of
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the same primitive alphabet. This persistency of

type is very remarkable. The most essential features

of Semitic writing are exhibited in the monumental

forms of the Moabite inscription, and are retained in

the cursive Arabic, whic h at the present day forms the

ordinary medium of written intercourse throughout

Western Asia. These common characteristics of the

Semitic alphabets consist in the direction of the

writing, the absence of true vowels, the unique phono-

logy, the number, the names, and the order of the

letters.^

The Semitic writing, following the example of its

prototype, the Hieratic of the Papyrus Prissc, has

persistently retained the ancient direction from right

to left, whereas in every non-Semitic script, without

exception, the direction of the writing has been

changed.

The second peculiarity of the Semitic alphabets is

still more important. It consists in the absence of

true vowels. The non-Semitic scripts, Greek, Zend,

Armenian, Georgian, Indian, and Mongolian, have

evolved, out of the breaths and semi-consonants of the

Semitic alphabet, a set of characters to express the

* It should be noted, however, that the Ethiopia or South Semitic

sub-family of alphabets has a distinct character and history of its

own. It differs more or less from the North Semitic alphabets as to

the names, the order, the number, and the value of the letters, as

well as in the direction of the writing, the denotation of the vowels,

and the mode of alphabetic evolution.
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vowels. In none of the north Semitic alphabets has

this been done. The notation by which in Hebrew,

Syriac, and Arabic, the vowels are now indicated by

means of diacritical points, is essentially non-alphabetic

in its nature, and is only of recent introduction, in no case

making its appearance before the 4th century of our era.

The absence of vowels would by itself suffice to

place the Semitic alphabets in a class by themselves.

The phonology of the Semitic alphabets is also per-

sistent and unique. They have no symbols for certain

classes of sounds, such as the velar gutturals, which are

found in other languages, while they possess a notation

for the faucal breaths, and the Unguals or gutturo-

dentals, which are characteristic of Semitic speech.

The Semitic alphabets have also practically adhered

to the twenty-two primitive characters, no letters have

fallen into disuse, nor has the original number been

increased. The PhcBnician, the Punic, the Israelite,

the Samaritan, and the Syriac alphabets have twenty-

two letters, neither more nor less. The Hebrew and

Arabic alphabets are now able, it is true, to distinguish

twenty- nine consonantal sounds, but the number of

characters really remains unaltered, the distinctions

being effected by means of diacritical points. We find

no single instance of that process of differentiation of

which the Greek, Slavonic, Indian, Zend and Georgian

alphabets offer numerous examples, and by means of

which the number of true letters has been largely

augmented.
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In all these particulars the Semitic alphabets agree

with one another, and differ from all other alphabets.

The original twenty-two letters have been handed

down for eight and twenty centuries, not merely as

individual phonetic signs, but as an alphabet, pre-

serving the primitive number, values, names and

order.

The forms of the characters, however, have under-

gone extensive modifications, so much so that in the

more modern Semitic scripts it is very difficult to

recoofnize the ancient outlines. From a scientific

point of view these changes of external form are of

small importance ; they are merely the results of the

persistent tendency to reduce the characters to forms

continually more and more cursive.

When we first make acquaintance with the Phoeni-

cian letters they are admirably clear and distinct,

though even on the Moabite stone it is possible to

detect the tendency towards cursive forms. From

this time onward the ancient letters become con-

tinually more and more degraded and abraded, they

constantly tend towards universal assimilation, till at

last, in modern Arabic, the extreme limits of this pro-

cess of deformation is reached ; the primitive monu-

mental forms pass into almost identical curvatures, so

that the atrophied fragments of letters can only be

identified with their ancient prototypes by means of

minute historical investigations.

For example, the twelve well marked Moabite

M
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characters (f ^ ^^ ){ ^ ^ ^ 7 Y*l^^ ^^^^ ^^^"

gradually degraded into the twelve Arabic letters

Ji^dJi^iii^jj. These forms are so undis-

tinguishable that it has been found necessary to invent

a whole apparatus of diacritical points to enable the

reader to recognize and identify them, and they are

now written in the following troublesome fashion :

—

J CJ *i ^ J J i 5 i J . :. Thus the action of the

" law of least effort " has had the curious result of

increasing instead of diminishing the labour of the

scribe.

It is hardly a paradox to affirm that the Arabic

alphabet has lost its letters. The individual characters

have so nearly disappeared as distinguishable entities,

that many of them can only be recognized by artificial

methods of denotation. In fact, it is the word rather

than the letter which forms the graphic unit. The

letter can scarcely be said to have retained any

separate existence ; it is lost in the word, changing its

Protean forms according to its position. The variant

symbols for the same letter are sometimes actually

.
more diverse in their forms than are the symbols for

wholly different sounds. For instance, x X j. 1, which

are the medial forms of the four letters d, n, y, t, have

become absolutely identical in form, and can only be

distinguished from each other by the artificial modern

addition of the points, whereas the four very distinct

characters x a: ^ a are merely four ways in which the

weak aspirate must be written according to its position,
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while — ^ s^ r- are the four forms of the stronger

aspiration.

Hence it is necessary to know Arabic as a language

before it can be read as a script. The Arabic scholar

comes to recognize the words rather than the letters of

the writing which lies before him.^ Thus in this last

degradation of alphabetic writing a practical result has

been attained which does not differ very materially

from the pre-alphabetic writing of the Chinese. Nor

is it only in Arabic that this assimilation in the forms

of the letters has taken place. We note the same

tendency in Syriac and Hebrew. Thus in Syriac the

forms vv
"^ ^ represent letters so different in their

powers as g, /, and ""a ; while ^ ^ i j are all variant

forms of the letter n In Hebrew again the similar

characters 1 ") •]
f

i r represent d, r, k, n,v, z\ T\ T\ r\

stand for ch, h and / ; D D for ;;^ and ^ ; J2 J J J for

by k, n, g ; while i^ D are both symbols for m, and JD

and 1 for k. Thus in all these scripts there may

actually be less external distinction between wholly

different letters than between variant forms of the

same character.

Altogether different in principle is what has occurred

in transmissions of the same ancient graphic forms

among Aryan nations. The importance of the letter,

' See the admirable essays of M. Ph. Berger, LEcriture et les

Inscriptions Semitiques, pp. 17, 23, Paris, 1880. (Two articles

reprinted from L'Encyclopedic des Sciences Religieuses.')

M 2
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as the graphic unit, has not diminished, but increased.

Instead of becoming assimilated into undistinguishable

curves, the individual characters remain as distinct as

ever, and retain in many instances all the characteristic

features of the primitive outline. Thus in our ov^rn

letters O Y H Q D A it is easy to recognize all the

important features of their Moabite prototypes o V W
^ ^ ^ . It is much the same with other letters : the

amount of variation which the forms have undergone

during so many centuries of transmission is wonder-

fully small.

So far as alteration has been effected in the forms

of the letters of Aryan alphabets it has mainly been

with the object of making similar forms more distinct.

Thus the primitive letters ^ ^ ^ y , 3.\\ oi which

tend naturally towards the graphic type represented

by P, instead of helplessly lapsing into the type, so

as to require to be distinguished, as in Arabic, by

diacritical points, have been admirably differentiated

by changes thoroughly effective though minute, so that

they appear in our own alphabet in the readily dis-

tinguishable forms B D R P- To prevent con-

fusion with the last of these letters, which has usurped

the common type P, one of them, B , has acquired an

additional loop ; another, D, has lost the prolongation

of the vertical stroke ; and the third, R, has developed

a tail. The four letters are now perfectly distinct,

readily recognized, and easily written. We have the

minimum of change with the maximum of convenience.
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The process is exactly the opposite of that which

is exhibited in Hebrew, Syriac, Arabic, and other

Semitic scripts.

The difference of principle is equally striking when

we consider the methods by which additional phonetic

signs have been obtained. In Semitic alphabets this

is effected by the troublesome machinery of diacritical

points. There is no instance of the process of

differentiation by which in the Greek alphabet 6 and (ft

were both evolved from ® , 77 and ' from H , or by

which our own characters c and g, u and v, i andj]

have been created. Thus we see that the history of

the Semitic and Aryan alphabets has been influenced

by tendencies diametrically opposite. In the one case

speed has been obtained at the cost of great cursive

deformation, while in the other extreme legibility has

been obtained by means of continual differentiation.

In the one the convenience of the writer has mainly

been consulted, in the other the convenience of the

reader.

But in any alphabet the mere forms of the letters

are only superficial features. In all essential points,

our own alphabet, which has so tenaciously retained

the outlines of the ancient letters, has in reality

undergone a far greater transformation than the

Arabic alphabet, in which scarcely a single letter

retains any notable resemblance to the primitive shape.

In spite of the almost incredible deformation of the

individual characters, the Arabic script has remained
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true to all the really essential characteristics of the

primitive Semitic writing. The atrophied fragments

of the ancient letters still preserve their ancient names,

their peculiar powers, their primitive number, and the

numerical values which still testify to the ancient

order. The whole spirit of the Arabic script is still in

accordance with the essential principle of Semitic

writing, which is verbal rather than literal, giving the

words only in skeleton or outline. For this, of course,

there is a cause. It is due to the fundamental struc-

ture of Semitic speech.

From the very first the Semitic writing has con-

sisted of a mere external framework of consonantal

sounds ; our own, on the other hand, has become an

instrument for the expression of the host of delicately

graduated vowel sounds which play so important a

part in Aryan languages. If a simile may be allowed,

the difference between Semitic and Aryan writing is

very much that between the mere bony framework of

the skull, and the living human face, with its infinite

power of expressing the most varied emotions, stern

frowns or dimpling smiles.

§ 2. THE NAMES OF THE LETTERS.

The significations usually attributed to the names

of the Semitic letters^ have already been given (p. 75).

* The names are given according to the usual conventional

spelling, which, though not free from objections, may be regarded as
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In the present section the various opinions held by

Semitic scholars ^ on the subject will be briefly stated,

with special reference to their bearing on de Rough's

theory of the origin of the alphabet. Certain pre-

liminary considerations, however, have to be taken

into account.

We observe, in the first place, that all the twenty-two

names are acrologic ; that is, the name of each letter

begins with that letter. Most of the names are

Semitic nouns, as to the import of which there is no

question. In a few cases the meaning is obscure or

a convenient compromise between the probable primitive sounds

and the scientific transliteration of the modern Hebrew names.

Thus we may conveniently, if incorrectly, write vau instead of either

vav or waw, tsade rather than ga^i or gadhy^ and may prefer the

familiar name cheth to either x;^/, x^^j or het. It may here be noted

that in some instances the Greek forms of the names may probably

give a closer approximation to the primitive pronunciation than the

modern Hebrew. Thus the names beta, delta and pi may teach us

that beth, daleth and phe are comparatively recent forms of the

unaspirated ancient names.

' A very complete discussion of the meaning of the alphabetic

names will be found in an original and suggestive tract entitled

Unseres Alphabets Ursprung, by F. Bottcher (Dresden, i860.) See

also Gesenius, Scriptures LingucBque FhcenicicB Momwienta; Hitzig,

Erfindung des Alphabets ; Lagarde, Symmicta, i., pp. 1 14, 1
1 5 ; HaMvy,

Melanges d'Apigraphie et d'Archeologie Semitiques\ and the obser-

vations of Lenormant in his article on the alphabet in Darem-

berg and Saglio's Dictionnaire, and in the first volume of his great

work on the alphabet. Some curious early speculations on the

alphabetic names will be found in Sharpe, Origin of Language,

pp. 60-66.
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dubious, but there can be little doubt that all the

names were originally significant Semitic words. It

may be assumed that among the possible acrologic

designations for each letter the selection would be

made ^ on account of some real or fancied resemblance

between the primitive form of the letter and the object

whose name it bears, as in the case of the nursery

picture-alphabets which are found to aid children in

remembering the forms of the letters.^ It would be

reasonable to expect as much, or as little, real resem-

blance in the one case as in the other.

With regard to the Semitic letters, any want of

pictorial appropriateness can be readily explained. It

is probable (see p. 149) that the names of the letters

are coeval with the alphabet itself, and therefore older

by some ten centuries than the oldest forms of the

letters which we possess. During these ten centuries

considerable changes would almost certainly have

been effected. A much shorter period has repeatedly

sufficed to bring about extensive alphabetic deforma-

tion. That such changes affected the characters of the

primitive alphabet is plainly indicated by the con-

siderable divergence of the Moabite letters from their

* M. Joseph Halevy is a'lone in maintaining that there is no such

relation between the alphabetic forms and the names, which he

thinks were simply mnemonic terms.—Halevy, Melattges Semitiques,

p. 169.

' As in the familiar instances :—O was an Orange, S was a Swan,

B was a Butterfly, etc.
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Hieratic prototypes. The primitive Semitic letters

were doubtless intermediate in form between these

two types. The alphabetic names, considered as

pictorial acrologues, may therefore in some cases

receive an easier explanation from the Hieratic cha-

racters than from the Semitic letters as we have them.

Bearing in mind these preliminary considerations,

the names of the letters may now be discussed

seriatim.

Aleph is a name which offers no difficulty. It is

the ordinary Semitic term for an *ox.' We have

naturalized it in the word alpha-bet, and it is also

familiar to us in the name of the eleph-ant, a word

which proves, by the way, that the knowledge of the

great " ox-like " beast of Africa must have come to

Europe through a Semitic channel. The Moabite

letter ^ bears no inapt resemblance to the front view

of the head of the ox, while the Hieratic prototype

suggests the characteristic curvature of the horns,

which has disappeared in the Semitic character.

Beth, which means ' house,' is a common component

of Syrian local names, such as Bethlehem, Bethel, and

Bethesda. It used to be thought that the Phoenician

letter represented a tent supported by its pole. A
comparison of the Hieratic and Corinthian forms (see

p. 103) suggests the supposition that the character

represented the plan of a two-chambered Eastern

house cP, the men's apartment on the one side, and

the women's on the other.
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Gimel is a word of which the English ' camel ' is

both the translation and the transliteration. The
objection has been urged that the form of the Semitic

letter presents no appreciable resemblance to the

animal. Gesenlus was driven to- suggest that the

character A was intended to represent the hump of

the camel.' Bottcher, believing that the camel ety-

mology must be altogether abandoned, resorts to the

Talmudic word gimla, which he argues might mean a

* yoke.' This suggestion has been adopted by Lenor-

mant, but has been shown by Hal6vy to be untenable

on philological grounds. The whole difficulty however

disappears if we go to the Hieratic prototype, in which

it is easy to detect a representation of the head,

neck, body, tail, and saddle of a camel, in the cha-

racteristic recumbent posture. Placing side by side

the prototype from the Papyrus Prisse ^^ ^^
and a sketch of a recumbent camel, «^^>--0 JSia^

the difficulty which has perplexed so many eminent

scholars vanishes at once, while a curious incidental

confirmation of de Rough's theory is supplied.

Daleth means ' a door,' not the aperture itself, which

is pethach, but the *leaf of a door,' or the moveable

covering of the aperture. The triangular form of the

character suggests the curtain hung before the opening

of a tent rather than the wooden quadrangular door

of a house.

He is a word of less certain meaning. It is usually

referred to a Semitic root meaning ' behold,' * look,'
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and is supposed to have denoted a ' window.' The

Moabite letter ^, however, does not lend much

support to this explanation. The normal closed form

of the Hieratic prototype, which is retained in the

Carian letter 9 , and in the ancient Corinthian epsilow^,

may suggest that the primitive form of the Semitic

letter was CD , which would sufficiently explain the

usual translation of the name.

Vmi denotes a * nail ' or ' peg
'

; rather a hook

driven into a wall for hanging things, than a tent-peg.

The word is used in the Bible to designate the

* hooks ' for the curtains of the tabernacle (Exodus

xxvi. 32). The form of the primitive letter y sup-

ports this explanation.

Zayin has been supposed to mean a * sickle,' but is

more probably to be connected with the Syriac zaino,

a word which corresponds to the Greek panoplia, and

denotes * weapons,' offensive and defensive, or ' arms

and armour.* The picture of a sword and shield is

perhaps easier to recognize in the Hieratic letter Z^
than in the Semitic derivative 3:

.

Cheth means a ' fence ' or ' palisade,' an explanation

which accords with the form of the Moabite letter \^ .

Ewald, however, takes it to mean a ' knapsack.'

Teth has been referred to a Semitic root meaning

' curvature,' and the character is supposed to represent

a 'coiled snake,' an explanation which would cor-

respond better with the Hieratic prototype ^^3, than

with the Semitic letter, of which the oldest form
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supports the rival meaning * basket.' Halevy considers

that the name denotes 'mud' or *clay/ while Bottcher

explains the letter as a picture of the * fist,' arguing

that the Egyptian word tot means 'hand,' and that

teth is placed in juxtaposition with the two hand

names yod and kaph.

Yod plainly means the * hand.' The shape of the

Semitic letter does not lend much support to this

explanation, but the Hieratic character bears a suffi-

cient resemblance to the uplifted hand /^^ fi
with the thumb held apart. ^/ /
Kaph is usually held to mean the 'palm' of the

hand, or more probably, as Bottcher suggests, the

*bent hand.' The form of the Hieratic character in

the Papyrus Prisse seems to be decidedly in favour

of this explanation, as will be seen by

placing the two figures side by side.

Lamed means an ' ox-goad,' or possibly a * spit.*

Lagarde makes it a * cudgel.'

Mem means the 'waters.' From the Greek alphabet

of Melos we obtain an ancient form of the character "^j

which closely resembles the conventional representa-

tion of ' water ' /wwva , which is found in the Egyptian

hieroglyphics.

Nun is a word which only occurs in Hebrew in the

composition of proper names, but there is no doubt

that it meant a ' fish.' In this case again the Hieratic

form c-*y affords a better explanation of the name

than the Semitic letter
*J

(see p. 107).

^\'\
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Samekh is a name of which the explanation is less

obvious. The Syriac stem sumach means ' to support,'

and the Phoenician letter is usually supposed to be

a picture of a 'prop' or 'support' of some kind, an

explanation which seems more probable than any of

the other meanings, such as 'roof,' 'rail,' or 'baluster,'

which have also been suggested. It has not been

noticed, however, that the Hieratic figure »-f-i suggests

the picture of a post driven into the ground more

readily than the Moabite letter ^ .

^Ayin offers no difficulty. As Lenormant has sug-

gested, we may take this character as an ideographic

picture of the 'eye' (see p. ii6). On the bronze

vessels from Cyprus as well as in the Siloam inscrip-

tion we have an elongated form o which is probably

more archaic than the Moabite letter o .

Pe means the ' mouth.' As has been already

observed (p. 102), the Hieratic prototype ^ supplies

an explanation of this name which the Semitic form

fails to give.

Tsade is a name of which more than one explana-

tion has been given. It is usually taken to mean a

huntsman's dart, the Semitic form /^ being supposed

to represent the 'javelin' with its cord attached

{amentum). The word might mean a 'hook,' either a

reaping hook or a fishing hook. ' Beard ' and ' nose

'

have also been suggested, but on grounds which seem

philologically inadequate.

Qopk is another name respecting which there are
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wide differences of opinion. The old explanation,

which has again been revived by Halevy, is that it

denotes an * ape/ the character ^ being taken to

represent an ape with its tail hanging down. It may

also be referred to a Talmudic root which would

signify an * aperture ' of some kind, as the ' eye of a

needle,' or as Lagarde and Ewald suppose, it may be the

picture of an * ear.' Lenormant adopts the more usual

explanation that the word means a * knot.' The great

diversity of these explanations may perhaps lend

support to the supposition that kaph and qoph were

originally identical, both the names and forms having

been obtained by differentiation from a single primi-

tive source.

Resh clearly means the * head,' and the Hieratic

form ^ sufficiently suggests the oval of the head,

supported by the neck.

Shin is sufficiently explained from the resemblance

of the Semitic letter to the ' teeth.' In the Hieratic

character ^ we may possibly recognize an outline of

the lower teeth, chin, and beard.

Tau, the last of the letters, is the * sign ' or * cross

'

used for marking the ownership of beasts (see Ezekiel

ix. 4). The early form of the letter is -j- or X > which

would be the easiest and most natural mark to use for

such a purpose.

It will be observed that out of the twenty-two

letters the names of seventeen are Semitic words, as

to the meaning of which there is practically no doubt.
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Of five names only is the explanation obscure or

doubtful. The rest are plainly pictorial acrologues.

In several cases the names offer curious confirmations

of de Rouges hypothesis. There are no less than six

names, gimel, he, yod, mm, pe, and samekh, of which no

adequate explanation is afforded by the Semitic forms,

while they are readily interpreted by the aid of the

Hieratic prototypes.

§ 3. THE PHONETIC POWERS OF THE LETTERS.

The vast and thorny field of Semitic phonology has,

as yet, been little cultivated ; while much of the work

that has been done is of only doubtful value. Without

professing to deal with a subject of such difficulty, it

may be possible to state the opinions which are

commonly held as to the general nature of the sounds

represented by the letters of the Semitic alphabet.^

' The best account of the modern Arabic consonants will be found

in Spitta's Grammar of Egyptian Vulgar Arabic. See also the

treatise of Lepsius, Ueber ate Aiissprache und die Umschrift der

arabischen Laute, in the Berlin Transactions for 186 1. For Phoenician

see Schroder, Die PJmiizische Sprache. On the relation of the

modern to the ancient sounds of the Semitic letters consult Lagarde,

Semitica, pare 2 ; also Philippi and Stade in the Morge?ild7tdische

Forsdiungen, and some remarks by Sayce, Science of Language, ii.,

p. 324. For Aramaic we have Noldeke's Syrische Grammatik, and

for Hebrew Olshausen's Grammar. The Standard Alphabet of

Lepsius must be used with caution. For much of the information

in this note I am indebted to Professor Robertson Smith. To the

kindness of Mr. Ellis, the first of English phonologists, the next few

pages owe nearly all the value they may possess.
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The annexed Table exhibits in parallel columns the

chief systems by which the Semitic letters are trans-

literated. The Hebrew letters are given first, with

the equivalents in Roman letters which are commonly

used in English books. These are followed by the

notations which have been proposed by the authors of

the principal scientific alphabets, such as the 'Standard

Alphabet' of Lepsius, the 'Missionary Alphabet' of

Max MUller, the ' Glossic ' and 'Pal£eotype' of Mr.

A. J. Ellis and Prince L. L. Bonaparte, together with

the transcriptions adopted by Gesenius, Ewald, and

other scholars. The transliterations employed in the

Authorized Version of the Old Testament, as well as

those used in the Vulgate and the Septuagint versions,

are also added, as they are valuable from the evidence

which they afford as to the ancient pronunciation of

the letters. The less usual transcriptions are placed

in brackets. The last column contains the modern

Arabic letters which are believed to correspond most

nearly to the primitive sounds of the ancient characters.

As a matter of typographical convenience it is usual

to represent the letters of the ancient Semitic alphabet

by means of the modern square Hebrew characters.^

Such an expedient must be regarded as a mere

relic of pre-scientific epigraphy. It is almost as

barbarous as would be the transcription of a Greek

* The French Academy must be congratulated on having at last,

at the instance of M. Renan, broken through this unscholarlike

N
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author in Roman letters. It must not, however, be

assumed that the sounds denoted by the square

Hebrew letters were in every case the same as the

sounds of the ancient letters for which they are made

to stand. There is no reason to suppose that Semitic

speech has been unaffected by the processes of

phonetic decay which have taken place in other

languages. The sounds, as well as the forms of the

ancient letters, have doubtless undergone considerable

variation.

Referring to the Table on page 1 76, it will be seen

that about half of the Semitic letters can be repre-

sented with tolerable accuracy by letters of our

English alphabet. These are

Semitic DJintJ^'^ajOD-in
English bgdhzklmnsp r t

The remaining letters do not correspond so exactly to

any letters in our own alphabet, and therefore require

practice. Two admirable founts of Semitic type, one representing

the alphabet of the 9th century B.C., and the other that of the

4th, have been cut with extreme care for the purpose of printing

the Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum. A valuable article by

M. Philippe Berger on Semitic typography, with patterns of the

various dies which have been engraved, will be found in the Journal

Asiatique for January, 1880. A Hebrew Bible, printed in the

* Phoenician ' characters in which it must have been written, is much

to be desired. Not to speak of other advantages, it would be as

superior to the square Hebrew in legibility and distinctness as a

modern book to a book printed in black letter.
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to be represented by a notation more or less artificial.*

In the Semitic languages there are two whole classes

of guttural sounds which are foreign to European

speech. These are, first, the so-called Unguals or

gutturo-dentals ; and secondly, the guttural breaths or

faucal sounds.

Modern Arabic possesses four linguals ^\s ^ ^,
which have been developed out of the two linguals of

the primitive Semitic alphabet, ^ teth and IC tsade.

These two letters, for which almost every writer has

proposed a transcription of his own, are, the one a

gutturalized /, and the other a gutturalized s.
^

* In Hebrew, six of the letters, in addition to their ancient values,

acquired at an early period an alternative softer aspirated sound.

These differentiated values are distinguished by diacritical marks,

the harder primitive sound being indicated by an internal point

{Dagesh lene), and the aspirated later sound being denoted ex-

ceptionally by a line {Raphe)^ or more usually by the absence of the

Dagesh. We have thus in modern Hebrew the following notation :

—

21 H T 3 9 in , represented hy b g d k p t; and 5 5 "1 5 3 /i or

1 :i 1 D D Jl by M ^/^ dh kh ph th. The letter shin li; was also

split up into two sounds, which were distinguished by diacritical

marks. The first sound, which approached our s, is written li;,

while the second, which agreed with the German schj was expressed

by tt^ . There is reason to believe that the primitive value fluctuated,

in different dialects, between these two sounds.

' They are pronounced with the forepart of the tongue, the breadth

of which approaches the whole anterior space of the hard palate as

far as the teeth, the tip of the tongue being slightly turned down-

wards, and the throat being at the same time narrowed at the

guttural point as if a guttural was about to be pronounced. Hence

the 'Unguals' acquire a thick guttural sound technically called

N 2
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The 'faucal breaths' as well as the Unguals, are

characteristic of the Semitic languages. They are

^alephy he, cheth, ""ayin. Of these faucal sounds aleph,

which corresponds to the spiritus lenis of the Greeks,

was the lightest. It was pronounced below the gut-

tural point, at the very top of the larynx, and is barely

audible even before a vowel. It is not a semi-vowel,

nor even an aspiration, but a slightly explosive con-

sonant, approaching the sound which may be heard in

English after the words no ! or bah I uttered abruptly,

or between two vowels which are pronounced sepa-

rately, as in aorta or go 'over.

^Ayin is the most difficult of the faucals. It had

two sounds, a harder and a smoother sound, varying

between a g rolled in the throat and an almost

evanescent breathing, a little harder than aleph, and

pronounced by means of a slightly stronger explosion

at the same point of the throat. Mr. Ellis considers

that this is nearly the initial sound heard in the English

words /m77te and huge. As it is not a vowel, but a con-

sonant preceding the vowel, it is represented in the

Standard Alphabet by doubling the spiritus lenis
\ ,

in

Glossic by \ (a turned semicolon), and in Pal£eotype

by 2 (a turned 3), from the similarity to the Arabic

letter p , which represents the sound in living lan-

* emphatic' The 'emphatic' sibilant tsade is usually defined as a

fricative lingual, and the 'emphatic' dental teth as an explosive

lingual Mr. Ellis defines tsade as a "hard continuous alveolar," and

teth as a "hard explosive gutturo-palatal."
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guages. BIckell uses ^a, a notation scientifically incor-

rect, but perhaps more convenient than any other that

has been suggested.

Chethy defined as a ' fricative faucal,' was a strongly

marked continuous guttural sound produced at the

back of the palate. The sound does not exist In

English, French, or Italian, but comes near to the ck

In the German la^/^en, or the Scotch lo^^ (Spanish x
and/.)

He was originally a fainter sound of the same class,

a continuous guttural. It nearly approached our k In

co//ort, and even came to be used to denote a final

vowel. It was probably the surd sound corresponding

to alepk as a sonant.

The letter gophy which is transliterated by q or q,

must not be confounded with the velar guttural qu (in

quick), which Is a sound foreign to Semitic languages.

It is defined by Mr. Ellis as a 'hard explosive ultra

guttural,' and may be described as a guttural having an

affinity with k, but formed further back, between the

posterior soft portion of the palate and the back of the

tongue. The difference between kapk and q'opk Is

of the same nature as that between the gutturals In

the words calf and cow.

The Semitic alphabet Is characterised not only by

symbols for these peculiar sounds, unknown in Aryan

languages, but by the still more important fact of the

absence of any true signs for vowels.

It seems probable that in the old Semitic there were
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only three distinct vowel sounds, a (in father) the

Italian i (English e) and u. The way in which these

vowel sounds could be expressed demands a few words

of explanation.

The letters yod and vau are semi-consonants, or

rather consonantal vowels, and may usually be trans-

literated byjj/ and v. But j)/ passes readily into i and

V into u. Hence, in the later stages of the Semitic

alphabet, yod and vau come to be used with increasing

frequency to denote the cognate vowel sounds i and u.

The vowel a was regularly omitted, except at the end

of a word, when it was denoted either by he or aleph.

Looking at these facts, it is perhaps not too much to

assert that we may trace in the Semitic alphabet a

faint survival of the Egyptian syllabism out of which it

grew. Lepsius considers that each of the primitive

Semitic consonants really contained a as an inherent

vowel, which could, however, be replaced or eclipsed

by the sounds of i or ti, expressed by yod or

vau. This view is supported by the fact that at the

beginning of a syllable these letters have the semi-

consonantal sounds of y and v^ acquiring a vocalic

power only when preceded by a consonant.

Hence the Semitic alphabet seems to occupy a

position intermediate between the purely syllabic and

the purely alphabetic stage. It is something more

than a syllabary, but something less than a perfect

alphabet. That this should have been originally

the case can be readily explained by its Egyptian
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derivation, but that it should never have advanced

beyond this stage is doubtless due to the nature of the

Semitic languages, which differ in their structure from

all other known idioms. The ultimate roots of Semitic

words are tri-consonantal, and must originally have

been tri-syllabic in pronunciation. From these tri-

literal roots words were formed by means of pro-

nominal roots either prefixed or suffixed. Hence

arises the characteristic feature of the Semitic lan-

guages, the interior vowel changes within the stem.

For instance, we have the root k-t-b with the meaning

** write." As a tri-syllable, with the vowel a, we get

kataba, " he has written," and with a change of vowel

we have ktctaba, " it has been written," katabuj

"writing," and katubu, " written."

It is obvious that a language whose osseous skeleton,

so to speak, is built up solely out of consonants, is

suited to a form of writing which fixes only the

consonants. Thus the Semites, owing to the nature

of their language, were able, in their writing, to

depict the words by an outline sketch which the

intelligence of the reader could sufificiently fill in. It

is equally plain that in an Aryan language, in which

the vowels do not play that subsidiary part which they

do in Semitic speech, such a mere framework of

consonantal sounds would not suffice to make the

writing fairly intelligible without a full representation

of vowel sounds. In English, for example, the three

consonants g-r-n, instead of being constant to one
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radical meaning, as in a Semitic language, belong to

words so wholly unconnected as green, grin, grown,

groin, grain, and groan. It is manifest that in such a

language as our own it would be impossible, without a

full representation of the vowel sounds, to make

written words fairly intelligible to the reader ; and

hence, in those Aryan or Turanian graphic systems

which have arisen out of the Semitic alphabet,

an appropriate vowel notation has necessarily been

evolved.^

The vowel sounds being thus indefinite and variable

in Semitic languages, instead of being fixed and radical

as in our own, the result has been, that even in the

latest Semitic alphabets the breaths and semi-conso-

nants of the primitive Semitic alphabet have retained

their original character, instead of having become

transformed into true vowels or true consonants, as

in the alphabets of non-Semitic languages.

The inconveniences of not possessing a notation for

the vowels must however have been strongly felt, and

hence we find, that as the Semitic writing became

more developed, a system of vowel notation was

gradually introduced. An early step was, as we have

seen, the introduction of signs to denote the long

vowels, which were of chief importance for the sense,

but it was not till after many centuries that any com-

* See chap, v., § 5, infra ; also Friedrich MuUer's admirable tract

Ueber die Schrift dcr vialayischen Volker^ pp. 5,6; and Sayce, Science

of Language, \., 116; ii., 166.
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plete scheme of vowel notation came into existence.

An account of the elaborate system of vowel points,

as developed in Syriac, Arabic, and mediaeval Hebrew,

belongs rather to Semitic grammar than to the history

of the Alphabet.

§ 4. THE ALPHABETIC ORDER.

The order in which the Hebrew letters are cus-

tomarily arranged is essentially the same as that which

prevails in our own alphabet. This fact establishes

the great antiquity of the arrangement, which must

date from a period prior to the transmission of the

Phoenician alphabet to the Greeks. This conclusion

is confirmed by other considerations.

There are four methods by which the arrangement

of the letters in ancient alphabets can usually be

ascertained.

1. By means of actual alphabets or abecedaria which

by some fortunate chance have been preserved.

2. From the values attached to the letters when

used as numerals.

3. By means of acrostic compositions.

4. From evidence afforded by alphabetic trans-

missions.

The oldest abecedarium in existence is a child's

alphabet scratched on a little ink-bottle or lecythus of

black ware, which was found on the site of Caere, one

of the oldest of the Greek settlements in central Italy.
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Though it is a Greek alphabet, yet the forms of the

letters differ so little from the ancient Phoenician type,

that it may be asserted, on palaeographic grounds, that

the date can hardly be so recent as the end of the 6th

century B.C. This, and some similar abecedaria, will

be discussed in the chapter on the Greek alphabets.

It need only here be said that the Caere alphabet

establishes the accepted order of all the Semitic letters

except qoph, which is omitted.

The Hebrew letters are used as numerals according

to the order of their occurrence in the alphabet. In

the Samaritan alphabet, and also on the coins of the

Asmonean princes, the letters are found to possess the

same numerical values as in the Hebrew alphabet.

Now the square Hebrew is an alphabet of the

Aramean class, while the Asmonean and Samaritan

letters belong to the older Israelite or Phoenician type.

Since the separate development of the Aramean

alphabet dates from about the 7th century B.C., we may

conclude that the present arrangement of the square

Hebrew letters is not more recent than that date,

while the transmission of the same numerical values to

the Greeks implies an antiquity very considerably

greater.

The arrangement of the verses of certain alphabetic

or acrostic compositions, such as Psalms 119, iii,

and 145, together with the first four chapters of the

Lamentations, and Proverbs xxxi. 10—31, is in ac-

cordance with the present arrangement of the Hebrew
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alphabet. These compositions, therefore, carry back

the existing order of the Semitic alphabet to a date

prior to the Captivity.

Of still earlier date are Psalms 37; 9 and 10; 25

and 34 ; one or more of which may possibly even be

Davidic. In these more ancient Psalms the arrange-

ment, though only imperfectly acrostic, suffices to

prove that, at the time of their composition, the order

of the letters was essentially the same as that with

which we are familiar, with possible variations affecting

the places of certain letters.^

By all these independent modes of proof it is esta-

blished that the familiar order of the letters of the

Semitic alphabet is of great antiquity, as old, we may

believe, as the 9th or loth century b.c, though how

much older the evidence does not enable us to

determine. On the other hand, the Egyptian alpha-

betic liturgies discovered by M. Mariette (see p. 86),

prove that the Semites did not derive from Egypt the

order of the alphabet.

The arrangement must therefore have originated

among the Semites themselves. It can hardly have

been wholly accidental, but the determining causes

are not so easy to detect. The question has been

* The anomalies in the earlier acrostic Psalms may possibly indi-

cate that, at the time of their composition, the place of certain letters

was not absolutely fixed. Thus Psalms 25 and 34 contain no vau

verse, while a final labial, phe, comes at the end after tau. This

agrees with the earliest Ionian alphabets, in which vau is wanting
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a fertile subject of speculation,^ but it cannot be

said that any very positive results have been hitherto

attained.

In such matters the most fruitful method of research

is to endeavour to explain the unknown by the analogy

of the known. It will be well, therefore, to begin by

examining the principles which have guided the

arrangement of other alphabets.

The usual methods of alphabetic arrangement are

not more than four. The classification may either

be (i) Phonologic, (2) Morphologic, (3) Ideologic,

(4) Chronologic :—that is, the letters may be arranged

from the 6th place, while its derivative, upsilon, comes after tau.

(Professor Lagarde has, however, suggested that the supernumerary

verses may indicate acrostically the name of the Psalmist. Lagarde,

Symmicta, p. 107; Academy, ]3,n\i2xy ist, 1877; Robertson-Smith,

Old Testament in the Jewish Church, p. 416.) It is to be noted that

the irregularities in the early acrostic Psalms affect those letters {vau,

(joph, resh, 'ayin, and the three liquids,) whose places appear to be

dubious on other grounds ; namely, the evidence of the Ethiopic and

Greek alphabets, and the indications, presently to be discussed, that

certain Semitic letters are only of secondary origin (see p. 195).

' Lepsius, in his Sprachvergleichende Abhandlungen, has an essay

on the order of the letters in various alphabets, Ueber die Anord-

nung und Verwandtschaft des Semitischen .... Alphabets. He sets

forth the speculations of Plutarch {Sympos. ix. 2, 3), Eusebius

{Prcppar. Ev. x. 5 ; xi. 6), and Jerome, as well as the opinions of

Ewald, Hoffmann and Seyfarth. Cf. Donaldson, New Cratylus,

p. 149 ; Kopp, Bilder und Schriften, ii. p. 91 ; and Professor Key's

treatise on the alphabet in the Penny Cyclopaedia. I have discussed

some of the general principles of alphabetic arrangement in Greeks

and Goths, pp. 99— 107.
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either according to their sounds, their forms, their

names, or their dates.

The scientific principle of arrangement is the Phono-

logic, of which the most perfect example is furnished

by the Devanagari or Sanskrit alphabet, which exhibits

an almost ideal scientific classification. The thirty-

three consonants are arranged according to the organs

of speech with which they are pronounced, in seven

classes, as gutturals, palatals, cerebrals, dentals, labials,

semivowels, and sibilants; the letters contained in each

of the seven classes being also ordered on scientific

principles. This method is adopted in modern

scientific alphabets, such as those of Bell, Lepsius,

Bonaparte, Max Miiller, Ellis, and Sweet.

The Morphologic method of classification is not

unusual. It is very convenient for the learner ; letters

of similar forms^ being brought into juxtaposition, it

becomes easy to compare them, and to remember

minute distinctions in their outlines. The Chinese

* keys ' are classified on this principle, which has also

been extensively employed in the arrangement of the

Arabic, Ethiopic, and Runic alphabets.

The Chronologic method, by which the letters fall

into place according to the dates of their invention or

adoption, has also affected the final arrangement of

numerous alphabets, among which the Greek, the

Coptic, the Georgian, and the Russian may be

enumerated. Thus in the Greek alphabet the new

characters v <j) x ^ (^ follow at the end, after the
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primitive letters, and the same plan has been adopted

in the Georgian and Russian alphabets. The positions

of the Latin letters g x y z are also chronologic. In

our own alphabet the new letters are placed next after

those from which they have been differentiated ; thus

J comes after i, while v and w follow after u.

The Ideological method, by which the characters are

classed according to the meaning of their names, has

been used by Egyptologists for the arrangement of

the hieroglyphic signs.

With regard to the Semitic alphabet opinions are

divided. The hypothesis of a primitive Ideologic

arrangement has been advocated by Kopp, Bottcher,

and Ewald, while a Phonologic scheme has been

elaborately expounded by Lepsius, and espoused by

Donaldson and Key. The prevalent opinion, how-

ever, seems to be that the order in which the letters

stand is merely accidental.

The Ideologic hypothesis has no doubt much to

commend it. When we find placed side by side such

names as daleth and he, door and window ; kaph and

yod, hand and palm ; 7716771 and 7iU7i^ water and fish

;

^ayiTi and pe, eye and mouth ; resh and sfuTi^ head and

tooth, it is difficult, as Ewald urges, to believe that

such collocations, occurring so repeatedly, can be due

wholly to chance.

But this hypothesis, plausible though it seems, is

inadequate to explain the whole of the facts. There

is however no reason why it should not be admitted
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as a partial explanation. Supposing that there were

at first one or two such accidental collocations in

an alphabet primarily arranged on some other plan,

it is easy to understand that subsequent dislocations

might have been brought about by analogy, in the

attempt further to extend the supposed method of

arrangement.

The Phonologic hypothesis equally fails to afford a

complete solution of the problem. Like the Ideologic

method, it succeeds in some cases but fails in others.

Hence it appears that there is no single hypothesis by

which the existing order can be explained.

But the analogy of other alphabets shows that this

result is just what might have been anticipated. In

almost every known alphabet more than one principle

of arrangement has been at work. A primitive ar-

rangement, according to some one system, has usually

been modified by subsequent partial rearrangements

on different principles. This then is to be expected

in the case of the Semitic alphabet.

The antecedent probability would be that the phono-

logic arrangement, of which Lepsius has pointed out

such copious surviving traces, was the plan originally

adopted. We may also expect to find that the chrono-

logic principle has, as usual, affected the positions of

a few letters near the end of the alphabet, while other

dislocations may have been brought about by the

operation of morphologic or ideologic causes.

It will be needful, therefore, to begin by analyzing
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the existing arrangement with the object of detecting

traces of such later rearrangements.

Taking the Semitic letters in their final order, we

find that they fall into three groups :

—

I. II. III.

'a b g d h V z ^ t y k I m n s ^a p s q r s t

T 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Here we notice the peculiar positions of the sibi-

lants, z being the 7th letter, ^ the 21st, and s the 15th.

It is only necessary to assume a single transposition
;

to suppose for instance that k belonged originally to the

third group, and we should have z for the 7th letter,

s for the 14th, and i for the 21st. That is, we should

have the three sibilants or sabbatical letters occupying

the three sabbatical places as the 7th, 14th, and 21st

letters. Remembering the importance attached among

all Semitic races to the sacred planetary number

seven, it seems probable that it was not by mere

accident that the sibilants came to occupy these posi-

tions. Therefore by excluding them for the present

from consideration, the ground will be cleared for an

examination of the principle on which the remaining

letters were arranged. Excluding the sibilants, the

other letters group themselves in four divisions:

—

'a b g d h V ^ t y [/c] I m n *^ / ^ [?'] ^.

Here it is difficult to avoid noticing a definite phono-

logical principle of arrangement, into which all the

letters fall except those which are enclosed in brackets.
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The first division contains three soft mutes, b g d\

the second contains three continuants, v x t'^
^^^ third-

three liquids, I m n\ and the fourth three hard

mutes, p q t.

Not less noticeable is the order in which the three

soft mutes in the first division are arranged. It is

b g d, first a labial, next a palatal, then a dental. It

is the same with the continuants v ^ t
'^"^ the second

division ; we have first the labial, then the palatal, and

the dental last. In the fourth division the same

principle of arrangement holds ; we have / ^ /, a

labial, a palatal, and a dental.

We also notice the remarkable arrangement of the

four breaths. Each of the four divisions is headed by

that breath which agrees most nearly with the cha-

racteristics of the division in which it stands ; thus the

softest breath heads the soft mutes, while the hardest

breath heads the hard mutes.

It is most improbable that this arrangement, which

in its essential features accords so curiously with a

phonologic classification of the letters, can be due to

mere accident. The mathematical chances are over-

whelmingly in favour of its being a survival from some

ancient phonologic arrangement.

We may assume then that the key to the primitive

arrangement lies before us.

Exchanging the analytical method of investigation

which has hitherto been pursued for the synthetic,

we may attempt to group the letters on what appears
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to have been the original plan, putting the sibilants

into a class by themselves, and bracketing any letters

which will not fall into the arrangement. Using the

ordinary convenient, though not altogether unobjec-

tionable nomenclature, we should have the twenty-two

letters phonologlcally arranged according to the follow-

ing scheme :

—

Soft

Breaths. Labials. Palatals. Dentals.

.

Sibilants.

'a b S d Z

Continuous h V X t S

Liquid y m /(r) 11 s

Hard 'a p f{i) t s

If the sibilants are not taken into account it will be

seen that this scheme is almost identical with the

actual arrangement. It has only been necessary to

suppose that in the primitive Semitic alphabet, as in

the Egyptian alphabet from which it was derived, the

sounds /(r) and k {q) had not been differentiated at

the time when the letters were first arranged as an

alphabet.^

The analogy of many other alphabets makes it pro-

» This conjecture, which has already been advanced by Lepsius

{Anordnung, pp. 9— 13) and Donaldson {New Cratylus, p. 148), may

be supported on independent grounds. The difficulty of deriving /

from the hieroglyph of the * lioness,' as proposed by de Roug^, has

already suggested the probability that the Semitic letters 9 (r) and
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bable that the primitive order, on whatever principle

it might be based, would undergo subsequent modifica-

tion in accordance with some other method. So soon

as the homophones / (r) and k (q) were differentiated,

the symmetry of the primary phonetic scheme would

be obscured, and the theory would be ultimately

forgotten. A new arrangement being required, we

may suppose that the letters would be rearranged in

classes of sevens, the sibilants being made to occupy

the sacred or sabbatical places. The lacunae in the

third class would naturally be supplied by the new

letters and the superfluous lingual. We should then

have the following arrangement:

—

1234 567
Class I. 'a b g d h V z

Class II. ^ t y m I n s

Class III. 'a p s q k r s t

Two final transpositions would be brought about by

causes which have largely affected the arrangement of

other alphabets. The letters yod and kaph would be

brought into juxtaposition on ideologic or morphologic

grounds, either on account of the analogy of the

forms ^ ^ , or of the names, ' hand ' and ' palm.'

In like manner mem and nun, ^ ^ , 'water' and

* fish,' would be placed side by side by reason of the

b (/) are only differentiated forms of the Hieratic (T (r, /). See

p. 109 supra. With regard to kaph and qoph, the similarity of the

names, and of de Rough's suggested prototypes, are reasons for

doubting the independence of letters so nearly homophonous.

O 2
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resemblance of form, sound, or meaning. These two

slight transpositions having been effected, we have the

alphabet in its familiar final order.

The foregoing explanation is offered only as an

hypothesis. The question to be determined is whether

some such supposition, supported as it is by analogies

supplied by so many other alphabets, is not on the

whole more probable than the only alternative con-

jecture, that all the curious collocations of the letters

of the Semitic alphabet are to be regarded not as

vestiges of the ancient order, but as due absolutely to

mere accident.



CHAPTER IV.

THE PHCENICIAN ALPHABET.

§ I. The tivo types of the Phoenician Alphabet. § 2. The

Inscriptions of the First Epoch. § 3. TJie Inscriptions of

the Second Epoch. § 4. The Punic Alphabet. § 5. The

Alphabet of Israel.

§ I. THE TWO TYPES OF THE PHCENICIAN ALPHABET.

The early history of the Semitic alphabet has to be

constructed by the aid of inscriptions. The oldest

monument to which a positive date can be assigned

belongs to the 9th century B.C., but from this time

onward we possess a continuous series of records, by

means of which the development and degradation of the

alphabetic forms can be traced with tolerable certainty.

At a still earlier period the Greek alphabet branched

off from the Phoenician stem. Hence, from the forms

of the primitive Greek letters, inferences may be drawn

as to the older forms of the Semitic characters. To
some very ancient, but unknown period, we must also

assign the origin of the primitive Arabian or Ishmaelite

alphabet, which became the parent of the Ethiopic and

Indian alphabets.
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Reserving for future consideration the history of

the European, the African, and the Indian alphabets,

whose development pursued an independent course,

Ave have to trace in the first place the history of the

alphabets used by nations belonging to the north

Semitic stock.

These alphabets again may be divided into two

distinct stems. The literary alphabets, those which,

like the Hebrew, the Syriac, and the Arabic, enshrine

an extant literature, belong to the Aramean class.

They are descended from the local alphabet of the

highlands of northern Syria, which began to be

developed about the 7th century B.C., and after the

downfall of Phoenician power and trade which took

place during the three following centuries, rapidly

displaced the primitive alphabet of Phoenicia as the

general medium of commercial intercourse throughout

Western Asia. The Aramean alphabets are so dis-

tinct from the rest, that they also may be conveniently

considered by themselves.

There remains only the Phoenician alphabet, properly

so called—that is the alphabet which was employed

in the cities and colonies of Phoenicia, and also by

contiguous nations, such as Israel and Moab. Turn-

ing to the Genealogical Table on page 81, it will be

seen that the Phoenician alphabet has left only one

representative in the line of direct descent. This is

the Samaritan, the sacred script of the few families

who still keep alive the old life of Israel on the site of
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Shechem, and still worship, as of old, on Mount

Gerizim. With this exception the venerable Phooni-

cian alphabet has become extinct. It is not a literary

but a monumental alphabet, known to us almost

entirely from lapidary records. 1 1 is by means of these

inscriptions, of which several hundreds have come

down to us, that the history of the Phoenician alphabet

must be constructed.^

Phoenician inscriptions divide themselves into two

classes, which are distinguished by easily recognized

variations in the forms of certain letters. To the

labours of Dr. Levy of Breslau and of the Comte de

VogU6 we owe the establishment of this cardinal fact,

and of the conclusions which follow from it. A clear

understanding of the distinction between the two

types, and of the relations which subsist between

them, being imperatively necessary for the student of

Semitic epigraphy, it may be convenient to treat this

problem, which lies on the threshold of the subject, as

a representative instance, and instead of merely giving,

' Not reckoning the later Punic inscriptions, of which he catalogues

117, Schroder, writing in 1869, enumerates from Phoenicia 5, from

Cyprus 40, from Athens 6, from Malta 5, from Sardinia 10, from

Sicily 4, from Egypt 14, from Carthage 119, from Gaul i ; in all 208.

The rapid progress of discovery may be inferred from the fact that

Gesenius in 1837 was only able to give 33 from Cyprus, 3 from

Athens, 4 from Malta, i from Sardinia, 2 from Sicily, 10 from Car-

thage, and 1 from Gaul ; while the first fasciculus of the Corpus

Inscriptionum Semtiicarum, published in 1881, contains as many as

9 from Pi^.oenicia, and 87 from Cyprus.
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as in other cases, a statement of ascertained results, to

take the opportunity of setting forth in some detail

the arguments and the methods of investigation by-

means of which the conclusions now generally ac-

cepted have been obtained. It is most instructive to

learn how a set of inscriptions, which even to great

scholars like Kopp and Gesenius were a mere chaos,

have been gradually reduced into an ordered chrono-

logical sequence.

In the early Phoenician inscriptions we find, as has

been said, two well marked alphabetic types. As

representatives of these two types, we are fortunately

able to take two monuments of Semitic palaeography

which are of almost unrivalled interest and importance.

For the first type, which may be provisionally

designated as the Moabite alphabet, we have the

great inscription of Mesha, king of Moab. To the

second type, which commonly goes by the convenient

name of the Sidonian alphabet, belongs the record

engraved on the sarcophagus of Eshmunazar, king of

the Sidonians.^

The distinction between the two types extends

to at least fifteen out of the twenty-two letters of

the alphabet. Ten of these letters, which exhibit

the most definite characteristic difierences, may

conveniently be used as tests by which to dis-

* Facsimiles of portions of these two standard inscriptions will be

found on pp. 208, 221. The two alphabets are given in columns x.

and V. of the Table on p. 227.
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criminate between the two

classes of Phoenician inscrip-

tions.

It will be seen that the

differences are to some ex-

tent systematic. In the letters

mem and shin the Moabite

trace is a zigzag, while in

the Sidonian we have a lateral

line intersected by a nearly

vertical cross stroke. In the

Sidonian type the three letters

gimel,zayi7i,2ir\dyody are prone

instead of erect. The remain-

ing letters exhibit more cur-

sive forms in the Sidonian

alphabet.

The difference between the two types must either

be chronological, one of the types having been evolved

out of the other, or it may conceivably be geographical,

the Moabite type prevailing among the inland tribes

of Syria, while the Sidonian was employed in the cities

of Phoenicia.

The geographical hypothesis is not without plausi-

bihty. All the inscriptions from the cities of Phoenicia,

as well as the much larger number which come from

Carthage, belong without exception to the Sidonian

type, while to the Moabite type, which is used in the

inscription of Mesha the 'sheepmaster', and in some

^feni

Moabite. Sidonian.

1 ^
Shin W %y

Gimel
7 A

Zayin S" A^

Tod t ^
Lamed 6 i
Qoph f r
Samekh $ 4K.

Tau X A
Kaph / f
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early inscriptions from Nineveh, belongs the alphabet

used by the Jews down to the time of the Captivity,

which actually survives in the modern Samaritan

alphabet. It is plain that both types are of great

antiquity, and that both continued in use side by side

in different regions for several centuries. It might

seem to be a reasonable supposition that the dis-

tinction between the two alphabets originated in

Egypt, the Moabite alphabet having been transmitted

by the Hyksos shepherds to the inland tribes, while

the Sidonian alphabet may have been conveyed by

sea to Sidon from the Phoenician trading colony of

Caphtor in the Delta.

The fatal objection to this hypothesis is that the

Greek alphabet, which could only have been obtained

from Phoenician trading posts in the ^gean, belongs

decisively to the Moabite type. This alphabet is also

used in a Phoenician inscription from Sardinia, and in

another from Malta. Hence there is no escape from

the conclusion that the Phcenlcians must at some

period have employed an alphabet of the Moabite

type, so that the non-existence of any inscription from

Phoenicia written in this alphabet must be a matter of

mere accident.

The distinction between the two types must there-

fore be chronological, one of them having been

evolved out of the other. There is no difficulty in

deciding to which the priority belongs. The inscrip-

tions in the Sidonian alphabet to which definite dates
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can fairly be assigned, are, all of them, subsequent to

the destruction of the-Tyrian hegemony by Nebuchad-

nezzar in the 6th century B.C., whereas the Moabite

inscription belongs to the 9th century, and the Greek

alphabet affords evidence that at the still earlier period

at which it was acquired the Sidonian alphabet was

not employed by the Phoenicians. A comparison of

the test letters of the Moabite and Sidonian alphabets

leads to the same conclusion (see p. 20 r). The

Sidonian forms of qopJi, yod^ samekh, and zayin, for

instance, are evidently merely modifications of the I

lapidary Moabite forms due to centuries of cursive use.
j

A still more decisive argument is derived from the

fact that it Is possible to point to dated inscriptions

which exhibit certain letters in forms intermediate

between the two types. The examples of this transi-

tional alphabet are obtained, strange to say, from

regions so remote as Nubia and Nineveh. From

Nubia we have inscriptions scrawled on the knees of

the colossal statues of Rameses II. at Abu SImbel, by

the Greek, Carlan and Phoenician mercenaries of

Psammetlchus, towards the end of the 7th century B.C.

From Nineveh come the well known bronze lion-

weights, engraved with bilingual records in Phoenician

and Cuneiform, on which may be read the names of

Assyrian monarchs, such as TIglath Pileser and Sen-

nacherib, who reigned In the 8th and 7th centuries B.C.

To the 7th century also belong Phoenician dockets

and signatures attached to certain cuneiform contract
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tablets, stored in the Record Office of the Assyrian

kings, which bear eponymic dates. These inscriptions

are written in a transition alphabet. They prove that

at the time when they were written the characteristic

features of the Sidonian alphabet were only partially

developed, and they exhibit the stages through which

the older forms passed into those which succeeded them.

This evidence is so curious and so conclusive,

and it supplies moreover such a useful lesson to the

student who is endea-

vouring to master the

elementary principles of

palseographic induction,

that it may be worth

while to give in parallel

columns the forms of the

test letters which exhibit

these three successive

stages in the develop-

ment of the Phoenician

alphabet. The first

column contains the

Moabite letters of the

9th century ; the second

shows the transitional

forms of the 8th and 7th

centuries, as obtained

from Nubia and Nine-

veh ; while in the third

Mem

Shin

Gimel

Zayin

Yod

Lamed

Qoph

Samekh

Tau

Kaph

First
Epoch. Transition.

Second
Epoch.

MOAB. Nubia <k

NlWKVKH. SiDON.

9th
century

w
7

m

X

/

8th and 7th
centuries.

5th
century

1 A A

i
r
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column will be found the final forms of the Sidonian

alphabet, which are certainly not earlier than the

Phoenician conquests of Nebuchadnezzar in the 6th cen-

tury, or later than those of Alexander in the 4th. The

successive forms assumed by the letters tau, yod, and

shm will be found specially instructive.

The forms of these ten test letters constitute a rough

standard by means of which approximate dates may

be assigned to the earlier Phoenician inscriptions.

To the oldest Phoenician type the provisional

name of the Moabite has been hitherto applied, but

it is plain that we may now substitute the more

comprehensive appellation of the Tyrian alphabet,

since this must have been the alphabet which prevailed

in Phcenicia during the period of the commercial and

colonial ascendancy of Tyre. For the second type

the accepted appellation of the Sidonian alphabet need

not be disturbed, while the term Phcenician may be

used generically to include both types.

The fact that the Israelites and Samaritans, as well

as the Greeks, continued for many centuries after the

evolution of the Sidonian forms to use alphabets which

exhibit test features of the earlier type, must be jex-

plained on the theory of arrested developments, arising

from special causes.

The relative priority of the two types of the Phceni-

cian alphabet having thus been determined, it-remains

to give an account of the epigraphic materials from

which a continuous history of the Phoenician alphabet

has to be constructed.
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§ 2. THE INSCRIPTIONS OF THE FIRST EPOCH.

The monuments hitherto discovered which belong

to the first or Tyrian epoch of the Phoenician alphabet

are extremely few. Of these, the great inscription of

Mesha, king of Moab, ranks first, if not absolutely in

order of time, at all events in its importance. It is

almost unique in its historical interest ; its philological

value is great ; while from the palaeographical point of

view its significance can hardly be overrated, owing to

its great antiquity, to its definite date, and to the

certainty with which, by reason of the hardness of the

material on which it is engraved, the forms of the

letters can be determined. The considerable length

of the inscription supplies examples of all but one of

the letters of the ancient alphabet, while the repeated

occurrence of most of the letters renders it easy to

eliminate mere variant or accidental forms, and thus

to determine the normal alphabet of this early period.

The history of the discovery of this inscription is so

well known that it need not be repeated at any length.

In the summer of 1868, Mr. Klein, of the Church

Missionary Society, in the course of an expedition to

the east of the Dead Sea, arrived at the site of Dibon,

the ancient capital of the land of Moab. Close to his

encampment the Arabs of his escort showed him a

block of black basalt, 41 inches in height, and 21 in

width, with an inscription running in 34 horizontal lines.

Mr. Klein copied a few letters, but does not seem to
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have appreciated the significance of his discovery,

and it was only after his return to Jerusalem that its

real importance was suspected.

Owing to the unwise competition of the French and

German consulates to secure the treasure, and a con-

sequent attempt of the Turkish governor of Nablus

to get it into his own possession, this precious monu-

ment, which had defied the corrosion and the accidents

of 2700 years, was broken up by the Arabs, and the

pieces distributed among the several families. Nearly

forty of these fragments, containing altogether about

two- thirds of the whole inscription, have been

recovered, so that the damage has not proved so irre-

parable as was feared at first. The collected fragments,

together with a somewhat imperfect squeeze taken

before the stone was broken up, and an early eye-copy

of a portion of the inscription, are now exhibited side

by side in one of the ground-floor rooms at the Louvre.

The general purport of the inscription can thus be

ascertained with very tolerable certainty, while for mere

palaeographic purposes the larger fragments supply

almost all the evidence that can be desired.

The subjoined facsimile of the first few lines of the

inscription is on a scale of about one-fifth of the

original. It will be seen that the words are divided

by dots, and the sentences by vertical strokes.

A transliteration into square Hebrew characters, and a

version foundedon the translations ofHaug, Derenbourg,

Noldeke, Schlottmann, and Ginsburg are appended.
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THE MOABITE STONE.'

[ ]n I . nnipn • *^D:h . /ikt . nr^^n . ^v^") I Ui^ . Sn^ • '•n

'12
. t!DD «i3i<n . '2 ]2') . p^ n^<D . Dik . '):iyn . ':'^*-^t:r> . '^br2 . ••[-ij

TRANSLATION.

1. I am Mesha, son of Kamoshgad, king of Moab, the D-

2. -ibonite
|
My father reigned over Moab thirty years, and I reign-

3. -ed after my father |
And I erected this altar to Kamosh (Chemosh)

on the plain [....]

4. [Sajlvation .... because he saved me from all dangers, and

because he let me see my desire on all my enemies .... Om-

5. -ri, king of Israel, oppressed Moab many days, for Kamosh was

angry with his lan-

6. d
I

And his son succeeded him, and he also said, I will oppress

Moab
I

' For the benefit of readers who may not be familiar with the

square Hebrew characters, and as an illustration of what has been

said in the preceding chapter, § 3, on the consonantal nature of

Semitic writing, the first sentences of this inscription may be trans-
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The date of this inscription can be ascertained with

tolerable exactness.^ Mesha begins by an account of

the subjection of Moab to Israel, which lasted for forty

years. It began in the reign of Omri (929-918),

continued during the reign of his son Ahab (918-897),

and must have come to an end during the reign of

his grandson Jehoram (896-884), soon after the

campaign of Jehoram and Jehoshaphat, narrated in

2 Kings iii., which was undertaken to put down the

rebellion of Mesha. This war must have taken place

at the beginning of Jehoram's reign. In the book of

Kings we read how he devastated the land of Moab,

destroyed the cities, filled up the wells, and laid waste

the fields. Mesha threw himself into the fortress of

Kir Harosheth, south of the Arnon, and in his despair

sacrificed his eldest son upon the wall. ''And there

was great indignation against Israel; and they departed

from him, and returned to their own land." Mesha

then carries on the narrative, and tells us how he

literated into Roman letters as follows, the omitted vowels being

denoted by italics :

—

AN^K/ M^shA . B(?N . K^lVWShG^D . M^I^K . MoWb [ue] D-

-iB^Ni
I
'abi . uahaK . 'al . m^^'ab shushm . sh^T v'an^k/ . uaiMK-

TI . 'ACh«R . 'aBI
!

It will be seen that even at this early period the weak consonants

were employed to denote the cognate vowel sounds. The alphabet

of this inscription is given in col. x. of the table on p. 227. For

details, see Noldeke, Die Iiischrift des Kdm'gs Mesa von Moab (Kiel,

1870); Ginsburg, T/ie Moabite Stone (1870).

' The conventional Chronology, and not that of the Assyrian

Canon, is here employed for reasons of obvious convenience.

P
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recovered from Israel the border fortresses of Ataroth,

Nebo, and Jahaz, how he destroyed the inhabitants,

and devoted to Kamosh (Chemosh) the vessels of

Jehovah. The second part of the inscription gives an

account of the public works undertaken on the termina-

tion of the war ; the rebuilding of the cities which had

been destroyed, the construction of a road over the

Arnon, the building of the royal palace, and of the

Avails, gates, and towers of the citadel. The third part

of the inscription, which is less legible, contains the

record of a subsequent war against the Edomites.

It is plain that the inscription must be referred to

the beginning of the 9th century, and the year 890 B.C.

has been generally accepted by scholars as an ap-

proximate date, since the events which it relates seem

to have taken place during the six or seven years

which followed the death of Ahab in 897.

Although the Moabite stone, from its historical

importance and its very definite date, must rank first

among Semitic inscriptions, its claim to be considered

as the most ancient of alphabetic records is more than

doubtful. This honour belongs, in all probability, to

the newly discovered inscriptions on certain fragments

of the sacred vessels from the Temple of Baal Lebanon.

In 1876 M. Clermont-Ganneau was so fortunate as

to obtain from M. Laniti, a merchant of Limassol in

Cyprus, some battered fragments of bronze plates

inscribed with Phoenician characters. Laniti had pur-

chased them from a dealer in old iron who had bouorht
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them from a peasant, by whom they had been found,

in 1872, about a foot below the surface of the soil near

the summit of a mountain distant some twenty miles

from Limassol. The peasant had broken the metal in

order to ascertain whether it was gold, and had given

the pieces to his children as playthings, and some of

them had thus been lost.

Eight inscribed fragments were recovered, and are

now among the choicest treasures of the Cabinet des

Antiques in the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris. A
most ingenious restoration has been effected by the

skill and patience of MM. Renan and Clermont-

Ganneau, and it appears that six of the fragments

must have formed consecutive portions of an inscrip..

tion running round the exterior convex rim of a thin

hemispherical bowl or patera, about a foot in diameter.

The two other fragments evidently belonged to

separate inscriptions. It was at once seen, from the

form of the letters, that the writing was considerably

older than any known Phoenician inscription, and only

comparable in antiquity with the Moabite stone itself.

The interest and importance of the discovery were

greatly enhanced when the writing came to be

deciphered. The longest inscription states that " this

vessel of good bronze was offered by a citizen of

Carthage, servant of Hiram, king of the Sidonians, to

Baal Lebanon, his Lord." Portions of this record are

repeated in the shorter inscriptions. One of them

contains the words ''citizen of Carthage," and the other

p 2
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"to Baal Lebanon, his Lord." Such familiar and

historic names as Hiram, Carthage, Lebanon, and

Sidon, naturally excited a keen curiosity. It was

manifest that these laminae of bronze must have

formed portions of the sacrificial vessels belonging to

a temple on Lebanon, which had no doubt been

pillaged during some war between Cyprus and

PhcEnicia, the spoils being deposited in one of the

mountain sanctuaries of Cyprus.

Hill-worship was a habitude of the Syrian nations,

and the temple of Baal Lebanon must have been itself

one of the '* High Places" dedicated to the mountain

Deity. We have a record in the Book of Kings of

the worship of Baal on Mount Carmel, and the name

of Baal Hermon is strictly analogous to that of Baal

Lebanon.

It is not necessary to suppose that the town of

Q^RT^ch^D^sh^T, or Carthage, was the celebrated

Tyrian colony in Africa, which can hardly have been

founded at the remote period at which these inscrip-

tions were written,^ but Carthage, or * Newtown,'

cannot have been an uncommon name in Phoenicia,

and may have been applied to one of the suburbs of

Tyre or Sidon, in contradistinction to Palae-Tyrus or

Palae-Sidon.

Renan seems to be of opinion that it is by no means

' Carthage was probably founded about the beginning of the 8th

century, whereas the palaeography of these inscriptions place then) at

least as early as the beginning of the 9th.
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improbable that the " Hiram, king of the Sidonians,"

mentioned in the inscription may be identified with the

Hiram, king of Tyre, who was a contemporary of

David and Solomon. This conclusion must depend on

the palaeographical evidence, which therefore demands

a careful examination.

The subjoined facsimiles of the inscriptions on the

eight fragments, as now pieced together by MM.
Clermont-Ganneau and Renan, are on a scale of about

one-third of the size of the orieinal.

\r<MmB£] PT^^^^
THE BAAL LEBANON INSCRIl'TIONS.

The fragments marked E F A B C D evidently fit

together, and form portions of a continuous inscrip-

tion, which may be transliterated and translated as

follows :

—

V S^K^N Q^RT^ch^D^shrt^T, *AB^D ch2R^[M] MCLeK

TszDomu, 'az YT^N Le BaAL i^b^n^[n] WuoNaij BR'ASh^

N^ch^^SH^T ch . . .

" V, a citizen of Newtown, servant of Hiram, king of the

Sidonians, gave this to Baal Lebanon his Lord, of good brass."
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The fragments G and H read :

—

.... T^B s^K^N Q^RT<a;ch«D^sh^T ....

"... tob, a citizen of Newtown."

.... *AL L^B^N^N 'aD^N^I ....

"[To Ba]al Lebanon his Lord.'"

With regard to the date of these inscriptions, it is

obvious that no absolute reHance can be placed on the

mention of Hiram, king of the Sidonians, since more

than one Phoenician king may have borne that name.

Palseographical considerations must therefore be

brought to bear.

The writing on the fragment marked H, which is here

reproduced on

the same scale

as the original,

' Judging from the workmanship and material, the fragments

marked G and H may have formed portions of the same vessel.

The bronze of the other six fragments, E F A B C D, is thinner and

of different composition. On the other hand, the writing on G is of

the same palseographic age as the longer inscription, and different

from that on H, which closely resembles the writing on the Moabite

stone. Hence there must have been at least two vessels, bearing

contemporaneous dedications from the * citizen of Qartachadashat,'

while H may either have been a separate dedication on the same

vessel as G, or may have belonged to a third vessel. It is sup-

posed that soken denotes a local functionary of some kind;

•senator' or 'official' might probably be the best translation.

The word iiechushat is familiar to us from 2 Kings xviii. 4, where

we read that Hezekiah brake in pieces the brazen serpent, and called

it Nehushtan, translated in the margin * a piece of brass.'
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is evidently of different date from that of the other

inscriptions, and, judging from the forms of 7tim and

lamed, must be of nearly the same age as the Moabite

stone. On the other fragments the writing is less

cursive in character, and therefore presumably older.

The relative age of the Moabite and Baal Lebanon

inscriptions must however be determined mainly by a

comparison with the primitive Greek letters. Accord-

ing to this test the priority must be adjudged to the

Baal Lebanon forms.

Thus in the case oicheth

the Baal Lebanon form

agrees with the Greek in

having three horizontal

bars instead of only two;

following in this the

Hieratic prototype' (see

p. 114). With regard to

tau, the older form seems to have been a Latin

cross, with the bars of unequal length, the longer

being vertical. The Baal Lebanon zayin is extremely

primitive. It occurs in a very ancient Locrian in-

scription, and is found in some of the oldest Etruscan

tombs, while it approximates more nearly than the

later forms to the Hieratic prototype. The remark-

able oval shape of ''ayin o is probably more ancient

than the usual circular form, and may be regarded as

a survival of the primitive ideographic picture of an

"eye" (seep. 116). No certain conclusions can be

Cheth

Tau

Daleth

Zayin

Greek.
Baal

Lebanon. Mesha.

B

TT

<

t

X

X

3:
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drawn from lafued, owing to the early transformations

which this letter underwent. The Baal Lebanon mem

and mm are decidedly less cursive than on the

Moabite stone, and are almost identical with the

earliest Greek forms.^

Hence on palseographical grounds it is manifest that

the first seven fragments from the Temple of Baal

Lebanon are decisively older than the Moabite stone.

As far as a judgment can be formed on such a matter,

it may be admitted that the priority may be as much

as a hundred years, which would enable us to identify

the Hiram of the inscription with the Hiram who was

the contemporary of Solomon. We should thus obtain

the beginning of the loth century or the end of the

nth as the date to be assigned to the most ancient

extant monument of the Semitic alphabet.

The attribution of the Baal Lebanon inscription has

been necessarily determined mainly from considerations

of a palseographic nature, the force of which can be

fully appreciated only by experts ; but we fortunately

' The most complete account of the Baal Lebanon inscriptions

will be found in the Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum, pp. 22-26,

and plate iv. See also Renan, in \\\t Journal des Savants for August,

1877 ; and Clermont-Ganneau, in ikit Athenceiun for April 17th, 1880.

The facsimile on page 213 is reduced from the phototype in the

Corpus I. S., which leaves nothing to be desired in the way of ac-

curacy. The alphabet given in col. i. of the Table on p. 227 is not

so correct, having been taken from the eye-copy in the Journal

des Savants^ which was the only facsimile available at the time when

the Table was engraved.
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possess, in addition to the Moabite stone, a few scanty

records in the primitive Phcenician alphabet to which

fixed dates can be assigned on historic grounds which

do not admit of being impugned. Among these early

monuments the Assyrian lion weights, to which refer-

ence has already been made, must be placed first,

insomuch as the earliest of them are nearly coeval

with the Moabite stone itself.

In his first expedition Layard discovered at Nim-

roud fifteen bronze lions, varying in weight from nearly

forty pounds Troy down to a few ounces, which appa-

rently formed the metrical standards of Assyria. Most

of them bear bilingual legends in Cuneiform and

Phoenician characters, which unfortunately are in

several cases so corroded as to be almost or quite

illegible. The Cuneiform inscription usually gives the

name of an Assyrian king, while the Phoenician legend

records the weight. The lions are of different dates,

but the Cuneiform and Phoenician inscriptions on each

lion are undoubtedly contemporaneous. The Cunei-

form legends, so far as they have been deciphered,^

give us the names of four kings who reigned between

745 and 681 B.C., namely, TIglath Pileser II., Shalma-

neser IV., Sargon II., and Sennacherib. The lion

weights therefore furnish a chronological series of

monuments of the Phoenician alphabet extending over

' The earlier attributions to Assur-izir-pal and Shalmaneser II.,

885 to 825, are now believed to be erroneous. See Madden, Coins

of the Jeivs^ p. 5, note.
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nearly a century. Apart from their palaeographic

value, these records are of great interest, as showing

that the Phoenician alphabet must have been in common
use at Nineveh for commercial purposes, side by side

with the Cuneiform, as early as the middle of the

8th century B.C.

To exhibit the practical identity of the Assyrian

with Phoenician forms, one

of the earliest of these in-

scriptions is here reproduced on the same scale as the

original. The inscription is that on the eleventh lion,

which weighs a little over twenty ounces, and therefore

represents a single maneh. This accords with the

legend, which reads m^n^h uei^eK, "a maneh of the

king." The name of the king is not very legible, but

is read by Prof. Sayce as Shalmaneser (727 to 722).

There is another record in the old Phoenician

alphabet to which, owing to a curious accident, we are

able to affix a date. It is an inscribed scarab, now in

the Louvre, which was found in the sand beneath the

foundations of one of the great human-headed bulls

which formed the portals of the Assyrian palace at

Khorsabad. This palace was built by Sargon, the

conqueror of Samaria, and father of Sennacherib.

Sargon reigned from 722 to 705 B.C. Hence this

scarab, which may have belonged to one of the

' See the paper by Mr. Norris in the /. R. A. S., vol. xvi. (1856),

p. 215 seq. The plate in Layard's Nineveh and Babylon^ p. 601, is

less satisfactory.
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captives from Samaria employed in the construction of

the palace, must be at least of the 8th century, and

possibly of still older date. It bears simply the name

of the owner : ob^d b«*al, " the servant of Baal."

The monuments which have been enumerated are

the only inscriptions of the first epoch to which dates

can be assigned on external evidence. It is by com-

. parison with these dated monuments that the few

remaining inscriptions in the Tyrian alphabet can be

classified. These consist chiefly of scarabs and cylinders,

seals and gems, from Babylon and Nineveh, with a

few from the cemeteries of Phoenicia.^ There are also

two or three longer inscriptions. The oldest, which

was found at Nora,^ in Sardinia, must be more ancient

than the foundation of Carthage, and there are two

/ , from Malta of somewhat later date.^

Such are the scanty records as yet known which

belong to the first or Tyrian epoch of the Phoenician

alphabet. They extend over about three centuries,

from the beginning of the loth to the beginning of the

7th B.C. Almost all of them have been discovered in

comparatively recent times, and it may be expected

that others will be found when the Tyropoeon is

excavated, or when the cemeteries of Phoenicia and the

' They are figured and discussed by Levy, Phonizische Studien,

Heft ii.

' Gesenius, Monumenta, plate 1 3 ; Schroder, Fh'dnizische Sprache,

p. 250 ; Levy, Phonizische Studietty Heft iii. ; Halevy, Melanges^ jd. 87.

3 Gesenius, plate 8.
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lands east of the Jordan have been more thoroughly

explored. The vast ruins of Rabboth Ammon, for

example, might well yield a rich harvest to some

future traveller.

§ 3. THE INSCRIPTIONS OF THE SECOND EPOCH.

The inscriptions written in the second or Sidonian

type of the Phoenician alphabet are naturally more

numerous than those which can be assigned to the

first epoch ; in fact, far the greater number of extant

Phoenician monuments are in this character, so that a

selection only need here be made of those which

possess special historic or palaeographic interest.

One of the earliest and lengthiest is the dedication

of a bronze altar and a golden shrine by Yehaumelek,

king of Gebal (Byblos), which was found in 1869.

This inscription may probably be assigned to the 6th

century, but unfortunately the letters have become so

indistinct, owing to the corrosion of the limestone slab

on which they are engraved, that the value for palaeo-

graphic purposes is much diminished.^

It is very different with the great inscription on the

magnificent sarcophagus of Eshmunazar, king of Sidon,

which is now one of the glories of the Louvre. Owing

to the hardness of the material, the depth and precision

of the cutting, and the almost unexampled protection

* See the description and facsimile by Euting in the Z D. M. G.^

vol. XXX., pp. 132-137; and the excellent photolithograph in the

Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticanim, plate i.
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from accident and weather, this inscription is in better

preservation than almost any other that can be named.

The alphabet in which it is written is given in col. v.

of the Table on p. 227.^ As a specimen of the writing,

a few words are here given in facsimile on a scale of

about one-third of the original. The designation of

the deceased is thus written :

—

which may be transliterated and translated :

—

'AShM/ZNiVZ^R M^L^K Ts/d^n/m

*' Eshmunazar, King of the Sidonians."

The sarcophagus was found in 1855 in a tomb

excavated in the flat range of limestone rock which

formed the vast necropolis of ancient Sidon. It is

cut out of a solid block of bluish-black basalt, and

beautifully polished ; displaying in colossal relief, after

the manner of the mummy coffins of Egypt, the mask

and shape of the deceased person. The inscription is

in twenty-two lines, and its interpretation has tasked

the skill of more than forty of the most eminent

Semitic scholars of the day.^

^ This inscription is of special palaeographic importance, having

been chosen to supply the typical forms of the classical Phoenician

alphabet used in the Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum. See Berger,

in i\\Q Journal Asiatique for January, 1880.

' The literature connected with this inscription is overwhelming.
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Eshmunazar speaks in the first person. He calls

himself king of the Sidonians, son of Tabnit, king of

the Sidonians, grandson of Eshmunazar, king of the

Sidonians. He states that, together with his mother,

the priestess of Ashtaroth, he had erected temples to

Baal Sidon, Ashtaroth, and Eshmun. He beseeches

the favour of the gods, and prays that Dora, Joppa-,

and the fertile corn-lands in the plain of Sharon, may

ever remain annexed to Sidon. He declares that he

now rests in the tomb which he has made, and impre-

cates curses on those who shall open the coffin or

deface the inscription. Very touching is his plaintive

cry, which reminds us of a similar utterance in the

Book of Ecclesiastes, " I am cut off before my time,

few have been my days, and I am lying in this coffin

and in this tomb, in the place which I have built.

Oh then remember this ! may no royal race, may

no man open my funeral couch, and may they not

seek after treasures, for no one has hidden treasures

here, nor move the coffin out of my funeral couch, nor

molest me in this funeral bed by putting in it another

tomb."

Apart from the pathetic human interest of this

record, it is of special palaeographic importance as the

cardinal monument of Phoenician epigraphy. Hence

A bare list of the Memoirs that have been devoted to it would fill

five pages of this book. The best account is in the Corpus Inscrip-

tionum Semiticarum, pp. 9-20. There is a translation by Oppert in

Records of the Past^ vol. ix.
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the evidence, archseologic, historic, and palaeographic,

bearing on its date must be examined with some care.

The material of which the sarcophagus is made, as

well as the style of execution, shows that it was brought

from Egypt. From the character of the art and the

peculiar shape of the sarcophagus, M. Mariette, whose

opinion on such a point few persons will venture to call

in question, has pronounced that it cannot be more

ancient than the twenty-sixth dynasty, a consideration

which would bring it down to the 6th century B.C.

The mention of Dora, Joppa, and Sharon, as forming

part of the kingdom of Eshmunazar, points also to a

time subsequent to the overthrow of the Jewish

monarchy at the beginning of the 6th century. Then,

since Eshmunazar states that he was king of the

Sidonians, and that he reigned at Sidon, the inscription

must be earlier than the conquest of Phoenicia by

Alexander, after which event there was no king of the

Sidonians ; and, on the other hand, it must be later than

the conquest of Tyre by Nebuchadnezzar, when the

Tyrian supremacy over Sidon came finally to an end.

The possible dates He therefore between 580 and

330 B.C. But as the inscription was not written till

the end of Eshmunazar's reign, and since both his

father and his grandfather preceded him on the

Sidonlan throne, at least three generations must be

allowed subsequent to the Babylonian conquest of

Phoenicia ; which would bring the inscription into the

5th century b.c. Lastly, a comparison of the Esh-
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munazar alphabet with certain dated inscriptions from

Cyprus, presently to be noticed, shows that Esh-

munazar's reign may be placed with great probability

in the latter part of the 5th century, or at the beginning

of the 4th.

Of the remaining Phoenician inscriptions a briefer

notice may suffice. We have a fragment of an inscrip-

tion of Bodostratus, a Sidonian king, who must have

reigned soon after Eshmunazar ; and there is a long

inscription, palaeographically important, found by Renan

at Um el-Auamid, a few miles south of Tyre, dated,

according to the most probable computation, in the

year 132 B.C. Cyprus has yielded a series of records

of Phoenician dynasts, several of which bear definite

dates. The most notable are the inscriptions of Mele-

kiathon and Pumiathon, father and son, who reigned

at Citium and Idalion during the greater part of the

4th century. Pumiathon, as we learn from Athenseus

(iv. 63), was on the throne during the siege of Tyre

by Alexander, and died before 312 b.c. His reign

must have been long, as we have an inscription dated

from his thirty-seventh year, and a coin from his forty-

sixth. In addition to eight inscriptions of Pumiathon,

we have four of Melekiathon. One of these, a bilingual

in Phoenician and Greek, now in the British Museum, is

of special interest, as it gave the key by means ot

which the Cypriote syllabary was first deciphered. It

is dated from the 4th year of Melekiathon, which

would be about 375 B.C. The alphabet used in the
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Phoenician versioa is almost identical with that of the

Eshmunazar inscription, which must therefore be of

nearly contemporary date. The last of the Cypriote

inscriptions is dated from the thirty-first year of

Ptolemy [Philadelphus], 254 B.C.

The 7th century inscriptions from Abu Simbel, one

of which contains the name of Psammetichus, have

been already noticed, and at Abydos there are nu-

merous records left by Phoenician visitors at various

dates. From the cemeteries of Athens we have five

bilingual epitaphs which are proved by the character

of the alphabet employed in the Greek versions to

range from the 4th to the ist century B.C. There

are also several inscriptions from Malta, one of which,

a bilingual in Phoenician and Greek, demands notice

in any history of the Alphabet, as it gave the clue by

which, in 1758, the Abbe Barthelemy, the father of

Semitic epigraphy, succeeded in recovering the old

Phoenician alphabet.

The chronological development and degeneration of

the Sidonian alphabet is well illustrated by the legends

on Phoenician coins, which extend in an almost un-

broken series over some seven centuries, and serve as

a standard by which the approximate dates of a large

number of inscriptions can be determined.^

* They have been classified and tabulated by the Due de Luynes.

See his Memoir in Prinsep's Essays, ii., p. 166, and plates xi.a and

xi. if. The Phoenician coins may be arranged as follows :

—

522-465 B.C. Coins of Aradus.

Q
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Such are the materials from which we have to con-

struct the history of the alphabet of Phoenicia

Beginning in the reign of Solomon with the Baal

Lebanon dedications, the long succession of monuments

continues century after century, and ends at last with

a coin struck at Tyre, during the reign of Antoninus

Pius, in the year 153 of the Christian era.

§ 4. THE PUNIC ALPHABET.

The Punic was developed out of the Sidonian

alphabet, from which at first it can hardly be dis-

tinguished. In its later stages it underwent extreme

deformation, and ultimately became one of the most

hopelessly illegible of scripts.

The Punic inscriptions, although numerous, are of

comparatively little interest, being for the most part

mere mortuary records, or votive dedications, of ex-

treme brevity. The only inscriptions of importance

are two very curious sacrificial tarifs, one of which was

465-424 B.C. Coins of Tyre, and of Azbaal and Baalmelek,

kings of Citium.

405-360 B.C. Coins of Gebal.

360-339 B.C. Coins of Artaxerxes Ochus, mostly struck at

Tyre or Gebal for the payment of the Persian fleet in the

expedition against Egypt.

312-145 B.C. Coins of the Seleucidae, struck at Joppa, Acre,

and Aradus.

LAS BC.-153 A.D. Coins struck at Tyre, Sidon, and Marathus,

during the Roman period.
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He ^ ^^ 1 1 ^ 1 'A ^ ^/\ ^ a? ^ ^ ^ 5r 5

Vau ^ Y 1 n 1 7 tl Y nr 1 Tl ^ / 6

Zayin I I r -A V A/" ^ /V /> 3: ^-^^ w s 7

Cheth
1

^ tl jiaw i^WI^ H I^ )^ Pi
1^ M Pi]^ Q 5 ^ d 8

Teth ^ ^ & ti/ 9d 6 t?
9

Yod I 2 ^ 1. rnf
n^ 7V^ ^ /TV xl I \I ^ ^ ^ nr 10

Kaph i f fy^ / y 7 y V 7 y / Jfy 1 3 3 11

Lamed c ^ / / /. A 4 < // ^ ^/ L / I I 12

Mem 1 ^ ^ v.^ 7 7 V '^ X 1 !>!7 ^ y r? n 13

Nun
> t y 7 ;? 7 > ^ ) ) 'J !; 7^ b > 14

Samekh f ^ ? f "V X ^ M *r $ ^ ^ 15

'Ayin o o o a 0* <?y C| 7 •7 16

Pe
1 ? ) ? } ? ) 3 7 ;? ;] J 17

Tsade r A r r r
r* r r ^ 1"^ 'r ^ in w 18

Q'oph 9 fp ?t T V t t r ? tr t P V p 19

Resh i ^ ^1 1 -N 1 1 1 ?' ^ 1 1 1 T ^J 20

Shin ^ w w M, sy U/ NitU i« ^ /• w w ^ ^ CJ JM 21

Tau ft + t X X /^ / ^ f f f y xt i- J( •v A 23

X.
1 11.

1

in. 1 IV. V. VI. ifniivrn 1
IX. 1 X. 1 XI. 1 iii.jnn. fee XT.
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found at Carthage and the other at Marseilles. These

tablets were evidently affixed to the walls of temples,

and show how even the religious observances of this

nation of traders were conducted on the strictest and

most methodical principles of commerce. These tariffs

were intended to regulate the dues of the sacrificing

priests, and to determine the prices at which they were

bound to supply the required victims to the worshippers.

The prices afford curious evidence as to relative

values, and as to the purchasing power of money. At

Marseilles ten shekels were to be paid for a bull, and

for a fowl three-quarters of a shekel and two sus.

Assuming the shekel to contain 224 grains of silver,

these prices would be equivalent to twenty-seven

shillings for a bull, and about half-a-crown for a fowl

;

fowls therefore being as costly as they are now, while

cattle were relatively much cheaper. The Carthaginian

inscription assigns the skin of the victim as a fee to

the priests, whereas at Marseilles it belongs to the

worshipper. The date of these inscriptions seems to

be the 3rd century B.C. Since none of the Punic

inscriptions contains a date, the chronological arrange-

ment of the successive alphabetic types has to be

determined mainly from the evidence of coins. Of

these we have a series ranging from the 5th century

B.C. down to the ist. The earliest dateable coins are

from Sicily, the varying fortunes of the Sicilian wars

making possible certain chronological inferences. Thus

we have a coin of Segesta which must have been
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Struck soon after the year 410, when this city was

taken by Hannibal. Then there is a coin of Motya,

which must be prior to its destruction by Dionysius in

396. The coins of Palermo again must be earlier than

254 B.C., when the city was taken by the Romans.

The coins of sundry Numidian princes carry on the

chronological arrangement for another two centuries

with tolerable certainty.^

About the middle of the ist century B.C. the classic

type of the Carthaginian alphabet disappears, and gives

place to a cursive and degenerate style which is

exhibited on the coins of the cities of northern Africa

and Spain. This lasted till the third century a.d.,

when we lose all continuous trace of the wide-spread

Punic alphabet, which at one time seemed almost as

if it were about to become the mother alphabet of

Europe. It has been conjectured that an obscure

alphabet used by some of the nomad tribes^ of the

Sahara may be descended from the ancient Numidian

script. With this doubtful exception the last surviving

vestige of the commercial enterprise of Tyre, and of

* The chief dates are :

—

225-204 B.C. Coins of Syphax.

148-60 B.C. Coins of the kings who succeeded Masshiissa.

60-46 B.C. Coins of Juba.

50-33 B.C. Coins of Bochus.

" These are the Tuarick, who range from Fezzan to Timbuktu.

Their alphabet, called the Tamashek or Tifanag, is given by Faul-

mann, Buck der Schrift, p. 39. See also Chavanne, Die Sahara, and

Hanoteau's Tamashek Grammar.
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the vast colonial empire of Carthage, which so pro-

foundly influenced the civilization of the ancient world,

is the almost undecipherable legend on a provincial

coin struck in one of the remotest corners of Europe.

This legend, which is given below, reads X^^O. The

degraded alphabet of these Spanish and Mauretanian

coins will be found in column ix. of the Table on p. 227.

LEGEND ON A COIN OF MALAGA.

§ 5. THE ALPHABET OF ISRAEL.

Till quite recently there was no department of

Semitic epigraphy of which so little was actually

known as of the ancient alphabet of Israel. Not a

single inscription had been discovered, the conclusions

of scholars being drawn mainly from a few engraved

seals and gems of uncertain attribution. It was held

that the ancient alphabet of Israel could not have

differed materially from the contemporaneous alphabets

of Moab, Phoenicia, and Nineveh, but this belief was

a matter of inference rather than of evidence.

Ever since the time of Gesenius the opinion has

prevailed that prior to the Captivity the Hebrews

used an alphabet of the Phoenician type, which was

replaced, after the return from exile, by an alphabet

which is called in the Babylonian Talmud the

"Assyrian" character. By this must be meant the

Aramean alphabet, which prevailed throughout the
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1

valley of the Euphrates, and ultimately became the

parent of the modern square Hebrew, which from its

employment in our Hebrew Bibles is the best known

of all Semitic scripts. By a most ingenious argument,

Gesenius showed that the earlier books of the Old

Testament could not have been composed in the script

in which we now possess them. He maintained that

many obvious corruptions in the sacred text could only

have arisen from the mistakes of copyists, who con-

founded certain letters which in the old Phoenician are

very much alike, but are wholly dissimilar in the

square Hebrew alphabet. For example, in the list of

David's mighty men, given in 2 Sam. xxiii. 29, we find

the name of Heleb, son of Baanah, a Netophathite,

whereas in the parallel passage in i Chron. xi. 30, the

name appears as Heled. It is plain that one of these

readings must be corrupt. In square Hebrew the

letters 2 {&) and *T {d) cannot be mistaken for each

other, whereas the old Phoenician forms, ^ and ^,

are often almost undistinguishable. Hence it appears

that the original record must have been wTitten in the

Phoenician alphabet.

Convincing though such an argument might be, the

actual epigraphic evidence bearing on the nature of

the old Hebrew script was scanty in the extreme.

Scattered over the Museums of Europe were about a

score of engraved gems,^ bearing names presumably

* The most interesting of these seals is one that is said to have

been found in Ireland. The alphabet employed shows that it
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Jewish, such as Obadlah or Remahah, and these, on

palseographical grounds, were attributed by Levy and

de Vogue, the chief authorities on the subject, to the

period between the 8th and 5th centuries B.C. But it

is manifest that a structure built on such attenuated

foundations must be of doubtful stability.

Now, however, all this uncertainty has disappeared,

and a happy chance has placed the whole science of

Hebrew epigraphy on a firm and unassailable basis.

The Siloam inscription, recently discovered at Jeru-

salem, is a monument of the early Hebrew alphabet

whose authenticity is unimpeachable, and which stands

unrivalled in antiquity and interest among Semitic

records save by the Moabite stone itself, and by the

vessels of Baal Lebanon.

The Siloam inscription was discovered in June,

1880, by a mere accident.^ There is a very ancient

tunnel, about a third of a mile in length, by which

water is brought from the Virgin's Pool in the Kedron

Valley to the Pool of Siloam in the TyropcEon. The

tunnel pierces the ridge of Ophel, a spur of the

cannot be later than the 8th century B.C., and we may conjecture

that the seal is a relic of an early adventure of Phoenician mariners.

The legend reads, " Belonging to Abdalah, son of Shebat, the slave of

Mitita, son of Tsadoq." A facsimile will be found in J. R. A. S., new

series, vol. i. p. 228. A fragment of an inscription, found at Siloam,

addressed to " Baal of the Temple," is very curious and significant.

^The history of the discovery, and the fullest account of the

inscription, will be found in the Quarterly Statements of the Palestine

Exploration Fund for 1881.
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Temple hill which divides the two valleys. In time

of siege, when the surrounding district was in the

possession of an enemy, this underground passage

would convey a constant and copious supply of water

from an exposed and inaccessible spring outside the

walls to the safe and convenient Pool of Siloam, which,

though beyond the modern wall, was inside the ancient

rampart, which seems to have been built by Manasseh^

to protect the lower pool of Gihon and the exposed

entrance to the Tyropoeon valley.

The inscription is engraved on a recessed tablet, cut

in the wall of the tunnel a few yards from its lower

end. The letters are rather more than half an inch in

height, and deeply incised, but were so filled up with

a deposit of lime as to be difficult to read in the

uncertain light. Hence the earlier copies, made by

persons unacquainted with Semitic palaeography, were

quite untranslateable. But Prof. Sayce, who happened

to be in Jerusalem in February, 1881, succeeded in

making an imperfect eye-copy, which was enough to

show that the record was in pure Biblical Hebrew,

and written in Phoenician characters, closely resembling

those found on the Moabite stone and on the ancient

seals. It was recognized at once that a Hebrew

inscription of a date prior to the Captivity had at last

been discovered, and that the uncertainties as to the

nature of the alphabet of Israel would now be set at

* See 2 Chron. xxxiii. 14; Nehemiah iii. 15.
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rest. Funds were at once forthcoming, the water in

the tunnel was lowered, and the application of hydro-

chloric acid removed the stalactite encrustation by

which the letters had hitherto been obscured, and at

the same time preserved from the chances of accidental

injury. A squeeze, a tracing, and a gypsum cast were

then taken by the officers of the Palestine Exploration

Fund. From these materials the inscription is here

reproduced on a scale of about one-third of the actual

size. A restoration, and a translation as proposed by

Prof. Sayce, are added.

TRANSLATION.

1. [Behold the] excavation ! Now this is the history of the tunnel.

While the excavators [were lifting up]

2. the pick each to his neighbour, and while there were yet three

cubits [to be broken through .] . . . the voice of one call-

3. -ed to his neighbour, for there was [an excess ?] in the rock on the

right. They rose up . . . they struck on the west of the

4. excavation, the excavators struck each to meet his neighbour pick

to pick, and there flowed

5. the waters from their outlet to the Pool for the distance of 1000

cubits, and [three-fourths ?]

6. of a cubit was the height of the rock at the head of the excavation

here.

An examination of the tunnel throws light on the

meaning of the record. The work of excavation must

have been begun simultaneously from either end by

two gangs ot workmen. Near the middle of the

tunnel are two culs de sac, showing that from want of
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engineering skill the excavations overlapped, and the

inscription is evidently intended to place on record the

way in which the difficulty was remedied.

As to the date of the inscription, it is manifest that

it must have been written towards the close of the

Jewish monarchy. The forms of the letters show it to

be later than the Moabite stone, but earlier than the

inscription from Gebal. Hence it is generally agreed

that it cannot be earlier than the 8th century or later

than the 6th.

But these limits of date may to some extent be

further narrowed. It has been shown (p. 201) that

the chief palaeographic test which distinguishes the

two great epochs of the Phoenician alphabet consists

in the change in the forms of the two letters mem and

sJmt. During the first epoch both letters have the

zigzag form ^ and W. In the second epoch they

have a horizontal bar and a cross stroke. Hi and d^.

The transition took place in the 7th century, when

there was a short period during which the letter mem
exhibits the new form, while shin remains unchanged.

It is precisely to this transitional period that the

Siloam inscription must be referred.

We have to go to Nineveh for the dated monuments

which yield these tests. On the two lion weights

which bear the name of Sennacherib (705-681 b.c.)

both of the test letters retain the primitive zigzag

form. On certain contract tablets, executed during

the reigns of Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal, bearing
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dates ranging from 680 to 640 B.C., we find that mem
has acquired the barred form, while shin is still zigzag.

The earliest examples of the barred form of shi7i are

found on three tablets dated from the eponymlcs of

Silim-assur and Sin-sar-uzur (650-640 B.C.). Hence

the test forms found in the Siloam inscription prevailed

at Nineveh from 680 to 640, a period which corres-

ponds very closely with the reign of Manasseh (697-

642). This then, so far as the palaeographic evidence

goes, is the period to which the Siloam inscription

probably belongs.

This date is supported by historical considerations.

Manasseh was taken captive by Esarhaddon (681-668),

and after his return to Jerusalem he extended the

southern and western defences of the city, and seems

to have built the outer rampart, of which traces have

recently been discovered, running along the ridge of

Ophel, and enclosing the Pool of Siloam within the

walls.^ The apprehension of another Assyrian siege

might suggest the advantage of a tunnel bringing the

w^ater of a copious spring into the city from the

unprotected valley of the Kedron. Hence, if we sup-

pose that the tunnel was made by Manasseh in con-

nection with the extension of the walls, the agreement

'See Duncker, Hist, of Antiquity, iii. pp. 155, 208; and the

passages already cited, 2 Chron. xxxiii. 11-14; Nehemiah iii. 15.

The Mishna also states that the Pool of Siloam ^yas within the walls.

A full account of the various pools and conduits is given by Whitty,

Water Supply forJerusale?n.
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with the palaeographical date supplied by the Nineveh

inscriptions would be precise.

A second hypothesis, that the tunnel is to be

identified with the conduit constructed by Hezekiah^

at the end of the 8th century is not absolutely ex-

cluded by the palaeographic tests, while in its favour

strong and obvious historical arguments may be urged.

The objection to both these theories lies in the allu-

sion in Isaiah viii. 6 to ''the waters of Shiloah which go

softly." This passage seems to imply that the tunnel

w^as in existence in the reign of Ahaz, about 740 B.C.,

which would be sixty years too soon according to the

palaeographic tests from Nineveh, which indicate a

date later than 680 B.C. No doubt the course of

alphabetic development may not have been absolutely

synchronous at Jerusalem and at Nineveh, but this

consideration only increases the difficulty, since the

alphabet of Israel, owing probably to the greater

influence of religious ideas, was more conservative of

the older forms than the commercial alphabet, used at

Nineveh.

The passage in Isaiah cannot however be considered

decisive. The fact that the inscription states that the

waters flowed into " the pool " shows that before the

tunnel was constructed a spring already existed at

Siloam, so that the work may have been undertaken

to increase the flow, and obviate the complaint of

• See 2 Kings, xx. 20 ; 2 Chron. xxxii. 30 ; Ecclesiasticus xlviii. 17.
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insufficient supply which was made in the time of

Ahaz.^

In any case the possible limits of date are not so

very far apart, and we may conclude with some confi-

dence that the inscription could not have been written

before the middle of the 8th century, nor after the

middle of the 7th.

From the Siloam inscription, taken in conjunction

with the inscribed seals which bear Jewish names, we

obtain the alphabet used by Israel prior to the Cap-

tivity (column xi. p. 227). In several respects it

differs from other contemporary alphabets. The most

distinctive features are exhibited by the letters alephy

bethy vauy zayin, ^ayiuy and tsade, whose peculiar forms

were transmitted to their Samaritan derivatives (see

p. 243). The alphabet of Israel was unusually conserva-

tive of the primitive forms. Thus the letters he, lamed,

and tau, are almost the same in the Siloam inscription

as on the Moabite stone, which is older by a century

and a half; while the Siloam chelk with three bars, and

the angular ''ayin, are actually of a more archaic type

than the Moabite forms, and take us back three cen-

turies to the Baal Lebanon inscription.

On the return from exile the Jews are commonly

supposed to have brought with them the Aramean

alphabet used at Babylon, out of which the square

' The word Shiloah means "conduit" or "tunnel." Hence it is

not by any means certain that in this passage it refers to what is

known as the " Pool of Siloam."
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Hebrew was ultimately evolved. Jewish tradition

assigns the change to Ezra; but the old character must

have continued in use for some fifty years later,

inasmuch as the Samaritans, who did not possess the

Pentateuch till the temple on Gerizim was built in

409 B.C. by Manasseh the priest, obtained it in the

old character. It is doubtful whether the Hebrew

scriptures were transcribed in the Aramean character

before the 3rd century B.C. The older alphabet cer-

tainly continued to be employed for coins. We find it

SHEKEL OF THE "YEAR 2,

on the oldest Jewish shekels, attributed by de Saulcy

to Ezra, but now generally assigned to Simon Mac-

cabeus.^ It was also used on the coins which bear the

names of John Hyrcanus and the other Asmonean

' The letters 21^, over the jewelled cup, stand for Shenaih B^
" year 2," which has been shown by Dr. Merzbacher to mean the

second official year of Simon's government, corresponding to 140 B.C.

The legend round the cup reads *?M"1K;'' b\>'^ ,
" Shekel of Israel."

On the reverse we read ntyilpn D'''?I£^')1^ Jerushalaim ha-kedushah^

"Jerusalem the Holy." The central device probably represents

Aaron's rod. Madden, Coins of the Jews, p. 68.

=» De Saulcy referred the coinage of the oldest of the silver shekels,

which are dated in the years from i to 5, to the special permission to

coin money which seems to have been granted to Ezra by Artaxerxes
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princes,^ (135 to 2)7 ^-C-) in whose time there can

be no doubt that the Aramean alphabet was in

ordinary use in Judaea. The revival of the spirit of

Jewish nationality sufficiently accounts for the reten-

tion of the ancient alphabet of Israel on the coinage of

the Maccabean patriots. To a similar cause must be

attributed the pseudo-archaic characters employed in

the imitations of the old national coinage which were

struck at the periods of the two great Jewish revolts

—

that, namely, which was suppressed by Titus, and that

which was headed by Simon Bar-Cochab in the reign of

Hadrian. But these very coins, some of which were

struck over Roman denarii, supply internal evidence

COINS OF SIMON BAR-COCHAB=^ (I32-I35 A.D.).

that they were fabricated by moneyers who were only

Longimanus in 458 B.C. See Ezra vii. 18. Lenormant and Madden,

who at first accepted de Saulcy's opinion, have recently pronounced

in favour of the later date, which has been ably advocated by M.
Six and Dr. Merzbacher. The question is discussed in Madden's

Coins of theJews, p. 44, note.

' The alphabet of these coins is given in columns xii. and xiii. of

the Table on p. 227.

"" The first of these coins bears the legend ]U'^^ >
" Simon,"

round a cluster of grapes. By turning the coin partly round, the

back of the head of Trajan can be plainly seen. On the reverse

are two trumpets, with the legend D'^IC^IT T\T\Th ^ "the deliverance
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imperfectly acquainted with the alphabet which they

employed. Letters are malformed, or are actually

turned the wrong way, and single letters are occa-

sionally replaced by their Aramean equivalents.

But the most interesting survival of the ancient

Hebrew script is that which has continued in use

down to our own days among the little Samaritan

community at Nablus, where a few families remain

who have preserved many primitive Israelitish customs,

who still celebrate the Passover with the ancient rites,

and read the Pentateuch in the old character in which

it was composed. For secular purposes the Samaritans

employ the Arabic alphabet, which is ordinarily used

in Syria. But the ancient sacred roll, enclosed in a

silver case, from which every Sabbath-day the Scrip-

tures are read in their synagogue, is written in an

alphabet which they call Hebri or Hebreni, and which

they assert to be the ancient form of the Hebrew

alphabet. There can be no doubt that this claim is

essentially well founded. The ancient copies of the

Pentateuch which the Samaritans possess date from the

nth to the 1 6th centuries a.d. But there is an

inscription at Nablus, written in the reign of Justinian,

of Jerusalem." Below the trumpets is an arm holding a branch,

which is part of the device on the reverse of the Roman coin. The

second coin is superstruck on a coin of Titus, whose name can be

read on the reverse titvs caes vesp. The Hebrew legends are the

same as on the Trajan coin, but by mistake of the moneyer the two

final letters of Simon's name have been transposed.—Madden, Coins

of the Jews, pp. 235, 238.
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Aleph

1

Siloam. Sama-
ritan.

^
Beth 4

1

3

Gimel 1

Daleth A *^

He ^ 5[

Vau \ T

Zayin sm h
Cheth

1^^
•^

Teth V

Yod ^ /rr

Kaph h ij

Lamed / Z

Mem *a

Xim ) :^

Samekh ^
'Ayin V

Pe 7 3

Tsade -m

Qoph ^ V

Eesh T ^

Shin v^ WA

Tail ^ A

which contains an abridged

version of the Decalogue, and

exhibits an alphabet practically

identical with that of the oldest

of the manuscripts. The two

alphabets are shown side

by side in columns xiv. and

XV. of the Table on p. 227.

Tracingback the alphabet of the

Nablus inscription, we find it

differs very little from that used

on the shekels of the time of the

Maccabees, and this again is not

essentially different from the

alphabet of the Siloam inscrip-

tion, which may be considered

as the actual alphabet in which

the writings of the Jewish Pro-

phets were composed. Placing

side by side the Siloam letters

and the corresponding types

used for printing the Samaritan

Bible, it will be seen how small

are the actual changes which

have been effected during so

many centuries.^

* It will be observed that most of

these changes can be accounted for by

the necessity of preventing confusion

between letters of similar outline. Thus

R 2
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The Samaritan alphabet is perhaps the most

remarkable illustration which can be found of the

enormous period during which, under certain circum-

stances, an ancient alphabet may survive almost

unchanged. Curiously enough, among all alphabets in

actual use, the two which have adhered most closely to

the primitive forms are the capital letters used in our own

printed books and the alphabet of the Samaritans.

Similar effects have however been produced by oppo-

site causes. In the case of the Samaritan alphabet

the conservation of the ancient forms may be attributed

to the isolation of a small religious community, while

the world-wide diffusion of the Roman alphabet is the

chief cause that has kept it so true to the original type.

The Table on p. 227 exhibits the principal types of

the Phoenician alphabet as obtained from the inscrip-

tions which have been now described.

The cardinal monuments may be provisionally

arranged in chronological sequence as follows :

—

loth cent. B.C. Baal Lebanon bowl.

9th „ Moabite Stone.

8th „ Lion weights; Khorsabad seal; Nora inscription.

7th „ Inscriptions of Siloam, Abu Simbel, and Malta.

6th „ Gebal inscription ; coins of Aradus.

5th „ Eshmunazar inscription.

4th „ Inscriptions of Melekiathon and Pumiathon.

3rd „ Inscriptionsof Athens, Marseilles, and Carthage.

2nd „ Inscription of Um el-Auamid ; Asmonean coins.

the diacritical mark on the letter dakth *Y serves effectually to

differentiate it from resh *\ and bcth S , while tsade •ffl is similarly

distinguished from yod fTf

.



CHAPTER V.

THE ARAMEAN ALPHABETS.

§ I. Aram. § 2. Nineveh and the Satrapies. § 3. Egypt.

§ 4. Palmyra. § 5. Hebrew. § 6. Syriac. § 7. J/(C>«-

golian. § 8. Arabic.

§ I. ARAM.

In the preceding chapter we have seen how the

venerable Phoenician, the mother of all alphabets,

gradually died out with the decline of the Phoenician

empire and commerce. In Europe the inheritance fell

to the Greek alphabet, the elder daughter of the

Phoenician. Elsewhere the Phoenician was succeeded

by the Aramean, which after serving for several

centuries as the commercial alphabet of Asia, became

the parent of the great literary Semitic alphabets

—

Syriac, Arabic, and Hebrew.

This well-marked branch of the Semitic alphabet,

which arose in the 7th century B.C., bears the accepted

and convenient designation of Aramean, on account of

its original development in Aram, the ' high-land
*

which lay to the north-east of Canaan, the 'low-

land.' In its primitive acceptation Aram comprised
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the hilly region of Mesopotamia between the upper

waters of the Euphrates and the Tigris, as well as

the table-lands of northern Syria.

The causes of the prevalence and wide diffusion of

the local alphabet of Aram were partly political and

partly commercial. The exchange of the products of

Egypt and Babylonia, the two great centres of primi-

tive civilization, was from very early times in the

hands of the Phoenicians, the chief merchants and

manufacturers of the ancient world. The caravan

route by which this trade was conducted led from

Sidon to Damascus, and thence by Emesa to Hamath.

Crossing the Euphrates to Haran, it turned south-

wards to Babylon, or across by Nisibis to Nineveh.

Hence for a great part of its length it passed through

the Aramean highlands. The political decadence of

the Phoenician cities which was consequent on the

conquests of the later Assyrian kings, followed by the

capture of Tyre by Nebuchadnezzar, dealt an irre-

parable blow to the commercial supremacy of the

Phoenicians, and at the same time threw the lucrative

trade between the Mediterranean coastlands and the

valley of the Euphrates into the hands of the Arameans.

Hence their language and their alphabet became the

general medium of commercial intercourse throughout

the Semitic regions of Western Asla.^

Other causes contributed to make the Aramean the

* The gradual extension, the ultimate decline, and final super-
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official as well as the commercial alphabet of these

regions. In the court, the army, and the administra-

tion of the later Ninevite kings, officials of Syrian

extraction must have been nearly as numerous as those

of pure Assyrian nationality, and the Aramean must

have been the ordinary language and script which they

employed.^ The Assyrian monarchs are represented

on their sculptures as accompanied by two scribes, one

of whom apparently records transactions in the

cuneiform writing, while the other uses the Semitic

alphabet.

The Aramean alphabet found its way also into

Babylonia, but at a somewhat later date. On bricks of

Nebuchadnezzar and Neriglissar (560 B.C.) we have

inscriptions in the Sidonian type of the Phoenician

alphabet,' and it was not before the Achaemenian

period that the Aramean language and script came

into use in Babylonia.^ But that Aramaic was recog-

nized as one of the official languages of the later

Babylonian kingdom appears from the fact that the

decree given^ to Ezra for rebuilding the Temple at

Jerusalem was written in this language.*

cession of the Araroean language and influence are well shown in

the maps given by Hommel, Die Semiten und Ihre Bedeuiungfur die

Kulturgeschichte.

* See 2 Kings xviii. 26.

" Rawlinson, in R. A. S. Journal^ vol. i., No. 8, pp. 228, 229.

^ Ibid., p. 238.

* Ezra vii. 12-28.
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The Aramean type of the Semitic alphabet being

thus widely used, side by side with the cuneiform,

throughout the Assyrian and Babylonian empires, it

naturally stepped into the vacant inheritance when the

cuneiform writing died out. On the rearrangement

of the map of the ancient world, which was the

consequence of the conquests of Alexander, it took

firm hold of those portions of the empire of the

Seleucidse which were not preoccupied by its great

rival, the Greek alphabet. Inscriptions from localities

so far apart as India and Egypt, coins from Cappa-

docia, Armenia, Persia, Arabia, and Bactria, attest its

wide diffusion.

Having held sway for some seven or eight centuries,

it ultimately broke up into a number of national

alphabets, for which, owing chiefly to religious causes,

a separate existence became possible. The later

alphabets, the Parsi, the Hebrew, the Syriac, the

Mongolian, and the Arabic, were at first local varieties

of the Aramean. Owing to accidental circumstances

they became the sacred scripts of the five great faiths of

Asia, Zoroastrianism, Judaism, Christianity, Northern

Buddhism, and Islam. Hence the descendants of the

Aramean alphabet occupy a space on the map second

only to that filled by the Latin alphabet itself. The

Mongol alphabet is used at Pekin and at Astrakhan,

the Parsi at Bombay, the Syriac in the Lebanon, on

the Caspian, and in Malabar, while the local alphabet

of Mecca is dominant from Sumatra to Morocco, from
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Bochara to Zanzibar, and in the varieties known

as Arabic, Turlcish, Karmathian, Persian, Afghan,

Baluchi, Hindustani, Malay, and Maghrebi has been

adapted to languages of more various type than any

other alphabet that can be named. As the alphabet

of the Vulgate is now the alphabet of Europe and

America, so the alphabet of the Koran has become

the chief alphabet of Africa and Asia.

The importance of the Aramean alphabet is mainly

historical, inasmuch as it became the parent of the

three great literary alphabets of the East—Syriac,

Hebrew, and Arabic. Itself everywhere extinct, it

has left monuments extremely few in number, and

these singularly destitute of interest. But its position

with respect to the history of the alphabet is altogether

different. Without its aid it would be impossible to

trace with any certainty the affiliation of the more recent

Semitic alphabets to the parent alphabet of Phoenicia,

To us it presents itself as the great Alphabet of Transi-

tion, supplying the intermediate forms which explain

how the cursive letters of existing Semitic scripts

arose out of the monumental Phoenician characters to

which they bear such slight external resemblance.

It will not be needful, however, to go at any great

length into the obscure history of the Aramean cha-

racters, since a study of the Table on the following page

will explain, better than any description, the successive

stages of the deformation and degradation of the

primitive letters.



AFFILIATION OF THE ARAMEAN ALPHABETS.

Aleph

PH(ENI-
CIAN.

ARAMEAN.
Ea-kly. Middle. Late.

VKH.
SiDOX.

Nine-
veh.

Sec.vii

B.C.

Satha-
PIES.

Sec. V.

&iv.
B.C.

Egypt.
Jebu-
SALBll.

Palmyra.

Monu-
meuls.

Sec. iv.

&iii.

B.C.

Papy-
rus.

Sec. ii.

B.C.

Uncial. Car-
Bive.

Sec. ix.

& viii.

B.C.

Sec vi.

&v.
B.C.

Sec. i.

B.C.

Seci.
A D.

Sec. iii

A.D.
Sec. iii.

A.D.

«^ 'S Af K 1

Beth $ 9 4 yi) a y ij.5 XJ :3 :3 2

Gimel 7 ^ \ AX M X > .;[ \ 3

Daleth A A 4 44 H ^y 1"^ ^ H n 4

He <k'\ ^ ni HnM nA nn n M ^ 6

Vau
i H 1 71 7 •) 1 ? ^ \ 6

Zayin 1 2. 2 1 r 1 1 1 I V 7

Cheth ,H tl t\H H H nh Hn M j^ J\l 8

Teth © & 96 v? ^ 6

Yod i •^^ IV i \ \ f x^ H"- /v s r»' 10

Kaph M y f fn 1 fJ tlD if » :i 11

Lamed I I /. it L ii /. V 5 3 3 12

Mem ^ ^^ yv, W h H tl n-v 'D 13

Nun
) h f ^ ) J 1 J J i J S'i i^ 14

Samekh ?! ^ 1 >; n a I'V -a 3 C3 16

'Ayin o a io «/ vy .y J' y >' IG

Po 1 ? 1 11 1 J JO 1 3 J 17

Tsade r r V r "fy :j A /^ 18

Q'oph f? r 9? P > TV p /J n ^:3 19

Resh A 'I 4 n 1 1f •77 A ^1 7 20

Shin v/ «*v w«l'V- \> V V Xj V ^ 21

Tau + x /
IV.

n V Ji n j^ •/^ 22

I. 11. 1 V. VI. VII. VIII. IX. 3(.
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The tests by which the Aramean alphabet is

distinguished from the Phoenician are not difficult

to define. The most characteristic feature is the

systematic opening of the loops of the closed letters.

If the forms of beth, daleth, teth, ^ayin, qoph, and resh,

in columns i. and ii. of the Table, be compared with

the derived Aramean letters in the succeeding columns,

the reader will observe the progressive opening of the

closed loops, which pass through the forms of concave

curves till they finally become nearly horizontal lines.

The same tendency to extreme cursiveness which

destroyed the looped forms is also exhibited by other

letters, as he^ vau, zaytjt, cheth, and tau, which are apt

to lose the distinctive bars which render so legible

those alphabets by which they have been retained.

The ultimate result of these processes of deformation

may be seen by comparing a few letters of alphabets,

Looped Forms. Barred Forms.

Roman B D Q R z F E H T
Samaritan 9 ^ V V ^ ^ ? 5f •^ A

Hebrew a T V p 1 r 1 n n n

Syriac 3 y :i» s i
1

01 ^ L

Arabic «—

^

^ J J J a
ft -w ci^

Zend -) _5 7 S /
Ctt

such as the Roman or the Samaritan, which were
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unaffected by these influences, with the corresponding

letters in alphabets of Aramean origin.

If it had so chanced that the ancient syllabary of

Asia Minor had been superseded by the Semitic

alphabet at a somewhat later date than was actually

the case, the Ionian Greeks must have obtained their

letters from their Aramean neighbours in Cilicia, and

not from Phoenician traders. But in this case the

distinctive loops and bars, which render the alphabets

of Europe so legible when compared with the alphabets

of Asia, would have been already irrecoverably lost,

and the resulting ambiguity might easily have rendered

our books as difficult to read as Arabic or Zend, and

thus have quadrupled the existing troubles of school-

masters and children.

§ 2. NINEVEH AND THE SATRAPIES.

The earliest monuments which exhibit the distinctive

peculiarities of the Aramean script come from those

great storehouses of epigraphic materials, the buried

palaces of Nineveh. On the site of what must have

been once the Public Registry Office of the Assyrian

kings were found an immense number of clay or terra

cotta tablets inscribed with cuneiform records of legal

transactions of all sorts, such as exchanges of property,

leases of land, loans of money, or sales of slaves. On

the outer edge of these tablets a docket is occasionally

inscribed in alphabetic characters, containing a brief
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reference to the contents, evidently for the purpose of

enabling the keeper of the records to find any par-

ticular document in the archives where they v/ere

piled up. The docket either describes briefly the

nature of the deed, or merely gives the names of the

contracting parties. In addition to these alphabetic

dockets, there are other tablets on which some of the

witnesses have signed their names in Phoenician or

Aramean characters, in some cases the names having

apparently been inscribed on the soft clay with the

thumb nail instead of with a style.

These contract tablets, with the possible exception

of the records of the Egibi banking house at Babylon,

are the most curious revelations which remain to us of

the social life and the commerciah transactions of these

primitive times. One tablet, for instance, Is the record

of the loan of ten shekels of silver at usurious Interest

;

another is the lease of an estate, consisting of lands,

houses, gardens and orchards, for six years, at the annual

rent of one maneh (nearly twenty-four ounces) of silver,

equal to a little more than £6 of our own currency.

Then we have warrant notes for the delivery of corn
;

the sale of a house for half a maneh of silver, and of

three houses in Nineveh for thirty shekels. The

greater number of the tablets, however, relate to the

sale or exchange of slaves. There is a deed of

exchange by which a male slave is bartered for a girl

;

In another case a male slave is sold, together with his

mother ; and in a third instance a slave and his family,
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seven persons in all, are sold for three manehs of silver,

the name of the slave, Hoshea, indicating in all

probability that the family were among the captives

who had been brought from the land of Israel.^

Two of these dockets, selected because they are in

a better state of preservation than the rest, are here

reproduced on the actual scale. The first is dated in the

eponymy of Sin-sarra-uzur (moon-god defend the king),

and the second in that of Assur-lid-ani (Assur, bear

me). Both tablets therefore are later than the year

647 B.C., when our fragments of the eponymic lists

come to an end, and may probably be assigned to the

closing years of the reign of Assur-bani-pal. On the

first tablet^ the cuneiform inscription on the face is a

contract for the sale of a female slave called Arbail

Sarat, * Arbel of the queen,' for one and a half manehs

of silver. On the edge is an alphabetic docket

:

D^N^T 'aRB^L S^R^

"Sale of Arbel Sara."

* The first account of these tablets, with engravings and tentative

translations, was given in a memorable paper by Sir H. Rawlinson,

in vol. i. oi iht Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society^ new series, 1864,

pp. 187— 246. The best facsimiles, two of which are here repeated,

will be found in the Cuftei/orm Inscriptions of Western Asia, vol. iii.,

plate 46. The alphabet of the tablets is given in column iii. of the

Table on p. 250.

» See C. I. W. A., vol. iii., plate 46, No. i
; / R. A. S., vol. i.,

new series, plate i, No. i.
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The second tablet^ is a deed of sale of a house by Paqa-

ana-Arbail to Sir-Asha for half a maneh of silver.

The Phoenician docket on the edge is in two lines

:

vaqa^ 'arb'al

s^R 'Ash^.

These two tablets, of which the first can hardly be

anterior to the second by more than twenty years, exhibit

in actual progress the development of the test pecu-

liarities of the Aramean alphabet. On the first tablet

the loops of daleth and beth are open, while the loop

of resh is closed. On the second all the loops are

open, of resh as well as of beth and q'oph. These

dockets likewise suffice to prove that the evolution of

the Aramean alphabet took place at the same time as

the development of the Sidonian style of the Phoe-

nician alphabet out of the Tyrian type. This is shown

by the fact that the letters shin and lamed still preserve

the older forms, while the samekh is distinctively

Sidonian, and the tau transitional (see p. 201).

The contract tablets being legal documents, bear

definite dates, and thus supply valuable evidence as

to the precise period at which the peculiarities of

* See C. /. W, A., vol. iii., plate 46, No. 9 ; J, R. A. 5., vol. i.,

plate 3, No. 14.
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the Aramean alphabet originated. In all the tablets

executed in the second half of the 7th century the

alphabet is Aramean. In the first half of this century,

during the reigns of Sennacherib and Esarhaddon,

both styles are found. Thus there are three tablets

executed in the years 680, 683, and 687 respectively,

in which the alphabet is Aramean, while on the Sen-

nacherib lion weights, and on one of the Esarhaddon

tablets, it is Phoenician.

Towards the close of the 7th century the copious

stores of the Nineveh Record Office fail us, and

during the next two centuries the development of the

Aramean alphabet is attested only by a few sporadic

monuments.

Among these it has been usual to reckon one of the

most interesting and beautiful of early coins. This is

a large silver Daric, which presents on the reverse a

galley, and on the obverse a Persian king seated in his

chariot, with the legend mzdi in Aramean letters, which

seems to be the Persian word mizda, 'pay ' or * reward.'^

' See p. 52 supra. The coin seems to have been struck for dis-

tribution among the troops led by some Persian king in person on

an expedition to the West, in which naval and military forces

operated in conjunction. The character of the alphabet indicates

the beginning of the 5th century, so that the coin might comme-

morate the passage of the Bosphorus by Darius on his Scythian

expedition, or the invasion of Greece by Xerxes. From the style of

execution, however, and more particularly from the absence of an

incuse square or circle on the reverse, numismatists are inclined to

consider that the coin cannot be much earlier than the 4th century,
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Still more noteworthy is a bronze lion weight of

Assyrian style, but of provincial execution, which

was dug up in i860, on the site of Abydos in the

Troad, by a peasant working in his field.^ The

weight being nearly 57 lbs., it evidently represented a

Persian or Euboic talent. From the character of the

alphabet it may be assigned to the beginning of the

5th century.

LION WEIGHT FROM ABYDOS.

The inscription reads :

—

"Verified in presence of the supervisors of the silver.'*

Towards the close of the Achaemenian period we

in which case it may have been struck in Egypt at the time of the

expedition of Artaxerxes Ochus. See Head, Coinage of Lydia and

Persia, p. 43, and plate 3, no. 5 ; Six, in Numismatic Chronicle^

new series, vol. xvii. ; Gesenius, Monumenta^ plate 36, g ; Lenormant,

Alphabet Fh^nicien, vol. i., p. 208, plate ix., column 6.

' The engraving is taken from de Vogiid, Melanges, p. 181.

S
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come upon another store of epigraphic materials, which

carry on the history of the Aramean alphabet during

the 4th century. For this period we have to rely

chiefly on the legends of the coins which were struck

by the Persian satraps and the hereditary dynasts who

ruled over the provinces of Asia Minor ^ at the time

when, during the reigns of Artaxerxes Ochus and

his successors, the Persian empire was torn by a con-

tinual series of revolts. Asia Minor was the border-

land of three languages and of three alphabets. In the

provinces of Cilicia and Cappadocia, where the

population was mainly Semitic, the alphabet and

language of the coins is Aramean. The legends on

the coins of Pharnabazes (c. 410 B.C.) are Greek at

Cyzicus, and Aramean at Tarsus. Those of Datames

(c. 370 B.C.) are Greek at Sinope, and Aramean in

Cilicia. Those of the satraps of Lycia and Cappadocia

are either Lycian or Aramean. The coins struck

at Tarsus are exclusively Aramean. They usually

bear the designation of the ruling satrap, together

with the effigy and name of Baal-Tars, the local

Semitic deity.

The alphabet of these coins is given in column iv.

of the Table on p. 250. It does not differ materially

from the alphabet of the Nineveh contract tablets.

' The earliest recognition and investigation of the obscure coinage

of these princes is due to the labours of the Due de Luynes, whose

researches have been supplemented and completed by Blau, Levy,

and Waddington.
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The heads of the looped letters are more open, and

the outlines oi zayijt andj^^^^are simplified.

§ 3. EGYPT.

The Aramean coinage of the Satrapies comes to

an end with the conquests of Alexander in 334 B.C.

;

so that ibr the next three centuries we are mainly

dependent on documents of Egyptian origin. With

the exception of an Inscription from the Punjab, here-

after to be noticed, and a few Bactrian coins, Egypt

supplies the materials for the history of the Aramean

alphabet during the important period of transition

between the 4th and the ist centuries B.C.

Two of the Egyptian records are contemporaneous

with the coins of the Satrapies. The earliest is the Stele

of Sakkarah, which is dated in the 4th year of the reign

of Xerxes (482 b.c.) It is a bilingual, written in hiero-

glyphics and Aramean, but the writing is so indistinct

as to diminish the palaeographical value.^ In addition

to this stele, there is a document relating to certain

libations, which was discovered by M. Mariette in the

ruins of the Serapeum at Memphis. It may be

assigned to the end of the 5th or the beginning of the

4th century B.C., the alphabet being of the same type

as that of the coins of the Satrapies.

* A facsimile will be found in the Oriental Series of the Palaeo-

graphical Society, plate 64. Cf. Zeitschr.f. dgypt. Spr,^ xv., p. 127.

S 2
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The rest of the Egyptian monuments are of later

date, belonging to the 3rd and 2nd centuries. The

greater number are MSS. written on papyrus, and

hence the Aramean of Egypt is frequently designated

as the Aramean of the Papyri. Some, however, are

mortuary inscriptions, engraved on stone in imitation

of the cursive character used in the Papyri. The

external appearance of this alphabet, which is given in

columns v. and vi. of the Table on p. 250, has obviously

been greatly modified by the nature of the writing

material employed; but it becomes evident, on a closer

examination, that the peculiarities of this script are

superficial rather than essential. If attention be

directed, not to the mere external aspect, but to the

actual outline of the individual letters, it will be found

that the Egyptian monuments supply the true link

which connects the alphabet of the Satrapies with the

alphabet of the Herodian inscriptions from Jerusalem

and the earlier monuments of Palmyra.

The cardinal example of the Aramean of Egypt is

the well known * Carpentras inscription,' so called from

a small town near Avignon, where it is preserved in a

local museum. This monument is the funeral stele of

Ta-biii, a priestess of Osiris. The probable date is

the beginning of the 3rd century b.c.^ There are two

' The best engraving is published in the Oriental Series of the

Palaeographical Society, plate 64. It is also given by Gesenius,

together with facsimiles of the more important Papyri, Monumenta,

plates 28-33. One of the best of Lenormant's plates is devoted to a
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similar steles in existence, one in the Vatican, the other

formerly in the possession of the poet Samuel Rogers.

The papyri are more numerous. One is at Turin,

one is in the Louvre, two are at Rome, two at Cairo, and

two, which formerly belonged to the Due de Blacas

and bear his name, are now in the British Museum.

Of these MSS. the most recent, which may be assigned

to the end of the 2nd or the beginning of the ist

century B.C., are of a secular nature. The Paris

papyrus is the wine and cellar account rendered by the

steward of some important personage, while the

fragment in the Vatican is a stray leaf which has

chanced to escape destruction, belonging to the archives

of some department of the Egyptian government.

The contents of the other papyri are of a religious

character, consisting of fragments of prayers and pious

legends, which seem, mostly, to have been the produc-

tion of Jews resident in Egypt, and may belong to the

end of the 3rd century or the beginning of the second.

The fact that the alphabet of the papyri is employed

on the grave-stones of servants of the Egyptian

temples shows that it was in general use among the
\

Aramaic-speaking portion of the Egyptian people, and I

was not confined, as has been asserted, to residents

of Jewish nationality. As a specimen of this script,

a facsimile may be given of the Turin fragment.

comparative table of the alphabets of these Papyri. Alphabet Pheni-

cien, vol. i. plate xi.
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THE TURIN PAPYRUS. 1

The value of this series of Egyptian documents lies

mainly in the evidence which they afford as to the

changes which took place in the Aramean alphabet

during the period covered by the duration of the

Empire of the Ptolemies. Looking at columns v. and

vi. in the Table on p. 250, it will be seen that the tails

of certain letters, such as ^ap/i, lamed, mem.pe, and tsade,

which are straight on the coins of the Satrapies, begin

to curve towards the left, in the direction of the writing.

This tendency is of considerable importance for the

subsequent history of the Semitic alphabets ; it ex-

plains, for instance, how the Hebrew letters '2b ^ ^^
have come to be so wholly unlike the Phoenician forms

' M. Clermont-Ganneau (^Rev. Arch.^ August 1878 and Jan. 1879)

translates :

—

A Monseigneur Mitrawahishta ton serviteur Pakhim

Vivant, joyeux (en santd) et fort Monseigneur qu'il soit

M. Lenormant, following Gesenius, makes the ninth letter 1, and

translates :

—

Deus, domine mi ! ex conculcatione servum tuum Peckim e[ripe]

Vita unica et verax dominus meus Jehovah
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from which they were derived. Some other letters,

notably aleph, yod, samekh, and ''ayin, exhibit the

commencement of the changes which resulted in the

almost entire transformation of their primitive forms in

the alphabets of which the Aramean was the parent.

This will be seen by comparing the Phoenician letters

in column i. of the Table with the early Hebrew

characters in column vii. In the Egyptian Aramean

we may also discover the origin of the duplicate forms

of various letters which characterize the later Semitic

alphabets. In the earlier monumental scripts the

letters are separate, but in some of the Egyptian papyri

certain letters are united by ligatures, and at the same

time a separation is introduced between the words.^

Hence arose the differences between the initial and

final forms of several letters. In the Blacas papyrus,

and in the papyrus of the Louvre, a distinction has

already established itself between the final and the

initial forms of the letters kaph, lamed, and nun,

§ 4. PALMYRA.

The second stage of the Aramean alphabet is

succeeded in chronological and morphological sequence

by a third type, which lasted from the ist century B.C. to

the 3rd century a.d. While most of the monuments of

the second type have been found in Egypt, those of

* In the facsimile of the Turin fragment it will be noticed that the

words are separated, and that the ligature aleph-yod occurs twice.
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the third type have been obtained mainly from

Palmyra. This may be attributed to three causes.

The geographical isolation of Palmyra tended to

conserve longer than elsewhere the early type of the

Syrian alphabet ; while during the brief splendour

of Zenobia's rule many great public buildings, with

inscriptions, were erected ; and then the subsequent

desolation of the city and the dryness of the climate

saved these records from the destruction which a

populous site or a humid atmosphere are certain

ultimately to entail. There is no reason to suppose

that the alphabet of these inscriptions was confined

to Palmyra ; but the established designation of the

* Palmyrene Alphabet ' need not be discarded, if it be

clearly understood that it is used to denote the

alphabet of Central Syria at the commencement of

the Christian era. A comparison of columns vii. and

viii. in the Table on p. 250 will show that the early

Hebrew character used at Jerusalem during the

Herodian period did not differ appreciably from the

contemporary alphabet of Palmyra.

The Palmyrene inscriptions are very numerous,

more than a hundred still remain at Tadmor,^ and

there are several in the Museums of Oxford, Paris,

Rome and London. Four inscriptions in this cha-

racter have been found in Algeria, where a body of

' These have been carefully copied, and published either in the

great work of Messrs. Dawkins and Wood, or more recently by M.

Waddington and the Due de Luynes.
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Palmyrene archers seems to have been stationed.

Another of great interest^ has recently been discovered

in the Roman cemetery at South Shields, close to the

termination of the Roman Wall. It is a bilingual

epitaph, in Latin and Palmyrene, to the memory of

Regina, of the British tribe of the Catuvellauni, " the

freedwoman and wife of Barates, a Palmyrene."

Barates probably belonged to the Syrian cohort of

Hamath, which was stationed at Carvoran (Magnae)

on the Wall. The inscription is assigned to the

beginning of the 3rd century a.d.

The Palmyrene inscriptions extend over some three

centuries. The earliest dated monuments belong to

the years 9 B.C., 48 a.d., and 139 a.d. The greater

number, however, were written in the reigns of

Odenatus and Zenobia, 266 to 273 a.d., just before the

fall of Palmyra. Besides the usual monumental or

uncial alphabet, there is a cursive form which is used

in inscriptions of a less public character. One of

these cursive inscriptions, now at Rome, bears a date

corresponding to 235 a.d. This cursive alphabet,

together with the earlier and later forms of the

monumental character, will be found in columns viii.,

ix., and x. of the Table on p. 250.

It will be seen that the Palmyrene character is the

lineal descendant of the Aramean of Egypt ; the

Herodian or early Hebrew alphabet given in column

* See the facsimile, and the account by Prof. W. Wright, in the

Trans. Soc. Biblical Archaology^ vol. vi., p. 436.
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vii. forming a natural transition between the two.

The calHgraphic flourishes and ornaments, and the

rounded loops and curves of the later Palmyrene, show

that it was essentially a literary rather than a monu-

mental script. It is evident that the characters used

in MSS. of an ornate description were imitated on

stone, a very unsuitable material for such a purpose.

The broken lines of vauy qoph, and resh, and the

needless sweeps in aleph, c/ietk, and kapk^ are features

unsuitable for an epigraphic alphabet, but are easily

explained as the vagaries of fashion in a character

chiefly employed for costly codices.

These calligraphic flourishes disappear in the

cursive Palmyrene, but the tendencies to essential

changes in the forms of the letters are intensified, as

is always the case in cursive, as compared with

monumental scripts. But for this very reason the

cursive Palmyrene possesses a greater historical im-

portance, as it explains the origin of many peculiarities

in the Syriac, the Arabic, the Pehlevi, and other

cognate alphabets.

Thus the tendency to unite letters by ligatures, and

hence to originate distinct medial and final forms,

which began in the Aramean of Egypt, received further

development in the cursive Palmyrene. The practice

of curving the tails of certain letters towards the left

received also a further extension. In the case oi tau,

for instance, the cursive Palmyrene form explains how

in the Arabic v_j the whole of the horizontal bar of
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the primitive letter + has disappeared, so that nothing

is left but the curved tail of the vertical stroke. The

same causes have entirely transformed lained. The

Palmyrene explains the way in which the cross bar of

the primitive letter ^ has been transferred in its

Syriac descendant X to the opposite side of the

vertical stroke. Quite as curious is the transformation

of ^ayin. Originally a closed circle, in the early

Aramean it opens out at the top, in the middle

Aramean it becomes angular, and finally developes a

tail, which also gradually developes, till in the Syriac

^ the upper straight stroke is the sole survival of the

primitive circle ; while in the Arabic c the tail of the

Palmyrene letter is curved to the right and becomes

the most conspicuous feature in the character. The

tails of mem and samekh are turned to the left, so as to

give rise to the looped forms D and D which these

letters assume in square Hebrew. The Arabic and

Syriac forms of gimel, cheth, qoph, and 7iu7i may also

easily be traced to peculiarities which first make their

appearance in the Palmyrene.

Hitherto we have been able to consider the

Aramean as the undivided alphabet which prevailed

for several centuries throughout Western Asia. With

the overthrow of the Seleucidan empire, followed by

the desolation of Palmyra, it parted into five great

national types, to which religious causes gave a

singular vitality. We have now to follow the history

of these five great branches. They are, (i) the
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Hebrew or Jewish, (2) the Syriac or Christian, (3) the

Mongolian or Buddhist, (4) the Arabic or Mohamedan,

(5) the Pehlevi or Zoroastrian.

§ 5. HEBREW.

We have already seen that the modern Hebrew

alphabet differs fundamentally from the character in

which the Jewish Scriptures were originally written.

After the return from exile, the ancient alphabet of

Israel, although retained upon the Maccabean coins,

and probably also for copies of the Scriptures, was, for

other puFposeSy gradually abandoned in favour of the

more cursive Aramean alphabet, which was the

ordinary mercantile script of the contiguous regions,

Mesopotamia, Cilicia, Syria, Egypt, and other pro-

vinces of the Persian empire. From the Babylonian

Talmud we learn that in the 5th century a.d. the

Jews preserved a tradition of this change of alphabet,

which was attributed to Ezra. The statement in

the Talmud can however only be regarded as an

approximation to the actual facts. No doubt many of

the returning exiles continued to employ the alphabet

with which they had become familiar in Babylon,

while the scribes, and those who had been left in the

land, retained for a time the ancient alphabet. Thus

both scripts were probably employed concurrently for a

considerable period. The Egyptian papyri sufficiently

prove that from the beginning of the 2nd century
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B.C., if not earlier, the Aramean alphabet was that

which was ordinarily used by Jews resident in Egypt;

and there is no reason to suppose that at this period

the alphabet of Palestine differed in any respect

from the Aramean alphabet used in the neighbouring

lands. It must therefore be assumed that the Aramean

of the papyri represents most closely the character

into which the Hebrew Scriptures were transliterated

when the ancient alphabet of Israel began to fall into

disuse.

The development of the modern square Hebrew as

a distinct script seems to have commenced in the ist

century B.C. On the dissolution of the Seleucidan

empire the Western Aramean broke up into national

scripts. It was at this time, under the rule of the

Idumean princes, that the Hebrew alphabet, as the

Aramean of southern Syria may now be called, first

begins to be distinguishable from the alphabet of

Central Syria, which goes by the name of the

Palmyrene. How slight were the differences which

at first distinguished these two alphabets may be seen

by comparing the contemporary alphabets of Jerusalem

and Palmyra, which are placed side by side in columns

iv. and v. of the Table on the following page.

A differentiation having once been established, the

divergence went on rapidly increasing, until, in the

course of the next few centuries, the northern Aramean

developed at Edessa into what is known as the Syriac

alphabet, while out of the southern Aramean the Jews
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of Jerusalem and Babylon evolved the wholly dis-

similar alphabet which is employed in our Hebrew

Bibles.^

We possess an unusually complete series of dated

monuments, by means of which the evolution of the

square Hebrew character can be traced.

There are four inscriptions from Jerusalem which

are believed to be anterior to the destruction of the city

by Titus. The first of these, though only a fragment

containing seven letters, is of singular interest.

We learn from Josephus that when the Temple was

rebuilt by Herod, notices, which were written both

in Greek and Latin, were placed in the outer court,

enjoining reverent behaviour, and forbidding Gentiles,

under pain of death, to pass the limits prescribed

to them. One of these steles, containing the Greek

version of the ordinance, has recently been discovered

' The Table exhibits the nature of these changes. The introduction

of ligatures increased the number of final forms, which are found in five

letters, Mph^ mem, mm, pe, and tsade. Owing to the same cause the

horizontal bars at the bottom of 1 D O 3 D S) :» have arisen out of the

nearly vertical tails of their primitive prototypes ; while the uppei

bars of 2 "T D D J D "I are due to the opening of the closed loops and

zigzags of the earlier forms. This destruction of the primitive

distinctive features has caused the inconvenient similarity of so many

of the letters. The reader will find it instructive to try and identify

the component parts of the various letters. He will see for instance

that in 21 the cross bar has worked down from the top to the bottom

of the letter ; while in H the horizontal line corresponds to the upper

bar in our own E, whose second bar has gradually become vertical

and detached, while the third bar has disappeared.
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by M. Clermont-Ganneau. While exploring the

substructures of the Temple, M. de Saulcy^ was so

fortunate as to come upon an ancient drain, in which

he found a portion of a similar stele inscribed with

Hebrew letters of extremely primitive form, deeply and

regularly cut. That this fragment belonged to a

Hebrew version of the notice may be conjectured with

some certainty from the remaining words, which may

be rendered *' Here let every man keep

silence." We obtain therefore a monument which

may be confidently assigned to the end of the ist

century B.C.

Of the same date, or nearly so, and of a length

sufficient to supply the forms of all but three of the

Hebrew letters, is the inscription on the well known

sepulchre in the valley of Jehosaphat which goes by

the name of the Tomb of St. James, but which is really

the burial place of the priestly family of the Beni-

Hezir.

We have also an inscription on a sarcophagus which

was found in a cave below the so-called Tomb of the

Kings at Jerusalem. As this cave was used as a

charnel house during the siege by Titus, the inscription

cannot be later than the year 70 a.d. On another

tomb, situated to the north-east of Jerusalem, a portion

of an epitaph is still legible, and may be assigned, on

palaeographical grounds, to about the same period.

* De Saulcy, Voyage en Terre Sainte^ vol. ii. pp. 12, 13.
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The alphabet obtained from these four inscriptions

is given in column v. of the Table. It may be

regarded with confidence as the Hebrew alphabet of

the Herodian period. As an alphabet it is decidedly-

superior to our modern square Hebrew, of which it

is the earliest form ; and it is not without interest

of another kind, as it must have been the very

alphabet which was ordinarily used by our Lord and

his Apostles.

These four inscriptions, which have made it possible

to determine the primitive form of the Hebrew

alphabet, are all from the neighbourhood of Jerusalem.

But it is worthy of note that the inscriptions of the

centuries subsequent to the dispersion, by means of

which the history of the development of the Hebrew

alphabet is carried on, have been obtained from the

remotest regions of the civilized world. From Italy

and Gaul, from Spain and the Crimea, from Babylon

and Aden, from Tiflis and Derbend, we obtain

inscriptions, many of them with definite dates, showing

how wide was the dispersion of the Jewish race, and

also how constant was the intercommunication between

the scattered exiles, who retained, wherever their lot

might be cast, their ancient language and the peculiar

alphabet of their sacred books.

The epitaphs, about 700 in number, from the

cemeteries of the Karaite Jews in the Crimea, which

have been brought forward by Messrs. Firkowitz and

Chwolson, are probably genuine, but the very early
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dates' claimed for some of them have been the cause

of so much controversy that at present it may hardly

be safe to include them among the materials from

which the history of the Hebrew alphabet must be

compiled.

From the two Jewish catacombs at Rome there are

several bilingual inscriptions, which are assigned to

the 2nd and 3rd centuries. Of the same date are the

inscriptions published by Renan from the synagogues

of Kefr Beraim in Galilee. To the 4th century must

be ascribed an inscription from Bybios, an epitaph

from the cemetery at Aries, and an inscription written

by two Jewish pilgrims from Sicily, on a column in

the vaults under the Mosque El Aksa at Jerusalem.

The alphabet of these inscriptions is given in column

vi. of the Table.

Of greater palaeographical importance are the caba-

listic incantations found on six earthenware bowls,

obtained from an ancient Jewish cemetery at Babylon.

These inscriptions, which are written with ink round

the interior of the bowls, are of considerable length,

and their contents are extremely curious. They con-

sist of amulets and charms against sorcerers, witchcraft,

and disease; exorcisms against evil spirits, Satan, Nerig,

* They bear dates ranging from the ist to the loth century a.d.

Three purport to belong to the ist century. On palaeographic

grounds, if the hypothesis of forgery be excluded, there is no reason

to dispute the greater number of these attributions. The alphabets

are given by Lenormant, plate 15, and by Madden, Coins of the Jews.
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Abitur, and the ruler of the nocturnal monsters ; with

invocations of the nine guardian angels, Barakiel

Ramiel, Raamiel, Nahabiel, Sharmiel, Nadkiel, Damiel,

Hachael, and Ashriel, and also of the unnamed angel

to whom there are eleven names. It has been con-

jectured that the writing was intended to be dissolved

in water, and drunk as a prophylactic against witchcraft

or disease. These curious amulets bear no dates, but

from the nature of the Mishnaic dialect employed, from

the character of the Gnostic ideas, and from the fact

that the Estrangelo alphabet is used on one of the

bowls, it has been concluded that four of the cups

belong to the 4th and 5th centuries, while another is as

late as the 7th. The two alphabets—the earlier and

the later—used on these bowls, are given, side by side,

in column vii, of the Table.^

To the 7th century belong the celebrated trilingual

inscription from Tortosa in Spain, a dated inscription

from Narbonne, and another from Vienne in France.

For the period between the 4th and loth centuries the

inscriptions from the Jewish cemetery at Venosa, in

Southern Italy, are of great importance. From Aden,

where the Jews seem to have been numerous, we have

two dated inscriptions which were written in the years

717 and 916 A.D.

From this time onwards we possess Hebrew manu-

scripts of undoubted authenticity. Of these the most

* The bowls are now in the British Museum, They are described

and engraved by Layard, Nineveh and Babylon^ pp. 509— 526.

T 2
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important is the " Odessa Codex," now at St. Peters-

burg, which was originally obtained from a synagogue

in the Crimea.^ This beautiful MS. is a small folio

of 225 pages, containing Isaiah, Jeremiah, and the

Minor Prophets. From a colophon at the end we

learn that it was completed in the year 916 a.d.

The readings and punctuation differ from those found

in our printed Bibles, and are believed to represent

the text adopted by the Babylonian Massoretic school.^

The Odessa Codex proves that in the loth century

the Hebrew letters had practically assumed their

modern forms, though not their modern aspect. The

squareness and uniformity, as well as the useless

ornamental apices, which are so characteristic of

Hebrew typography,^ are due to the schools of calli-

graphy which arose at the beginning of the 12th

' In the Firkowitz collection, now at St Petersburg, are a number

of rolls purporting to have been obtained from the synagogues of

the Karaite Jews in the Crimea, which bear dates from the 5th cen-

tury downwards. These MSS., however, are subject to even greater

suspicion than the lapidary records to which reference has already

been made. The Ben Asher Codex, recently discovered at Aleppo,

and a MS. belonging to the Karaite Jews at Cairo, are older than the

Odessa Codex.

' The alphabet of this MS. is given in column vni. of the Table on

p. 270. A facsimile of a few verses, copied from the photo-litho-

graphic reproduction, published by Dr. Strack, will be found in the

Trans. Soc. Bibl. Archceology, vol. v. p. 129.

3 The change is marked by two MSS. in the British Museum,

respectively written in 109 1 and 1189 a.d. In the former there is

hardly a trace of the apices, while in the latter they are conspicuous.
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century. There were two leading styles of penmanship,

the Spanish, which was more massive and monumental,

and the German, which was somewhat elongated and

pointed. The Spanish style was imitated in the types

used to print the Antwerp polyglot and the Bible of

Henry Stephens, while the German style, which first

appears in the Munster Bible, has survived in the

types now generally employed in European printing

offices. These types have little to recommend them.

They are trying to the eyes of students and com-

positors ; several letters, such as 2 and J, 1 and 1, or

D and D, being so much alike as to be difficult to

distinguish. Hence the primary requisite in a good

alphabet, legibility and distinctness, is not attained.

Neither great antiquity nor the deliberate choice of

scholars can be pleaded in favour of these particular

forms, the original adoption of which seems to have

been almost a matter of accident. They were copied

from the ornate MSS. which happened to be most in

vogue at the time when the first Hebrew books were

printed, very much as the " black letter " of our early

printed books was an imitation of the vicious style

of contemporary MSS. Except in Germany, the

mediaeval black letter has, with manifest advantage,

been replaced by the distinct and beautiful Roman

minuscule of an earlier period. In Greek printed

books there can be no question as to the immense

improvement which has been effected by exchanging

the illegible contracted minuscule of the 1 5th century for
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the older style which is now employed. In respect of

Hebrew, the gain would be as great if type-founders

would have the courage to adopt the older forms,

which are better because more simple and more

legible. There is no reason, except mere custom,

why Hebrew students should continue to be troubled

with the fantastic calligraphy of the 14th century,

when it would be so easy to revert to the better

alphabet of earlier times.^

Besides the square Hebrew character, which is used

for printed books and for the sacred rolls of the

synagogues, there are other less elaborate styles. Of

what is called Rabbinical Hebrew the chief types are

the Northern, which embraces the German and the

Polish styles, and the Southern, which includes the

Italian or Raschi and the Spanish-Levantine. The

German Rabbinical is descended from the square

Hebrew of the nth century. The Spanish-Levantine

is of considerable antiquity. It does not differ greatly

from the 7th century Tortosa inscription, and this

again resembles the alphabet of the Babylonian cups.

Of the so-called cursive scripts, the two varieties

used by the Jews in Algiers and in Morocco are

manifestly derived from the Spanish-Levantine. The

' If the Archaic alphabet of the Herodian period be thought too

unfamiliar, the style shown in the inscriptions of Babylon, Aden, and

Tortosa, or in some good early manuscript, such as the Odessa

Codex, might be taken as a model. Of the lapidary types, the Aden

inscription of 717 a.d. leaves little to desire.
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cursive script which is now used by the German Jews
comes from the "Female German," which is of the

same type as the Raschi. It is easy to write, though

somewhat difficult to read.^

A description of the elaborate system of points, by

means of which the vowels are indicated in modern

Hebrew, would be more suitable to a Hebrew Grammar
than to a History of the Alphabet. A brief account

of the origin of the punctuation may however be

admissible as an illustration of the fundamental im-

perfections of Semitic as compared with non-Semitic

alphabets.

The peculiar structure of the Semitic languages

made it possible, as has already been explained (p. 183),

to dispense altogether with a notation for the vowels.

None of the earlier Semitic alphabets possessed any

such notation. In Aryan and Turanian languages

the vowels are radical and essential, and hence we

find that the adoption of a Semitic alphabet by a non-

Semitic people has been invariably accompanied by

the development of actual letters to express the vowel

sounds. This is the case with the Greek, the Parsi,

the Armenian, the Mongol, and the Indian alphabets.

In each of these instances the symbols for the breaths

* An attempt to show compendiously the broad features which

distinguish Rabbinical and cursive Hebrew has been made in the

last three columns of the Table on p. 270; for further details, see

columns 45 to 50 of Euting's admirable Schrifttafel. Cf. Lenormant,

Alphabet Pfihiiden, vol. i., plate xviii.
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and the weaker consonants were transformed into

vowel signs. The six- Greek vowels, alpha^ epsilon,

eta^ iotUy omicron, and upsilon, were developed out of

alephy hey cketh, yod, ^ayin, and vau. In Armenian,

Georgian, and Mongolian, a similar result has been

attained in very nearly the same way. In Parsi no

less than seventeen distinct vowel signs were evolved

by differentiation out of aleph, vau, and yod, while in

India the fourteen Sanskrit vowel signs, and a still

larger number in the Dravidian scripts, have arisen out

of aleph, vau, and ''ayin, and the liquids lamed and resh.

In no Semitic language has any analogous

operation taken place. The nearest approach to it

is found in the very curious script invented by the

Mendaites, a semi-Christian people who now occupy

the ancient Chaldean territory at the head of the

Persian Gulf. Atrophied forms of aleph, vau, 2Lndyod

are joined by ligatures to the consonants, so as to

constitute a sort of syllabary. A somewhat similar

notation, of obscure origin, is employed also in

Ethiopic.

The first step towards the evolution of vowel signs

may be observed even in the earliest Phoenician texts

;

the weak consonants being employed as matres lectionis

to denote the cognate vowel sounds when emphatic.

In Syriac, Arabic, and Hebrew a system wholly

divergent from that of the Aryan languages was

ultimately adopted, the vowel sounds being expressed

by means of diacritical points. This plan is of com-
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paratively late introduction, and is so troublesome that

its use has always been much restricted. Arabic

scribes usually omit the vowel points, except in difficult

poetry, in philological works, and in copies of the Koran,

and the rolls read in the Jewish synagogues are as a

rule unpointed.

The exact date at which vowel points were first

introduced is not known with certainty. The Greek

transcription of Hebrew names by the Septuagint

translators and by Josephus proves that in the copies

of the Scriptures to which they had access there was

no method of denoting the vowels. It is also

admitted that in the time of Jerome the vocalization

of Hebrew was known only by oral teaching.

Vowel points make their earliest appearance in

Syriac. An imperfect notation was employed in the

time of St. Ephraem (c. 370 a.d.), and is used, excep-

tionally, in a manuscript in the British Museum which

was written in the year4iiA.D.^ This was replaced

by a more elaborate system in the course of the 6th

century. The Hebrew vowel points were doubtless

suggested by the Syriac use. Two different systems

of punctuation were invented nearly simultaneously ;

one, which has now fallen into disuse, arose at Babylon,^

while the other, which is that now employed, originated

in the Palestinian schools.

* Add. MSS., no. 12,150. Facsimile in Land, Anecdnta Syriaca^

vol. i., plate iv.

' The Babylonian system is known to us from the Odessa Codex.
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In neither case does this seem to have been effected

before the close of the Talmud in the 6th century.

The Talmud, it is true, refers to certain signs by

which the pronunciation of difficult words could be

indicated, but it is evident that these signs were

exceptional, and that the vowel points as we have

them were then unknown. Soon after the close of the

Talmud, however, the preservation of the traditional

pronunciation was systematically undertaken, and the

work is believed to have been completed before the

end of the 7th century.

This great enterprise was due to a body of trained

scholars, who were called the Massoretes, or ** pos-

sessors of the tradition." By means of an elaborate

system of vowel points and musical accents, the

precise traditional vocalization and intonation of every

word of the sacred volume was transmitted to pos-

terity. Hence the Massoretic points of our Hebrew

Bibles embody only the pronunciation, which, till the

seventh century, had been orally handed down in the

synagogues of Tiberias. It can easily be shown,

however, that this traditional pronunciation differs con-

siderably from that of Alexandria at the time when

the Septuagint translation was made, and it is doubtless

still more remote from the pronunciation at the time

The vowel points are somewhat different in form from our own,

and are placed above instead of below the letters. The tonal

accents differ also in form and disposition. See Ginsburg, in Trans,

Soc. Bibl. Arch., vol. v., p. 131.
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when Hebrew was a living language. This, it is to

be feared, is now lost beyond recovery.

§ 6. SYRIAC.

Attention has been already drawn to the fact that

the later developments of the Aramean alphabet

were determined mainly by religious causes. From the

Aramean of the Seleucidan epoch sprang four great

literary alphabets, which conserve the sacred books of

the four great religions of Western Asia. The variety

of the Aramean alphabet in which the Koran chanced

to be composed goes by the name of Arabic ; the

Aramean of the Jewish dispersion is called Hebrew
;

Parsi is the Aramean alphabet of the Zoroastrians

;

while Syriac is the name used to designate the

Aramean of the Christian peoples of the East. But

since the people who were called Syrians by the

Greeks knew themselves by the name of Arameans,

we may expect to find that the Syriac language and

the Syriac script are the lineal representatives of the

language and script of ancient Aram.

From the 6th century B.C., as we have already seen,

(p. 246), the Aramaic speech began to extend itself

beyond its original limits, and owing to political and

commercial causes gradually became the linguafranca

of the Seleucidan empire, supplanting one by one the

contiguous Semitic languages—Assyrian, Babylonian,

Hebrew, and Phoenician. The Aramean alphabet
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attained an even wider extension than the Aramaic

speech, and at length extirpated all the independent

North Semitic scripts.

In the early Christian centuries the Mesopotamian

city of Edessa rose to great importance, becoming the

head-quarters of Aramean culture, as Antioch was of

Grecian learning. From the second to the seventh

century, which was the flourishing period of Syriac

literature, Edessa was the seat of a great theologic

school. Here, soon after the close of the second cen-

tury, was made the Syriac translation of the Scriptures

which goes by the name of the Peshito version, and

this helped to give a wide diffusion among all

Aramean peoples to the local dialect and alphabet of

Edessa.

The conquests of the xA.rabs, and the consequent

spread of the faith of Islam, brought the Arabic speech

and the Meccan type of the Aramean alphabet into

competition with the language of Aram and the

alphabet of Edessa, which had prevailed so widely for

many centuries. In the 8th century Syriac rapidly

declined, and soon nearly disappeared as a living

language. It now survives mainly as the liturgical

language of the Jacobite Christians of Aleppo and of

the Maronites of the Lebanon, while as a spoken

tongue it is represented only by a few Neo-Syrian

dialects which linger on the shores of Lake Urumiah

in North-Western Persia, and in the mountains of

Kurdistan.
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The Syrlac alphabet has shared the fortunes of

the Syrlac language. Like its near congener the

Palmyrene, it is descended from the Aramean alphabet

of the second epoch. Several of the peculiarities

which distinguish the Syriac alphabet from the Palmy-

rene are exhibited on certain coins struck at Edessa

during the ist century a.d., and also in a bilingual

inscription on a tomb at Jerusalem, which must be

earlier than the siege by Titus, and which seems to

relate to some person connected with Helena, Queen

of Adiabene. Hence we learn that the development

of the Syriac alphabet as a distinct script commenced

as early as the 1st century ; and also that the Syriac

was not, as has been supposed, derived from the

Palmyrene, but was an independent development from

a common source.

The form of the Syriac alphabet which prevailed

during the flourishing period of Syrian culture is called

the EsTRANGELO. Of this name the usual explanation,

first propounded by Michaelis, and adopted by Adler,

Land, and Lenormant, derives it from two Arabic words

which signify 'the writing of the Gospels.' In support

of this etymology it is alleged that the older uncial

characters were retained for copies of the Scriptures,

after they had been replaced for ordinary purposes by

more cursive scripts. Noldeke, however, the latest and

best authority, prefers, and apparently with good reason,

an older derivation, first suggested by Assemani, from

the Greek aTpoyyvXrjy 'rounded,' a term which would
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appropriately distinguish the bold uncial forms of the

Estrangelo letters from the later cursive script which

the Syrians call Serta, or 'linear.' This is the correct

name for the modern Western minuscule which often

goes by the name of Peshito, a Syriac word meaning

* simple/ * usual/ * common/ applied to distinguish the

ordinary script from the more archaic and elaborate

writing employed for liturgical purposes. The name

Peshito, however, if used to denote the modern Syriac

minuscule, is open to serious objection, as the same

word has also established itself as the designation of the

ancient Syriac version of the Scriptures. This was made

early in the 3rd century a.d., and was therefore, beyond

a doubt, written in the Estrangelo character, whereas

the variety of the Syriac alphabet which also goes by

the name of Peshito dates only from the 9th century. It

is true that the Peshito, that is the Vulgate, or common

Syriac version, is now printed in the Peshito, the

vulgar or common Syriac alphabet ; but, although the

name may thus be justified, it is desirable to discontinue

an ambiguous and confusing nomenclature, especially

as it is so easy to substitute for it a convenient and

well established name. The Serta, or ' linear ' script,

which is the correct designation of modern Syriac, was

probably so called, as Hoffmann has suggested, because

of the characteristic horizontal line or ligature which

unites the lower portions of the letters, and thus

distinguishes it from the Estrangelo, or * rounded

'

character.
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The most ancient dated SyriacMS .that has comedown

to us was written in the year 411 a.d./ and exhibits

the Estrangelo character in its full perfection. Down
to the end of this century the Estrangelo continued to

be the sole Syriac script. At the beginning of the 6th

century it began to develope the more cursive forms

which gradually replaced it; but till the 8th century,

when it fell altogether into disuse, the Estrangelo

continued to be employed for uncial manuscripts and

ornate codices.

The Estrangelo differs from the Palmyrene in being

a literary rather than a lapidary script. Hence, as in

all cursive alphabets, the tendency is to increase the

breadth and to diminish the height of the letters, and

more especially so to modify their forms as to make it

easy to unite them by ligatures. In the Aramean of

Egypt, where ligatures first appear, they are used only

for three or four letters ; in the Palmyrene the number

is increased to twelve characters, whose forms chanced

to be such as make it easy to unite them with either

the preceding or the following letter. But when we
come to the Estrangelo we find that ligatures are

employed in the case of every letter of the alphabet, a

' This beautiful Codex is among the treasures of the British

Museum (Add. MSS. no. 12,150). It contains the Clementine

Recognitions and two treatises by Eusebius. A facsimile has been

published by the Palaeographical Society, Oriental Series, vol. i

,

plate II ; Wright, Catalogue of Syriac MSS., plate i ; also by Land,

Anecdota Syriaca, vol. i., plates 2 and 4, and p. 65. See Cureton,

Festal Letters of Athanasius, pp. xv. to xxvi.
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fact which sufficiently accounts for the great apparent

changes in the alphabetic forms. That the universal

use of ligatures must necessarily modify the outlines of

the letters is easily seen. The case of the Roman
minuscules, and the cursive forms derived from them,

explains the mode in which such influences operate.

It is easy to see, for instance, that the forms of the let-

ters b f g h p r have been transmuted into //V h^ i^

because the script formation offers greater facilities for

obtaining speed by joining letters. Now, if the reader

will compare the Palmyrene and the Syriac forms

given in the Table on the opposite page, he will see

that the changes in the letters which have undergone

the greatest amount of alteration, such as olaf, he,

heth, teth, shin, and tau, can thus be readily explained.

To the same cause is due the startling difference

which is sometimes found between the initial and final

forms of the same letter, as in the following cases :

—

I ""a n k

Initials : 2:^^ ^ j ;>

Finals : ^ ^ ^ ^

Up to the close of the 5th century there is only one

Syriac script, the Estrangelo. The style in fashion at

Edessa prevailed over the whole Syrian region, both

in the Roman and the Persian provinces. This unity

of type was brought to an end by the great heresies,

and the consequent schisms, of the 5th and following

centuries. The replacement of the Estrangelo by a

u
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variety of cursive scripts was influenced in a most

curious manner by theological disputes which turned

on the most subtle metaphysical distinctions.

Some of the secondary Syriac alphabets— Nestorian,

Jacobite, Maronite—derive their very names from

Syrian heresiarchs. The History of the Alphabet at

this period is therefore inextricably involved with the

history of minute theological distinctions, and of the

great councils which were summoned to pronounce

upon them.

The earliest of these schisms, that which takes its

name from Nestorius, had a greater influence on the

development and diffusion of the alphabet than any

single event that can be named, save the rise of Islam,

and actually resulted in transporting a form of the

5th century alphabet of Edessa as far as the southern

extremity of India, and the remote shores of China.

Nestorius, a Syrian who was Bishop of Constan-

tinople, doubted whether the Virgin Mary should be

styled 0eoTo/co<?, the 'mother of God.' The Council

of Ephesus, usually called the Third General Council,

was summoned by Theodosius the Younger, and met

in 431 to decide the question. By the violence of

Cyril of Alexandria, who presided at the council,

Nestorius was condemned unheard, deposed, and

banished. Our involuntary sympathy with the victim

makes it easy to understand how warmly the Oriental

provinces espoused his cause. Barsumus, a doctor of

Edessa, who was a zealous partisan of Nestorius,
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having been ejected from his chair, took refuge in

Persia, and in 435 became Bishop of Nisibis, where

he founded a school of theology in rivalry of that of

Edessa. The reigning Sassanian monarch, Firoz,

who espoused the cause of the Nestorians, made over

to them the patriarchal See of Ctesiphon (Seleucia),

and expelled their opponents from Persia, just as the

Nestorians themselves had been driven from those

parts of Syria which were subject to Constantinople.

From the school of Nisibis proceeded those bands

of adventurous missionaries who during the 6th and

the succeeding centuries spread the Nestorian tenets

over Egypt, Arabia, India, Tartary and China.

The more vehement opponents of Nestorius naturally

transgressed, in an opposite direction, the strict line of

orthodoxy. This reaction from Nestorianism took

shape in the heresy of the Monophysites, who were

led by Eutychus. The Council of Chalcedon, called

the Fourth General Council, which was summoned by

Marcian in 451, condemned the Eutychian doctrines.

As the Eastern Syrians were mainly Nestorians, so

the Syrians of the West sided for the most part with

the Eutychians; but those Syrian Christians who,

though not Greeks, followed the doctrines of the

Greek Church as declared at the Council of Chalcedon,

were called by their opponents, by way of reproach,

Melchites, ' royalists ' or * imperialists,' because they

submitted to the edict of Marcian in favour of the

decrees of the Council of Chalcedon.

u 2
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The Jacobites were the followers of Jacob Baradseus,

a monk who revived in the next century the languish-

ing Monophysite heresy, and died Bishop of Edessa

in 578. By his untiring energy he converted to the

Eutychian creed the Syrian, Armenian, Coptic, and

Abyssinian Churches; so that to this day the Patriarch

of Antioch is a Jacobite, as well as the Patriarch of

Alexandria, whose jurisdiction is still acknowledged

by the remote Primate of Abyssinia.

The Monothelites, a sect who adopted in a modified

form the views of the Monophysites, were condemned

by the Sixth General Council in 680. Their opinions

took root among the Mardaites, a people of Lebanon,

who about the end of the 7th century received the

name of Maronites, from Maro their first Bishop.

They afterwards abjured the Monothelite heresy, and

were admitted into communion with Rome in 1182.

We can now trace the effects of these successive

schisms on the fortunes of the Syriac alphabet. The

Christians of Persia were exclusively Nestorian, so

that the line which divided the Sassanian kingdom

from the Roman empire severed also the Churches of

the East from the culture of the ancient school of

Edessa. Henceforward the Syriac alphabet is parted

into two branches, the Eastern and the Western,

which pursued their independent developments. The

Nestorian, or, as it is sometimes called, the Syro-

Chaldaic alphabet, is merely the Syriac alphabet as

it was used in the Sassanian realm.
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The Nestorlans took with them that form of the

Estrangelo which prevailed at the time of the schism.

We possess Nestorian MSS. dated in the years 600

and 768 A.D., but the forms vary little from the Estran-

gelo of the 6th century. The distinctive Nestorian

peculiarities make their earliest appearance in a MS.

written at Haran in 899 a.d. The modern Nestorian,

as now used by the Syro-Chaldee Churches in the

Persian province of Azerbijan, exhibits somewhat more

cursive forms, but is nevertheless the most archaic of

existing Syriac scripts.

It was probably about the 9th century that the

Nestorian alphabet was carried by Nestorian mis-

sionaries to India, where it is still used by their converts,

the so-called " Christians of St. Thomas," on the Malabar

coast. Nine additional characters have been borrowed

from the Malayalim, a local Indian alphabet, in order

to express certain peculiar Dravidian sounds. The

original twenty-two Syriac letters have however

remained almost absolutely true to the Nestorian

forms of the 9th century. This curious composite

alphabet is called Karshuni, a term whose meaning is

unknown, though it is probably of Syrian origin, being

also applied by the Maronites to the Syriac characters

in which Arabic is sometimes written.

It is not only on the Indian Ocean that we find

traces of the successful labours of the Nestorian

missionaries. Soon after the schism they penetrated

among the Turkic hordes of Central Asia, and even
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crossed the great Wall of China. The Mongolian, the

Kalmuk, and the Manchu alphabets, to whose singular

history the next section will be devoted, are found to

resolve themselves into slightly disguised forms of the

Estrangelo alphabet as it was at the time of the

Nestorian schism.

Within the Roman frontier the fortunes of the

Syriac alphabet were less eventful. In the 6th

century the Jacobite revival of the Eutychian heresy

divided the Western Syriac alphabet into two branches,

a northern and a southern. The Syrians of Palestine,

who remained in communion with the Orthodox

Church, are known by the name of Melchites, while

the northern Syrians followed Jacob Baradaeus, who

became Bishop of Edessa. The modern Jacobites,

who may be said to continue the Syrian Church and

alphabet in the line of direct descent, are now under

the Patriarch of Antioch. Their alphabet differs little

from that of the Maronites of the Lebanon, and goes by

the names of Modern Syriac, Peshito, or Serta. The

types in column iv. of the Table on p. 288 were

cut under the direction of the present Patriarch of

Antioch, and represent the Jacobite alphabet of the

1 2th or 13th century.^ The modern Jacobite, or Serta,

will be found in column v. of the same Table.

Of the alphabet used by the Melchites of Palestine,

whose separation from the other Syrians dates from

the Council of Chalcedon, two widely different forms

' Cf. Land, Anec. Syr., vol. i., plate xxi.
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are known,—an early uncial form which is found

in three very ancient MSS. which probably belong to

the 7th or possibly to the 6th century, and a later

cursive form employed in numerous MSS. from Nitria

and elsewhere, dating from the 1 1 th to the 1 4th

centuries. These two forms are so distinct that they

may conveniently be distinguished by separate names.

The uncial Melchite, called Hierosolymitan by Adler

and Hoffmann, goes generally by the name of the Syro-

Palestinian.^ This remarkable alphabet preserves and

exaggerates many of the most archaic features of the

Estrangelo, but, as Land has suggested, it has

doubtless been affected by an intentional imitation of

the style of Byzantine manuscripts. The Melchites

being the only Syrians who remained in communion

with the orthodox Greek Church, this Byzantine

influence can be easily accounted for. The later

cursive Melchite is wholly unlike the Syro- Palestinian,

and is the most deformed of all Syriac scripts.

The evidence of Greek influence is not confined to

the Syro- Palestinian alphabet, but is curiously exhibited

by the Jacobite adoption of superscribed Greek vowels

in place of the primitive Syriac system of points.

The five vowel sounds ^, e^ o, /, u, which in the older

notation were indicated by the points -^ y "^
^ 9' ^^^

conveniently expressed by the symbols ^ ^ ^ -^ -?:, which

* See col. ii. of the Table on p. 288. Cf. Land, Anec. Syr.y vol. i.,

p. 89; Wright, Catalogue of Syriac MSS., plate 18; Noldeke, Syr.

Gram., col. 5 of the Schrifttafel.
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are merely the Greek vowels A E O H Y turned upon

their sides.^

It Is doubtful whether the singular Mendalte

character^ should be classed among theSyriac alphabets.

It is used by the people who are variously called

Sabeans, Nazarenes, Galileans, or Christians of St.

John, but who call themselves Mendai. They inhabit

a region on the lower Euphrates, near Bassora. They

retain vestiges of the Magian planetary worship,

combined with a rudimentary Christian teaching,

and they practice certain rites which have been

supposed to be of Jewish origin. Their language is

Aramaic, approaching to the Talmudic Chaldee, and

they possess a very ancient literature, written partly in

the Nabathean dialect, and partly in the Sabean, of

which the " Book of Adam " is the most important relic.

Their alphabet is of a character as composite as their

religious beliefs, exhibiting affinities with alphabets of

varied types. It Is probably based on the ancient

local Aramean of Chaldea which is exhibited in the

legends on the coins of the Kings of Characene,

assigned to the 2nd century a.d., and In an inscription

at Abushadr.^ Some of the letters, such as alepk,

' The reason why this prone position was adopted will be presently

explained. See p. 306 infra.

' Given in column viii. of the Table on p. 288.

3 The alphabet of this inscription, which is conjecturally assigned

to the 5th century a.d., is given in column iii. of the Table on p. 326.

It belongs to the Nabathean type.
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seem to be Nabathean. The long supremacy of the

Sassanian kings may possibly account for certain

Pehlevi forms, while the Syriac mould into which the

alphabet has been cast seems to bear witness to

Nestorian influence.* The vowel notation is unique,

degraded forms of aleph, vau^ and yod being suffixed

to the consonants so as to form a sort of syllabary,

which finds its nearest analogue in the methods by

which the vowels are denoted in the Ethiopic and the

old Indian writing.

§ 7. MONGOLIAN.

Turning from the scripts of the cultured Semitic

nations, we have now to examine the alphabets used

by the Ural-Altaic races of Central Asia.

These tribes have possessed three alphabets of

distinct origin. The first is the Syriac alphabet

introduced by the Nestorian missionaries, the diffusion

of which forms one of the most curious episodes in the

whole History of the Alphabet ; the second is an

Indian alphabet obtained from the Buddhists of Tibet;

the third is the Arabic alphabet which came in with

the Mohammedan conquest.

The introduction of each of these three alphabets

was due to religious causes. It is because Christianity,

* The forms of several Mendaite letters, such as //, 7; j, fmd their

nearest analogues in the Mongolian alphabet.
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Buddhism, and Islam have been the great aggressive

missionary religions, that the alphabets of their sacred

books have spread so widely that they may be said to

share the world between them. Religious proselytism

has proved to be more potent in effecting the dis-

semination of alphabets than even political or com-

mercial influences.

Certainly no cause could seem to be more inadequate

than a decree of an obscure council at Ephesus dealing

with an abstruse point of theosophic speculation, yet it

sufficed to cause the local alphabet of a remote Syrian

city to become the parent of a family of alphabets

which stretch more or less continuously across Central

Asia, from the Volga in the West to the shores of the

Pacific Ocean in the furthest East.

The researches of Klaproth and of Abel-R6musat,'

at the beginning of the present century, finally set at

rest the question as to the nature and affinities of the

Tartaric and Mongolian alphabets. When once the

Nestorian clue had been discovered all serious difficulty

ceased. The ancient forms of the letters have suffered

so little change, that V4mb6ry found that a Nestorian

from Urumiah was able without assistance to decipher

parts of an ancient Tartar manuscript which had been

written at Herat.

The Nestorian schism dates from the 5th century.

Within a hundred years the Nestorian missionaries

' Klaproth, Abhandlung iiber die Sprache und Schrift der Uiguren,

1812
; Abel-R^musat, Recherches sur ies langues tartares^ 1820.
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who were sent forth from Nisibis passed the eastern

limits of the Sassanian kingdom, and went out into the

regions beyond. About the beginning of the 7th

century they reached Kashgar, which seems to have

become the chief centre of their mission work, and

from hence they spread themselves among the sur-

rounding Tartar tribes. So successful were their

missionary enterprises that, by the beginning of the 8th

century, Nestorian archbishoprics had been established

at Herat, at Samarkand, and even in China itself^

Any scepticism which might be entertained as to

the extent of the Nestorian enterprise must disappear

in face of an inscription which was accidentally dug up

in the year 1625 at Sin-gan-fu in China. It is

engraved on a stone slab, about six feet by three,

with a cross carved at the top. It bears a date

corresponding to 781 a.d., and contains an abstract of

Christian doctrine in Chinese characters. The names

of the Nestorian patriarch, of the bishop, and of

several priests are appended, written in an alphabet

which proves to be excellent Estrangelo. The

genuineness of this inscription, which at one time was

doubted, has been established by Pauthier, and has been

fully accepted by Klaproth, Abel-Remusat, and Renan.^

' The scattered notices which refer to the establishment of the

Nestorian missions in Central Asia and China have been collected

by Col. Yule, Cathay and the Way thither^ Preliminary Essay,

pp. 88 to loi.

=" See Renan, Lafigues Semitiques, third edition, p. 290.
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Naturally the art of writing took its chief hold

among those of the Tartar tribes who were most

advanced in civilization. These were the Uigurs—

•

the Ogres of old romance—who were the ruling race in

the regions now known as the Khanates of Khiva and

Bokhara. They were the earliest of the tribes of

Central Asia to adopt the Nestorian writing, which

for a considerable time remained chiefly in their

possession. In the 12th and 13th centuries Uigurs

were employed almost exclusively by Genghis Khan

and his three immediate successors as secretaries,

chancellors, and physicians. The Uigur alphabet was

thus established as the usual medium of written

intercourse throughout the vast region over which the

Mongol Empire extended, and it became the parent

of the existing alphabets of the more barbarous tribes

—the Mongols, the Kalmuks, and the Manchus.

In the 13th century Marco Polo found many

Christians among the Turkic and Mongolic tribes,

and even in China itself, but with the progress of

Islam Christianity disappeared and Buddhism retreated.

Among the Uigurs themselves the Nestorian writing

gave place to Arabic, which is now used exclusively in

the Khanates, so that the alphabets derived from the

Nestorian missionaries are now employed only among

the hordes of Mongol blood who are still beyond the

pale of Islam.

A most important and curious relic of the ancient

Uigur literature and alphabet has recently been
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brought to light. This MS., which is now at Vienna,

is a copy made in the fifteenth century of a Tartar

poem composed in the eleventh century.^ It is of

unique interest, literary, paloeographical, and linguistic

The MS. is entitled the Kudatku Bilik, which may

be translated " the blessed knowledge." It is a some-

what lengthy poem treating of the duties, virtues,

vices, and characters of persons in every position

of life—princes and subjects, parents and children,

husbands and wives, physicians, generals, merchants,

peasants, and servants. The Kudatku Bilik, though it

took its present form after the conversion of the

Turkic tribes to Islam, yet reflects the Pre-Islamite

state of thought and morals, giving a most curious

insight into the primitive beliefs and civilizations of

the tribes of central Asia, and is of interest inasmuch

as it is the earliest specimen of literary effort among

any of the Turkic races. From a philological point of

view it is important, insomuch as it constitutes the

oldest existing monument of Tartaric speech, occupying

^ From a colophon at the end of the Vienna MS., we learn that it

was written at Herat in the year 843 a.h. Thirty-six years later it

was taken from Herat to Tokat, and from thence to Stambul, where

it was ultimately acquired by the Baron Hammer-Purgstall, from

whose possession it passed to the Imperial Library at Vienna. The

MS. professes to be a copy of another which was written in 463

A.H , nineteen years after the death of Bogra Khan, in whose reign it

purports to have been composed. It has been excellently edited

by Vdmbery, Uigurische Sprachmonumente und das Kudatku Bilik,

(Innsbruck, 1870.)
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in relation to the Turkic group of languages the same

position that the translation of the Gospels by Ulphilas

bears to the Teutonic dialects. Palaeographically it

supplies the earliest existing specimen of the Nestorian

alphabet as adapted to the use of the Ugro-Altaic

tribes, thus furnishing the connecting link between

the Nestorian writing and the various Mongolian

alphabets.

The most important of these alphabets is the

Mongolian Proper, which is used by the Khalkas and

other Monorolian Buddhists who are found north of

the desert of Gobi. It has diverged less from the

Nestorian than any other of the Mongolian alphabets,

except the Uigur.

During the reign of Kublai Khan (1259 to 1294)

and his successors, the Uigur alphabet, under the

influence of Buddhist teachers, was developed and

adapted to the needs of Mongolia speech by the

adoption of five additional letters from the alphabet of

Tibet. The enlarged alphabet thus formed is called

the Mongol Galik, from the Sanskrit Ka-lekah^ the

name given to the Indian alphabet.

At the beginning of the 1 7th century the Kalmuks,

a branch of the Eleut Mongols, brought a simplified

form of the Mongol Galik alphabet with them when

* The formation of this word is analogous to that oi alphabetum,

abecedarium, futhorc^ bobehth, and other names of alphabets. It is

compounded o( ka, the first letter of the Nagari alphabet, and the

Sanskrit lekah, ' writing.'
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they settled on the lower Volga, where it is employed

for the preservation of some fragmentary remains of

Buddhist literature.

At the other extremity of Asia the Mongol alphabet

was adopted at some unknown period by the Manchus,

a Tungusic tribe, who overran the Chinese empire at

the beginning of the 1 7th century, and who supply the

ruling dynasty of China. The Manchu alphabet, which

has developed a large number of additional symbols, is

12 3 4 1 2 3 4 also used by the

^ fl)
"

ch

ch

.^ 1

i

ii

^

i

% I

3)

^

Buriat Mongols,

who are settled

to the north of

the Baikal.

These various

Mongolian scripts

are much alike,

but seem to pre-

sent little exter-

nal resemblance to

the Syriac, from

which they were

derived. The dif-

ference is, how-

ever, merely super-

ficial, being due

principally to the

altered direction

of the writing.

- H
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The Mongolian Is written in vertical columns from

the top to the bottom of the page, as in the accom-

panying specimen, which contains the first four clauses

of the Lord's Prayer. Syriac is written in horizontal

lines from right to left; and it is only necessary to turn

the Mongolian writing through an angle of 90°, and

its resemblance to Syriac becomes at once conspicuous.

Abel-R6musat suggested that the vertical writing of

the Mongols was an imitation of the Chinese practice.

This explanation, however, can easily be shown to be

insufficient, as in that case the lines would begin, as in

Chinese, at the right hand margin of the paper instead

of from the left, as is the case. The arrangement of

the lines proves that the Mongolian writing is the

Syriac turned round, the lines in the three scripts

being arranged as follows :

—

1 2 .i :i
'4
I 1

Syriac. Mongol. Chinese.

The true explanation was first pointed out by Bayer. At
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the time when the Nestorian writing was introduced

into Central Asia, the Syrian scribes, as the gram-

marians inform us, were themselves accustomed to

write from the top to the bottom of the page, the

writing being turned round into the usual position in

order to be read. That the Nestorian missionaries also

wrote thus is shown by the inscription at Sin-gan-fu,

in which the Estrangelo characters are disposed in

vertical lines.

This habitude of writing explains some curious

phenomena which are exhibited by ancient Syriac

MSS. Thus in some Syriac codices we find Greek

marginal notes written at right angles to the lines of

the text, proving that the scribes who were accustomed

to write Syriac vertically, wrote Greek in horizontal

lines, as we do ourselves. Land cites an instance

from a MS., now in the British Museum,^ which was

written in the 6th century, soon after the Nestorian

schism. The scribe, in order to fill up a vacant space,

scribbled, in Greek letters, the word Abraam, and then

transliterated it in Estrangelo characters. A B P A A M
If he had been in the habit of writing In '^ ^ '^ ^ R

horizontal lines, this experiment in Greek calligraphy

would have been written with the A B P AA M
Estrangelo characters correspondingly t^ a i co sa

arranged below the Greek characters. Instead of this,

' British Museum Add. MSS., No. 14,558, folio 171; Land, Anec.

Syr., vol. i. p. 60, and plate vii. No. 27.

.X
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the Syriac letters are at right angles to the r^ >
Greek, whence it appears that the lines of the =» w
parchment on which he ^vas writing must have

been held in a vertical position. Hence we obtain

a simple explanation of the prone position of the ^ 2
superscribed Greek letters which were used to denote

the vowels in Jacobite manuscripts (see p. 295). The

Greek letters were naturally written as they would

appear in Greek, and hence when the writing

is turned round they appear to be lying on their

sides.

The practice of writing in vertical lines was probably

a mere matter of convenience. As the pen moves

from right to left across the paper the fingers which

support the hand are apt to blot the word that has last

been written, an inconvenience which is obviated by

the adoption of vertical lines. At the same time the

thick connecting ligature which is so characteristic of

Syriac and Mongolian scripts, and from which the

Serta (Peshito) writing derives its name, can be

produced more easily by a downward stroke than by a

lateral movement of the pen, as will easily be

discovered by an attempt to copy the Mongolian

Paternoster given above.

The practice of writing in vertical lines, which was

discontinued by the Syrians in the 13th century, was

permanently retained by the Mongols, possibly because

the practice facilitated the interlinear translation of

Chinese documents.
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In comparing the Mongolian letters with their

Syriac prototypes it is necessary to replace them in the

original position in order to recognize the resemblance.

This has been done in the Table on the following page.^

Column iv. exhibits the Mongolian letters in their

customary position. Column iii. contains the same

letters turned round, so as to correspond with the

Uigur letters from the Kudatku Bilik which are given

in column ii., and also with the probable^ Syriac

prototypes in column i. Column v. shows the greatly

developed alphabet employed by the Buriat Mongols

and the Manchus.

The adaptation of the Syriac script for the requir-

ments of Altaic speech is of considerable interest. It

' This table gives only a summary of results. The evidence for

the various identifications would occupy a space greater than would

be warranted by its interest or importance. As regards the Mon-

golian letters, the sources of information are indicated in Vambdry's

Uigurische Sprachmonumente and in chapter viii. of Lenormant's

Alphabet Ph'enicien. For the Syriac forms, see Euting's SchrifttafeL

in Noldeke's Syrische Grainmatik^ and Land's Anecdota Syriaca.

= The letters of dubious attribution are placed in a separate Table

on p. 309. It is not always possible to refer the Mongolian letters

to a single Syriac prototype. Thus with regard to the two Uigur

palatals the medial forms of both »a and Xi seem to be from the

Syriac heth ^^, while one of the final forms ^-a seems to be from

^0/ O, and the other t^ from /(v/^ . The same^seems to have

taken place with the dentals, ^ resembling fetk ^, while ^ is

more like fau ^ , and 2:^ like dolath 2k. This explanation is

rendered more probable by the fact that similar processes have also

taken place in Arabic, as will be shown in the ensuing section, p. 332.

X 2
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Steiac.
Uigur.

I. A M. F.

Mongol.
(turned.)

I &M. F.

MONGOt.

I. &M. F.

Manchu.

I.&M. F. 1 1

. I * t- t X

z
!

4 ^ A

E

a

i

t^ :^ ih L
1

<i

Y"<-<i

Fa

Wa
/
w

» o
1

4- JQ- A 2ft y5

'Cj.

lax

^ 3 'h

U u

1

1

i

^ il *?> i3 6

/Ix 1
1

0- A ^^ X ^ I i

10 ^ i- 1 Ya y

u v1 Ja 3

Jha j1^

\ ir- t t t t H^ AJ vJ -SJ La I

13 -p ^ ^ ^ i p ^ ia fi ia I^Ia in

'*K i. I yi) X
'- ^^ 'f i^ Xa n

16 Qg V V A YV >>^UH
Za

Sa

2

S

.7 d v^ -^ ^ z^ ^^4
Ba

Pa

b

P

,8
Jf. •^ i> y^

u
Cha

Chha

ch

chh

/< V ^ V Zha zh

. i 1 c !! ^ n /> 71 t> Ra

She

r

sh

21 X ^- -t !t V ^ ^ Dze dz

u Tze tz

TT. TTT. IV. V.
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THE GUTTURALS AND DENTALS.

Striac.
Uigur.

MONGllL.
(turned.)

Mongol. Maicchc.
i 1

I. & M. P. I. & M. F. I. &M. F. I. 4M. P. 1 ^

r
'> Ko k

3^ r^ -^^ ^ ^ o A O.J Ge 9
8 •^ u Khe kh

19 JD J

{^^ ^ ^
Ka k

11 V)
•V^•^^

»5> "1"X

Ga

Kha

9

kh

9

4

V
i^ Ay^

Ta

Da

t

d

23 hy Ji.n4^ Ji ^ Te t

JSx^-<5 J^ De d

I. 1 II. 1
III. IV. V.

affords a conspicuous illustration of the modifications

needed when a Semitic alphabet comes to be used for

the expression of a non-Semitic language.

As in the case of the Greek, Indian, and Pehlevi

adaptations, characters to denote the vowels were

necessarily developed. Seven vowels were obtained

from three of the Semitic breaths and semivowels.

Two vowel-signs, for a and e, were obtained from

alepJi ; one, for i, from yod ; and four, for 0, w, 0, ii,

from van.

It is also instructive to note the manner in which

the Mongols obtained the large number of additional

consonants which they required. As in the Armenian,

Indian, Parsi, Greek, and other alphabets, this was in
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no case effected by the invention of new symbols, but

by the differentiation of the old. Thus the Syriac letter

tsodhe ^ s is plainly to be identified with the Uigur

letter c which has the double value ts and tz. From

this were derived three Mongolian letters, jz ch, n. ckk,

and ^ zh. Again, the SyxYd^o. yudh ^, y, which appears

in Uigur as i with the two values i and y, was the

source of the four Mongolian characters li. /, i/, 1 y,

and ^jh. In this way, from the seventeen or eighteen

Syriac characters which were taken over,^ between

thirty and forty Mongolian characters were developed,

in addition to those which were derived from Buddhist

sources.

It will be noticed that it is not always from the so-

called Nestorian letters that the Uigur and Mongolian

forms can be most readily derived. This can easily

be accounted for. Since the distinctive peculiarities of

the Nestorian writing were not developed before the

' Of the original twenty-two Syriac letters -several seem at first to

have fallen into disuse, the nicer phonetic distinctions being

apparently ignored. A more exact notation of sounds being after-

wards required, the surviving characters were nearly doubled in

number by differentiation. Thus of the four Syriac sibilants two,

or perhaps three, were retained in Uigur, and these were differentiated

into nine Mongolian letters. The seven Syriac dentals and gutturals

are reduced to three in Uigur, which were developed mto ten in

Mongol. The Syriac / yielded signs for /, b, and z/; while w and /
were obtained from the Syriac b. A similar operation was effected

in Parsi, forty-five characters having been evolved out of the

seventeen Aramcan letters which were taken over.
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9th century a.d. it is plain that the Mongoh'an

alphabets must have been derived from some earlier

type. Hence the Estrangelo and Syro- Palestinian

alphabets of the 6th and 7th centuries frequently

supply better prototypes for the Mongolian forms

than the more recent Nestorian characters.^ In some

cases ^ the nearest analogues are found in the alpha-

bet of the Mendaites. Klaproth even went so far

as to refer the origin of the Mongolian alphabet to

the Mendaite rather than to the Nestorian script. It

is more probable that the analogies between the two

alphabets are due to the Manichaeans, who, like the

Nestorians, had fied from persecution into Persia.

To their teaching some of the peculiar dogmas of the

Mendaites may perhaps be traced, while, as Reinaud

has shown, they also exercised considerable influence

in the regions beyond the Oxus.^

It appears possible also to detect the traces of

Arabic influence in the Uigur,* if not in the Mongol

alphabet. For instance, the diacritical point which

' See columns ii. iii. and vi. of the Table on p. 288.

' Such as /', /, and k. In Mongol as in Mendaite the derivative

of shin is differentiated by two subscribed dots. A coincidence so

precise can hardly be due to accident.

3 See Renan, Langues Shnitiqiies, p. 289.

*• The external appearance of the writing in the Kudatku Bilik is

much assimilated to the Arabic style, and this is still more the case

with the later Uigur alphabet given by Kasem-Beg, Gram. d.

Tilrkisch-Tatarhchen Sprache, plate v.
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distinguishes i n, from x a, may have been suggested

by the similar point which marks the Arabic > n.

Thus it would appear that the formation of the

Mongolian alphabet may have been affected by ele-

ments derived from four distinct religious sources

—

Nestorianism, Manichseism, Buddhism, and Moham-

medanism.

§ 8. ARABIC.

Of all existing alphabets the Arabic, both from its

literary importance and its geographical extent, ranks

next after the great Latin alphabet itself. These two

cosmopolitan alphabets are the alphabets of the two

great cosmopolitan religions ;
all others, in comparison,

are merely national or provincial. The Arabic has

not only exterminated the other Semitic alphabets,

but has encroached upon extensive regions once

occupied by alphabets of Greek and Roman origin.

It has expelled the Greek alphabet from Asia Minor,

Thrace, Syria, and Egypt, and the Latin alphabet

from Northern Africa ; and is now used over regions

inhabited by more than one hundred millions of the

human race. In its numerous varieties it prevails in

Morocco, Algiers, Tunis, Tripoli, Egypt, and down

the eastern coast of Africa as far as Zanzibar. It is

the sole alphabet employed in Arabia, Western Asia,

Persia, Afghanistan, and the Tartar Khanates, besides

being the best known of all the alphabets cmj)loycd
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in India. It is no longer, as it was at first, the mere

alphabet of a religion or of a dialect. The alphabet

of the Koran is now the chief commercial alphabet of

the East. It constitutes the official script by means

of which three Asiatic empires are ruled, and has been

adapted to express the peculiar sounds of languages

of the most varied type—Arabic, Turkic, Persian,

Pushtu, Beluchi, Hindustani, and Malay.

That the local alphabet of Mecca should have

exterminated all other Semitic scripts, and have

established itself as the dominant alphabet of Africa

and Asia, is an illustration more striking than any

other that can be adduced of the power of religious

influences in effecting a wide and rapid diffusion of

alphabets. We have seen how the Nestorian schism

took three centuries to carry a local Syrian alphabet

from the Mediterranean to the Pacific, while a much

longer period was required by the marvellous propa-

ganda of the Buddhist missionaries to spread an

Indian alphabet from Ceylon to Corea, from the

Caspian to the Philippines. The diffusion of the

alphabet of the Koran from the Indian Ocean to the

Atlantic was effected with far greater rapidity. It

took no more than eighty years (632-712) for the Arab

conquerors to found a dominion wider in extent than

the widest empire of Rome, and to extend the alphabet

of Mecca from the Indus to the Tagus.

Yet vast as is the range of this great alphabet,

which now stretches across the old world from the
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Atlantic to the China Sea, it Is ahnost wholly unknown

beyond the limits of its own domain. It is rare to

meet with an educated European or American who

can read an Arabic book, and still more rare to find

one who has any knowledge of the history of the

script. I well remember the incredulous astonish-

ment of a great Indian administrator, who had been

accustomed to the familiar use of the Arabic alphabet

for more than a quarter of a century, when he was

told that the Arabic was collaterally related to our

own alphabet, and that both might be traced back

without difficulty to the same primitive Phoenician

source. If such be the case with an Arabic and

Persian scholar of no mean practical attainments, it

may perhaps be permissible In these pages to treat

this portion of the subject in an elementary manner,

assuming no special knowledge on the reader's part.

It can readily be shown that the Arabic alphabet,

greatly though It differs in outward aspect from

other Semitic scripts. Is a member of the Aramean

family. Of the literary alphabets it approaches most

closely to the Syrlac, although the approximation is

somewhat disguised by reason of the change in the

number, form, and arrangement of the characters.

The essential identity of the modern Syriac and the

modern Arabic alphabets is conveniently exhibited in

the comparative Table on the opposite page. The

ancient alphabetic order, as evidenced by the numerical

values attached to the letters, taken in connection with
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SYRIAC. ARABIC.

1

Ancient
Names.

FOBMS.

I. F.

is
il

Names.

Nebkhi
FOHUH.

I. M. U.

Alaf 1 1 1 Alif

Be

\
1

2 Beth o 2 2 2

(Te i i Cl^ 400

22

I The 'i 1 Ll> 500

Gamal ^ 3 3 Jim "^ z
33

8
CHa

^Kha

4i

8

600

4 Dalath f 4 4 rDal

[Dal

4

6 He (71 6 <i 703

6 Vau 6 20 Ee
J

200

7 Zain 1 7 7 Ze J 7

8 Heth ^ 8 15 Sin **» c^ CO

9 Teth -i 9 21 Shin 300

10 Yodh A 10 18 CSad

(Dad
^ (^ 90

11 Kaf ^ r 20 Xi (> 8J0

12 Lamadli ^ ^ 30
9

(Ta

C-Za

i^ 9

U Mini ^ >o 40 ^ 900

14 Kun ' r 50
16

r 'Ain

^ Ghain

" t
70

15 Somkath £0 60 ^ t
1000

16 •E :u 70
_J

17 Fe i A uJ 80

17 Pe a 80
1

19 Qaf ' ^ J 100

18 Sadhe 3
90 11 Kef ^ ^ 20

19 Qof D lOO 12 Lam' 5 J 30

20 Kesh > 200 13 Mini <-
r

40

21 Shin 300 14 Nun 3 ; ^^ 50

22 Tail z 400 5

6

10

He

Waw

Ye

5

6

10
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their abraded names, makes it easy by the aid of the

Syriac alphabet to identify the Arabic characters with

their Aramean prototypes.

It is evident that the bracketed characters are

merely differentiations of the same primitive forms.

By excluding these six new letters, whose recent

origin is shown by their numerical values, the Arabic

alphabet is reduced to the primitive number of twenty-

two letters. The numerical values serve to identify

the several letters, all of which, except those with

connecting lines, have been dislocated from their

original positions. The changes in the arrangement

can mostly be accounted for by two causes which

have largely influenced the rearrangement of other

alphabets. It is evident that letters have been

brought into juxtaposition either on account of the

resemblance of their forms, or because of the similarity

of their phonetic powers. Thus te C^ has been

brought from the end of the alphabet into the third

station because of the resemblance of form to de l-^,

while re j for a like reason has been moved up

thirteen places and placed next to zej. The juxta-

position of ga/ and ^^ef is due to the similarity of

their powers. Both causes have co-operated in

bringing about the collocation of the sibilants in the

middle of the alphabet.

The Arabic alphabet, commonly so called, w^hich

has been employed in the preceding Table, is only

one of numerous varieties, which bear much the same
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mutual relation as the various types of the Latin

alphabet. There are calligraphic styles, such as the

Diwani, the Rikaa, and the Ta*alik, whose differences

are of the same nature as are seen in the Italic, Roman,

and Gothic letters of our printing-offices. And as

there are national varieties of the Latin alphabet, such

as the Italian with its 22 letters, English with 26, and

Bohemian with 40, so we have the Karmathian Arabic

with 1 7 letters, the Persian with 30, the Turkish with

32, the Afghan with 42, and the Indian with 49.

The additional letters are distinguished by diacritical

marks, as is the case with the supplementary cha-

racters, such as n, s, 9, §i, which are used in various

European alphabets.

The two most important varieties of Arabic are the

Neskhi and the Kufic. No two scripts can well be

more dissimilar in appearance ; the Kufic being

singularly square and monumental, while the Neskhi

is one of the most formless of all existing alphabets.

Neskhi, which means the '* writing of transcribers," is

the ordinary cursive Arabic in which books and

newspapers are printed. The Kufic, which bears to

the Neskhi something of the same sort of relation

which the uncial writing of mediaeval manuscripts

bears to modern running hand, has practically fallen

into disuse since the 14th century. It took its name

from the town of Kufa on the Euphrates, which at one

time was the seat of a great school of Mohammedan

learning. At an early period it was employed as an
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ornamental character for costly copies of the Koran,

and was afterwards extensively used as a sort of

architectural ornamentation for the decoration of

mosques and palaces.

Of the less important varieties, the Karmathian,

which Is chlefiy used in the north of Arabia, is

intermediate in character between the Kufic and the

Neskhl, being less square and stiff than the one, and

less cursive than the other. The Maghrebl, which is

the script of Morocco and Algiers, is also less cursive

than the Neskhl, and much easier to read. Of the

Neskhl character there are several national varieties,

differing chiefly in the number of the letters. The

chief of these national Neskhl alphabets are the

Persian, the Turkish, the Afghan, the Hindustani, and

the Malay, each of which contains additional signs to

express the peculiar sounds of those languages. In

the Malay and Hindustani the Neskhl characters are

arranged according to the kalekah method, so as to

correspond with the order of the letters in native

Indian alphabets.

There are several scripts which are lltde more than

calligraphic styles. The Dlwani, a bold round hand,

Is the official Turkish character adopted for passports

and similar documents. The Rika*a is employed by

Arabs and Turks for ordinary correspondence. The

Taalik, or 'hanging' writing. Is an elegant court hand,

much admired in Persia. The Thuluth is a fanciful

character which lends itself to the calligraphic flourishes
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and involutions which are thought appropriate to the

titles of books and the headings of documents ; while

in the Jeri and the Jeresi, as the names imply, the

utmost possible limits of intricacy and convolution have

been attained.

All the varieties of Arabic writing, whether national

or merely calligraphic, may however be ultimately

referred to one of the two great early styles, the

Kufic and the Neskhi. The relation which subsists

between these two types has formed the subject of

keen controversies, which involve the question as to

the ultimate origin of the Arabic alphabet itself.

The Kufic has been generally considered by Arab

writers to be the primitive script from which the

Neskhi was afterwards derived. From the time of

Pococke to that of de Sacy this belief was accepted

without question by European scholars. It was also

assumed that the Kufic was itself derived from the

Estrangelo,^ an opinion which was maintained by

Kopp, Gesenius, Caussin de Perceval, and at one time

also by Renan. The more recent palaeographical

* That the Arabic alphabet could not have been obtained from

the Syriac is proved, among other reasons, by the fact that the

tendency to assimilation affected different letters in the two alphabets.

Thus, in the earliest Estrangelo MSS., which are older than the

Mohammedan era by more than two centuries, the forms of .1 {d) and

1 (r) have already become identical, and are distinguished by

diacritical marks, whereas in every Arabic script these two letters

have remained distinct, the assimilation having affected j (r) and

J (s), which are easily distinguishable in Syriac scripts.
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investigations of de Sacy, Amari, and de Vogut^

have shown both these assumptions to be untenable.

Early dated Kufic inscriptions of unquestionable

authenticity have now been recovered, and leave it no

longer doubtful that the so-called Kufic style must

have been employed by the Arabs at the time of their

conquest of Syria, before the foundation of the city

of Kufa.^ These monuments do not exhibit that

approximation to the Syriac forms which the hypo-

thesis demands, differing in many essential points

from all contemporary Syriac types.^ It is no less

certain that the Neskhi, instead of having originated,

as was formerly supposed, as late as the 3rd century

of the Mohammedan era, was used simultaneously with

the Kufic in the reigns of the earliest Khalifs, if not

during the lifetime of Mohammed himself. Indeed the

probability is that the Koran was first committed

to writing in an early form of the Neskhi alphabet.

Since it is no longer possible to maintain the old

hypothesis that the Neskhi was derived from the

' The Kufic writing no doubt obtained its designation from having

been chiefly practised and perfected by the school of Arabic copyists

for which Kufa subsequently became famous.

' The resemblances of the later Kufic to the Syriac, by which early

scholars were misled, may be explained partly by the derivation of

both alphabets from a common source, and partly by an assimilation

to Syriac forms which seems to have taken place after the Arabs had

established themselves in Syria. At Kufa no doubt the influence of

Syrian scholars would be more strongly felt than in Egypt, where the

Neskhi forms seem chiefly to have prevailed.
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Estrang^elo through the medium of the Kufic, the

question arises whether any more probable source can

be discovered. This problem can only be solved by

determining the oldest forms of the Arabic letters.

Unrivalled among Arabic inscriptions, in its mani-

fold interest, is the record which surrounds the

colonnade of the Qubbet-es-Sakhra at Jerusalem.^

This great mosque, which is commonly designated by

its translated name, the " Dome of the Rock," stands

within the Haram area, on a portion of the site of the

Jewish Temple, and in all probability it actually

covers the venerable boss of smooth limestone rock

which formed the historic threshing-floor of Araunah

the Jebusite. On a border of blue tiles running above

the arcades which support the dome is a long Kufic

inscription in letters of gold. It consists of passages

from the Koran, those verses being appropriately

selected which bear upon the position claimed by

Mohammed for Jesus of Nazareth. Between two of

these verses, and near the great southern door, comes

the dedicatory inscription of the founder, of which a

facsimile is given on the next page.^

* The best account of this inscription, with an admirable facsimile,

will be found in de Vogii^, Le Temple de Jerusalem, p. 84. A
translation of the whole inscription is given by Besant and Palmer,

Jerusalem, the City of Herod and Saladin, p. 86. Cf. Madden, Coins

of the Jews, p. 280.

'It has been necessary to divide the facsimile into two lines. In

the original it is continuous.

V
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Not only does this inscription ex-

hibit a very early type of the Arabic

alphabet ; but it is especially curious

as having been the subject of an

historical forgery as audacious and

as futile as any that can be named.

The inscription purports to be a

record of the erection of the mosque

by Al-Mamun, Commander of the

Faithful. This Khalif ruled from

198 to 218 A.H., (813-833 A.D.,)

whereas the date given in the

inscription is the year 72 a.h., which

falls within the reign of the Khalif

Abdalmalik, to whom with one ac-

cord the Arab historians attribute

the erection of the building. That

part of the inscription which in

the facsimile has been enclosed in

brackets is contained on two tiles

which differ in the colour of the

blue ground from the more subdued

tone of the remainder. It will also

be observed that the letters on

these two tiles are of a somewhat

different style from the rest, and are

crowded together without any division

between the words. If, with careful

This is our 'alcove,' a word introduced by the Arabs into Spain.
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measurement, the bracketed portion of the inscription

be reconstructed in the same open style of Kufic letter

which is used elsewhere, it will be found that the space

is exactly filled by the six letters required to complete

the name of Abdalmalik. The audacity of Al-Mamun's

attempt to impose on posterity will perhaps be more

conspicuously seen by exhibiting in Roman characters,

letter for letter, the crucial portion of the conjectural

record, placing below it the inscription as it actually

stands

:

BNY HDH ALQBH ABD ALLH ABD A L M L K AMYR
BNY HDH ALQBH ABD ALLH ABD ALLHELIMAMALMAMUNA M Y R

The history and motive of the forgery is explained

by the fact that Al-Mamun has also placed inscriptions,

correctly dated in the year 216 a.h. (831 a.d.), over

the other doors of the mosque, claiming for himself

the merit of its erection. This claim was contradicted

by the original inscription. It is therefore manifest

that 144 years after the mosque was built Al-Mamun

took out two tiles, containing six letters of the name of

the founder, replacing them by two nearly similar tiles,

on which eighteen letters containing his own name

were crowded. If it had not been for his oversight in

omitting to alter the tell-tale date in the original

record, the attempted imposture might have been

successful. As it is, he has only succeeded in placing

beyond any shadow of doubt the name of the actual

builder.^

' This inscription is obviously fatal to Mr. Fergusson's persistent

Y 2
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The inscription on the Dome of the Rock, though

by far the most interesting, is not the oldest record in

Kufic characters. Still more ancient are the legends

on the coins of the early Khalifs, which date from

the year 20 a.h. downwards. Two of them are repre-

sented below.

These coins are assigned to Mua'wiah, 46-60 a.h.

(662-680 A.D.), who preceded Abdalmalik in the

Khalifate. The Khalif is seen standing to the front,

girt with a sword, with the legend, &i:l J.^ ^^
MouaMeD RasuL ALLau, ''Mohammed [is the] Aposde of

God." The legends on the reverse, il|.,,\; * Palestine'

and Lbl 'Aelia,' show that the coins were struck at

Jerusalem, while the Byzantine M, the Greek numeral

for 40, which is seen beneath the crescent, serves as an

index of the value, forty nummi, proving that the

early Khalifs imitated the coins of the Byzantine

empire which were current in Syria.^
— - -

contention that the " Dome of the Rock " is to be identified with the

Church of the Sepulchre, built by Constantine, and it also incidently

upsets his reconstruction of the topography of Jerusalem. He has

the courage to meet the difficulty by pronouncing the inscription,

whose genuineness is so curiously vouched by the mutilation, to be a

forgery ! See Madden, Coins ofthejews^ p. 278.

» The determination of the primitive Kufic alphabet depends on
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The oldest specimens of Neskhi are hardly less

ancient.^ There are two Egyptian passports of the

year 133 a.h.,^ and a private letter, also written in

Egypt, dated in the year 40. Some stray leaves from

copies of the Koran, written in an alphabet of the

same apparent date as this letter, but with more

deliberate and careful penmanship, were brought from

Egypt by M. Asselin, and are now in the Biblioth^que

Nationale at Paiis. Some of these leaves are of special

significance, as they are supposed to represent the primi-

tive alphabet, not of Egypt, but of Mecca and Medina.

They have been assigned with considerable probability

to the middle of the first century of the Mohammedan

era. The alphabet of these fragments, for the use

of which I am indebted to the kindness of M.

Lenormant, is given in column vii. of the Table on

the following page, as the best attainable representa-

tion of the earliest form of the Neskhi alphabet. The

Kufic alphabet in column vi. has been carefully

compiled from the coins of the Khalifs of the ist

the inscription of Abdalmalik and the early coins. It may however

be noted that Kufic inscriptions, belonging to the ist century a.h.,

have been found in a cemetery at Assouan, in Egypt. A page of a

very early Kufic Koran has also been published by the Pa^aeo-

graphical Society.

' The letter addressed by Mohamed to the Coptic Patriarch is so

faded that its palseographic value is not great. The alphabet seems

to belong to the Kufic rather than the Neskhi type.

' Facsimile in Silvestre, Paleographie Universellc, plate 29.

facsimile of an Egyptian Neskhi papyrus of nearly the same date

has been published by the Paloeographical Society.
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century a.il, and from the inscription of Abdalmalik

round the Qubbet-es-Sakhra. It will be found to

agree in all essential particulars with the primitive

Kufic alphabet constructed by M. de Vogiid from the

same materials.^

Having now traced back both the Kufic and the

Neskhi alphabets to their earliest discoverable forms,

it will be seen that the divergence is not great. It

would seem that the oldest Neskhi has a claim

almost as strong, if not even stronger than the Kufic,

to represent the primitive type of the Arabic alphabet.

Both may be considered to have been derived from a

common prototype, not very remote, the Kufic probably

representing the monumental style of Syria, and the

Neskhi the more cursive script of Egypt. What was

this common parent of the two Arabic alphabets is the

question now to be discussed. It may at once be

admitted that no absolute prototype can be pointed

out. This, however, need be no matter for surprise.

There is a strong antecedent probability that the

alphabet of the Koran was merely a development of

the local type of the Aramean alphabet which prevailed

at Mecca and Medina in the lifetime of the Prophet.

In this region therefore the prototype should be sought.

But religious fanaticism has rendered the birthplace of

Islam practically inaccessible to European travellers.

'See de Vogu^, m. Revue Archeologique^ 1865, vol. xi., plate 8;

and Melanges d'Archeolcgie Orienfale, plate 8, p. 150; Waddington,

Inscriptions Grecques et Lqtines de la Syrie, vol. iii., p. 564.
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We consequently possess no early inscriptions from

the neighbourhood of Mecca, so that the evidence

by which the affiliations of alphabets are usually

determined is in this case unattainable. In default of

direct evidence as to the nature of the primitive

alphabet of the Koreysh clan, it is necessary to fall

back on the cognate alphabets of other Ishmaelite

tribes. The inscriptions from the Northern frontier

of Arabia, and from the Syrian desert between the

Euphrates on the one hand and the Jordan and the

Red Sea on the other, must therefore be examined.

These North-Arabian scripts may be designated by

the general name of Nabathean. The connecting

link between the Palmyrene and the Nabathean types

of the Aramean alphabet is found in the alphabet of

the volcanic region known as the Hauran (Auranitis),

the ancient land of Bashan. Here a number of

inscriptions, ranging in date from the 2nd century B.C.

to the 2nd century a.d., were discovered by MM.
Waddington and de Vogiid. The most important of

these, an inscription on a basalt block in honour of

Maliketh, belongs to the time of Herod the Great, and

has been published in facsimile by the Palaeographical

Society. The alphabet of the Hauran, obtained

mainly from this inscription, is given in column ii. of

the Table on p. 326, and may be considered as an

early transitional form of the Nabathean.

The curious Mendaite alphabet to which reference

has already been made (p. 296 ) is also intermediate
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between the Palmyrene and other alphabets of Syria

and the ancient Ishmaelite script. The earliest type

of the Mendaite is exhibited on the coins of the kings

who reigned at Characene, on the lower Tigris, in the

2nd or 3rd century a.d. Of somewhat later date is

the sepulchral inscription from Abushadr, near the

confluence of the Tigris and Euphrates. The alphabet

of this inscription is given in col. iii. of the Table

on p. 326.

The Hauranitic and early Mendaite can however

only be considered as outlying members of the

Nabathean alphabet, the chief monuments of which

have been obtained from the ancient territories of

Edom and Midian. Josephus assigns to the Naba-

theans the whole region between the Red Sea and the

Euphrates. They seem to have been mainly a

pastoral people, who derived considerable profits from

the transport trade between Arabia Felix and the

Mediterranean, which was almost entirely in their

hands. Their importance and wealth appears from

the account given by Diodorus Siculus of the disastrous

defeat which they inflicted on the expedition sent

against them by Antigonus, in 312 B.C. They were in

possession of a not inconsiderable literature, which

however is only known to us from an Arabic translation

of Kuthami's " Book of Nabathean Agriculture." The

capital in which their kings resided was the powerful

and wealthy city of Petra. Here and at Bozra a few

inscriptions have been found in the typical Nabathean
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alphabet. A large number of inscriptions in the same

alphabet have also been obtained from rocks in the

peninsula of Sinai. These records have been the

subject of much controversy, and have even been

referred, by enthusiastic writers, to the time of the

sojourn of the Israelites in the desert after the

Exodus. Their true nature has, however, been placed

beyond dispute by the memorable essay of Dr. Levy

which appeared in 1860.^ He has shown that the

greater number of the Sinaitic inscriptions are written

in a Nabathean alphabet of the 3rd or 4th century a.d.,

and in an Ishmaelite or old Arabic dialect influenced by

Aramean forms. They are of small intrinsic interest,

being mainly records left by pilgrims or by wandering

herdsmen ; and their ordinary purport is the utterance

of some pious sentiment, or the invocation on the

writer of peace, blessings, and health, or the record

that a certain person passed that way. They naturally

contain no dates, though some of them clearly belong

to the heathen period, while the Cross and other

Christian emblems plainly testify that others date from

Christian times.

The somewhat indefinite chronology of the Naba-

thean inscriptions has, however, been determined with

' Levy, Ueber die nabathdischen Inschriften von Petra^ Hauratt.,

vornehmlich der Sinai-Halbinsel, und iiber die Miinzlegenden naba-

thdisc/ier Konige, Z. D. M. G., vol. xiv., pp. 363 to 480. In 1840

Beer had already succeeded in deciphering the Nabathean alphabet,

and in translating several of the Sinaitic inscriptions.
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considerable certainty by reference to the legends on

the coins struck by the Nabathean kings and queens.

Of these coins about thirty types are known, bearing

the names of Malchus, Aretas, Dabel, GamaHth,

Sycaminth, and ranging in date from the time of

Hyrcanus, Pompey and Herod, down to the reign of

Trajan.

By the aid of these data it has been possible

to establish with reasonable certainty the orderly

chronological development of the Nabathean alphabet

from the 2nd century B.C., to the 5th century a.d.

Two representative stages are given in columns iv.

and V. of the Table on p. 326.

From the Northern borderland of Arabia we have

thus obtained a series of alphabets of that Ishmaelite

type to which in all likelihood the pre- Islamic alphabet

of Mecca must have belonged. A comparison with

the early Kufic and Neskhi forms from Palestine and

Egypt, as given in columns vi. and vii. of the Table,

leaves little doubt as to the affiliation of the Arabic,

and its true place as the most southern member of the

Aramean family of alphabets.

The differences, which are not great, between the

Nabathean of the 5th century and the Arabic of the

7th, are not more than might be expected when we

remember that the former represents the irregular

writing of wandering herdsmen, scrawling hasty records

upon hard rocks, while the latter is obtained from

costly codices and the coins and inscriptions of
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powerful and wealthy monarchs. The shepherds of

Sinai can hardly have possessed graphic skill equal to

that of the artists to whom we owe the great inscrip-

tion of Abdalmalik.

The Nabathean prototypes explain to some extent

a puzzling peculiarity of the Arabic alphabet. Not

only do the initial and final forms differ, as in Syriac

and Hebrew, but letters of different origin have

identical forms. Most of these assimilations and

dissimilations may be traced to reasons of mere graphic

convenience. In some other cases a different explana-

tion seems to be required.^ Take, for instance, y^;;^ and

kha, the Arabic derivatives of gimel and cheth. The

initial and final forms oi jim are »- and ^, those of

kha are ^ and ^. The Nabathean inscriptions, in which

each of these letters has only a single form, show

that jim has borrowed its final form from kha^ while

kha has taken its initial form from jim. The same

is possibly the case with the sibilants si7i *a ^^^, and

shin L j^. The initial forms seem to be derived from

samekh, and the final forms from shin.^

The following Table shows the chief systems of

' These identical forms, whether obtained by borrowing or by

assimilation, are noted by the bracketed numerals in columns vi. and

vii. of the Table on p. 326.

' This curious process may perhaps be explained by the fact of the

Arabic alphabet having been transmitted through a pastoral people

of small literary culture. Sounds which, at one time, could not have

differed more than the initial consonants in the words yV^/ and c/igsf,

would not be distinguished in written records, the two primitive
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transliteration which are in use for Arabic and Per-

sian.^ The venerable system of Sir William Jones

stands first. This is followed by the methods used by

M. Chodzko in his Gra^nmaire Persane ; by Dr. Flirst

in his Lexicon ; by Dr. William Wright in his Ai^abic

Grammar', by Mr. Lane in \\\s Arabic Lexicon, and

by Professor Lepsius in his Standard Alphabet. The

last column contains the convenient compromise which

has been adopted in the Numismata O^dentalia, which

will probably be extensively used in English books.

characters bf'ing conveniently adopted as initial and final forms.

With increasing culture, a nicer phonetic distinction was required,

and the characters were differentiated by diacritical marks. This

explanation is confirmed by the fact that in the Karmathian Arabic,

which is used by the pastoral tribes of northern Arabia, the alphabet

has been reduced to seventeen letters, the broader phonetic dis-

tinctions being alone recognized.

The same process has taken place in the Mongolian alphabet,

which was also transmitted through a people of little culture. The

Syriac dentals and palatals were first assimilated and then differen-

tiated.

' This Table is essentially identical with that which appears in

vol. i. of the International Nufnismata Orientalia. The letters

marked with an asterisk are used only in Persian.



CHAPTER VI.

THE SOUTH SEMITIC ALPHABETS.

§ I. Affdiation of the Soitth Semitic Alphabets. § 2. The

Thamiidite Inscriptions of Safa. § 3. The Himyaritic

or Sabean Alphabet. § 4. The Ethiopic.

§ T. AFFILIATION OF THE SOUTH SEMITIC ALPHABETS.

At a very early period the primitive Semitic alphabet

had parted into three great stems. ^ The first was the

alphabet of Phoenicia, which may be considered as the

central trunk, out of which grew the great Hellenic

branch from which are derived the various alphabets

of Europe ; the second was the Aramean, the source

of the alphabets of western and central Asia ; and

the third was the primitive alphabet of Arabia, which

became the parent of the alphabets of Abyssinia and

of India.

For this important family of alphabets it is difficult

to find a generic name altogether satisfactory. Arabian

and Ishmaelite are misleading appellations ; the name

Ethiopic, which is often used, applies properly only to

' See the Genealogical Table of Alphabets on p. 81.
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one alphabet of the group ; the otherwise excellent term

'Joktanite' has the disadvantage of being unfamiliar

to English ears ; so that the only resource is to fall

back on a well established but somewhat awkward

descriptive phrase, South Semitic, which may be

adopted for want of a better designation.

Up to a recent period the only alphabet of this

family known to scholars was the Ethiopic, the ancient

liturgical script of the Abyssinian Christians. It con-

serves translations of several apocryphal works, such

as the Book of Enoch, the Apocalypse of Isaiah, and

the Book of Jubilees, the originals of which have

perished wholly or in part, as well as an early version

of the Bible, which was in existence in the 4th century,

as appears from an allusion to it in the writings of

St. Chrysostom.

Owing to the remarkable isolation of the Ethiopic

alphabet it is unusually difficult to determine the time

and place of its origin, or even its precise parentage.

That it belongs to the Semitic class is shown by the

retention of the ancient names of the letters, while a

considerable antiquity is indicated by the extensive

disturbance of the alphabetic order, by the transforma-

tion of the alphabet into a syllabary, and by the

extraordinary transmutation of the letters, which bear

only a slight resemblance to those of other alphabets.

A few years ago, when the Ethiopic was the only

known alphabet of the group, any attempt at a closer

determination of its date and affiliation must have
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been merely empirical. Quite recently, however, two

older alphabets of the same class, exhibiting forms of

a transitional character, have been brought to light.

One of these intermediate alphabets, the Sabean or

Himyaritic, which supplies the direct ancestral type

of the Ethiopic, has been obtained from numerous

inscriptions found near Aden, and in other parts of

southern Arabia. The Himyaritic inscriptions supply

the archaic forms of the Ethiopic letters at a period

prior to the commencement of the Christian era, but

the approximation to any of the alphabets of the

North Semitic stock is hardly, if at all, appreciable. It

is only within the last five or six years that the

discovery of inscriptions at Safa, in the neighbourhood

of Damascus, has supplied the needful intermediate

link between the alphabets of the northern and southern

Semites. These alphabets are given in the Table on

the following page.

The alphabets of the south Semitic group have

necessarily to be assigned to one of the three north

Semitic types, that is, either to the Tyrian, or the

Sidonian, or the Aramean. Taking the Himyaritic

as the most primitive representative of the south

Semitic alphabets, and testing it by means of the

characteristics which have already been determined

and formulated,^ it will be seen that the loops of the

Himyaritic letters daleth ^ , teth [[] , ^ayin O , and

qopJi ^ , being closed, this alphabet cannot belong

* See pp. 201 and 251 supra^ and the Tables on pp. 227 and 250.

Z
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to the Aramean type.^ On the other hand, the

zigzag form of shin ^ , the extremely primitive forms

ot tail. ){
and qopli cf) , the upright positions of yod f

and giniel "j , and the closed form of teth Q] , are suffi-

cient to prove that it was not derived from the

Sidonian type of the Phoenician alphabet. In fact,

with respect to all the most important alphabetic tests,

it agrees with the Tyrian and Israelite forms as they

appear in the very earliest inscriptions, those of the

loth and following centuries. Its origin must therefore

be assigned to a period certainly earlier, and probably

much earlier, than the 6th century B.C., when the

archaic alphabet of Tyre was replaced in the west by

the Sidonian, and in the east by the Aramean.

This very early date is in accordance with every

other available consideration. The general aspect of

the Himyaritic script, so square and monumental,

resembles very remarkably the style of the earliest

Phoenician and Greek inscriptions, as exhibited before

the commencement of the cursive tendencies shown in

the Sidonian and Aramean writing of the 7th and follow-

ing centuries. Again, the fact that a well developed

alphabet, apparently derived from some antetype of

the Himyaritic writing, was employed in India in the

middle of the 3rd century B.C., argues a considerable

prior antiquity for the South Arabian script. Nor must

it be forgotten that the wide dissemblance between

even the oldest Sabean letters and any Phoenician

* The nearest Aramean forms are given in col, ii. of the Table.
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prototypes with which we are acquainted, demands

a very prolonged period for the gradual development

of these differences of form.

On all these grounds we are led to the conclusion

that the Tyrian alphabet must have been communi-

cated to the tribes of southern Arabia several cen-

turies at least before the 3rd century B.C. There is

indeed no reason why the alphabet should not have

been conveyed to Saba and Sheba as early as the

reign of Solomon, when the direct trade route by the

Red Sea was opened by the enterprise of Hiram, king

of Tyre. This seems the most probable date both on

historical and palaeographical grounds, and any appre-

ciably later period would hardly allow sufficient time for

the evolution of the great dissemblances between the

forms of the Tyrian and Sabean letters.^

Any difficulties which may be felt as to the admis-

sion of such an early date for the origin of the alpha-

bet of southern Arabia will be diminished if we

remember that this region was the centre of a very

ancient civilization, and was also in close commercial

relations with the northern Semites. This would

make the communication of the art of alphabetic

writing an event almost as inevitable as was its con-

temporaneous transmission to the Greeks.*

' As to the very early date which must be assigned for the origin

of the Himyaritic alphabet, see Miiller in the Z. D. M. G. for 1876,

p. 522. The date of the earliest Sabean inscriptions will be presently

discussed. See p. 347 infra.
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There is abundant evidence that Arabia FeHx was

the seat of one of the oldest civilizations of the world,

and in the possession of great commercial wealth.

As early as the 1 7th century B.C. it was pillaged by

Thothmes III., and again in the 8th and 7th centuries,

In spite of its inaccessibility, its reputed opulence

excited the cupidity of Tiglath Pileser, Sargon and

Sennacherib. In the 14th century B.C. the spices of

Arabia Felix, and even silks from India, were brought

to Babylonia by the merchants of Yemen. In the

loth century the Queen of Sheba brought gifts to

Solomon, whose great riches were largely derived

from the new trade route ^ opened in his reign by the

Phoenicians from Elath down the eastern arm of the

Red Sea, by which the payment of black-mail to the

nomad tribes of central Arabia was avoided. In the

days of Pharaoh Necho the route was changed to Suez,

and Nebuchadnezzar transferred it to the line of the

Persian Gulf.

Thus, from an immemorial time, Yemen had served as

the point of connection between Eastern and Western

Asia, and as the central mart from which the much

desired products of Arabia, Eastern Africa, and India

—spices, silks, ivory, sandal-wood, *'apes and pea-

cocks " were transported to the shores of the Medi-

terranean. It was as the emporium of this lucrative

' The old camel route from the land of the Sabeans took seventy

days to Elath, whence it passed by Bozra, Kir-Moab, Rabbath

Amnion and Damascus to Phoenicia.
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traffic that Yemen derived the immense wealth for

which it was so famous in the ancient world. Thus

Agatharchides, writing in the 2nd century b.c, affirms

that the Sabean people were more opulent than any

other nation in the world, their palaces being furnished

with gilded columns, while their banquets were served

on vessels of gold and silver. A little later Artemi-

dorus of Ephesus also records the wealth and luxury

of the Sabeans. Their land abounds with evidences

of its ancient splendour. The astonishment of tra-

vellers is still excited by the remains of vast aqueducts

and terraced gardens, and the ruins of magnificent

structures of hewn stone.

It is plain that the land of the Sabeans must have

been one of the chief centres of primitive civilization.

It is therefore no matter for surprise that a people of

such high culture, enjoying organized commercial

intercourse with the Mediterranean lands, should have

acquired a knowledge of the Phoenician alphabet soon

after the time when the ships of Hiram of Tyre

began to frequent their ports.

§ 2. THE THAMUDITE INSCRIPTIONS OF SAFA.

Safa is a volcanic region south-east of Damascus

and nearly due east of the Jebel Hauran. The barren

soil is covered with rounded fragments of black basalt

varying from the size of the fist to that of a man's

body. On many of these blocks, specimens of which
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may be seen in the Louvre, inscriptions are engraved.

The inscribed blocks may be counted by thousands,

and they are found not only in the neighbourhood of

inhabited places, but also near the tracks leading

through the desert. They rarely occur singly, being

usually found in groups, collected on the huge tumuli

called rijmy which cover the country. These mounds

are supposed to owe their origin to an ancient custom,

frequently mentioned in the Bible, of raising monu-

mental cairns, a practice still employed by the Bedouin

to mark the site of a battle-field or the tomb of a

chief. The records found on the rijm are occasionally

accompanied by illustrative designs, executed with

considerable graphic skill, as in the accompanying

sketch, which represents the capture of a female slave.

(. ^(P^CjOCX^^^

^^<f(Dd^j?^; ^

The existence of the inscriptions of Safa, of which

nearly 700 have been copied, was first made known by

Cyril Graham. Numerous transcriptions have been

published by Wetzstein, sqd also by de Vogue and
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Waddlngton. The resemblance to the Hlmyaritic

writing was at once recognized by Blau and Wetzstein,

and de Vogiie tried to decipher them, but without

result. Another partially successful attempt was made

by D. H. Muller in 1876. He assigned the correct

values to five of the characters which are nearest

to the Himyaritic, but failed conspicuously with the

remainder. In the following year the problem was

finally solved by J. Halevy.^

These inscriptions differ wholly in their alphabet

and dialect from the nearly contemporaneous Aramean

records found in the neighbouring region of the Hau-

ran.^ It is evident that these deserts were inhabited

by races of distinct origin, the one being Joktanite and

the other Nabathean. It is difficult to account for the

presence of a South Semitic population so far to the

north. Wetzstein attributes the inscriptions of Safa

to Himyaritic tribes who migrated northwards during

the earlier centuries of the Christian era, a continuous

stream of emigration, as Caussin de Perceval has

shown, having set in from the south of Arabia.

Halcvy maintains that many of these inscriptions were

* Hale'vy, Essai sur les Inscriptions du Saja, in the Journal

Jsiati^ue, Seventh Series, vol. x., pp. 293 to 450 (1877); and in

Z. D. M. G.f vol. xxxii. (1878). See also Miiller's Paper in the

Z. D. M. G., vol. XXX. (1876); and ^NeX.z?,\.e\n, Reisebericht iiberHauran

und die Trachonen, from which the facsimile given above is taken.

' See p. 328 supra, and compare the Hauran alphabet given in

column ii. of the Arabic Table on p. 326.
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written by Thamudite soldiers in the Roman army
;

but it seems on the whole more probable either that a

South Arabian or Joktanite population had been

settled from time immemorial in the Safa district, or

that pastoral Thamudite tribes may have ranged as far

as Safa in search of summer pasture.^

The inscriptions of Safa are of singular interest, as

they supply forms transitional between the alphabets

of the Northern and Southern Semites, thus ex-

plaining how the Ethiopic letters were obtained from

the Phcenician characters, to which they bear so little

apparent likeness.

§ 3. THE HIMYARITIC OR SABEAN ALPHABET.

The Sabean is the most archaic of the South

Semitic alphabets. The Ethiopic Is only Its modern

development ; and the alphabet of Safa, though inter-

mediate between the Phoenician and the Sabean,

retains less primitive forms of several letters, such

as nun, teth, and gimeL Some lost alphabet, of which

we have no knowledge, must have been the archetype

' The Thamudites came from the district now called the Hejaz.

It lies along the coast of the Red Sea from Medina northwards,

and is about 400 miles from Safa, a distance quite within the range

of the annual migrations of Arab tribes. Inscriptions in a character

similar to that of Safa were found by Mr. Blunt on the rocks of Jebel

Shammar in Nejd, close to the regular pilgrim route from Mecca to

Baghdad.—Blunt, Pilgrimage to Nejd.
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alike of the Safalte, the Sabean, and of the Indian

alphabet of Asoka.

In the Arabian tradition the common progenitor

of the tribes of Yemen was Kahtan, who is to be

identified with the Joktan of the Book of Genesis.

Abd-Shams-Saba, said to have been the great grand-

son of Kahtan, is the Eponymus of the Sabeans,

the name by which these tribes were known to the

Northern Semites.^ His son was Himyar, the Epony-

mus of the Himyarites, who are first mentioned by

ancient authors about the year 100 B.C., when Hareth,

a descendant of Himyar, obtained the Sabean throne
;

the place of the Sabeans in history being hence-

forth taken by the Himyarites, who are the Homerites

of Western writers.^ The inscriptions of Southern

Arabia date mainly from the period of Himyaritic

supremacy, but as some of them go back to the Sabean

epoch, the alphabet may also lay claim to the earlier

Sabean name. Hence the ancient Joktanite alphabet of

Southern Arabia is often designated in its earliest stage

as the Sabean, and in its later development as the

Himyaritic.

Till recently it was believed that no monuments of

the Sabean alphabet were older than 120 B.C., but a

recent discovery of Schlumberger ^ has rendered it

' The " kings of Sheba and Saba " are referred to in the Seventy-

second Psalm, which is probably of Solomonic age.

' See Duncker, Hist, of Antiquity, vol. i., p. 327.

^ Schlumberger, Le Tresor de SatCa ; Moimaics Himyantiques,
Paris, 1880. Cf. At/ienaum, July 16, iSSi.
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possible to throw back this date to a somewhat earHer

period. When resident at Constantinople in 1879

M. Schlumberger became the fortunate possessor of

some 200 Himyaritic coins, most of them unknown to

numismatic science. There are two types, the most

ancient^ exhibiting on the reverse the Athenian

emblem of the owl, with the Greek letters A0E, and a

Sabean legend. The more recent type ^ has the owl

on the reverse, and on the obverse the head of

Augustus with a Himyaritic inscription. This type

must therefore belong to the second half of the

I St century B.C. The coins of the earlier type were

plainly imitations of Athenian mintages, just as the

early Gaulish and late British coins were copied from

the * Philippi ' of Macedon, which the tribes of Gaul

are supposed to have brought back with them in the

3rd century B.C., after their inroad into Greece under

Brennus. M. Schlumberger concludes that the types

imitated in the earlier Sabean coins are of Seleucidan

date, probably of the time of Seleucus IV. and

Antiochus Epiphanes, 187-164 b.c.^

Himyaritic inscriptions are very numerous; the

greater number are believed to date from about the

period of the Christian Era. Some of them, however,

^ Ib.^ plates i. and ii., Nos. i to 36.

' Ib.^ plates ii. and iii., Nos. 37 to 60.

3 On some of the coins the legend is in a character not yet deci-

phered, which may possibly supply an earlier or intermediate type

of the Himyaritic alphabet.
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belong to a somewhat earlier stage of the Sabean

alphabet.^

A facsimile of one

of the most interest-

ing monuments left by

this ancient people is

here reproduced. The

sculpture represents

four scenes from the

life of the Lord of

Mazmar, who was

evidently a personage

of great importance.

In the upper com-

partment he marches

on foot in all his

dignity, with shield,

sword, and helmet,

attended by his ser-

vant. In the next

compartment he is

journeying on a camel

with the same at-

tendant mounted be-

hind him, and in the

third he is bringing

a cow for sacrifice to

' Among the more ancient inscriptions is the record on a seal

found at Anah on the Euphrates. The figures are of good Baby-
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Ashtar, as is indicated by the priest who precedes him

bearing the sacrificial knife, and by the hands of the

offerer clasped over the forehead of the victim,^ whose

crescent horns are depicted so as to represent the

symbol of the goddess. Lastly, he is seen on horse-

back, unarmed, evidently on a progress of state, as his

attendant accompanies him on foot. The inscription

is from right to left, the words being divided by

vertical lines. It reads :

—

** The effigy and monument of Sa'adavam of Mazmar."

'

§ 4. THE ETHIGPIC ALPHABET.

The earliest forms of the language and alphabet of

Abyssinia and Southern Arabia are exhibited in the

Sabean and Himyaritic inscriptions just discussed.

From the south of Arabia, where these inscriptions

have been found, the Joktanite Semites crossed over

Ionian workmanship of the ante-Achcemenian period, and can hardly

be later than the 6th or 7th century B.C. The Sabean legend is now

believed to be of later execution than the seal, but it exhibits primi-

tive forms of three letters, alf^ kaf, and rees. The inscription was

published by Sir H. Rawlinson in the /. R. A. S., N. S., vol. i.,

p. 234. A large number of Himyaritic inscriptions have been

published in the Z. D. M. G. ; by Halevy in his Etudes Sabeennes, and

by Prideaux in Trans. Soc. Bibl. Ai'ch.

* See Leviticus iv., 4.

" See the Plate by Euting, and the description by D. H. Miiller, in

the Z. D. M. G.J vol. xxx., p. 115.
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into Abyssinia. They called themselves Ghe'ez, " the

emigrants," and their language Lisana Ghe*ez, "the

speech of the emigrants." In the 4th century

they were converted to Christianity and subjected

to Greek influences. The alphabet of the early

Christian period, which is still used by the Abyssinians

for liturgical purposes, is usually called the Ethiopic.

It was converted into a syllabary, written from right

to left, additional letters being formed by differentia-

tion, and the letters of the Greek alphabet were

employed as numerals. About the year 1300 a.d. a

family from the province of Amhara obtained posses-

sion of the throne, and the Ghe*ez language has been

replaced in the court and capital of Gondar by the

Amharic, a Semitic dialect largely corrupted by

African idioms. The Amharic script, which is used

for secular purposes, is a cursive form of the old

Ethiopic, enlarged by the addition of seven new

letters.

The most important monuments of the ancient

Ethiopic alphabet are the two great inscriptions from

Axum, the former capital of the country, which were

discovered by Ruppel in 1830.^ In the longer inscrip-

tion, which is cut on three large limestone slabs, about

four feet in height, " Halen, king of Axum and of

Himyar, of Raidan and of Saba, and of Salhen,"

' Ruppel, J^€ise in Abyssinien, 1838, vol. ii., pp. 268 to 281, and

Plate V. See also Dillmann, Grammatik der Aethiopischen Sprache^

1S57 ; and Z D. M. G., vol. vii. (1853),
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1

commemorates his victory over the king of Falasha,

and records the number of the slain, and the amount

of booty which was taken. The date of this inscrip-

tion, which is assigned to the 5th century A. d., is deter-

mined by the fact that it must be later than the con-

version of the Abyssinians in the 4th century, and

earlier than the conquest of Arabia Felix by the

Sassanian king Chosroes in the 6th century.^

A Greek inscription of the time of Constantius (343-

356 A.D.) was also found by Riippel at Axum, together

with some shorter Ethiopic inscriptions on a lava

altar and elsewhere, which may be assigned to a still

earlier date. They are too fragmentary and obscure

to yield any very positive results, but are valuable as

supplying a transitional type of the Ethiopic letters

which Is nearly Identical with the Hlmyaritlc.^

The early Ethiopic, like the HImyarltIc and the

Safaite, Is known solely from Inscriptions. We possess

It only as a script, not as an alphabet. But In the

later Ethiopic the order and names of the letters are

known. From the Table on the next page It will be

' The Axumite kings extended their dominion over a great part of

Arabia Felix, where they estabHshed a great Christian State, which

was in alliance with Justinian (527 to 565 a d). Remains of great

Christian churches have been found at Sana and elsewhere. Chos-

roes conquered Yemen, and suppressed Christianity. The great

Axum inscription claims the Arabians as still subject to the Axumite

king.

" The alphabets of these inscriptions will be found in columns v.

and vi. of Table on p. 338.
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Forms.

Names.

h

with it

u

withiZ with i with (7 with e with e with 4

Hoi Ih "i ^ *i « If

Lavve I A A- /\ A A. A A«

Haut h (1) ch. <h. 'h di. Ai ^
jvrai m au OO' o^ ug "^ 70 qo

Saut s UJ Uh "«. ^ ui M^ H^

Recs r ^ <. £ 6. r?; C C

Sat « ri IV IX -1 rL fl r-

Qaf a ^ 'ft t 3> ^ * *
Bet h n f> n. n n. -n p

Tawe t -v -f- X :^ t ^ •?

Kliarin kh i -i. 1 :* -v. ^ •r

Xahas n 1 ^. i. r i 1 r

Alf 'rt A iv A. >i K >i h

Kaf k Tn Yi' n Vl U Vi m
AVawe w (D (D. ^ T T CD' (P

'Ain 'a O a- «% ^ ^ ^
1

Zai z H H- H M H- H H
Yamaii y P p B. ^ R ^ P'

Dent d K K, K. i^ SL £^ K
Gemel 9 1 > U :i L -1 •I

Tait t rn ri)- (11. ^ m. T r^

Pait p k f^ A. ^ A. R- i^

Tsadai ts X ;t X. 8 H. R- F^

Dzapp.i >/z u o- % ^ ti fi

Kf f ^ * <L 4. ^. ^ a
Pa p T T T T T T T
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seen that though the ancient alphabetic order has been

greatly modified, and the alphabet has been turned

into a syllabary, the primitive names have either been

translated, or preserved with so little change, that the

identification of the letters with their Phoenician

prototypes can be effected with much greater certainty

than by means of mere resemblances of form, which

are frequently deceptive.

Turning to the Table of the South Semitic alphabets

on p. ^^S, it will be seen that the letters a//, bet^gemel,

wawe, tail, kaf, ^aiUy isadai, qaf^ rees and tawe, retain

their ancient names practically unaltered. In other

instances we have the Ethiopic equivalent of the old

Phc3enician word. Thus mat is the Ethiopic word

for 'water,' corresponding in meaning to the Phoe-

nician mem, while the name haul is the South Semitic

equivalent of the North Semitic cketk, a 'fence.' In

three instances the North Semitic word, having no

Ethiopic equivalent, has become meaningless, and the

name has naturally suffered from phonetic corruption.

Hence we have zai for zayin, dent for daletk, and lawe

for lamed. In other cases, where the North Semitic

word has no South Semitic representative, a name of

analogous signification has been substituted. Thus

the word jj/^^ having become ad in Ethiopic, owing to

phonetic decay, was no longer acrologically appropriate

as the name of the letter f , y. Hence yaman, the

' right hand,' a new acrologic term of nearly equivalent

meaning, was substituted for the old name yod, * hand.'

AA
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The same plan has been pursued in another case.

The North Semitic word 7iun, ' fish/ not existing in

South Semitic dialects, an acrologic term of somewhat

similar meaning has been substituted for it, and the

letter \ n is called iiahas, a 'snake.' In one case an

analogous meaning has been preserved at the cost of a

departure from the strict acrologic principle. Instead

of pe, * mouth,* we have ef, which means ' nose ' in

Ethiopic.

Two of the Ethiopic names have not been satis-

factorily explained. These are saut, which corresponds

to shin, and sat, which represents samekh. That this

failure should occur in the case of the sibilants is

especially noteworthy, as the correspondence of the

Greek and Semitic names, which in other cases is so

exact, fails also in the case of the sibilants.^ The

conjecture may perhaps be hazarded that at the early

' In the Greek alphabet zeta has the form and place of zayin and

the name of tsade ; sigma has the form and place of shin and the

name of sainekh ; xi has the form and place of samtkh and the name

oi shin; while safi had the form and place oi tsade and the name of

zayin. It is possible that in Ethiopic the close assimilation of the

forms of sat rt and tsadai X may have brought about an assimilation

of the names, just as in Arabic the names as well as the forms of sin

and shin are assimilated. Possibly saut, whose form is manifestly

derived from shin, may also have obtained its name from tsade,

assimilated by superficial imitation, as Dillmann has suggested, to

haiU, the forms of the two letters bearing some resemblance. With

regard to sat, however, it must be borne in mind that semkath, the

Syriac name of the fifteenth letter, points to a primitive form from

which the Hebrew saniekh, the Syriac semkath, the Greek sigma, and

the Ethiopic sat, may all have been obtained by phonetic decay.
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time when the Greek and Joktanite alphabets originated,

the names, powers, and positions of the sibilants had

not been definitively fixed in the mother alphabet of

Phoenicia.^

In the Ethiopia alphabet there has been extensive

dislocation in the primitive order of the letters. This

must be attributed to the desire of bringing together

for convenient comparison letters closely resembling

one another in their forms, a course which has greatly

affected the arrangement of the letters in the Arabic

and other alphabets. An explanation is thus afforded

of the juxtaposition oi yaman P and dent K. oi pait Ik

and tsadai K , oikharm 'h and nahas 1, and of alf tx and

kaf\\}

The Ethiopic letters are more numerous than those

of the North Semitic alphabet, additional characters

having been obtained by differentiation from the

primitive stock. This process began at a very early

time, and was carried on during many centuries.

Even in the Himyaritic inscriptions some of these

differentiated forms make their appearance, while others

* See p. 194, supra. The names of the Ethiopic letters have been

discussed by Dillmann, Grammatik der dthiopischen Sprache (1857)

;

and by Lagarde, Syfumida, i., pp. 114, 115.

^ That these changes were gradually effected is curiously indicated

by the position of lawe A near the head of the alphabet. This

letter must have been transferred from the twelfth to the second

station on account of its resemblance to al/Tv^ before a// was moved

downwards, and must have retained its new position, otherwise so

inexplicable, when a/fhsid been brought into juxtaposition with ka/,

AA 2
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which are absent from the ecclesiastical Ethiopic have

been introduced Into the modern Amharic alphabet.

Thus from cheth, representing the two cognate Arabic

sounds r- and ^, we have the two letters haut rh and

^/2^rw 1, whose origin may be traced back to the Sabean

alphabet. The name haul Is simply the name cheth

modified according to the law of letter-change, while

khartn is an acrologic translation of the primitive

name, meaning, like cheth^ a ' hedge ' or * palisade.'

The letter pait k again Is a differentiated form of

bet n , the modification of the name being due to

assonance with tait, next to which it stands in the

Ethiopic alphabet. Both forms may be traced back

to the Himyarltic alphabet. The name of the new

letter dzappa O, obtained by differentiation from tsadai,

is not, as Gesenlus imagined, derived from the Greek

kappa, but is probably a term descriptive of the

appearance of the letter, meaning, as It does, a * bar,'

or * crossbeam.'

The process of differentiation was continued after

the old Ethiopic alphabet had given place to the

Amharic. In the Amharic there are seven new letters,

constructed on the same principle, by the addition of

an upper bar. They are :

—

Ethiopic: t\ s -V t \ n \\ k \\ z ^d fXi t

Amharic: X\ sh ^ tsh ^gn ^kk IT zs/i g/ fXL ts/i

The most remarkable feature of the Ethiopic

alphabet is the method by which the vowels are
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denoted. A somewhat similar, but much less elaborate

system, is found in the Mendaite alphabet (see p. 297),

in which syllabic signs have been formed by affixing

to the consonants abraded forms of aleph, van, and yod.

An earlier example of this notation is found in the

alphabet used in the Indian inscriptions of Asoka

(250 B.C.), medial vowel-signs being introduced into the

body of the covering consonant. The Himyaritic

inscriptions show no trace of this device, and it seems

more probable that the Ethiopic vowel notation was

independently invented, than that it was borrowed

from the Indian system.^ But the Mendaite and

Indian syllabaries, in which the suffixed vocalic signs

are manifestly only abraded letters, makes it probable

that the 'tags' in the Ethiopic syllabary originated in

a similar way.^

* Lepsius, Anordnung des Alphabets^ p. 76, contends for a much

greater influence of the Indian on the Ethiopic alphabet than is here

suggested. Most of the resemblances between the Ethiopic and old

Indian alphabets may, however, be sufficiently explained by their

descent from a common source.

"" The present extended development of the Ethiopic vowel notation

is probably to a great extent merely arbitrary and artificial ; but the

syllabic suffixes which denote the vowels e and a occasionally bear

such a resemblance to the letters 'am O and alf Y\ , as to suggest

the hypothesis that the germs of the vocalic suffixes were abraded

letters. Ancient Ethiopic codices may possibly afford a solution of

the problem.
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In this volume the origin of the Semitic alphabet

has been discussed, and the history of the three great

stems into which it parted has been traced. Each of

the three Semitic stems became the source of a group

of non-Semitic alphabets. To the Phoenician may be

traced the origin of the Greek alphabet, which became

the parent of the various alphabets of Europe. From

the Arameanproceeded the Iranian group of alphabets,

which replaced the Cuneiform writing as the script of

the Eastern provinces of the Persian empire. To the

South Semitic type must be referred the ancient

alphabet of India, with its numberless descendants. It

now only remains to investigate the history of the

three Aryan alphabetic families—the European, the

Iranian, and the Indian—which were derived by inde-

pendent transmission from the three great types of the

Semitic alohabet.

END OF VOL. I.
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2 vols. Second Edition. Post 8vo. cloth, price 32J.

The History of the Evolution of Man. With numerous Illustra-

tions. 2 vols. Post 8vo. price 32J.

Freedom in Science and Teaching. With a Prefatory Note by
T. H. Huxley, F.R.S. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5^.

Half-Crown Series :

—

A Lost Love. By Anna C. Ogle (Ashford Owen).

Sister Dora : a Biography. By Margaret Lonsdale.

True Words for Brave Men : a Book for Soldiers and Sailors.

By the late Charles Kingsley.

An Inland Voyage. By R. L. Stevenson.
'" ' Travels with a Donkey. By R. L. Stevenson.
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] [alf-Crown Series—eontinued

:

—
A Nook in the Apennines. By Leader Scott.

Notes of Travel : being Extracts from the Journals of Count Von
MOLTKE.

Letters from Russia. By Count Von Moltke.

English Sonnets. Collected and Arranged by J. Dennis.

Lyrics of Love. From Shakespeare to Tennyson. Selected
and Arranged by W. D. Adams.

London Lyrics. By F. Locker.

Home Songs for Quiet Hours. By the Rev. Canon R. H. Baynes.

HALLECK'S International Law; or, Rules Regulating the Inter-
course of States in Peace and War. A New Edition, revised, with Notes and
Cases, by Sir Sherston Baker, Bart. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. price 38^.

HARTINGTON {The Right Hon. the Marquis of) MP.—Electioh
Speeches in 1879 and 1880. With Address to the Electors of North East
Lancashire. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 3^. 6d.

HAWEIS (Rev. H. R.) J/".^.—Current Coin. Materialism—The
Devil— Crime — Drunkenness— Pauperism— Emotion— Recreation— The
Sabbath. Fourth and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. price ^s.

Arrows in the Air. Fourth and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo.
cloth, price 5^.

Speech in Season. Fifth and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo.
price 5^.

Thoughts for the Times. Twelfth and Cheaper Edition. Crown
8vo. price 5^-.

Unsectarian Family Prayers. New and Cheaper Edition. Fcp.
8vo. price is. 6d.

HAWKINS {Edwards Comerford)— Spirit and Form. Sermons
preached in the Parish Church of Leatherhead. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

HA YES {A. H.)j Junr.—New Colorado and the Santa F^ Trail.
With Map and 60 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. cloth, price gj.

HELLWALD {Baron F. Von)—The Russians in Central Asia.
A Critical Examination, down to the Present Time, of the Geography and
History of Central Asia. Translated by Lieut. -Col. Theodore Wirgman,
LL.B. With Map. Large post 8vo. price 12s.

HENRY {Philip)—Diaries and Letters. Edited by Matthew Henry
Lee. Large crown 8vo. cloth, is. td.

HIDE {Albert)—The Age to Come. Small crown Svo. cloth, 2s. 6d.

HIME {MajorH W. L.) i?.^.—Wagnerism : a Protest. Cxovm Svo,
cloth, 2s. dd.
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JIINTON (/.)—Tb^ Place of the Physician. To which is added
Essays Ox\ the Law of Human Life, and on the Relations betweenOrganic AND Lnorganic Worlds. Second Edition. Crown 8vo
price y. 6d.

Philosophy and Religion. Selections from the MSS. of the late
James Hinton. Edited by Caroline Haddon. Crown 8vo. cloth, 5..

Physiology for Practical Use. By Various Writers. With
so Illustrations. Third and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. price S^-An Atlas of Diseases of the Membrana Tympani. WithDescrio-
tive Text. Post Svo. price £6. 6s.

^

The Questions of Aural Surgery. With Illustrations. 2 vols.
Post Svo. price 12s. 6d.

Chapters on the Art of Thinking, and other Essays. With an
Introduction by Shadworth Hodgson. Edited by C. H. Hinton. Crown
ovo. cloth, price Zs. 6d.

The Mystery of Pain. New Edition. Fcp. Svo. cloth limp, ij-.

Life and Letters. Edited by Ellice Hopkins, with an Intro-
duction by Sir WW. Gull, Bart and Portrait engraved on Steel by C. H.
Jeens. Fourth Edition. Cro^^•n Svo. price Sj. 6d.

HOOPER (Mary)—Little Dinners: How to Serve them withelegance and Economy. Seventeenth Edition. Crown Svo. price 2x. 6d.
Cookery for Invalids, Persons of Delicate Digestion, and

Children. Third Edition. Crown Svo. price 2x. 6d
Every-Day Meals. Being Economical and Wholesome Recipes for

prTce £ 6^ ' °"' ^""^ ^"PP^'- ^'''^^' ^^^^^°"- ^^*°^^ ^^°- *^l°t^^»

HOPKINS {Ellice)—\.iYE and Letters of James Hinton, with an
Introductionby SirW. W. Gull, Bart., and Portrait engraved on Steel by
C. H. Jeens. Fourth Edition. Crown Svo. price Sj. dd.

Work amongst Working Men. Fourth Edition. Crown Svo.
ciotn, 3^. oa.

HORNER {The Misses)—V^ALYLS in Florence. A New and thoroughly
Revised Edition. 2 vols. Crown Svo. Cloth limp. With Illustrations '

vol. I.—Churches, Streets, and Palaces. Price los. 6d
VOL. II.—Public Galleries and Museums. Price 5^.

HOSPITALIER {E)—The Modern Applications of Electricity.

Demy Svo c^'^^lLTi'^
^^'^'' '''^''' '''•^- ^^^' ^^o Illustrations.

Household Readings on Prophecy. By A Layman. Small crownovo. cloth, price 3^. 6d.

^^^^dofh}^'"''-^^^'^"^
Redemption of the World. Crown Svo.

^^^^Sf.tf^/S;-^^'^"^ European in India. With a Medical

^'''^^cS?f^ iff•/) ^-C-Z— The Apocalypse. With aCommentary and Introductory Essay. Demy 8vo. cloth, gs.
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. TUTTON {Arthur) Af.A.—The Anglican Ministry : its Nature and
Value in relation to the Catholic Priesthood. With a Preface by His Eminence
Cardinal Newman. Demy 8vo. cloth, price 14J.

iUTTON {Charles 7^)— Unconscious Testimony; or, the Silent
Witness of the Hebrew to the Truth of the Historical Scrip-
tures. Crown 8vo. cloth, zs. 6d.

;ENKINS (E.) and RAYMOND (/)—The Architect's Legal
Handbook. Third Edition, Revised. Crown 8vo. price 6j.

JENKINS {Rev. R. C.)M.A.—The Privilege of Peter and the Claims
of the Roman Church confronted with the Scriptures, the Councils, and the
Testimony of the Popes themselves. Fcp. Svo. price 3J. 6d.

TERVIS {Rev. W. Henley)—The Gallican Church and the Revo-
lution. A Sequel to the History of the Church of France, from the Con-
cordat of Bologna to the Revolution. Demy Svo. cloth, price i8j.

JOEL {L.)—K Consul's Manual and Shipowner's and Shipmaster's
Practical Guide in their Transactions Abroad. With Definitions of
Nautical, Mercantile, and Legal Terms ; a Glossary of Mercantile Terms in

English, French, German, Italian, and Spanish ; Tables of the Money, Weights»
and Measures of the Principal Commercial Nations and their Equivalents in

British Standards ; and Forms of Consular and Notarial Acts. Demy Svo.

cloth, price 12s.

JOHNSTONE {C. E) J/:A—Historical Abstracts: being Outlines
of the History of some of the less known States of Europe. Crown Svo. cloth,

price "Js. 6d.

JOLLY {William) ER.SE. —John Duncan, Scotch Weaver and
Botanist. With Sketches of his Friends and Notices of his Times. With
Portrait. Large crown Svo. cloth, price gs.

JONES {C. A.)—The Foreign Freaks of Five Friends. With 30
Illustrations. Crown Svo. cloth, 6s.

JONES {Lucy)— Puddings and Sweets ; being Three Hundred and
Sixty-five Receipts approved by experience. Crown Svo. price 2s. 6d.

JOYCE {P. W.) LL.D. 6-^.—Old Celtic Romances. Translated from
the Gaelic. Crown Svo. cloth, price ^s. 6d.

JOYNES {J. Z.)-^The Adventures of a Tourist in Ireland. Small
crown Svo. cloth, price 2J. 6d.

KAUFMANN {Rev. M.) ^./4.—Socialism : Its Nature, its Dangers, and
its Remedies considered. Crown Svo. price 1$. 6d.

Utopias ; or, Schemes of Social Improvement, from Sir Thomas More
to Karl Marx. Crown Svo. cloth, price 5j.

KAY (/^j-^//^)—Free Trade in Land. Edited by his Widow. With
Preface by the Right Hon. John Bright, M.P. Sixth Edition. Crown
Svo. cloth, price 5j-.

KEMPIS {Thomas a)—Of the Imitation of Christ. Parchment
Library Edition, 6j. ; or vellum, 7^. (>d. The Red Line Edition, fcp. Svo.

cloth, red edges, price zs. dd. The Cabinet Edition, small Svo. cloth, red

edges, price \s. 6d. The Miniature Edition, 32mo. cloth, red edges, price is.

*^* All the above Editions may be had in various extra bindings.
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KENT (C)

—

Corona Catholica ad Petri successoris Pedes
Oblata. De Summi Pontificis Leonis XIII. Assumptione Epigramma.
In Quinquaginta Linguis. Fcp. 4to. cloth, price 15J.

KEENER {Dr. ^.)—Flowers and their Unbidden Guests. Trans-
lation edited by W. Ogle, M.A., M.D. With Illustrations. Square 8vo.
cloth, price 9J.

KETTLEWELL {Rev. ^.)—Thomas A Kempis and the Brothers
OF Common Life. 2 vols. With Frontispieces. Demy 8vo. cloth, 30J.

KIDD {Joseph) M.D.—The Laws of Therapeutics ; or, the Science
and Art of Medicine. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. price 6j.

KINAHAN {G. Henry) M.R.I.A., of H.M.'s Geological Surrey.—Tkjs.
Geology of Ireland, with numerous Illustrations and a Geological Map of
Ireland. Square 8vo. cloth, 15^,

KINGSFORD {Anna) M.D.—The Perfect Way in Diet. A Treatise
advocating a Return to the Natural and Ancient Food of Race. Small crown
8vo. cloth, price 2s.

KINGSLE V {Charles) M.A.—Letters and Memories of his Life.
Edited by his Wife. With Two Steel Engraved Portraits and Vignettes.
Twelfth Cabinet Edition, in 2 vols. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 12s.

All Saints' Day, and other Sermons. Edited by the Rev. W.
Harrison. Third Edition. Crown 8vo. price 7^. 6d.

True Words for Brave Men. A Book for Soldiers' and Sailors'

Libraries. Eighth Edition. Crown 8vo. price 2s. 6d.

KNIGHT {Professor W.)—Studies in Philosophy and Literature.
Large post 8vo. cloth, price ']s. 6d.

KNOX {Alexander ^.)—The New Playground ; or, Wanderings in

Algeria. New and Cheaper Edition. Large crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

LAURIE {S. S.)—The Training of Teachers, and other Educational
Papers. Crown 8vo. cloth, price ^s. 6d.

LEE {Rev. F. G.) D.C.L.—The Other World; or, Glimpses of the
Supernatural. 2 vols. A New Edition. Crown 8vo. price 15J.

LEWIS {Edward Dillon)—K Draft Code of Criminal Law and
Procedure. Demy 8vo. cloth, price 2,1s.

LINDSAY {W. Lauder) M.D., F.R.S.E., 6-r.—Mind in the Lower
Animals in Health and Disease. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. cloth, price 32^-.

Vol. I.—Mind in Health. Vol. II.—Mind in Disease.

LLOYD { Walter)—The Hope of the World : An Essay on Universal
Redemption. Crown 8vo. cloth, <)S.

LONSDALE {Margaret)—Sister Dora: a Biography. With Portrait.

Twenty-fifth Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 2s. 6d.

LORIMER (Refer) D.D.—John Knox and the Church of England.
His Work in her Pulpit, and his Influence upon her Liturgy, Articles, and
Parties. Demy 8vo. price 12^.

John Wiclif and his English Precursors. By Gerhard Victor
Lechler. Translated from the German, with additional Notes. New and
Cheaper Edition. Demy 8vo. price los. 6d.
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:OWDER {Charles)—P^ Biography. By the Author of 'SL Teresa.'
New and Cheaper Edition. Large crown 8vo. With Portrait. Cloth,
price 35'. 6(1.

MACHIAVELLI {Niccolt)—Tn^ Prince. Translated from the Italian
by N. H. T. Small crown 8vo. printed on hand-made paper, cloth, lx:velled
boards, 6J.

MACKENZIE {Alexander)— Ylow India is Governed. Being an
Account of England's work in India. Small crown 8vo. cloth, 2s.

MACLACHLAN {Mrs.)—Notes and Extracts on Everlasting
Punishment and Eternal Life, according to Literal Interpreta-
tion. Small crown Svo. cloth, price 3J. dd.

MACNAUGHT {Rev. John)—ZcE.^K Domini: An Essay on the Lord's
Supper, its Primitive Institution, Apostolic Uses, and Subsequent History.
Demy Svo. price 14^.

MAGNUS {Mrs.)—About the Jews since Bible Times. From the
Babylonian Exile till the English Exodus. Small crown Svo. cloth, price 6s.

Marriage and Maternity; or, Scripture Wives and Mothers.
Small crown Svo. cloth, price 4J-. 6d.

MAIR {R. S.) M.D., E.R.C.S.E.—The Medical Guide for Anglo-
Indians. Being a Compendium of Advice to Europeans in India, relating
to the Preservation and Regulation of Health. "With a Supplement on the
Management of Children in India. Second Edition. Crown Svo. limp cloth,

price 3^. 6d.

MANNING {Ill's Eminence Cardinal)—The True Story of the Vatican
Council. Crown Svo. price 5^.

Many Voices.—A Volume of Extracts from the Religious AVriters of
Christendom, from the First to the Sixteenth Century. With Biographical
Sketches. Crown Svo. cloth extra, red edges, ds.

MARKHAM {Capt. Albert Hastings) R.N.—Tyle Great Frozen Sea :

A Personal Narrative of the Voyage of the Alert during the Arctic Expedition
of 1875-6, With Six Full-page Illustrations, Two Maps, and Twenty-seven
Woodcuts. Fifth and Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo. cloth, price ts.

A Polar Reconnaissance: being the Voyage of the 'Isbjorn' to
Novaya Zemlya in 1S79. With 10 Illustrations. Demy Svo. cloth, price i6j-.

MARTINEAU {Geiimde)—Outline Lessons on Morals. Small
crown Svo. cloth, price 3^. 6d.

McGRATH {Terefice)—Pictures from Ireland. New and Cheaper
Edition. Crown Svo. cloth, price 2J.

MEREDITH {M. A.)— Theotokos, the Example for Woman.
Dedicated, by permission, to Lady Agnes Wood. Revised by the Venerable
Archdeacon Denison. 32mo. limp cloth, is. 6d.

MILLER {Edward)—The History and Doctrines of Irvingism
;

or, the so-called Catholic and Apostolic Church. 2 vols. Large post Svo.

price 25^.

The Church in Relation to the State. Large crown Svo.
cloth, price 7^. 6d.
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MILNE (James)—Tables of Exchange for the Conversion of Sterling

Money into Indian and Ceylon Currency, at Rates from is. 2>d. to 2s, 3^. per

Rupee. Second Edition. Demy 8vo. cloth, price £2. 2s.

MINCHIN {/. G.)—Bulgaria since the War : Notes of a Tour in the

Autumn of 1 8 79. Small crown Svo. cloth, price 3J. 6d.

MIVART{St. George)—Nature and Thought. An Introduction to a

Natural Philosophy. Demy Svo. cloth, price \os. 6d.

MOCKLER (E.)—A Grammar of the Baloochee Language, as it is

spoken in Makran (Ancient Gedrosia), in the Persia-Arabic and Roman
characters. Fcp. Svo. price 5j.

MOLESWORTH (IF. Nassau)—History of the Church of Eng-
land FROM 1660. Large crown Svo. cloth, price Js. 6d.

MORELL (J. R.)—Euclid Simplified in Method and Language.
Being a Manual of Geometry. Compiled from the most important French

Works, approved by the University of Paris and the Minister of Public

Instruction. Fcp. Svo. price 2s. 6d.

MORSE (E. S.) R/i.D.—First Book of Zoology. With numerous
Illustrations. New and Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo. price 2s. 6d.

MUNRO (Majo7'-Gen. Sir Thomas) Bart. K.C.B., Governor of Madras.
Selections from his Minutes and other Official Writings. Edited,

with an Introductory Memoir, by Sir Alexander Arbuthnot, K.C.S.I.,

CLE. 2 vols. Demy Svo. cloth, price 30J.

MURPHY (J. iV.)—The Chair of Peter ; or, the Papacy Considered
in its Institution, Development, and Organization, and in the Benefits which for

over Eighteen Centuries it has conferred on Mankind. Demy Svo. cloth, iSj.

NELSON (J. H.) M.A.—A Prospectus of the Scientific Study of
the Hindi) Law. Demy Svo. cloth, price qj.

NEWMAN (J. H) D.D.—Characteristics from the Writings of.
Being Selections from his various Works. Arranged with the Author's
personal Approval. Sixth Edition. With Portrait. Crown Svo. price 6j.

*^j* A Portrait of Cardinal Newman, mounted for framing, can be had, price

2s. 6d.

New Werther. By Loki. Small crown Svo. cloth, price 2s. 6d.

NICHOLSON (Edward Byron)—The Gospel according to the
Hebrews. Its Fragments Translated and Annotated with a Critical Analysis of

the External and Internal Evidence relating to it. Demy Svo. cloth, price 9J. 6d.

A New Commentary on the Gospel according to Matthew.
Demy Svo. cloth, price I2s.

The Rights of an Animal. Crown Svo. cloth, price 3J. 6d.

NICOLS (Arthur) E.G.S., E.R.G.S.—Chapters from the Physical
History of the Earth : an Introduction to Geology and Paleontology.
With numerous Illustrations. Crown Svo. cloth, price 5j.

NOBS (Marianne)—Class Lessons on Euclid. Part L containing the
First Two Books of the Elements. Crown Svo. cloth, price 2s. 6d.

NuCES : Exercises on the Syntax of the Public School Latin Primer.
New Edition in Three Parts. Crown Svo. each is.

*^* The Three Parts can also be had bound together in cloth, price 3J.
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OATES (Frank) F.R.G.S.—Matabele Land and the Victoru Falls.
A Naturalist's Wanderings in the Interior of South Africa. Edited by C. G.
Gates, B.A. With numerous Illustrations and 4 Maps. Demy 8vo. cloth,

price 2 1 J.

OGLE (JV.) M.D., F.F.C.P.—Aristotle on the Parts of Animals.
Translated, with Introduction and Notes. Royal 8vo. cloth, 12s. 6d.

OMEARA {Kathleen)—Frederic Ozanam, Professor of the Sorbonne

:

His Life and Work. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price js. dd.

Henri Perreyve and his Counsels to the Sick. Small crown
8vo. cloth, price 5^.

OSBORNE {Rev. IV. A.)—The Revised Version of the New Testa-
ment. A Critical Commentary with Notes upon the Text. Crown 8vo.

cloth, price 5^.

OTTLEY {Henry Bickersteth) The Great Dilemma: Christ His own
Witness or His own Accuser. Six Lectures. Second Edition. Crown 8vo.

cloth, price 3^. dd.

Our Public Schools—Eton, Harrow, Winchester, Rugby, West-
minster, Marlborough, The Charterhouse. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6j.

OWEN{F. M.)—John Keats : a Study. Crown 8vo. cloth, price ds.

OWEN {Rev. Robert) B.D.—Sanctorale Catholicum; or, Book of

Saints. With Notes, Critical, Exegetical, and Historical. Demy 8vo. cloth,

price i8j.

An Essay on the Communion of Saints. Including an Examina-
tion of the Cultus Sanctorum. Price 2s.

OXENHAM {Rrv. F. Nictcovibe)—What is the Truth as to Ever-
lasting Punishment. Part II. Being an Historical Enquiry into the

Witness and Weight of certain Anti-Origenist Councils. Crown 8vo. cloth,

2.S. 6d.

*^* Parts I. and II. complete in one volume, cloth, 7^.

OXONIENSIS—Romanism, Protestantism, Anglicanism. Being a
Layman's View of some Questions of the Day. Together with Remarks on
Dr. Littledale's ' Plain Reasons against Joining the Church of Rome.' Small

crown Svo. cloth, 3^. 6d.

PALMER {the late William)—Notes of a Visit to Russia in 1840-41.
Selected and arranged byJohn H. Cardinal Newman. With Portrait. Crown
Svo. cloth, %s. 6d.

Parchment Library. Choicely printed on hand-made paper, limp parch-

ment antique, 6s. ; vellum, "js. 6d. each volume.

French Lyrics. Selected and Annotated by George Saintsbury.
With miniature Frontispiece, designed and etched by H. G. Glindoni.

The Fables of Mr. John Gay. With Memoir by Austin Dobson,
and an etched Portrait from an unfinished oil sketch by Sir Godfrey Kneller.

Select Letters of Percy Bysshe Shelley. Edited, with an Intro-

tion, by Richard Garnett.

The Christian Year; Thoughts in Verse for the Sundays and
Holy Days throughout the Year. With etched Portrait of the Rev. J. Keble,

after the Drawing by G. Richmond, R.A.

B
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Parchment Library—continued.

Shakspere's Works. Now publishing in Twelve Monthly Volumes.

Eighteenth Century Essays. Selected and Edited by Austin
DoBSON. With a Miniature Frontispiece by R. Caldecott.

Q. HoRATi Flacci Opera. Edited by F. A. Cornish, Assistant
'

Master at Eton. With a Frontispiece after a design by L. AlmA Tadema.

Etched by Leopold Lowenstam.

Edgar Allan Poe's Poems. With an Essay on his Poetry bjr

Andrew Lang, and a Frontispiece by Linley Sambourne.

Shakspere's Sonnets. Edited by Edward Dowden. With a

Frontispiece etched by Leopold Lowenstam, after the Death Mask.

English Odes. Selected by Edmund W. Gosse. With Frontis-

piece on India paper by Hamo Thornycroft, A.R.A.

Of the Imitation of Christ. By Thomas A Kempis. A revised

Translation. With Frontispiece on India paper, from a Design by W. B.

Richmond.

Tennyson's The Princess : a Medley. With a Miniature Frontis-

piece by H. M. Paget, and a Tailpiece in Outline by Gordon Browne.

Poems : Selected from Percy Bysshe Shelley. Dedicated to Lady
Shelley. With Preface by Richard Garnet and a Miniature Frontispiece.

Tennyson's ' In Memoriam.' With a Miniature Portrait in eaii-forte

by Le Rat, after a Photograph by the late Mrs. Cameron.

*^* The above Volumes may also be had in a variety of leather bindings.

PARKER {Joseph) Z>.Z>.—The Paraclete : An Essay on the Personality

and Ministry of the Holy Ghost, with some reference to current discussions.

Second Edition. Demy 8vo. price \2s.

PARR (Capt. H. ffallam, C.M.G.)—h^ Sketch of the Kafir and
Zulu Wars: Guadana to Isandhlwana. With Maps. Small crown 8vo.

cloth, price 5^.

PARSLOE {roseph) — 0\5K Railways. Sketches, Historical and

Descriptive. With Practical Infoi-mation as to Fares and Rates, &c., and a

Chapter on Railway Reform. Crown 8vo. price 6s.

PATTISON {Mrs. Mark)—Tht^. Renaissance of Art in France. With

Nineteen Steel Engravings. 2 vols. Demy Svo. cloth, price 32s.

PAUL (C. Xegait)—The Genius of Christianity Unveiled. Being

Essays by William Godwin never before published. Edited, with a Preface,

by C. Kegan Paul. Crown Svo. price 7^. 6d.

Mary Wollstonecraft. Letters to Imlay. New Edition with

Prefatory Memoir by. Two Portraits in eau-forte by Anna Lea Merritt.

Crown Svo. cloth, price 6j,

PEARSON {Rev. 6'.)—Week-day Living. A Book for Young Men
and Women. Second Edition. Crown Svo. cloth, 5^.

PENRICE {Maj. J.) E.A.—K Dictionary and Glossary of the

Ko-ran. With Copious Grammatical References and Explanations of the

Text. 4to. price 21s.

PESCHEL {Dr. Oscar)—The Races of Man and their Geographical
Distribution. Large crown Svo. price 9J.
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PETERS (F. -ff)—The Nicomachean Ethics of Aristotle. Tnn,latedby. Crown 8vo. doth, price 6j.
"'"kistotle. Irans-

P/2J(?^0;\r(Z.)-AN Engineer's Holiday; or, Notes of a RounH
IZT^^"'- " '° " •

N--<^ Cheaper Kdf.lon.'urgfcrownlvo^croS^

PmCJJES (TAomas) MA.-Samvei. Wilserforce : FAiTH-SERvirpRecompense. Three Sermons. With a Portrait of Bkh„„WMi/
(after a Portrait by Charles Watkins). Crown 8vo cloth! prlce^

W,lberfo,«

PLAYFAIR {Lieut.-Col.)~T^f,^zi.% m the Footsteps of Bruce mAlgeria and Tunis. Illustrated by fac-similes of Bmce^sori^Lln"
Photographs, Maps, &c. Royal 4to.'clo.h, bevelW Wd^rjltta^Sr^T;

•''"'^^''sS^cllt'Sr'''"'"^^'
"'= ^"'^ ^'"^ Philosophv. Demy

-P6>^i? (Z^z/r^ Z:.)—Sanskrit and its Kindred Literatures qhirll^cm Comparative Mythology. Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 5.

"
-P^/C^ (Prof. Bonamy)—Currency AND Banking. Crown 8vo. Price 6s

Chapters on Practical Political Economy. Being the Substance
^^-11^^^-^,!^^-^^ of Oxford. N^ew^n'atr^e^

''^'^"''cfo^ntv^pTe's/ ^""^^P^^^^^^^- Edi^^d by AuBREY De VeRE.

Pulpit Commentary (The). Old Testament Series. Edited by the Rev
J. S. EXELL and the Rev. Canon H. D. M. Spence.

^
Genesis By Rev. T. Whitelaw, M.A. ; with Homilies by the VervRev. J F. Montgomery, D.D., Rev. Prof. R. A. Redford, M A LL B^

frtLnur'"?'''' .\''- W. Roberts, M.A. An Introduction to the Studiof the Old Testament by the Rev. Canon Farrar, D.D., F.R S • and Introductjons to the Pentateuch by the Right Rev. H. Cotterill, D D., and Rev"T. Whitelaw, M.A. Seventh Edition. One vol. price 15/.

Exodus. By the Rev. George Rawlinson. With Homilies bv
Tt/- ^^^V^'J- ^' ^°^^^^^' ^^^- C. A. Goodhart, Rev. J. Urquhartand Rev. H. T. ROBJOHNS. Third Edition. Price 16/.

^- J' ^^^""a^^'

Leviticus. By the Rev. Prebendary Meyrick, M.A. With Intro-ductions by Rev. R. Collins, Rev. Professor A. Cave, and Homilies by

IZ' ^i^'^'^T^^^'
LL.B Rev. J. A. Macdonald, R^v. W. ClarksonRev. S. R. Aldridge, LL.B., and Rev. McChevnb Edgar. Thirdliaition. Price i^s.

*""u

^^he^f ^V^^ w"^*/'
Winterbotham, LLB.

; with Homilies bythe Rev. Professor W. Binnie, D.D., Rev. E. S. Prout. M A Rev D
?; P^""- J- Waite, and an Introduction by the Rev. Thomas White*LAW, M.A. Fourth Edition. Price 15^.

cv. ihomas white-

Deuteronomy. By Rev. W. L. Alexander, D.D. ; with Homiliesby Rev. D. Davies, M.A., Rev. C. Clemance, D.D., Rev. T Orr B Dand Rev. R. M. Edgar, M.A. Second Edition. Price 15!
^'

' "

B2
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Pulpit Commentary (The) Old Testament Series—continued.

Joshua. By Rev. J. J. Lias, M.A. ; with Homilies by Rev. S. R.
Aldridge, LL.B., Rev. R. Glover, Rev. E. De Pressens£, D.D.,

Rev. J. Waite, B.A., Rev. F. W. Adeney, M.A. ; and an Introduction by
the Rev. A. Plummer, M.A. Fourth Edition. Price \2s. 6d.

Judges and Ruth. By the Right Rev. Lord A. C. Hervey, D.D.,
and Rev. J. Morrison, D.D. ; with Homilies by Rev. A. F. Muir, M.A.,
Rev. W. F. Adeney, M.A., Rev. W. M. Statham, and Rev. Professor

J. Thomson, M.A. Fourth Edition. Price los. td.

I Samuel. By the Very Rev. R. P. Smith, D.D. ; with Homilies
by Rev. Donald Eraser, D.D., Rev. Prof. Chapman, and Rev. B. Dale.
Fifth Edition. Price i5j-.

I Kings. By the Rev. Joseph Hammond, LL.B. With Homilies
by the Rev. E. de Pressens^, D.D., Rev. J. Waite, B.A., Rev. A.
Rowland, LL.B., Rev. J. A. Macdonald, and Rev. J. Urquhart. Third

Edition. Price I5J-.

Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther. By Rev. Canon G. Rawlinson,
M.A.; with Homilies by Rev. Prof. J. R. Thomson, M.A,, Rev. Prof. R. A.
Redford, LL.B., M.A., Rev. W. S. Lewis, M.A., Rev. J. A. Macdonald,
Rev. A. Mackennal, B.A., Rev. W. Clarksox, B.A., Rev. F. Hastings,
Rev. W. DiNWiDDiE, LL.B., Rev. Prof. Rowlands, B.A., Rev. G. Wood,
B.A., Rev. Prof. P. C. Barker, LL.B., M.A., and Rev. J. S. Exell. Fifth

Edition. One vol. price 12^. (>d.

Pulpit Commentary (The) New Testament Series. Edited by the

Rev. J. S. Exell and the Rev. Canon H. D. M. Spence,

St. Mark. By the very Rev. Dean Bickersteth, D.D. ; with

Homilies by the Rev. Prof. Thomson, M.A., Rev. Prof. Given, M.A.,

Rev. Prof. Johnson, M.A., Rev. A. Rowland, LL.B., Rev. A. Muir,
M.A., andRev. R. Green. 2 Vols. 2ij.

PuNjAUB (The) and North-Western Frontier of India. By an
Old Punjaubee. Crown 8vo. price 5^.

Rabbi Jeshua. An Eastern Story. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 3J-. dd.

RADCLIFFE {Frank R, F.)—The New Politicus. Small crown 8vo.

Cloth, price 2s. 6d.

RA VENSHAW {John Henry) B. C.^".—Gaur : Its Ruins and Inscrip-
tions. Edited by his Widow. With 44 Photographic Illustrations, and 25

facsimiles of Inscriptions. Royal 4to. cloth, price ^2>' ^Z^' 6^-

READ {Carveih)—On the Theory of Logic : An Essay. Crown 8vo.

price 6^.

Realities of the Future Life. Small crown Bvo. cloth, price is. 6d.

RENDELL {/. i^)—Concise Handbook of the Island of Madeira.
With Plan of Funchal and Map of the Island. Fcp. 8vo. cloth, is. 6d.

REYNOLDS {Rev. J. W^)—The Supernatural in Nature. A|
Verification by Free Use of Science. Second Edition, revised and enlarged.

Demy 8vo. cloth, price 14^.

The Mystery of Miracles. New and Enlarged Edition. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 6s,
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RIBOT {Prof. 7;%.)—English Psychology. Second Edition. A
Revised and Corrected Translation from the latest French Edition. Large post
8vo. price qj.

Heredity : A Psychological Study on its Phenomena, its I^ws,
its Causes, and its Consequences. Large crown 8vo. price 91.

ROBERTSON {The late Rev. F. W.) M.A.~Ufe and Letters of.
Edited by the Rev. Stopford Brooke, M. A.

L Two vols., uniform wiih the Sermons. With Steel Portrait. Crown
8vo. price "js. 6d.

IL Library Edition, in demy Svo. with Portrait. Price 12s.

IIL A Popular Edition, in i vol. Crown Svo. price 6s.

Sermons. Four Series. Small crown Svo. price 3^. 6tf. each.

The Human Race, and other Sermons. Preached at Cheltenham,
Oxford, and Brighton. Large post Svo. cloth, price Js. 6d.

Notes on Genesis. New and Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo. price
Zs. 6d.

Expository Lectures on St. Paul's Epistles to the Corinthians.
A New Edition. Small crown Svo. price 5^.

Lectures and Addresses, with other Literary Remains. A New
Edition. Crown Svo. price 5^.

An Analysis of Mr. Tennyson's ' In Memoriam.' (Dedicated by
Permission to the Poet-Laureate.) Fcp. Svo. price 2s.

The Education of the Human Race. Translated from the German
of Gotthold Ephraim Lessing. Fcp. Svo. price 2s. 6d.

The above Works can also be had, bound in half-morocco.

*^* A Portrait of the late Rev. F. W. Robertson, mounted for framing, can
be had, price 2s. 6d.

RODWELL {G. F.) F.R.J. S., F.C.S.—Etna : A History of the
Mountain and its Eruptions. With Maps and Illustrations. Square Svo.

cloth, price gs.

ROLLESTON {T. IV. H.) B.A.—The Encheiridion of Epictetus.
Translated from the Greek, with a Preface and Notes. Small crown Svo.

cloth, price y. 6d.

RosMiNi's Origin of Ideas. Translated from the Fifth Italian Edition
of the Nubvo Saggio. Stt/r origine delle idee. 3 Vols, demy Svo. cloth

[Vol. I. now ready, \()S.

Rosmini's Philosophical System. Translated, with a Sketch of the

Author's Life, Bibliography, Introduction, and Notes by Thomas Davidson.
Demy Svo. cloth, i6j.

ROSS {Alexander) Z>.Z>.—Memoir of Alexander Ewing, Bishop of

Argyll and the Isles. Second and Cheaper Edition. Demy Svo. cloth, price

IOJ-. dd.

RULE {Martin) M.A.^The Life and Times of St. Anselm, Arch-
bishop OF Canterbury and Primate of the Britains. 2 Vols, demy
Svo. cloth, 32J.

SALTS {Rev. Alfred) ZZ.Z>.—Godparents at Confirmation. With a
Preface by the Bishop of Manchester. Small crown Svo. cloth limp, price 2s,
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SALVATOR (Archduke Ludwig)—Levkosia, the Capital of Cyprus.
Crown 4to. cloth, price lOj. 6^.

SAMUEL {Sydney M.)—Jewish Life in the East. Small crown 8vo.
cloth, price 3j. 6d.

SAYCE {ReiK Archibald ^(f;?;^)—Introduction to the Science of
Language. 2 vols. Large post 8vo. cloth, price 25^.

Scientific Layman. The New Truth and the Old Faith : are they
Incompatible ? Demy 8vo. cloth, price los. 6d.

SCOONES ( W. Baptiste)—Four Centuries of English Letters :

A Selection of 350 Letters by 150 Writers, from the Period of the Paston
Letters to the Present Time. Third Edition. Large crown 8vo. cloth, price 6j.

SCOTT {Robert H.)—Weather Charts and Storm Warnings. Second
Edition. Illustrated. Crown 8vo. price y. 6d.

SILAKSPEARE {Charles)— ^xm-T Paul at Athens. Spiritual
Christianity in relation to some aspects of Modem Thought. Five Sermons
preached at St. Stephen's Church, Westboume Park. With a Preface by the
Rev. Canon Farrar,

SHELLE Y {Lady)—Shelley Memorials from Authentic Sources.
With (now first printed) an Essay on Christianity by Percy Bysshe Shelley.

With Portrait. Third Edition. Crown 8vo. price 5^.

SHILLITO {Rev. Joseph)—Womanhood : its Duties, Temptations, and
Privileges. A Book for YoungWomen. Third Edition. Crown 8vo. price y. 6d.

SHLPLEY {Rev. Orby) M.A.—Church Tracts : or, Studies in Modern
Problems. By various Writers. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. price 5^. each.

Principles of the Faith in Relation to Sin. Topics for Thought
in Times of Retreat. Eleven Addresses delivered during a Retreat of Three
Days to Persons living in the World. Demy 8vo. cloth, price \2s.

Sister Augustine, Superior of the Sisters of Charity at the St. Johannis
Hospital at Bonn. Authorised Translation by Hans Tharau, from the

German 'Memorials of Amalie von Lasaulx.' Second Edition. Large
crown 8vo. cloth, price 7^. dd.

SKINNER {The late James) M.A.—A Synopsis of Moral and
AscETiCAL Theology. With a Catalogue of Ancient and Modern Authorities,

arranged according to Centuries. With a prefaratory Note by the Rev. T. T.
Carter. Demy 4to. cloth, los. dd.

SMITH {Edward) M.D., LL.B., 7^i?.6'.—Health and Disease, as
Influenced by the Daily, Seasonal, and other Cyclical Changes in the Human
System. A New Edition. Post 8vo. price 7^. (>d.

Tubercular Consumption in its Early and Remediable Stages.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo. price 6^.

SPEDDING {James)— Reviews and Discussions, Literary, Political,
and Historical not relating to Bacon. Demy 8vo. cloth, price 12^-. 6d.

Evenings with a Reviewer; or. Bacon and Macaulay. With a
Prefatory Notice by G. S. Venables, Q.C. 2 vols, demy 8vo. cloth, price

1 8J.
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STAFFER (/'drz^/)—Shakspeare and Classical Antiquity : Greek and
Latin Antiquity as presented in Shakspeare's Plays. Translated by Emily J.
Carey. Large post 8vo. cloth, price \2s.

5T. Bernard. A Little Book on the Love of God. Translated by
Marianne Caroline and Coventry Tatmore. Cloth extra, gilt top, 41. (xi,

STEPHENS (Archibald John) LL.D.—Tn^ Folkestone Ritual
Case. The Substance of the Argument delivered before the Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council on behalf of the Respondents. Demy 8vo.
cloth, price 6s.

STEVENSON [Rev. W. i^)—Hymns for the Church and Home.
Selected and Edited by the Rev. W. Fleming Stevenson.

The most complete Hymn Book published.

The Hymn Book consists of Three Parts :— I, For Public Worship.
II. For Family and Private Worship.—III. For Children.

%* Published in various forms and prices, the latter ranging from &/, to 6j.

Lists and full particulars will be furnished on application to the Publishers.

STE VENSON {Robert Louis)—Virginibus Puerisque, and other Papers.
Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

STRACHEY {Sir/ohfi) G. C.S./., and Lieut.-Gen. Richard STRACHE V,
R.E., F.R.S.—TuK Finances and Public Works of India, fro.m
1869 TO 1 88 1. Demy 8vo. cloth, i8j.

STRECKER- WISLICENC/S—O^Gh.mc Chemistry. Translated and
Edited, with Extensive Additions, by W. R. Hodgkinson, Ph.D., and A. J.
Greenaway, F.I.C. Demy 8vo. cloth, price 2is.

SULLV (fames) M.A. — Sensation and Intuition. Demy 8vo.
price Iox. 6d.

Pessimism : a History and a Criticism. Second Edition. Demy 8vo.
price 14J.

SYME (David)—Outlines of an Industrial Science. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo. price 6s.

Representative Government in England. Its Faults and
Failures. Second Edition. Large crown 8vo. cloth, 6s.

TAYLOR (Algernon)—Guienne. Notes of an Autumn Tour. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 4J-. 6d.

THOM (John Hamilton)—Laws of Life after the Mind of Christ.
Crown 8vo. cloth, 7^. 6d.

THOMSON (J. TurnbulPj—Socihi. Problems ; or, An Inquiry into
the Laws of Influence. With Diagrams. Demy 8vo. cloth, price 10s. 6d.

TIDMAN (Paid i^)—Gold and Silver Money. Part I.—A Plain
Statement. Part II.—Objections Answered. Third Edition. Crown Svo.

cloth, \s.

TLPPLE (Rev. S. A.)—Sunday Mornings 'at Norwood. Prayers
and Sermons. Crown 8vo. cloth, 6s.

TODHUNTER
(
Dr. /)—A Study of Shelley. Crown Svo. cloth,

price *is.

TREMENHEERE (H. Seymour^ C. B.—K Manual of the Prin-
ciples OF Government as set forth by the Authorities of Ancient
AND Modern Times. New and enlarged Edition. Crown Svo. cloth, 5/.
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TUKE {Daniel Hack) M.D.—Chapters in the History of the In-
sane IN THE British Isles. "With 4 Illustrations. Large crown 8vo.

cloth, 12S.

TWINING {Louisa)—Workhouse Visiting and Management during
Twenty-five Years. Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 3^. dd.

UPTON {Major R. D.)—Gleanings from the Desert of Arabia.
Large post 8vo. cloth, price \os. 6d.

VAUGHAN {H. Halford)—New Readings and Renderings of
Shakespeare's Tragedies. 2 vols, demy 8vo. cloth, price 25^.

VIATOR {Vaaius)—Flying South. Recollections of France and its

Littoral. Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 3^. dd.

VILLARI {Professor)—Niccolo Machiavelli and his Times. Trans-
lated by Linda Villari. 2 vols. Large post 8vo. price 24J.

VOLCKXSOM {E. W. K)—Catechism of Elementary Modern
Chemistry. Small crown 8vo. cloth, 3^.

VYNER {Lady Mary)—Every Day a Portion. Adapted from the
Bible and the Prayer Book, for the Private Devotions of those living in Widow-
hood. Collected and Edited by Lady Mary Vyner. Square crown 8vo,
extra, price ^s.

WALDSTEIN {Charles) Ph.D.—Tu^ Balance of Emotion and
Intellect ; an Introductory Essay to the Study of Philosophy. Crown 8vo.
cloth, price 6s.

WALLER {Rev. C. B.)—The Apocalypse, reviewed under the Light of
the Doctrine of the Unfolding Ages, and the Restitution of AH Things. Demy
8vo. price I2j.

WALPOLE {Chas. George)—History of Ireland from the Earliest
Times to the Union with Great Britain. With 5 Maps and Appen-
dices. Crown 8vo. cloth, lOs. 6d.

WALSHE { Walter Hayle) M.D.—Dramatic Singing Physiologically
Estimated. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 3^. dd.

WATSON {Sir Thomas) Bart, M.D.—The Abolition of Zymotic
Diseases, and of other similar Enemies of Mankind. Small crown 8vo. cloth,

price 3^. 6d.

WEDMORE {Frederick)—The Masters of Genre Painting. With
Sixteen Illustrations. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 7^. dd.

WHEWELL {William) D.D.—His Life and Selections from his
Correspondence. By Mrs. Stair Douglas. With a Portrait from a
Painting by Samuel Laurence. Demy 8vo. cloth, price 2ij

WHITE {A. D.) ZZ.Z>.—Warfare of Science. With Prefatory Note
by Professor Tyndall. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. price 3^. 6d.

WHITE {F. ^.)—English Grammar. Small crown 8vo. cloth, 2s.

WHITNEY{Prof. William Dwighf)—Essentials of English Grammar,
for the Use of Schools. Crown 8vo. price 3J. 6d.

WICKSTEED {P. Z^)—Dante: Six Sermons. Crown 8vo. cloth,
price 5^.
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WILLIAMS {Rowland) D.D^^HiSd, '-ISanies, Counsels, and
Collects for Devout Persons. Edited by his Widow. New and Popular
Edition. Crown 8vo. price 3J. dd.

Stray Thoughts Collected from the Writings of the late
Rowland Williams, D.D. Edited by his Widow. Crown 8vo. cloth, price

y. ed.

WILLIS (R.) M.D.—Servetus and Calvin : a Study of an Important
Epoch in the Early History of the Reformation. 8vo, price ids.

William Harvey. A History of the Discovery of the Circulation
of the Blood : with a Portrait of Harvey after Faithorne. Demy Svo. cloth,

price 14J. Portrait separate.

WILSON{Sir Erasj?tJis)—Egypt of the Past. With Chromo-lithograph
and numerous Illustrations in the text. Second , Edition, Revised. Crown
Svo. cloth, price I2s.

WILSON {H. Sc/iuiz)—The Tower and Scaffold. A Miniature
Monograph. Large fcp. Svo. price is.

WOLLSTONECRAFT (J/^ry)—Letters to Imlay. New Edition,,

with Prefatory Memoir by C. Kegan Paul. Two Portraits in eau-forte by
Anna Lea Merritt, Crown Svo. cloth, price ds.

WOLTMANN {Dr. Alfred), and WOERMANN {Dr. Karl)—
History of Painting. Edited by Sidney Colvin. Vol. I. Painting m
Antiquity and the Middle Ages. With numerous Illustrations. Medium Svo.

cloth, price 2Sj-. ; bevelled boards, gilt leaves, price 30J.

WOOD {Major- General J. Creighion)—'Do-\]'BLi^G the Consonant:
Small crown Svo. cloth, pi-ice is. 6d.

Word was Made Flesh. Short Family Readings on the Epistles for

each Sunday of the Christian Year. Demy Svo. cloth, price ioj. 6d.

WREN {Sir C/iristof/ier)—lii^ Family and His Times. With Original

Letters, and a Discourse on Architecture hitherto unpublished. By LucY
Phillimore. Demy Svo. With Portrait. Price 14J.

WRIGHT {Rev. David) M.A.—Waiting for the Light, and other
Sermons. Crown Svo. price 6s.

YORKE {/. 7^)—Notes on Evolution and Christianity. Crown
Svo. cloth, 6s.

YOUMANS {Eliza A.)—An Essay on the Culture of the Observing
Powers of Children, especially in connection with the Study of Botany.

Edited, with Notes and a Supplement, by Joseph Payne, F.C. P., Author of
* Lectures on the Science and Art of Education,' &c. Crown Svo. price 2s. 6d.

First Book of Botany. Designed to Cultivate the Observing
Powers of Children. W^ith 300 Engravings. New and Cheaper Edition.

Crown Svo. price 2s. 6d.

YOUMANS {Edward L.) M.D.—K Class Book of Chemistry, on the-

Basis of the New System. With 200 Illustrations. Crown Svo. price 5^.
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THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC
SERIES.

I. Forms of Water : a Familiar Expo-
sition of the Origin and Phenomena of

Glaciers. By J. Tyndall, LL.D.,
F.R.S. With 25 Illustrations.

Eighth Edition. Crown 8vo.

price $s.

II. Physics and Politics ; or, Thoughts
on the Application of the Principles

of * Natural Selection ' and ' Inheri-

tance' to Political Society. By Walter
Bagehot. Fifth Edition. Crown
8vo. price 4r.

•III. Foods. By Edward Smith, M.D.,
LL.B., F.R.S. With numerous Illus-

trations. Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo.

price $s.

IV. Mind and Body : the Theories of

their Relation. By Alexander Bain,

LL.D. With Four Illustrations.

Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo. price 4J-.

V. The Study of Sociology. By Her-
bert Spencer. Tenth Edition. Crown
8vo. price 5^.

VI. On the Conservation of Energy.
By Balfour Stewart, M.A., LL.D.,
F.R.S. With 14 Illustrations. Fifth

Edition. Crown 8vo. price 51.

VII. Animal Locomotion; or, Walking,
Swimming, and Flying. By J. B.

Pettigrew, M.D., F.R.S., &c. With
130 Illustrations. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. price 5^.

VIII. Responsibility in Mental
Disease. By Henry Maudsley, M.D.
Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. price 5^.

IX. The New Chemistry. By Professor

J. P. Cooke. With 31 Illustrations.

Sixth Edition. Crown 8vo. price 5^.

X. The Science of Lav^t. By Professor
Sheldon Amos. Fifth Edition. Crown
8vo. price 5j.

XI. Animal Mechanism : a Treatise on
Terrestrial and Aerial Locomotion.
By Professor E. J. Marey. With 1 17
Illustrations. Second Edition. Crown
8vo. price 5^.

XII. The Doctrine of Descent and
Darwinism. By Professor Oscar
Schmidt. With 26 Illustrations. Fourth
Edition. Crown 8vo. price 5j.

XIII. The History of the Conflict
BETWEEN Religion and Science.
By J. W. Draper, M D., LL.D.
Fifteenth Edition. Crown 8vo.

price 5^-.

XIV. Fungi: their Nature, Influences,

Uses, &c. By M. C. Cooke, M.D.,
LL.D. Edited by the Rev. M. J.
Berkeley, M.A., F.L.S. With nu-

merous Illustrations. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. price $s.

XV. The Chemical Effects of Light
and Photography. By Dr. Her-
mann Vogel. Translation thoroughly

revised. With 100 Illustrations. Third
Edition. Crown 8vo. price ^s.

XVI. The Life and Growth of Lan-
G Uage. By Professor William Dwight
Whitney, Third Edition. Crown
8vo. price <)S.

XVII. Money and the Mechanism of
Exchange. By W. Stanley Jevons,

M.A., F.R.S. Fifth Edition.

Crown 8vo. price 5J.

XVIII. The Nature of Light. With
a General Account of Physical Optics.

By Dr. Eugene Lommel. With 188

Illustrations and a Table of Spectra

in Chromo-lithography. Third Edit.

Crown 8vo. price $s.

XIX. Animal Parasites and Mess-
mates. By Monsieur Van Beneden.
With 83 Illustrations. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. price 5^.

XX. Fermentation, By Professor

Schlitzenberger. With 28 Illustrations.

Third Edition, Crown 8vo. price $s.

XXI. The Five Senses of Man. By
Professor Bernstein. With 91 Illus-

trations. Third Edition. Crown 8vo.

price 5^.

XXII. The Theory of Sound in its

Relation to Music. By Professor

Pietro Blaserna. With numerous Illus-

trations. Second Edition. Crown 8vo.

price $s.

XXIII. Studies in Spectrum Analy-
sis. By J. Norman Lockyer, F.R.S.
With six photographic Illustrations of

Spectra, and numerous engravings on
Wood. Crown 8vo. Second Edition.

Price 6s. 6d.
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XIV. A History of the Growth of
THE Steam Engine. By Professor
R. H. Thurston. With numerous
Illustrations, Second Edition. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 6j. 6d.

5 KV. Education as a Science. By
Alexander Bain, LL.D. Fourth
Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, price ^s.

3<XVI. The Human Species. By Prof.

A. de Quatrefages. Third Edition,

Crown 8vo. cloth, price ^s.

KXVH. Modern Chromatics. With
Applications to Art and Industry. By
Ogden N. Rood. With 130 original

Illustrations. Second Edition. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 5^.

XXVIII. The Crayfish : an Introduc-
tion to the Study of Zoology. By
Professor T. H. Huxley. With 82
Illustrations. Third Edition. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 5^-.

XXIX. The Brain as an Organ of
Mind. By H. Charlton Bastian,

M.D. With numerous Illustrations.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth,

price 5^'.

XXX. TheAtOxMic Theory. By Prof.

Wurtz. Translated by G. Clemin-
shaw, F.C.S. Third Edition. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 5^.

XXXI. The Natural Conditions of
Existence as they affect Animal
Life. By Karl Semper. With 2 Maps
and 106 Woodcuts. Second Edition.
Crown 8vo. cloth, price ^s.

XXXII. General Physiology of
Muscles and Nerves. By Prof. J.
Rosenthal. Second Edition. With
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5j.

IKXXIII. Sight : an Exposition of the
Principles of Monocular and Binocular
Vision. By Joseph le Conte, LL.D.
With 132 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.
cloth, price 5^.

XXXIV. Illusions : a Psychological
vStudy. By James Sully. S«rcond
Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5/.

XXXV. Volcanoes : what they are
AND WHAT they TEACH. Bv
Professor

J. W. Judd, F.R.S. With
92 Illustrations on Wood. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5j.

XXXVI. Suicide : an Essay in Com-
parative Moral Statistics. By Prof.
E. Morselli. With Diagrams. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 5^.

XXXVH. The Brain and its Func-
tions. By J. Luys. With Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5.^.

XXXVIII. Myth and Science : an
Essay. By Tito Vignoli. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 5^.

XXXIX. The Sun. By Professor Young.
With Illustrations. Second Edition.
Crown 8vo. cloth, price Sj.

XL. Ants, Bees, and Wasps : a Record
of Observations on the Habits of the
Social Hymenoptera. By Sir John
Lubbock, Bart., M.P. With 5 Chromo-
lithographic Illustrations, Fifth Edit.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5j-.

XLI. Animal Intelligence. By G, J.
Romanes, LL.D., F.R.S. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, 5^.

XLII. The Concepts and Theories of
Modern Physics. By J. B. Stallo.

Crown 8vo. cloth, 5^.

XLIII. Diseases of Memory : an Essay
in the Positive Pyschology. By Prof.

Th. Ribot. Crown 8vo. 5^.

XLIV. Man before Metals. By N.
Joly. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5J.

XLV. The Science of Politics. By
Prof. Sheldon Amos. Crown. 8vo.

cloth, 5j.

MILITARY WORKS.
\rmy of the North German Con-

federation : a Brief Description
of its Organisation, of the Different

Branches of the Service and their rdle

in War, of its Mode of Fighting, &c.

Translated from the Corrected Edition,

by permission of the Author, by
Colonel Edward Newdigate. Demy
8vo. price 5x.
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BARRINGTON
(
C<tpt. J. Z.)—England

ON THE Defensive ; or, the Problem
of Invasion Critically Examined.
I^rge crown 8vo. with Map, cloth,

price 7^. dd.

BLUME {MaJ. JF.)—The Operations
OF the German Armies in France,
from Sedan to the end of the War of

1870-71. With Map. From the

Journals of the Head-quarters Staff.

Translated by the late E. M. Jones,

Maj. 20th Foot, Prof, of Mil. Hist,
Sandhurst. Demy Svo. price <)s.

BOGUSLAWSKI {Capt. A. von)—Txc-
TiCAL Deductions from the War
OF 1 870-1. Translated by Colonel
Sir Lumley Graham, Bart., late i8th
(Royal Irish) Regiment. Third Edi-
tion, Revised and Corrected. Demy
Svo. price 7j.

BRACKENBURY {Col. C. B.,) R.A.,
C.i9.—Military Handbooks for
Regimental Officers. I. Military

Sketching and Reconnaissance, by
Colonel F, J. Hutchison, and Major
H. G. MacGregor. Fourth Edition.

With 15 Plates. Small Svo. cloth,

price 6s. II. The Elements of Modern
Tactics Practically applied to English
Formations, by Lieut. -Col. Wilkinson
Shaw. Fourth Edition. With 25
Plates and Maps. Small cr. Svo.

cloth, price 9^.

BRIALMONT {Col. ^.)- Hasty In-
trenchments. Translated by Lieut.

Charles A. Empson, R.A. With
Nine Plates. Demy Svo. price 6s.

CLERY (C.) Lieut.-Col—yLmo^ Tac-
tics. With 26 Maps and Plans.
Fifth and revised Edition. Demy
Svo. cloth, price \6s.

DU VERNOIS {Col von Verdy!)—
Studies in Leading Troops. An
authorised and accurate Translation by
Lieutenant H. J. T. Hildyard, 71st

Foot. Parts I. and II. Demy Svo.
price 7j.

GOETZE {Capt. A. z/^w)—Operations
OF THE German Engineers dur-
ing THE War of 1S70-1. Published
by Authority, and in accordance with
Official Documents. Translated from
the German by Colonel G. Graham,
V.C, C.B., R.E. With 6 large

Maps. Demy Svo. price z\s.

HARRISON {Lieut.-Col. R.) — The
Officer's Memorandum Book for
Peace and War. Third Edition.
Oblong 32mo. roan, with pencil, price

3J. 6d.

HELVIG {Capt. //)—The Operations
of THE Bavarian Army Corps.
Translated by Captain G. S. Schwabe.
With Five large Maps. In 2 vols.

Demy Svo. price 245-.

Tactical Examples : Vol. I. The
Battalion, price 15^. Vol. II. The
Regiment and Brigade, price loj-. 6d.

Translated from the German by Col.

Sir Lumley Graham. With nearly

300 Diagrams. Demy Svo. cloth,

HOFFBAUER (Crt//.)—The German
Artillery in the Battles near
Metz. Based on the Official Reports of

the German Artillery. Translated by
Captain E. O. Hollist. With Map
and Plans. Demy Svo. price 2IJ.

LAYMANN (Crt-//.) — The Frontal
Attack of Infantry. Translated

by Colonel Edward Newdigate. Crown
Svo. price is. 6d.

Notes on Cavalry Tactics, Organi-
sation, &c. By a Cavalry Officer.

With Diagrams. Demy Svo. cloth,

price I2J.

PARR {Capt H. Hallam) C.M.G.—The.
Dress, Horses, and Equipment of
Infantry and S'jaff Officers.
Crown Svo. cloth, price is.

SCNA IV {Col. //.)—The Defence and
Attack of Positions and Locali-
ties. Second Edition, revised and
corrected. Crown Svo. cloth, price

3s. 6d.

SCHELL {Maj. w;/)—The Operations
OF THE First Army under Gen.
VON GoEHEN. Translated by Col.

C. H. von Wright. Four Maps,
demy Svo. price 9^.

The Operations of the First Army
UNDER Gen. von Steinmetz.
Translated by Captain E. O. Hollist.

Demy Svo. price \os. 6d.

SCHELLENDORF {Major-Gcn. B. von)
—The Duties of the General
Staff. Translated from the German
by Lieutenant Hare. Vol. I. Demy
Svo. cloth, price \os. 6d.

i
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^CHERFF {Maj. W. z;^;/)—Studies in

THE New Infantry Tactics.
Parts I. and II. Translated from the

German by Colonel Lumley Graham.
Demy 8vo. price "js. 6d.

SHADWELL (Maj.-Gen.) C.^.—Moun-
tain Warfare. Illustrated by the

Campaign of 1799 in Switzerland.

Being a Translation of the Swiss

Narrative compiled from the Works of

the Archduke Charles, Jomini, and
others. Also of Notes by General

H. Dufour on the Campaign of the

Valtelline in 1635. With Appendix,

Maps, and Introductory Remarks.
Demy 8vo. price \(>s.

SHERMAN i^Gen. W. 7:)—Memoirs of
General W. T. Sherman, Com-
mander of the Federal Forces in the

American Civil War. By Himself.

2 vols. With Map. Demy 8vo. price

24-r. Copyright English Edition.

STUBBS [Lieut. -Col. F. fT.) — The
Regiment of Bengal Artillery.
The History of its Organisation, Equip-

ment, and War Services. Compiled
from Published Works, Official Re-
cords, and various Private Sources.

With numerous Maps and Illustrations.

2 vols. Demy 8vo. price 32J.

STUMM {Lieut. Hugo)—Rvssia's Ad-
vance Eastward. Based on the

Official Reports of. Translated by
Capt. C. E, H. Vincent, With Map.
Crown 8vo. price 6s.

VmCENT (Capt. C. E. IT)-YLvaKm.
tary Military Geography, Re-
connoitring, and Sketching.
Compiled for Non-commissioned Offi-

cers and Soldiers of all Arms. Square
crown 8vo. price Zs. 6d.

Volunteer, the Militiaman, and
the Regular Soldier, by a
Public Schoolboy. Crown 8vo. cloth,

price 5J,

WARTENSLEBEN (Count If. von.)^
The Operations of the South
Army in January and February,
1 87 1. Compiled from the Official

War Dofcuments of the Head-quar-
ters of the Southern Army. Trans-
lated by Colonel C. H. von Wright.
With Maps. Demy 8vo. price 6s.

The Operations of the First Army
under Gen. von Manteuffel.
Translated by Colonel C. H. von
Wright. Uniform with the above.

Demy 8vo. price ^s.

WICKHAM (Capt. E. H., R.A.)—
Influence of Firearms upon
Tactics : Historical and Critical

Investigations. By an Officer of
Superior Rank (in the Gei-man
Army). Translated by Captain E. H.
Wickham, R.A. Demy 8vo. price

7^. 6d.

WOINOVITS (Capt. 7.) — Austrian
Cavalry Exercise. Translated by
Captain W. S. Cooke. Crown 8vo.

price Is.

POETRY.
ADAMS (W. D. — Lyrics of Love,

from Shakespeare to Tennyson. Se-

lected and arranged by. Fcp. 8vo.

cloth extra, gilt edges, price 3J-. 6d.

ADAM OF ST. F/Cro^—The Litur-
gical Poetry of Adam of St.

Victor. From the text of Gautier.

With Translations into English in the

Original Metres, and Short Explana-

tory Notes. By Digby S. Wrangham,
M.A. 3 vols. Crown 8vo. printed on
hand-made paper, boards, price 2\s.

Antiope : a Tragedy. Large crown 8vo.

cloth, price 6^.

A USERTIN[J. 7.)—Camoens' Lusiads.
Portuguese Text, with Translation by.

Map and Portraits. 2 vols. Demy
8vo. price 30J.

Seventy Sonnets of Camoens. Por-

tuguese Text and Translation, with

some original Poems. Dedicated to

Capt. Richard F. Burton. Printed on
hand made paper, cloth, bevelled

boards, gilt top, price Is. 6d.

AUCIIMUTY (A. C.)—Poems OF Eng-
LisH Heroism : From Bnmanburgh
to Lucknow ; from Athelstan to Albert.

Small crown 8vo. cloth, price \s. 6d.
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A VIA—The Odyssey pr Homer. Done
into English Verse by. Fcp. 4to.

cloth, price 15^. '\'

BANKS {Mrs. G. Z.)—Ripples and
Breakers : Poems. Square 8vo.

cloth, price 5^.

BARNES {William)—?omAS OF Rural
Life, in the Dorset Dialect.
New Edition, complete in one vol.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 2>s. 6d.

BENNETT {Dr. W. C.)—Narrative
Poems and Ballads. Fcp. 8vo.

sewed, in Coloured Wrapper, price \s.

Songs for Sailors. Dedicated by
Special Request to H.R.H. the Duke
of Edinburgh. With Steel Portrait

and Illustrations. Crown 8vo. price

3^. dd.

An Edition in Illustrated Paper
Covers, price \s.

Songs of a Song Writer. Crown
8vo. price ds.

BEVINGTON {L. ^.)—Key Notes.
Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 5j.

BILLSON {C. 7.)—The Acharnians
OF Aristophanes. Crown 8vo. cloth,

price 3^. dd.

BOWEN {H. C.) J/.^.—Simple Eng-
lish Poems. English Literature for

Junior Classes. In Four Parts. Parts

I. II. and III. price dd, each,

and Part IV. price \s.

BRYANT {W. C.)— Poems. Red-line

Edition. With 24 Illustrations and
Portrait of the Author. Crown 8vo.

cloth extra, price 7^. dd.

A Cheap Edition, with Frontis-

piece. Small crown 8vo. price 3^-. bd.

BYRNNE {E. Fairfax)—Miiack^t : a
Poem. Small crown 8vo. cloth,

price 6s.

Calderon's Dramas : the Wonder-
working Magician—Life is a Dream
—the Purgatory of St. Patrick. Trans-
lated by Denis Florence MacCarthy.
Post 8vo. price loj.

CLARKE {Mary Ciw^w)—Honey from
the Weed. Verses. Crown 8vo.
cloth, 7j.

COLOMB {Colonel) — The Cardinal
Archbishop : a Spanish Legend.
In 29 Cancions. Small crown 8vo.
cloth, price 5j.

CONWAY {Hugh)—K Life's Idylls.
Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 3^. 6d.

COFFEE {Francois)-i:Y,xi\.tE. Done
into English Verse, with the sanction
of the Author, by I. O. L. Crown
8vo. vellum, price 5^.

COXHEAD {Ethel)—'RiKm and Babies.
Imp. i6mo. With 33 Illustrations.

Cloth gilt, 2s. 6d.

David Rizzio, Bothwell, and the
Witch Lady. Three Tragedies. By
the Author of * Ginevra,' &c. Crown
8vo. cloth, 6s.

DA VIE {G. S.) i^r.Z>.—The Garden of
Fragrance. Being a complete
Translation of the Bostan of Sadi,
from the original Persian into English
Verse. Crown 8vo. cloth, 7^-. 6d.

DAVIES{T.ffart)—CA.TM-LLVS. Trans-
lated into English Verse. Crown 8vo.
cloth, price 6s.

DE VERE {Aubrey)—The Foray of
Queen Meave, and other Legends of
Ireland's Heroic Age. Small crown
8vo. cloth, 5^.

Alexander the Great : a Dramatic
Poem. Small crown 8vo. price 5^-.

The Legends of St. Patrick, and
other Poems. Small cr. 8vo. priceN5J.

St. Thomas of Canterbury : a Dra-
matic Poem. Large fcp. 8vo. price $s.

Antar and Zara: an Eastern Romance.
INISFAIL, and other Poems, Medita-
tive and Lyrical. Fcp. 8vo. price 6s.

The Fall of Rora, The Search
AFTER Proserpine, and other Poems,
Meditative and Lyrical. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

Legends of the Saxon Saints.
Small crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

The Infant Bridal, and other Poems.
A New and Enlarged Edition. Fcp.
8vo. price ^s. 6d.

DILLON {Arthur)—RwEK Songs and
other poems. With 13 Autotype
Illustrations from designs by Margery
May. Fcp. 4 to. cloth extra, gilt

leaves, los. 6d.

DOBELL {Mrs. IIorace)—ETHELSTONE,
Eveline, and other Poems. Crown
8vo. cloth, 6s.
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lOBSON {.Austin) — Vignettes in

Rhyme, and Vers de Soci^te. Third

Edition. Fcp. 8vo. price 5^.

Proverbs in Porcelain. By the

Author of ' Vignettes in Rhyme.'

Second Edition. Crown 8vo. price ds.

Dorothy : a Country Story in Elegiac

Verse. With Preface. Demy 8vo.

cloth, price $-'.

DOWDEN {Edward) ZZ.Z).—Poems.
Second Edition. Fcp. 8vo. price 5j.

Shakspere's Sonnets. With Introduc-

tion. Large post 8vo. cloth, price Is. dd.

DOWNTON {Rev. H.) iT/.^.—Hymns
AND Verses, Original and Trans-

lated. Small crown 8vo. cloth, price

3J. ed.

DUGMORE {Rev. Eiiiest Edward)—
From the Mountains of the
East : A Quasi Dramatic Poem on

the Story of the Prophet Soothsayer

Balaam. Crown 8vo. cloth, y. dd.

DUTT {Torti)—K Sheaf Gleaned in

French Fields. New Edition, with

Portrait. Demy 8vo. cloth, \os. 6d.

Ancient Ballads and Legends of
Hindustan. With an Introductory

Memoir by Edmund W. Gosse. Small

crown 8vo. printed on hand-made
paper, price 5j-.

EDWARDS {Rev. Basil) — Minor
Chords ; or, Songs for the Suffering :

a Volume of Verse. Fcp. 8vo. cloth,

price 35-. 6d. ;
paper, price 2s. 6d.

ELDRYTH (i^/a?/fl?)—Margaret, and
other Poems. Small crown 8vo. cloth,

price 3^. ()d.

ELLIOT {Lady Charlotte)—hI'EJiVSK and

other Poems. Crown 8vo. cloth, price

6s.

ELLIOTT {Ebenezer), The Corn Law
Rhymer.—?0'E.M5. Edited by his son,

the Rev. Edwin Elliott, of St. John's,

Antigua. 2 vols, crown 8vo. price i8j-.

English Odes. Selected, with a Critical

Introduction by Edmund W. Gosse,

and a miniature frontispiece by
Plamo Thomycroft, A.R.A. Elzevir

8vo. limp parchment antique, price

6s. ; vellum, p. 6d.

Epic of Hades (The). By the Author
of Songs ofTwo Worlds. ' Thirteenth
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. price 7/. (yd.

*#* Also an Illustrated Edition, with
seventeen full-page designs in photo-
mezzotint by George K. Chapman.
4to. cloth, extra gilt leaves, price 25/.;
and a Large Paj>er Edition with Por-
trait, price loj. 6d.

EVANS {Antu)—VoTMS AND Music.
With Memorial Preface by ANN
Thackeray Ritchie. Large crown
8vo. cloth, price 7j.

GOSSE {Edmund «^.)—New Poems.
Crown 8vo. cloth, price yj. 6d.

GROTE{A. 7?.)—Rip van Winkle: a
Sun Myth ; and other Poems. Small
crown 8vo. printed on hand-made
paper, limp parchment antique, price $s.

GURNEY{Rev. Alfred)—The. Vision of
the Eucharist, and other Poems.
Crown 8vo. cloth, price 5^.

GwEN : a Drama in Monologue. By the

Author of the ' Epic of I lades, ' Third
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. cloth, price $s.

HA WKER {Robt. Stephen)—Thy. Poeti-
cal Works of. Now first collected,

and arranged. With a Prefatory Notice

by J. G. Godwin. With Portrait.

Crown 8vo, cloth, price 12s.

HELLON{H. 6^.)—Daphnis: a Pastoral

Poem. Small crown 8vo. cloth, price

y. 6d.

Herman Waldgrave : a Life's Drama.
By the Author of ' Ginevra,' &c.

Crown 8vo. cloth, 6s.

HICKEy {E. H.)—K Sculptor, and
other Poems. Small crown 8vo. cloth,

price 5J-.

HOLMES {E. G. ^.)—Poems. First and
Second Series. Fcp.8vo. price 5j. each.

INGHAM {Sarson C. J.) C.CDMON's
Vision and other Poems. Small

crown 8vo. cloth, 5j.

JENKINS {Rev. Canon)—The Girdle
Legend of Prato. Small crown

8vo. cloth, price 2s.

Alfonso Petrucci, Cardinal and Con-

spirator : an Historical Tragedy in

Five Acts. Small crown 8vo. cloth,

I

price 3^. 6d.

KING (Edward)—Echoes from the
Orient. With Miscellaneous Poems.

Small crown 8vo. cloth, price y. 6J.
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KING {Mrs. //amtUon)—The Disciples.

Fifth Edition, with Portrait and Notes.

Crown 8vo. price Sx.

AsPROMONTE, and other Poems. Second

Edition. Fcp. 8vo. price 4s. 6d.

LANG (/^.)—XXXII Ballades in Blue
China. Elzevir 8vo. parchment,

price 5j.

LEIGH {Arran ana Isla) — Bellero •

PHON. Small crown Svo. cloth,

price $s.

LEIGHTON (/?^^^r/)—Records and
OTHER Poems. With Portrait. Small

crown Svo. cloth, price 7^. bd.

Lessing's Nathan the Wise. Trans-

lated by Eustace K. Corbett. Crown
Svo. cloth, ts.

.Living English Poets, mdccclxxxii.
With frontispiece by Walter Crane.

Large crown Svo. printed on hand-

made paper. Parchment, 1 2J. ; vellum,

LOCKER (/^)—London Lyrics. A
New and Revised Edition, Avith Addi-

tions and a Portrait of the Author.

Crown Svo. cloth elegant, price ds.

*^* Also a Cheaper Edition, price 2s. 6d.

Love Sonnets of Proteus. With
Frontispiece by the Author. Elzevir

Svo. cloth, price fj.

LOWNDES (Ile/uy) — TOEMS AND
Translations. Crown Svo. cloth,

price 6s.

LUMSDEN {Lieut.-Col. II. W.)-^eo-
WULF : an Old English Poem.
Translated into Modern Rhymes.
Small crown Svo, cloth, price 5^.

MACLEAN {Charles Donala)—'Latin
AND Greek Verse Translations.
Small crown Svo. cloth, 2s.

MAGNUSSON {Eirikr) M.A., and
PALMER {E. II.) M.A.—JOH\N
LuDViG Runeberg'sLyrical Songs,
Idylls, and Epigrams. Fcp. Svo.

cloth, price 5j.

-MDC. Chronicles of Christopher Col-
umbus. A Poem in Twelve Cantos.

Small crown Svo. cloth, ys. 6d.

MEREDITH {(kvat) [The Earl of
Lytton'] Lucile. With 160 Illus-

trations. Crown 4to. cloth extra, gilt

leaves, price 2\s.

MIDDLETON, [The Za^j)-Ballads.
Square i6mo. cloth, price 3^. 6d.

MOORE [Mrs. Bloomfield)—Gondaline's
Lesson : The Warden's Tale, Stories

for Children, and other Poems. Crown
Svo. cloth, price 55.

MORICE {Rev. F. D.) M.A.—The
Olympian and Pythian Odes of
Pindar. A New Translation in Eng-
lish Verse. Crown Svo. price Is. dd.

MORRIS (Z<w/5)— Poetical Works.
Vol. I. contains Songs of Two Worlds.
Vol. II. contains The Epic of Hades.
Vol. III. contains Gwen and the Ode
of Life. New and Cheaper Edition,

with Portrait, complete in 3 vols. 5j.

each.

MORSHEAD {E. D. ^.)-The House
Arteus. Being the Agamemnon,
Libation-Bearers, and Furies of

.^schylus. Translated into English

Verse. Crown Svo. cloth, price ^s.

NADEN {Constance T^.)—Songs and
Sonnets of Spring Time. Small
crown Svo. cloth, price ^s.

NEWELL {E. y.)—The Sorrow of
Simona and Lyrical Verses. Small
crown Svo. cloth, dd.

NICHOLSON{EdwardB. )_The Christ
Child, and other Poems. Crown
Svo. cloth, price 4^^. dd.

NOAKE {Major R. Compton) — The
Bivouac ; or. Martial Lyrist. With
an Appendix : Advice to the Soldier.

Fcp. Svo. price ^s. 6d.

NOEL {The Hon Roden)—A Little
Child's Monument. Second
Edition. Small crown Svo. cloth,

3^. 6d.

NORRIS {Rev. Alfred)—The Inner
AND Outer Life Poems. Fcp. Svo.

cloth, price 6s.

Ode of Life (The), By the Author of
' The Epic of Hades ' &c. Fourth

Edition. Crown Svo. cloth, price $s.

O'HAGAN {John) -The Song of
Roland. Translated into English

Verse. Large post Svo. parchment
antique, price loj. 6d.

PAUL {C. A'<^rt«)—Goethe's Faust. A
New Translation in Rhyme. Crown
Svo. price 6:.

i
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MYNE (y(7-4«)—Songs op Life and
Death. Crown 8vo, cloth, price $s.

^ENNELL {H. Cholmondeley)—V¥.GXSVS
Resaduled. By the Author of ' Puck
on Pegasus,' &c. &c. With Ten Full-

page Illustrations by George Du
Maurier. Second Edition. Fcp. 4to.

cloth elegant, price I2s. 6d. •

. "FEIFFER {Emt/:y)—GLAii Alarch :

His Silence and Song: a Poem.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo. price 6s.

Gerard's Monument and other Poems.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth,

price 6s.

Quarterman's Grace, and other

Poems. Crown Svo. cloth, price $s.

Poems. Second Edition. Crown Svo.

cloth, price 6s.

Sonnets and Songs. New Edition.

i6mo. handsomely printed and bound
in cloth, gilt edges, price 4^.

Under the Aspens : Lyrical and
Dramatic, Crown Svo. with Portrait

cloth, price 6s.

PIKE {PVardztrfon)—THE. Inferno of
Dante Alighieri. Demy Svo.

cloth, price 5^.

RHOADES {James)—lYi^ Georgics of
Virgil. Translated into English

Verse. Small crown Svo. cloth,

price 5j.

ROBINSON {A. Mary F.)—A Handful
of Honeysuckle. Fcp. Svo. cloth,

price 3^. 6d.

The Crowned Hippolytus. Trans-

lated from Euripides. With New
Poems. Small crown Svo. cloth,

price Ss.

.'LAUNDERS (>/««)—Love's Martyr-
dom : a Play and Poem. Small
crown Svo. cloth, 5^.

Schiller's Mary Stuart. German
Text with English Translation on
opposite page. By Leedham White.
Crown Svo. cloth, 6s.

SHAW{W. F.) J/.^.—Juvenal, Per-
sius, Martial, and Catullus :

an Experiment in Translation. Crown
Svo. cloth, 5^.

SHELLEY {Percy Byssht) — Poems
Selected from. Dedicated to Lady
Shelley. With Preface by Richard
Garnett. Printed on hand-made paper,
with miniature frontispiece, Elzevir
Svo. limp parchment antique, price 6s. ;

vellum, price Js. 6d.

Six Ballads about King Arthur.
Crown Svo. cloth extra, gilt edges,
price y. 6d.

SKINNER (James)—Q(S.-LY£>i\K. The
Manual of St. Augustine. The Latin
Text side by side with an English
Interpretation in Thirty-six Odes with
Notes, and a plea for the study of
Mystical Theology. Large crown
Svo. cloth, 6s.

SLABEN {Douglas B. fr.)-FRiTHjOF
AND Ingebjorg and other Poems.
Small crown Svo. cloth, 5^.

Songs of Two Worlds, By the Author
of 'The Epic of Hades.' Seventh
Edition. Complete in one Volume,
with Portrait. Fcp. Svo. cloth,

price 7 J. 6d.

Songs for Music. By Four Friends.

Containing Songs by Reginald A.
Gatty, Stephen H. Gatty, Greville J.

Chester, and Juliana Ewing. Square

crown Svo. price 5^.

STEDMAN{Edmund Clarence) -Lyrics
and Idylls, with other Poems.

Crown Svo. cloth, price 7^. 6d,

STEVENS {William)—Tn^ Truce of
God, and other Poems. Small crown
Svo. cloth, price 3J. 6d.

Sweet Silvery Sayings of Shake-
speare. Crown Svo. cloth gilt, price

^s. 6d.

TAYLOR {Sir //,)—Works Complete in

Five Volumes. Crown Svo. cloth,

price 30^.

TENNYSON {Alfred) — Works Com-
plete:

—

The Imperial Library Edition.

Complete in 7 vols. Demy Svo. price

lOj, 6d. each; in Roxburgh binding,

I2s. 6d. each.

Author's Edition. In Seven Volumes.

Post Svo. cloth gilt, 43J. 6d. ; or half-

morocco, Roxburgh style, 52J. 6d.

Cabinet Edition. 13 Volumes. Each

with Frontispiece. Fcp. Svo. price

2s. 6d each.
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TENNYSON (Alfred)—cont.

Cabinet Edition. 13 vols. Complete

in handsome Ornamental Case, 35^.

The Royal Edition. In i vol. With
26 Illustrations and Portrait. Cloth

extra, bevelled boards, gilt leaves,

price 2is.

The Guinea Edition. Complete in

13 vols, neatly bound and enclosed

in box. Cloth, price 2is.; French
morocco or parchment, price 31J. 6d.

Shilling Edition. In 13 vols, pocket

size, IS. each, sewed.

The Crown Edition. Complete in

I vol. strongly bound in cloth, price

6s. ; cloth, extra gilt leaves, price

"js. 6d. ; Roxburgh, half-morocco,

price 8j. 6d.

*^* Can also be had in a variety of other

bindings.

Tennyson's Songs Set to Music by
various Composers. Edited by W. J.
Cusins. Dedicated, by express per-

m'ission, to Her Majesty the Queen.
Royal 4to. cloth extra, gilt leaves, price

2IJ. ; or in half-morocco, price 25^.

Original Editions :

—

Poems. Small 8vo. price 6s,

Maud, and other Poems. Small 8vo.

price 3^. 6d.

The Princess. Small 8vo. price t,s. 6d.

Idylls of the King. Small 8vo.

price $s.

Idylls of the King. Complete.
Small 8vo. price 6^.

The Holy Grail, and other Poems.
Small 8vo. price 4J. 6d.

Gareth and Lynette. Small 8vo.

price 3J.

Enoch Arden, &c. Small 8vo. price

3^ ed

In Memoriam. Small 8vo. price 45-.

Harold : a Drama. New Edition.
Crown 8vo. price 6s.

Queen Mary : a Drama. New Edi-
tion. Crown 8vo. price 6s.

The Lover's Tale. Fcp. 8vo. cloth,

3J. 6d.

Ballads, and other Poems. Small 8vo,
cloth, price 5J

TENNYSON {Alfred)—cont.

Selections from the above Works.
Super royal i6mo. price 3^. 6d. ; cloth

gilt extra, price 4J.

Songs from the above Works.
i6mo. cloth, price 2j. 6d^. ; cloth extra,

3J. 6d.

' Idylls of the King, and other Poems.
Illustrated by Julia Margaret Cameron.
2 vols, folio, half-bound morocco, cloth

sides, price £6. 6s. each.

HoR^ TENNYSONiANiE sive Eclogsec

Tennysono Latine Redditae Cura A. J.
Church, A.M. Small crown 8vo.

cloth, price 6s.

Tennyson for the Young and for
Recitation. Specially arranged.

Fcp. 8vo. IS. 6d.

The Tennyson Birthday Book. Edited
by Emily Shakespear. 32mo. cloth

limp, 2s. ; cloth extra, 3^.

*^* A superior Edition, printed in red

and black, on antique paper, specially

prepared. Small crown 8vo. cloth,

extra gilt leaves, price 5^. ; and in

various calf and morocco bindings.

THOMPSON {Alice C.)—Preludes : a
Volume of Poems. Illustrated by
Elizabeth Thompson (Painter of ' The
Roll Call'). 8vo. price 7^. 6d.

TODHUNTER (Dr. y.) — Laurella,
and other Poems. Crown 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Forest Songs. Small crown 8vo.

cloth, price 3^. 6d.

The True Tragedy of Rienzi : a

Drama. Cloth, price 3J. 6d.

Alcestis : a Dramatic Poem. Extra
fcp. 8vo. cloth, price 5J.

A Study of Shelley. Crown 8vo.

cloth, price Ts.

Translations from Dante, Petrarch,
Michael Angelo, and Vittoria
COLONNA. Fcp. 8vo. cloth, price ^s.6d.

TURNER {Rev. C. 7V««/j^«)— Sonnets,
Lyrics, and Translations. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 4r. 6d.

Collected Sonnets, Old and New.
With Prefatory Poem by Alfred
Tennyson ; also some Marginal

Notes by S. T. Coleridge, and a

Critical Essay by James Spedding.
Fcp. 8vo cloth, price p. 6d.

i
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WALTERS (Sophia Lydia)—'Y:HV. Brook:
a Poem. Small crown 8vo. cloth,

price y. 6d.

A Dreamer's Sketch Book. With
21 Illustrations by Percival Skelton,

R. P. Leitch, W. H. J. Boot, and
T. R. Pritchett. Engraved by

J. D. Cooper. Fcp. 4to. cloth, price

1 2J. 6d.

WATERFIELD (JT.) — Hymns for
Holy Days and Seasons. 32mo.
cloth, price \s. 6d.

WA Y{A.) M.A.—The Odes of Horace
Literally Translated in Metre.
Fcp. 8vo. price 2s.

WEBSTER {Au^usia) — Disguises : a
Drama. Small crown 8vo. cloth,

price 5j.

In a Day : a Drama. Small crown Svo,

cloth, 2s. 6d.

SmallWet Days. By a Farmer.
Svo. cloth, price 6s.

WILKINS ( ^«7/ww)-Songs of Study.
Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6j.

WILLOUGHBY {The Hon. Mrs.)-Ov
the North Wind—Thistleiwwn :

a Volume of Poems. Elegantly bound,
small crown Svo. price Js. bd.

WOODS {James Chapman)—k Child OP
THE People, and other Poems. Small
crown Svo. cloth, price ^s,

YOUNG (^w.)—GOTTLOB, etcetera.
Small crown Svo. cloth, price 3j. bd.

YOUNGS {Ella ^-/iar/^)—Paphus, and
other Poems. Small crown Svo. cloth,
price 3^. dd.

W^ORKS OF FICTION IN ONE VOLUME.
BANKS {Mrs. G. Z.)—God's Provi-

dence House. New Edition. Crown
Svo. cloth, price 3j. bd.

BETHAM-EDWARDS {Miss M.)—
Kitty. With a Frontispiece. Crown
Svo. price 6j.

Blue Roses; or, Helen Malinofska's

Marriage. By the Author of 'Vera.'

New and Cheaper Edition. With
Frontispiece. Crown Svo. cloth,

price 6j.

FRISWELL {J. Bain)—0^^ of Two
;

or. The Left-Handed Bride. Crown
Svo. cloth, price y- (>d.

GARRETT {E.)—Ey Still Waters : a
Story for Quiet Hours. With Seven
Illustrations. Crown Svo. price 6s.

HARDY {Thomas)—A Pair of Blue
Eyes. Author of ' Far from the Mad-
ding Crowd.' New Edition. Crown
Svo. price 6s.

The Return of the Native. New
Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown
Svo. cloth, price 6s.

HOOPER {Mrs. C?.)—The House of
Raby. Crown Svo. cloth, price 3^. 6d.

INGELOW{Jean)—OvY THE Skelligs:
a Novel. With Frontispiece. Second
Edition. Crown Svo. cloth, price 6s.

KING {Edward)—The Gentle Savagf„
Crown Svo. cloth, 6s.

MACDONALD ((7.)—Malcolm. With
Portrait of the Author engraved on
Steel. Sixth Edition. Crown Svo.

price 6s.

The Marquis of Lossie. Fourth
Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown
Svo. cloth, price 6s.

St. George and St. Michael. Third
Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown
Svo. cloth, 6s.

{J. )— Half-a-Dozen
Crown Svo. cloth, price

MASTERMAN
Daughters.
3.f. 6d

MEREDITH {George) — Ordeal of
Richard Feverel. New Edition.

Crown Svo. cloth, price 6s.

The Egoist : A Comedy in Narrative.

New and Cheaper Edition, with

Frontispiece. Crown Svo. cloth,

price 6s.
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PALGRAVE {JV. Giford)—UERMAJiK
Agha : an Eastern Narrative. Third

Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6^.

Pandurang Hari; or, Memoirs of a

Hindoo. With an Introductory Pre-

face by Sir H. Bartle E. Frere,

G.C.S.I., C.B. Crown 8vo. price 6j.

PAUL {Margaret ^^z^^)—Gentle and
Simple : A Story. New and Cheaper

Edition, with Frontispiece. Crown

8vo. price 6s.

SflAW (Flora Z.) -Castle Blair; a

Story of Youthful Days. New and

Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. price

2s. 6d.

STRETTON (Hesba) — Through a

Needle's Eye : a Story. New and

Cheaper Edition, with Frontispiece.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

TA YLOR (
Col. Meadows) C. S. I. , M. R.I. A.

Seeta : a Novel. New and Cheaper
Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 6s.

TiPPOO Sultaun : a Tale of the Mysore
War. New Edition, with Frontispiece.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

Ralph Darnell. New and Cheaper

Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 6s.

A Noble Queen. New and Cheaper
Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown
8vo. cloth, price 6s.

The Confessions of a Thug.
Crown 8vo, price 6s.

Tara: a Mahratta Tale. Crown 8vo.

price 6s.

THOMAS {Mo^)—A Fight for Life.

Crown 8vo. cloth, price 3j. 6d.

Within Sound of the Sea. New
and Cheaper Edition, with Frontis-

piece. Crown 8vo. cloth, price 6s.

BOOKS FOR THE YOUNG.

Aunt Mary's Bran Pie. By the Author

of 'St. Olave's.' Illustrated. Price

3J. 6d.

BARLEE [Ellen)—'Locked Out: a Tale

of the Strike. With a Frontispiece.

Royal i6mo. price is. 6d.

BONWICK (J.) F.R.G.S.—TuK Tas-

MANIAN Lily. With Frontispiece.

Crown 8vo. price 5s.

Mike Howe, the Bushranger of Van
Diemen's Land. New and Cheaper
Edition. With Frontispiece. Crown
8vo. price ^s. 6d.

Brave Men's Footsteps. A Book of

Example and Anecdote for Young
People. By the Editor of ' Men who
have Risen.' With Four Illustrations

by C. Doyle. Seventh Edition. Crown
8vo. price 3J. 6d.

Children's Toys, and some Elementary
Lessons in General Knowledge which
they teach. Illustrated. Crown 8vo.

cloth, price Ss.

COLERIDGE {Sara) -Fretty Lessons
IN Verse for Good Children,
with some Lessons in Latin, in Easy

Rhyme. A New Edition. Illus-

trated. Fcp. 8vo. cloth, price

3s. 6d.

UANVERS [N. /».)—Little Minnie's
Troubles : an Every-day Chronicle.

With 4 Illustrations by W. H. Hughes.

Fcp. cloth, price y. 6d.

Parted : a Tale of Clouds and Sunshine.

With 4 Illustrations. Extra fcp. 8vo.

cloth, price 3J. 6d.

Pixie's Adventures ; or, the Tale of

a Terrier. With 21 Illustrations.

i6mo. cloth, price 4^. 6d.

Nanny's Adventures : or, the Tale of

a Goat. With 12 Illustrations. i6mo.

cloth, price 4^. 6d.

DA VIES (G. Christopher) — Rkubi.es

AND Adventures of our School
Field Club. With Four Illustra-

tions. New and Cheaper Edition.

Crown 8vo. price 3^. 6d.
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DRUMMOND (il/m)—Tripp's Build-
ings. A Study from Life, with
Frontispiece. Small crown 8vo. price

y. 6d.

EDMONDS {^Herbert) — Well Spent
Lives : a Series of Modem Biogra-

phies. New and Cheaper Edition.

Crown 8vo. price y. td.

EVANS (yl/ar/J)—The Story of our
Father's Love, told to Children

;

Fourth and Cheaper Edition of

Theology for Children. With Four
Illustrations. Fcp. 8vo. price \s. 6d.

FARQUHARSON (.1/.)

I. Elsie Dinsmore. Crown Svo.

price 3^. dd.

n. Elsie's Girlhood. Crown Svo.

price y. 6d.

III. Elsie's Holidays at Roselands.
Crown Svo. price 3^. 6d.

HERFORD (Brooke)—The Story of
Religion in England : a Book for

Young Folk. Cr. Svo. cloth, price 2s.

INGELOW {Jean)— The Little
Wonder-horn. With Fifteen Illus-

trations. Small Svo. price 2s. dd.

JOHNSON( Virginia fF.)-THE Catskill
Fairies. Illustrated by Alfred
Fredericks. Cloth, price 5^.

KER {David)— The Boy Slave in

Bokhara: a Tale of Central Asia.

With Illustrations. New and Cheaper
Edition. Crown Svo. price y. 6d.

The Wild Horseman of the Pampas.
Illustrated. New and Cheaper Edi-
tion. Crown Svo. price 3^. 6d.

LAMONT {Martha MacDonald)—The
Gladiator : a Life under the Roman
Empire in the beginning of the Third
Century. With 4 Illustrations by
H. M. Paget. Extra fcp. Svo. cloth,

price y. 6d.

LEANDER {Richard) — Fantastic
Stories. Translated from the German
by Paulina B. Granville. With Eight
Full-page Illustrations by M. E.

Fraser-Tytler. Crown Svo, price 5^.

LEE {Holme)—Her Title of Honour.
A Book for Girls. New Edition.

With a Frontispiece. Crown Svo.

price 5^.

LEWIS {Mary A.) -A Rat with Th»ee
Tales. New and Chctpcr Edition.
With Four Illustrations by Catherine
F. Frere. Price y. dd.

MAC KENNA {S. 7.)-Plucky Fbl-
lows. A Book for Bovs. With Six
Illustrations. Fifth Edition. Crown
Svo. price y. td.

At School with an Old Dragoon.
With Six Illustrations. New and
Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo. price

3^. dd.

MALDEN {H. .£.) -Princes and Prin-
cesses : Two Fairy Tales, liluitrated.

Small crown Svo. price 2x. dd.

Master Bobby. By the Author of
'Christina North.' With Six Illus-

trations. Fcp. Svo. cloth, price 3^. (yd.

MC CLINTOCK (Z.)—Sir Spangle
AND the Dingy Hen. Illustrated.

Square crown Svo. price 2s. 6d.

NAAKE {J. T:)— Slavonic Fairy
Tales. From Russian, Servian,

Polish, and Bohemian Sources. With
4 Illustrations. Crown Svo. price 5^.

PELLETAN{E.)—The Desert Pastor.
Jean Jarousseau. Translated from
the French. By Colonel E. P. De
L'Hoste. With a Frontispiece. New
Edition. Fcp. Svo. price 3J. 6d.

REANEY {Mrs. G. i".)—Waking and
Working ; or. From Girlhood to

Womanhood. New and Cheaper
Edition. With a Frontispiece. Cr.

Svo. price y. 6a.

Blessing and Blessed : a Sketch of

Girl Life. New and Cheaper Edition.

Crown Svo. cloth, price y. 6d.

, Rose Gurney's Discovery. A Book
for Girls. Dedicated to their Mothers.

Crown Svo. cloth, price y. 6d.

English Girls: Their Place and Power.

With Preface by the Rev. R. W. Dale.

Third Edition. Fcp. Svo. cloth,

price 2J. 6d.

JuST AnYON E, and other Stories. Three

Illustrations. Royal i6mo. cloth, price

ij. 6d.

Sunbeam Willie, and other Stories.

Three Illustrations. Royal i6mo.

price IJ. 6d.

Sunshine Jenny and other Stories.

3 Illustrations. Royal i6mo. clotli,

price IJ. 6d.
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ROSS {Mrs. E.), ('Nelsie Brook')—
Daddy's Pet. A Sketch from
Humble Life. With Six Illustrations.

Royal i6mo. price is.

SADLER (S. W.) A-.iV.—The African
Cruiser: a Midshipman's Adventures
on the West Coast. With Three
Illustrations. New and Cheaper Edi-

tion. Crown 8vo. price 2s, 6d.

Seeking his Fortune, and other Stories.

With Four Illustrations. New and
Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Seven Autumn Leaves from Fairy
Land. Illustrated with Nine Etchings.

Square crown 8vo. price y. 6d.

STOCKTON {Frank R.)—A Jolly Fel-
lowship. With 20 Illustrations.

Crown Svo. cloth, price 5j.

STORR {Francis) andTURNER {ffaives)

.

Canterbury Chimes; or, Chancer
Tales retold to Children. With Six

Illustrations from the Ellesmere MS.
Second Edition. Fcp. Svo. cloth,

price 3J. 6</.

STRETTON {Hesba)—T>AViii Lloyd's
Last Will. With Four Illustra-

tions. New Edition. Royal i6mo.
price 2J. 6d.

The Wonderful Life. Sixteenth
Thousand. Fcp. Svo. cloth, price

2s. 6d.

Sunnyland Stories. By the Author of
'Aunt Mary's Bran Pie.' Illustrated.

Second Edition. Small Svo. price

Zs.6d.

Tales from Ariosto Re-told for
Children. By a Lady. With 3 Illus-

trations. Crown Svo. cloth, price

4J. 6d.

WHITAKER {F/orenc^)—Christy's In-

heritance. a London Story. Illus-

trated. Royal i6mo. price is. 6d.

Z/MMERN {J/.)—Stories in Precious
Stones. With Six Illustrations

Third Edition, Crown Svo. price $s.
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